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The dissertation is a deep study of an iconic 20th century female, African American leader whose 
acclaim developed not only from her remarkable first generation post-Reconstruction Era 
beginnings, but also from her mid-century visibility among Negroes and some Whites as a 
principal spokesperson for her people. Mary Jane McLeod Bethune arose from the Nadir- the 
darkest period for Negroes after the Civil War and three subsequent US Constitutional 
Amendments. She led thousands of Negro women, despite social adversity, to organize around 
their own aspirations for improved social and material lives among America’s diverse citizens., 
i.e. “the melting pot.” The subject of no fewer than thirty-two dissertation studies, numerable 
biographies, innumerable awards, and namesake educational institutions, Bethune ascended to 
public leadership roles. Her renown of the first five decades of the 20th century is reconstructed 
to be less enigmatic for people of African descent, and more visible for other mainstream 
Americans. Remarkably, she employed a uniquely crafted philosophy of interactional destiny for 
the world’s “races” anchored in her brand of Christian evangelism. Bethune’s uniquely early 
feminist worldview and strategies for inter-racial cooperation, different than the worldviews of 
some of her contemporaries, achieved much social capital and opened doors of opportunity for 
herself and countless others through a brief federal government position, and organized women’s 
work before 1955. Since much of her meta-narrative was riddled with hagiography and myth, 
this study has fettered out some myths and eradicated some of the hagiography. The study 
combines primary sources, secondary sources, photo-ethnography, and hermeneutics to 
illuminate another pathway for future leadership students and organization developers to 
appropriate aspects of Bethune’s 20th century leadership performance as their own. Unintended 
to merely applaud Dr. Bethune’s leadership performance, this study is discourse anchored in the 
researcher’s belief and scholarship that leadership is both teachable and learnable. This 
dissertation is available in open access at AURA: Antioch University Repository and Archive, 
http://aura.antioch.edu/ and OhioLINK ETD Center, http://etd.ohiolink.edu 
KEYWORDS: Mary McLeod Bethune historiography, women’s leadership, African American 
leadership, 20th century leadership studies 
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Chapter 1  
 
“Put that book down, Mary Jane!” said the elder White girl. “Come over here and I’ll show you 
some pictures. Put the book down! You can’t read!” 
 
Mary Jane did what she was told. She put the book down and looked at the pictures. But what 
she wanted to do was read. That was what made the difference between her and the White child. 
This recollection from Mary McLeod Bethune’s childhood illuminates a “disorienting dilemma” 
that ignited Bethune’s agency to overcome her illiteracy. Bethune’s disorienting experience 
seems to have led ultimately to a life’s work and mission of social equality for others who shared 
her identity. This story sets the stage for a rigorous, retrospective interrogation of Bethune’s 
leadership life. Using theories of leadership studies and lenses of social barriers such as social 
class assignment, skin color bias, gender suppression, regional-origin bias, and racial bias 
Bethune traversed through the first five decades of the 20th century in America, the study seeks 
to explain how an African-descended woman born during the US Reconstruction (1865-1877), 
illiterate until after age eleven, was able to envision herself and somehow achieve the mantle of 
Negro plenipotentiary in the five decades before she died. Bethune’s “crossing” five entrenched 
social biases, especially in light of the tumultuous zeitgeist of the 20th century’s early decades, 
has been interrogated and discussed within the context of leadership literature and studies to 
learn more about her personality and the skill-sets she used to achieve her success. 
Mary McLeod Bethune: A Brief Biographical Sketch 
Bethune was a woman of African descent, born free during the early Reconstruction Era (1865-
1877) in rural South Carolina. Her family suffered through and survived the American legal 
system of African peoples’ enslavement and an ensuing extra-legal system of oppression known 
as “Jim Crow.”The first one of her parents’ seventeen children born after President Lincoln’s 




she was “special.” She not only looked different than both her parents; she was also told she had 
a special destiny, unlike her siblings. Bethune’s life, as she understood it, was destined to 
represent social change during her lifetime. The following excerpt from a 20th century women’s 
anthology compresses Dr. Bethune’s life as an unfettered leap from childhood poverty into three 
adulthood careers. She was a… “central figure in the founding of Bethune-Cookman College… 
founder and president of the National Council of Negro Women…and one of the few [B]lacks to 





Without much attention to Bethune’s own leadership development, Bethune’s current 
meta-narrative emphasizes her accomplishments as an educational leader. In 1904 before public 
school education was available to Negro2 children in Florida, Bethune almost single-handedly 
founded a school for girls there. This same educational institution has evolved over the years and 
																																								 																				
1Peggy Saari, ed. Prominent Women of the 20th Century: Volume 1 (A-C).(New York City, NY: 
International Thompson Publishing Company, 1996), 125. 
 
2 The term “Negro” was widely accepted and used to designate people of African descent at the turn of the 




is currently operating as an accredited four-year college and university with graduate programs, 
Bethune-Cookman University in Daytona Beach, Florida. As a leader of women in the 20th 
century clubwoman movement among African descended women, Bethune rose to leadership in 
the NACW (National Association of Colored Women) and later founded the NCNW (National 
Council of Negro Women) in 1935. Her leadership and organizational work are considered 





A lesser-known narrative situates Bethune as a visible member of President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt’s (FDR) New Deal (1936-1944) “Black Cabinet.” This particular narrative 
features Bethune’s leadership role as FDR’s National Youth Administration (NYA) Director of 
Negro Affairs. Additionally, as a consultant to President Hoover before FDR and to President 
Truman after, Bethune was dispatched by these Presidents as an “ambassador” to Haiti and 




ambassador or envoy. Among socially aspiring African Americans during the first half of the 
20th century, Bethune was well known for her social activist agendas, which were widely 
publicized in newspapers for Negro consumption, e.g. the Pittsburgh Courier and Chicago 
Defender.3Her name and accomplishments appeared in literally hundreds of newspaper articles 
from coast to coast from the 1930s through the 2000s. Some early narratives also say, “Bethune 
supported drives to free the Scottsboro Boys – nine Black men who were unjustly accused … for 
raping two White women on a freight train and were [infamously] tried in Scottsboro, Alabama 
in 1931.”4 However, this study has looked more incisively into Bethune’s actual support and 
advocacy for the nine men, the Scottsboro Boys, whose case made headline news in newspapers 
across the country. Examining Bethune’s philosophy and activism or lack of activism about this 
case contributes to the discourse around the Bethune role as the “Negro Plenipotentiary” of her 
times as discussed by Skorapa in her 1989 dissertation and as suggested earlier by Ross’ 1982 
Case Study on Bethune. 
As a native of South Carolina, a state that dissuaded formal education for Negroes, 
Bethune had no opportunity for a high school education in her home state.5What was available to 
her was administered through the Presbyterian Church beginning in the mid-1800s, which, 
though contrary to state tradition, was training people like Bethune for work outside the trades 
and personal service. Having neither a high school diploma nor any formal secondary education, 
Bethune’s receiving numerous honorary college degrees is a big part of her enigma. Bethune’s 
																																								 																				
3Carolyn LaDelle Bennett. An Annotated Bibliography of Mary McLeod Bethune's Chicago Defender 
Columns, 1948-1955. Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellon Press, Ltd. 2001.   
 
4Peggy Saari, ed. Prominent Women of the 20th Century: Volume 1 (A-C). (New York City, NY: 
International Thompson Publishing Company, 1996), 129. 
 





20th century acclaim includes numerous citations, honors, government appointments, and 
organization leaderships. Her honorary degrees6 include the following: M.S. (1910), South 
Central States College, Orangeburg, South Carolina; M.A. (1915) Wilberforce University, 
Wilberforce, Ohio; LL.D. (1935) Lincoln University, Oxford, Pennsylvania; Doctor of 
Humanities (1936) Bennett College, Greensboro, North Carolina; M.S. (1937) Tuskegee 
Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama; LL.D. (1942) Howard University, Washington, District of 
Columbia; LL.D. (1943) Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia; LL.D. (1943) Wiley College, 
Marshall, Texas; Doctor of Humanities (1947) West Virginia State College, Institute, West 
Virginia; Doctor of Humanities (1949) Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida; and Doctor of 
Humanities (1950) Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina.  
Augmenting Bethune’s 20th century academic achievements are her numerous citations, 
honors, appointments, and other organizational affiliations. Bethune’s medals and decorations 
include the following: the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People) Joel E. Spingarn Medal (1935); Xavier University’s Francis A. Drexel Award (1937); 
the Southern Conference for Human Welfare’s Thomas Jefferson Award (1942); Daytona Beach 
First Annual Youth City’s Award (1941); the Republique d’Haiti Medal of Honor (1949); and 
the Republic of Liberia’s Star of Africa (1952). Additionally, Bethune was appointed by 
President Truman as an “official observer,” along with NAACP representatives W.E. B DuBois 
and Walter White, to attend the 1945 proceedings for the United Nations. (These eventually 
resulted in the U.N. as we know it today.) Significantly, Bethune’s school for girls founded in 
1904 in Daytona Beach, Florida, was continuously nurtured throughout her lifetime into its 
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ultimate development in 2007 as Bethune-Cookman University. B-CU currently operates in more 
than 78 buildings on 85.5 acres; it boasts 17, 891 graduates between 1943 and 2015.7 
 Chronicles of Bethune’s history in leadership and in organizational development for 
women include no fewer than 30 self-help, service, and professional organizations. Most 
significantly of these 30organizations, Bethune pulled away from NACW and founded the 
NCNW in 1935, which exists across the US in 34 states with more than 25,000 members of both 
African and non-African descent.8 Bethune’s life story can be defined as a history of personal 
agency, and both emergent and ascribed leadership to combat overt social barriers for socially 
oppressed groups in the United States. Evidence exists in the literature about Bethune’s 
leadership evolution. Noteworthy and undisputed is her rapid ascent within two vertical 
organizational hierarchies: NACW and NCNW during the first four decades of the 20th century. 
While many historians, educational policy scholars, Bethune-Cookman College alumni, 
and Bethune devotees through the years have written about her life, her achievements and her 
legacy, the totality of her meta-narrative seems incredible but not complete. How was it possible 
that an early 20th century Black woman who could not and did not earn a high school diploma 
nevertheless establish a SACS (Southern Association of Colleges and Schools)9 fully-accredited 
four-year college by 1921? How was it possible that a Negro woman who never served as a US 
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State Department Ambassador or Envoy to any foreign nation actually traveled on official 
federal government business to Africa and to the Caribbean during more than one US President’s 
administrations? How was it that a dark-skinned Negro woman without any “classical” education 
from the agrarian South withdraw her energy from the National Association of Colored Women 
(NACW), the pre-eminent Negro clubwomen’s organization of 1896, and led its college-
educated middle-class members to split into the 1935 National Council of Negro Women 
(NCNW)? And how did Dr. Bethune come to be called “First Lady of Negro America”10 or as 
others have designated her, the 20th century Negro Plenipotentiary?11 These and other factors of 
Bethune’s life as a leader in higher education, in public service, in private real estate 
development, and in non-profit club women’s organizational development are no less than 
phenomenal, remarkable, and for sure enigmatic. This study seeks to deconstruct the Bethune 
enigma and to plot a leadership path that might inspire others, and to inform scholars and 
practitioners about the complexities of leadership and organization management. Dorothy Irene 
Height, shown below wearing bright blue in Figure 1. 3, was one of Bethune’s renowned 
mentees. An NCNW leadership successor, Height is a significant piece of Bethune’s 
historiography and success story. 
Elements of several different leadership approaches can readily be found in Bethune’s 
narratives. Her legacy includes a litany of successful women she personally selected and 
mentored to succeed her work in the National Council of Negro Women (NCNW). Bethune’s 
“special” skill-sets identified in her early life included her ability to speak English “well,” i.e.  
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without a vernacular of the South in her tone and elocution. This particular skill along with a 
gregarious personality, a healthy dose of self-efficacy, and a sense of humor no doubt propelled 
the gifted oratory for which she was known and pursued for purposes of social change and the 
racial uplift of her identity group. 
Motivating my focus for this dissertation were questions not only about Bethune’s history 
of leadership and her meta-narrative in educational leadership, but also about her persona. 
Throughout a variety of secondary sources, narrators comment on Dr. Bethune’s physical 
appearance. She was photographed individually and in group settings; her leadership was the 
frequent topic of the Negro press. But who was she really? And how she did what she did 
through her leadership is intriguing. Beyond a litany of thirty-plus organizational memberships, 
memorable publicly delivered speeches, and volumes of ignored or misinterpreted information, 
my study excavates, contextualizes, and characterizes Dr. Bethune’s leadership persona and 
development. In addition to using published primary and secondary literature along with primary 
source documents and artifacts available to explain Bethune’s publicly performed and chronicled 
leadership life, my methodology includes elements of photo-ethnography as one of several 
methods planned. Some 21st century scholarship indicates that within vast photographic records 
lay both post-positivist and hermeneutic contexts for understanding Bethune’s leadership. The 
chances of a 20th century female, born to formerly enslaved parents in the Reconstruction Era of 
the United States, ascending above her social circumstances to positions of high esteem in higher 
education and government service would be nearly non-existent except for the enigmatic agency 
of a very short, dark-skinned female born and reared just after slavery in the deep South who we 




Indications are that Bethune was actually able during her life to cross over entrenched 
social barriers: class, color, gender, race, and regional bias, as she demonstrated leadership 
success in the non-profit sector, the government sector, and in the for-profit sector as well.This 
example of iconic leadership among her gender, class, regional, and racial identity groups 
presents an enigmatic life of leadership and social history. How Dr. Bethune surmounted 
systemic social barriers, effectively utilizing them to her advantage, representing her own people 
quite well, and representing her country of birth on the international stage in addition embodies 
the essence of this study. Dr. Bethune’s leadership life, while invisible in leadership literature, 
has been interestingly visible in the margins of class studies, gender studies, and government 
policy studies of the FDR New Deal Administration between1936 – 1944.12 
Born in 1875, Dr. Bethune was well known in the early to middle 20th century among 
African American Baby Boomers. However, her acclaim among younger Gen-Xers and 
Millennials is barely apparent in their memory and popular discourse. Even worse, a noticeable 
representation of African descended public school educators have arrived in their own “leading 
through teaching” professional roles without an understanding of Dr. Bethune’s impact and role 
in their lives as educators. Bethune was, and still is, considered among older African Americans 
a consummate female hero. Her renown has become more prevalent in the growing field of 
Africana Women’s Studies just since the late 20th century. Bethune’s life’s work centered around 
women’s social uplift and suffrage, women’s rights to work outside the domestic realm, and 
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inter-racial cooperation. Dr. Bethune exemplifies Pearson and Pope’s description of The Female 
Hero13 because her leadership life defies the male “normative” leader-hero trope:  
…the basic spiritual and psychological archetype of human life has been limited…by the 
assumption that the hero and central character of the myth is male…is almost 
alwaysassumed to be [W]hite and upper class as well. The journey of the upper class 
White male–a socially, politically, and economically powerful subgroup of the human 
race- is identified as the generic type for the normal human condition; and other members 
of society–racial minorities, the poor, and women–are seen as secondary characters, 
important onlyas obstacles, aids, or rewards in his journey. 
 
Scholars from various fields of study—in leadership (Jackson and Parry, 2011), (Northouse 
2013); in history (Hoefferle 2011), (Iggers 2005), and (Brundage 2002), though from different 
standpoints, can be brought into a discourse created by literary critics Pearson and Pope on 
women’s leadership roles. They contend that, “[a]n exploration of the heroic journeys of 
women–and of men who are relatively powerless because of class or race-makes clear that the 
archetypal female hero masters the world by understanding it, not by dominating, controlling, or 
owning the world or other people.” This dissertation further seeks to establish Dr. Bethune’s 
leadership as a beacon for students of leadership and social change activists, and especially for 
contemporary leaders who find themselves facing and needing to “cross-over” their own 
phenomenal barriers. Six decades after Dr. Bethune’s death, the methods and model of a 
successful leader who crossed over social barriers can become new knowledge instructive for 
future leadership practice in the early decades of the 21st century. 
Appropriating from the West African Akan cultural symbol Sankofa, looking back into 
the past often can be instructive for the successive leaders of the next generations. Appropriating 
Amanda Sinclair’s theory (2007), reflection can be a good place to begin interrogating 
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transformational steps in Bethune’s leadership development. This study retrospectively 
reassesses and re-contextualizes events from Bethune’s youth onward as my reflection and 
hindsight into her development. Contemporary leadership studies suggest that leader identities 
have significant impact on leader performances.14 Bethune’s identity has been investigated in 
light of the social barriers she experienced, i.e. racial bias, class bias, gender bias, color bias, and 
regional bias, i.e. “navigating the self.” “Navigating the self refers to the identity construction 
and negotiation processes that unfold as people interpret and act on their differences. Navigating 
the self requires proactive identity construction that helps fulfill the need for dignity, recognition, 
safety, control, purpose, and efficacy”15 
For this study, five socially-constructed biases as social barriers—race, class, gender, 
color, and regional origin—are being utilized as lenses to add context to Bethune’s leadership 
performances. Given these biases, selected Bethune experiences are discussed as forms of 
multiple-consciousness and metaphorically represented as “crossings.” Dr. Bethune told her 
biographer, Rackham Holt, about dream state recollections of her crossing bodies of water 
(rivers and an ocean) which Bethune viewed as advancements past social barriers.At least two 
other scholars also concluded that in Bethune’s life chronology these crossings were not 
achieved simultaneously,16 nor were her crossings overcome with similar effort and agency. 
Figure 1.5 Concomitant Crossings into Leadership Development, provides a more graphic 
representation of the identities or elements of multiple-consciousness that Bethune would have 
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15 Ibid., 75. 
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experienced as she was evolving through her own leadership development. In order to track her 
leadership development, I have associated her experiences in “crossing” bodies of water with 
multiple-consciousness.  
Bethune’s history has also aligned with various leadership approaches as silos of 
information in the study. They have been contextualized by an interrogation of how these social 
barriers impacted Bethune’s leadership development. Graphically describing this concept of 
multiple consciousness, Figure 1.5 is another way of describing the social barriers Dr. Bethune 
experienced. Figure 1.5 begins with Bethune’s first conscious recollection of race as a delimiting 
factor in her life as described in the opening vignette. She wanted to read a book, but a 
systematic social barrier, i.e. race, impeded her learning to read. The study assumed that a more 
nuanced, intimate mental “portrait” of Bethune, an inner look, could be crafted by examining a 
synthesis of these “crossings” in her life. Interestingly, Bethune’s so-very-public life in 
leadership somehow obfuscated knowing her more intimate story that was likely shaped, if not 






Mary McLeod Bethune evolved from the 19th century US Reconstruction Era 
systemically illiterate, as did most Negroes during the Nadir. However, she progressively 
transcended into a middle-class, early 20th century feminist leader whose “crossing-over” several 
social barriers resulted in compelling [s]hero-worship, myths, and hagiography.  
Her meta-narrative has been propagated in a remarkably enigmatic story of success 
despite multiple systemic social barriers she experienced, rather than creating the model of 
agency and the legacy she had hoped to leave for Africana women. Bethune’s “crossings” were 
not achieved simultaneously nor were her crossings equally as difficult to achieve. Her 
leadership needed re-evaluation in order to acknowledge her agency, her personality, aspects of 
her familial and marital life, her worldview, her methods of supervision, and leadership in 
organizations. Aspects of Bethune’s persona, in the context of the principal organizations she 
developed and led, have been under-reported especially given the complex zeitgeist of the first 
half of the 1900s: the Victorian Era; the Progressive Era; the Third Great Awakening; Supreme 
Court (SCOTUS) decisions such as the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson case, the 1931 Powell v. 
Alabama and the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education;the Great Migration; Prohibition (19th 
Constitutional Amendment); the Great Depression; World Wars I and II; and the variously 
described modern Civil Rights Era. Every one of these events and major social changes informed 
or re-engineered Bethune’s leadership practice.  
Situating Bethune’s Development and Practices within Leadership Literature 
Dr. Bethune believed that her leadership acumen was inherited from her royal African ancestry. 
In a 1940s interview with Fisk University President Charles Johnson, Dr. Bethune firmly 




continually made this assertion in her speeches and autobiographical sketches. Although she had 
no way of proving this assertion at the time, she might have been correct.  
Contrary to the personal beliefs of this early-20th century feminist, this study argues that 
Mary McLeod Bethune’s remarkable leadership life was grounded in a progression of acquired 
and developed skills-sets, beginning with and returning to a series of “disorienting dilemmas,” a 
concept explained in greater detail later in this chapter. In the course of the past two years and in 
preparation of this dissertation topic, I have read broadly about Mary McLeod Bethune. Her 
“crossings” can be charted across a plethora of leadership styles and approaches: 
transformational leadership, relational leadership, authentic and charismatic engagement with 
followers, all supported by a perverse eudaemonic flow. These styles and approaches produced a 
profusely rich organizational life for a dominating leadership style such as Bethune’s.Human 
agency is implicitly the central notion of my argument about Bethune’s leadership. Her personal 
agency and organizational agency are well documented, and they meet descriptive aspects of 
successful leaders such as Bethune. According to Bandura’s description, agency is an important 
self-referent phenomenon operating in successful leadership: 
Self-generated activities lie at the very heart of causal processes. They not only contribute 
to the meaning and valence of most external influences, but they also function as 
important, proximal determinants of motivation and action. The capacity to exercise 
control over one’s own thought processes, motivation, and action is a distinctively human 
characteristic. Because judgments and actions are partly self-determined, people can 
effect change in themselves and their situations through their own efforts.17 
 
Leadership is not an inborn trait available only to people through their lineages. Uhl-Bien 
asserts that leadership is a process inconsistent with the idea of leadership “genes,” although 
various personality traits, e.g. extroversion, may enhance leadership skills and definitely 
																																								 																				





influence leadership performance.18 Leadership is mostly acquired and hardly related to heredity. 
Bethune’s own narrative stated in interviews and her autobiographical sketches suggest that her 
“royal” maternal linage accounted for her leadership acumen. Bethune could have had royal 
ancestors who led their people, but no evidence to support her viewpoint is currently available. 
However, whether or not her assumption was correct, Bethune’s belief in her royal background 
could have played a positive role in her leadership development. Similarly, the possible impact 
of her parents who, according to autobiographies, insisted that Mary Jane was born to fulfill an 
important social justice mission. Nevertheless, the dissertation departs from that viewpoint; it 
accepts the premise that leadership is “a highly sought after and highly valued commodity,” 
involves transactional as well as interactive processes and events “occur[ing] between leaders 
and followers…”19 These processes and events are available to all individual despite heritage 
identities, station in life, gender assignment, and/or nationality. Leadership conceptualized as a 
process can be observed in leader behavior and is available therefore to be learned.20Ready 
evidence of this can be seen in the leaders around the globe from any number of cultures, 
genders, social classes, and nationalities who have been chronicled and appear in empirical 
literature. Ang San Suu Kyi (Myanmar), Nelson Mandela (South Africa), Mother Theresa 
(India), Hugo Chavez (Venezuela), Queen Hatshepsut (Ancient KMT), the Dali Lama (Tibet), 
Mary McLeod Bethune (USA), and Barack H. Obama (USA) are only a few such examples. 
Finally, whether leadership is hereditary/trait-based or an acquired skill-set is a point on which 
many leadership theorists vary and disagree. Jackson and Parry assert that leadership is a process 
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that goes on between all people and that all people can be involved in leadership, almost in spite 
of their formal positions.21 The ensuing discussions focus on several leadership theories, styles, 
and approaches that are evident in previous narratives about Bethune’s life in organizations.22 
Among many definitions of the leadership phenomenon, it can be defined as a social 
process, as an inherited trait, as ascribed or emergent given membership through an 
organizational role or position. Ways of conceptualizing leadership that acknowledge focus on 
human interaction, personality perspectives, and power relationships assert that certain 
components can be identified as central to the leadership phenomenon.23 Some of these 
components include (a) process, (b) exchange of influence, (c) interactive behavior between 
individuals and/or within groups of people, and (d) goals that are common among group 
members. In 2006, as Uhl-Bien explains, “… a relational perspective views leadership as a 
process of social construction through which certain understandings of leadership come about 
and are given privileged ontology.”24 The literature is replete with other descriptions of 
leadership styles and approaches such as transactional, transformational, authentic, charismatic, 
relational, leader-centered, follower-centered, collaborative, eudaemonic, and culturally 
influenced. They are infused in my discussions of Bethune. Asrepresented in Figure 1.6,a way of 
graphically considering a leadership studies lexicon includes, but is not limited to 
“transformational” leadership, “relational” leadership, “authentic” leadership, “charismatic” 
leadership, and “eudaemonic” leadership. 
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The literature on leadership approaches and theories, as well as the most current 
published scholarship on African American women’s leadership, has been brought into a focused 
frame-work of blended leadership literature to explore my preliminary assumptions about 
Bethune’s leadership development and characteristics. References and supporting evidence from 
previewed secondary literature are included in the discussion of Dr. Bethune’s prevalent 
approaches or style, as well as allusions to the zeitgeist of early to mid-20th century in the USA. 
Having asserted earlier in my thesis statement that Bethune’s “crossings” could be traced 
through several leadership approaches such as transformational, relational, authentic, 




well as other leadership approaches and styles help explain her rich organizational life in her 














Although discussing Bethune’s leadership traits and skills is important, another 
discussion of the types of organizations in which she led and worked is equally important. The 
training she received, and the culture of the organizations where she was trained for a life of 
leading and teaching youngsters, had as much impact on Bethune’s life of leadership as her 
adulthood role models in government. The teacher as the authority in a defined classroom is the 
perfect backdrop for Bethune’s affinity for authoritarian, top-down, call and command 
leadership. The ‘way things are done’ in small organizations is typically defined by an 
authoritarian leader who has an easy venue for a transactional, vertically hierarchical 
organization. The culture of an organization defines and regulates not only “how,” but also 
“who,” “why,” and “when” things are done. Assuming leadership in an organization with its own 
history and culture can be difficult in vertical hierarchies. New organizations are much easier for 
a leader to define organization culture and to mediate power relationships than in organizations 
with protracted histories. If a leader has rarely led in an existing organization, the likelihood for 
an easy leadership performance is less. Nevertheless, Dr. Bethune achieved an improved material 
and social life for herself, as she simultaneously helped to improve the material and social lives 
for other African Americans. 
Disorienting Dilemma 
Tracking Bethune’s leadership development begins with the concept of a “disorienting 
dilemma,” a situation which jars one’s conscious comfort zone and leads directly to 
transformational experiences. Bethune’s conscious development into an evolved state 
commenced as Bethune, in pre-pubescence, was chided and shamed by a White girl her age 
equal who demanded that Bethune not handle a book since Bethune could not yet read. 




socially forbidden. This “disorienting dilemma” gave rise to Bethune’s resolve that very day to 
learn how to read. Another “disorienting dilemma” producing another transformational step later 
in Bethune’s adulthood has been recorded as an incident wherein a student at Dr. Bethune’s 
school was denied medical treatment at the White’s only hospital in Volusia County, Florida. 
This incident was immediately resolved, but the transformation learning was in Bethune’s 
expanded idea of student services, which resulted in her transformed agency and leadership of 
McLeod Hospital that opened in 1911.25 
According to Jack Mezirow (1991), transformation leading to transformative learning 
occurs in that it usually results from a "disorienting dilemma" which is triggered by a life crisis 
or major life transition. “An important part of transformative learning is for individuals to change 
their frames of reference by critically reflecting on their assumptions and beliefs… and 
consciously making and implementing plans that bring about new ways of defining their worlds. 
This process is fundamentally rational and analytical.”26 Bethune would recall later in 
conversations, speeches and interviews her recurrent experiences with, what in adult 
development studies would be called “disorienting dilemmas.”Each experience would prompt a 
continuing process of transformation. Successive dilemmas would also lead Bethune to relational 
leadership experiences, expressing herself authentically and charismatically. Believing herself to 
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be in sync with the Almighty, Dr. Bethune’s eudaemonic flow propelled and in some instances 
compelled her leadership style developed in social justice advocacy. 
Transformational Learning and Leadership 
Transformational experiences, I suspect, having the apparently most immediate impact on 
Bethune’s leadership development included her three formal educational placements. In 
Bethune’s own idyllically pre-pared autobiography,27 she describes her personal transformation 
through formal classroom experiences in a rural South Carolina schoolhouse: 
When I was eleven years of age, a small school for Negroes was opened at Mayesville 
[SC]by the Presbyterian Church Board of Missions… I felt within me a fanning of the 
flame of ambition which had been breathed into me by my indomitable mother….I was 
learning and finding a deep delight in its process. Just the idea of learning held a 
pronounce fascination for me… 
 
After I had gone as far in the little school at Mayesville that I could go, my anxiety, 
caused by a dread fear of not being able to further pursue an education, was pacified 
when I was awarded a scholarship to Scotia Seminary, now Barber Scotia College in 
Concord, South Carolina. Miss Mary Crissman, a dressmaker in Denver, Colorado 
offered to assist a worthy girl in the school by awarding her such a scholarship. 
 
Bethune’s illiteracy had been quickly eliminated, but even more importantly became a 
part of her transformation as a person thirsty for knowledge and devoted to academic 
proficiency. “Ms. Wilson, my teacher seemed to have felt that the interest which I had shown in 
my studies warranted my being the recipient of the coveted gift.”28 The concept of 
transformational learning (TL) acumen is described in contemporary leadership literature as 
“emotional intelligence and leadership.” According to Higgs and Aitken (2003), while 
definitions of this construct vary, consensus exists on two principal aspects, specifically “self-
																																								 																				







awareness” and “emotional management,” episodic representations of which can be found in 
Bethune’s autobiography.29 Higgs and Aitken describe a total of four elemental steps, as follows:  
1. Self-awareness: awareness of your own feelings and the ability to recognize and 
manage both; 
2.  Emotional resilience: ability to perform well and consistently in a range of situations, 
especially when under pressure; 
3.  Motivation: drive and energy which one has to achieve results, balance short and long 
range goal, and pursuing one’s own goals in the face of challenge and rejection; 
4.  Interpersonal sensitivity: ability to be aware of the needs and feelings of others, and to 
use this faculty effectively… in creating and nurturing interpersonal relationships. 
There is scant information available to support the generalizability of research findings 
about transformational leadership. However, “one of the main suppositions about 
transformational leadership theory is that transformational leaders, i.e. their own transformation 
in attitudes … motivations and consequently [the] behaviors of others, stimulates followers to 
perform beyond expectations…”30 Evidence of Bethune’s transformational leadership, 
emanating from her own internal transformation can be demonstrated in her role as founder as 
she was “establishing” the NCNW (National Council of Negro Women) in 1935 from the 
reluctant membership of its predecessor, the NACW (National Association of Colored Women). 
By this time in her leadership life, organizational records indicate that Bethune was building on a 
series of gender-based relations. NCNW archives list among many other organizations, the 
following that focus on women’s issues: American Women’s Volunteer Services – Board of 
Directors; Women’s Army for National Defense, Council of Church Women – Executive Board; 
National Association of Colored Women –President; Florida State Federation of Colored 
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Women’s Clubs –President; National Council of Negro Women – Founder and President; 
American Mothers’ Committee Board of Directors; and Delinquent Home for Colored Girls in 
Florida – Founder.31 
Relational Leadership 
Brown and Posner (2001) in their journal article, “Exploring the Relationship between Learning 
and Leadership,” ask the question: “What relationship does the way that people learn have to the 
manner in which they lead?” They refer to the “trait-based” approach to leadership which Dr. 
Bethune herself espoused. However, the question posed is more accurately a nod toward 
leadership learning experience. Among varying philosophies are polar- opposite perspectives 
which position learning either from the “inside-out” [trait-based] or from the “outside-in” 
[acquired/learned]. In Bethune’s case, the cannon on her organizational life reveals that her 
tendency toward ‘relational’ leadership practice was one which moved her beyond the typically 
transactional leader - follower relationships. Aside from the endearing relationship and 
leadership model that Bethune described with her mother, she also experienced early-life, 
transactional yet endearing, relationships with successive non-family females. Bethune 
incorporated into her practice, experiences from this example of female relational leadership 
(mother-daughter). Also in her youthful experience, this female – female model of shaping the 
future of a younger female had begun with her Denver, Colorado benefactor, Miss Crissman. 
Bethune adopted this mode and modeled it during the relational leading she performed, for 
example, with Dorothy Height and other mentees she frequently called “daughters.” This mode 
of leading through relationships was adapted by Bethune well into her middle-age in the 
relational leadership example she accomplished with Eleanor Roosevelt. 
																																								 																				





 Whenever she affiliated with organizations, Bethune’s leadership performance seems to 
have functioned as a dynamic system embedding her leadership personality into the local 
environmental and organizational aspects, perhaps learned from teacher – student role models 
she knew. She developed transforming relationships also with the Satterfields, a married couple 
in charge of Scotia Seminary. She recalled that they personified a trend of thought among Whites 
by whom she “was greatly influenced.” Bethune defined the Scotia instructors as a “… splendid 
group of Northerners who were imbued with the genuine missionary spirit…a noble band of 
courageous [W]hites who believed that Negroes have soul, spirit, and personality…These 
[W]hites believe it their God deemed duty, or a duty appointed them by Providence to help the 
unfortunate Negro develop…32”Having experienced such impactful relational leadership models 
during her formative years, Bethune was appropriating teacher - mentors behaviors and attitudes, 
similar to imprinting behavior, which would become the groundwork for her progressively 
developing leadership acumen. 
A review of relevant historical correspondence about Bethune and relevant interviews has 
provided additional primary source information to the discussion of Bethune’s relational leading. 
We have Zora Neale Hurston letters which characterize the quality of the Hurston- Bethune 
relational leading while Hurston was the Bethune-Cookman faculty creating the Drama 
Department in the 1920s.33Additionally, it was instructive to draw inferences from the 
assessments on Bethune’s leadership by Dorothy Height, a succeeding NCNW leader, and from 
Maida Springer who was Bethune’s connection to the labor movement. Both Height and 










memoir.34Informally trained within NCNW as a non-elected leader for a number of years, Height 
was an equally legendary half of the Bethune-Height relational leadership dyad. The NCNW 
baton of leadership eventually being passed to Height was the apex of the two women’s 
relational leading in that organization. Additionally the published interview of Springer35 with 
historian Yevette Richards has been utilized as primary source material to bring yet another 
perspective on Bethune’s relational leadership practice. Operating in different occupational 
orbits, Bethune and Springer through their acknowledged “mother-daughter” relationship, 
nevertheless relationally led a segment of the northern-states Negro population less familiar to 
Bethune. Opinions of these two women contemporaries, leaders accomplished in their own right, 
further contextualize the relational aspect of Bethune’s later-life leadership performance. 
Authentic and Eudaemonic Leadership 
Becoming an authentic leader and being perceived by others as “authentic” is an outgrowth of 
believing one’s own message. Early evidence suggests that Dr. Bethune definitely believed and 
successfully peddled her own messages of social progress to others in her realm of influence. 
The 2005 Ilies, Morgeson and Nahrang study sought to examine the concept of authentic 
leadership and to discuss the influences of authenticity on leaders and follower eudaemonic 
behavior. The researchers hypothesize that “an important introspective yet relational concept, 
authenticity (i.e. being one’s true self) has substantial implications for the meaningfulness of 
[others’] lives.” Individuals with true self-esteem, such as Bethune, reflect secure well-anchored 
feelings of self-worth that do not need continual external validation. As the Ilies study suggested 
along with other renown researchers such as Avolio, Gardner, Luthans, May, and Walumbwa, all 
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agreed that authentic leaders, who are deeply aware of their values and beliefs, are also self-
confident, genuine, reliable and trustworthy.  
Focusing on building followers’ strengths,36 the Ilies et al. study posits that authentic 
leadership is “rooted in positive leadership approaches such as charismatic, transformational, and 
ethical leadership’ performance.” They also provide background on “two distinct yet overlapping 
philosophical approaches to human happiness and worthiness of human life: hedonism and 
eudaemonic well-being that are central to these areas of leadership development” in their 
estimation. On the one hand, they contend that hedonism refers to the basic motivational 
principle of approaching pleasure and avoiding pain. On the other hand, eudaemonic well-being 
is conceptualized in the context of realizing one’s true potential across one’s lifespan.  
Bethune asserted and believed that her life was destined to be “different… destined to 
open and walk through many doors;”37 her maternal grandmother Sophia, head wrapped in a red 
bandanna, had said repeatedly to Mary Jane, “You were sent to Patsy and Sam to be a leader; I 
can tell by the strokes on your forehead.”38Bethune’s belief-driven behavior falls interestingly 
into the contemporary discussion of eudaemonic motivation in leadership performance. The Ilies 
research further posits that leaders who behave in their goals or work in accordance with their 
own deep-seated values are more likely to experience flow at work, and to be intrinsically 
motivated and personally expressive when leading. This is the essence of eudaemonia, a factor 
which generates leadership behavior: for some “…an Aristotelian viewpoint of human happiness 
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… that actively expresses excellence of character or virtue.”39 Accordingly researchers Keys, 
Shmotkin, and Ryff (2002) proposed a conceptual framework which includes six distinctive 
aspects of eudaemonic wellness: self-acceptance, environmental mastery, purpose in life, 
positive relationships, personal growth, and autonomy or self-determination. Bethune’s 
biographies clearly show that, before achieving her occupational heights, all six of the Keys et al. 
framework had become manifest in her life. Being inauthentic, or being someone besides who 
she really was, would have been completely improbable for Mary McLeod Bethune. While 
Bethune could have pursued a high school education through an institution outside South 
Carolina, she prepared herself for an occupation and leadership through the Presbyterian 
Church’s modeling and training schools for Negro women teachers. She trained for leadership 
through teaching under Lucy Laney Craft at Haines Institute, like “an overwhelming majority of 
women teachers in freedmen schools.”40 
Additionally, Bethune reported that she had always been aware of her distinctively 
different appearance which accompanied the “different destiny” that her parents had described to 
her from her birth. A good case can be made for a uniquely Bethune brand of authenticity, given 
her distinctive African physiognomy and dark skin color. These were features which Bethune 
wore proudly and used to project her authenticity. She was considered the “genuine article:” a 
Negro of royal African-descent who was coined by another scholar as the “Negro 
Plenipotentiary” of her times. Bethune seemed to be an authentically pure African female, 
without any semblance of an Afro-European admixture which she wore emblematically. This 
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expression of authenticity is discussed by Sinclair: “[l]eaders and those who study them often 
seek to perpetuate the idea that leaders are special – if not immortal.”41 Using the tool of 
reflection back to Bethune’s recollections of self-worth based on her parents’ immediate 
description of her physically at birth: “a baby of a dark satiny skin... the damp black hair grew 
low on her brows and her face was broad…” she was not only different but was also told that she 
was “special”42  Bethune believed herself to be “special” on account of “royal matrilineal 
ancestry” about which her mother boasted. And different than either of her parents, her “coal” 
black skin color would continue to be used as a sort of “calling card.”  
Dr. Bethune authentically acknowledged how her physicality was deployed in leading 
others; she recalled early self –awareness of her appearance while in school choral performances. 
I believe the case can be made for Bethune’s authentic leadership, which has resulted in her 
being dubbed the Negro Plenipotentiary in her era. “…Bodies and body performances, while not 
indicative of authenticity, are nevertheless a central part of leadership [efficacy].”43 Bethune’s 
leadership can be discussed as deliberate performance. 
Leaders and leadership gurus often pay great attention to the physical selves they project 
their voices, what they are wearing, their gestures, and their command and use of the 
physical space available to them…The accomplishment of leadership is often dramatic 
and choreographed in an aesthetic manner …from controlling the physical distance from 
which leaders may be viewed to the use of make-up and photographs to accomplish a 
sufficiently awe-inspiring effect.  
 
Bethune’s authorized biographer, Holt, reported that Bethune had been known to “stand among 
friends in her majestic dignity and, with a beaming, disarming smile, throw her arms wide open 
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and exclaim, ‘Look at me! I’m beautiful!’” (Holt 166). Bayard Rustin, architect of the 1960s 
March on Washington, DC, described Bethune as “dark, a little on the hefty side, [but] very 
dynamic…if you passed her in the street, she wasn’t very attractive. But when she walked into a 
room, she became more attractive than the most beautiful young woman in the room – because 
she brought a light and a fire...”44 
 Emerging from the lower socio-economic class to represent her people as their 
plenipotentiary, Bethune became “the genuine (authentic) article,” an indisputably Black woman 
whose visibility as a leader in the African American media and the mainstream White media 
were relatively unchallenged position that “[l]eaders’ bodies become motifs for the mystique of 
flawless command...” seems applicable here.45 A good deal of primary source data on Bethune 
exists to support secondary data and theory about the authenticity of her leadership, i.e. her 
physical presence: her vocal cadence, her strong visual gaze, her style of dress, her dark skin 
color that was not necessarily favored by Blacks or Whites during the first half of the 20th 
century A selection from more than 143 Bethune photographs archived at the NABWH have 
been utilized in the study as primary source artifacts; these photographs attest to her remarkable 
physical presence and possibly be linked to her successful leadership. Bethune said she was 
proud that her family’s diction and elocution were not distinctively “Southern.” Digitized copies 
of Bethune’s distinctive voice, heard especially in conversation with First Lady Eleanor 
Roosevelt and in public speeches, are being utilized as another primary source artifact, also 
attesting to her unique authenticity. The Iles, Morgeson and Nahrang study mentioned earlier 
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also suggests that positive leadership approaches such as charismatic, transformational, and 
ethical leadership performance are viewed as expressions of leader authenticity.46 
Charismatic Leadership 
Closely inter-related with authentic leadership is charismatic leadership. I agree with Jackson 
and Parry’s discussion of charismatic leadership: “often thought of as a sibling of 
transformational leadership, is often seen as a political, or psycho-analytic, or sociological, or 
transitory approach to leading others displayed outside the more strict boundaries of formal 
organizations.” Said to be more difficult to research than other leadership styles, although 
emanated from the leader’s perspective or leader-centric, charismatic leadership “has its effect 
by heightening the self-concept of followers.” Charisma as a personality trait is exuded and 
perceived interactively as a process in interaction between the leader and her/his followers. Some 
well-known charismatic leaders include Martin Luther King, Jr., Mahatma Gandhi, and Mary 
McLeod Bethune.  
Newspaper articles attesting to and covering Bethune’s charismatic effect on people 
around the USA abound.47 Followers are drawn to the leader’s affect and/or 
message/mission/success. Bethune’s charisma can be partly evidenced through her captivating 
speeches, excerpts of which have been included as primary source material gathered from 
archives. Her charismatic leadership has also been interrogated through a careful ethnographic  
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review of the hundreds of photographs in the NAWBH Bethune Collection and Florida Memory 
Archives. Some of these photographs are interspersed throughout the dissertation. 
Coming of age during the Nadir, 1877-1901, when the imagined social gains for African 
Americans from the Civil War had essentially evaporated,48 Bethune was an anomaly as a leader 
given her social status and Southern origins. Speaking out against injustices such as women’s 
disenfranchisement and public atrocities such as lynching, Mary McLeod Bethune emerged as a 
leader, reflecting the rhetoric and mission officially taken as formal resolution by the NACW in 
1904.49 Bethune had founded the Daytona Institute for Girls in Florida that exact same year. Her 
rise through the ranks of the Southern club women’s movement and NACW seems meteorically 
speedy, perhaps the result of her charisma, Godspeed and divine intervention, in which Bethune 
believed. Her charisma expressed through personal beliefs was perfectly aligned with the 
NACW’s official rhetoric. 
The National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs in the fourth convention 
assembled, with gratitude acknowledge the Divine guidance of the Supreme Ruler of the 
Universe…We pledge renewed efforts and loyalty along all lines in this, our national 
organization, continuing the stand for adherence to our motto “Lifting as We Climb,” for 
we believe that in it lies the future hope of the race…Be it Resolved, That the women of 
our Association prepare them-selves for the study of civil government and kindred 
subjects for the problems of city, state, and national life, that they may be able o perform 
intelligently the duties that have come to some and will come to others in the natural 
progress of the women’s suffrage question. 
 
Charismatically with the word of God glibly on her tongue and in written communication, 
Bethune consistently invoked her Christian beliefs to induce philanthropic gifts. Although she 
was known not to openly express a preference for any denominational dogma, Bethune invoked 
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Christian beliefs like they were tools to establish mutuality between herself and her potential 
donors. As a supplicant for donations to her institution and causes for social uplift, Bethune 
readily used Biblical references in formal correspondence and prodded prospective donors with 
her understanding of their mutual beliefs in certain Christian principles. Alternately she aligned 
with Presbyterians and Methodists to support her educational institution. Each of the twenty-two 
chapters in her Holt authorized biography was prefaced by one of Bethune’s favorite Bible 
scriptures. Bethune’s own education had begun as the result of a woman’s philanthropy which 
had been anchored in Christian charity. Drawing from her own experiences and success, 
Bethune’s letters were charismatic pleadings based in Christian teachings for philanthropy to her 
Florida school. In letters, Bethune reminded philanthropists and power brokers of the consistency 
and mutuality of philanthropy to her causes with God’s will on earth. Bethune also corresponded 
frequently with her close lady friends. Letters retrieved from the NABWH and from the Bethune 
Foundation included these women’s frequent ruminations about their life’s work expressed in 
eudaemonic origins. Although an understanding of Bethune’s broadly based leadership acumen 
can have implications for future leadership practitioners, certain unique aspects of Bethune’s 
example, such as her personal charisma, in leadership most probably cannot be mimicked or 




Chapter 2 Critical Review of Literature, Relevant Theory, Research, and Practice 
	
“[T]he aim of historical research in leadership [is] to reveal features of the past that are as 
yet unknown, to integrate previously unused primary sources, to present well-
documented exploration of an historical phenomenon, and to contribute to a continuing 
re-evaluation of historical interpretation.”50 
 
Given a fairly exhaustive review conducted of secondary literature produced about Dr. Bethune, 
I asserted at the onset of the study some initial beliefs about her life of leadership. Bethune was 
somewhat able during her life to “crossover” certain entrenched social barriers: class, color, 
gender, race, and regional bias, demonstrating leadership success in the non-profit sector, the 
government sector, and in the for-profit sector as well. However, she did experience setbacks 
such as clashes with the 1940s Dies Congressional Committee during the “Red Scare.” 
Bethune’s example of tenacious leadership among her gender, class, regional, and racial identity 
groups suggests an enigmatic social history and life of leadership different from her 
contemporaries such as Mary Church Terrell and Ida B. Wells-Barnett. Signs of how Dr. 
Bethune navigated around systemic social barriers, effectively utilizing these barriers to her 
advantage, representing her own people quite well, and representing her country of birth on the 
international stage are the guideposts I investigate for explicating information which could be 
dormant in various secondary sources, as well as in primary published and other archival 
sources.  
Preparing for my dissertation study on Dr. Bethune required a thorough review of at least 
three different categories of literature: (a) works specifically about Bethune, (b) works about 
others who played significant roles in Bethune’s life and who can/could provide primary, first-
hand information about Bethune, and (c) works about the zeitgeist of Bethune’s historic times, in 
																																								 																				





particular relating to barriers she faced as a Negro woman without “formal” higher education. 
All these sources helped to contextualize Bethune’s life in leadership among several leadership 
theories and approaches, such as and including the following: transformational, relational, 
authentic, charismatic, eudaemonic styles of leading others in her organizational practices.  
Review and Assessment of Published Secondary Literature 
Initially, biographical works on Bethune specifically as subject of this study were read. These 
works include a variety of secondary sources produced throughout the 20th and 21st centuries, for 
example: anthologies, biographies, dissertations, and peer-reviewed articles which resulted from 
Boolean searches on women’s leadership, and organization studies. An example, the Auburn 
Avenue Research Library on African American Life and Culture (AARL) listed twenty (20) 
titles on the search for “Mary McLeod Bethune.”  
No fewer than five of the twenty AARL titles were written between 2001 and 2009 for 
children’s consumption;the AARL also maintains more than two Bethune titles written by 
authors McKissack (2013, 2001) and Smith (2003, 1999) and two video-recordings covering 
Bethune’s educational leadership. On microform, the AARL collection also includes the “Mary 
McLeod Bethune Papers, part 4: The Administration of Bethune-Cookman College and the Mary 
McLeod Bethune Foundation, 1915-1955,” “Mary McLeod Bethune Papers: the Bethune 
Foundation Collection,” and the “Mary McLeod Bethune Papers: the Bethune-Cookman College 
Collection, 1922-1955.” The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culturein New York City 
also maintains numerous titles on Bethune.51 Browsing Schomburg holdings on the internet 










by the Auburn Avenue Research Library on African American History located in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
Learning to search repositories for empirical research was necessary preparation for the 
dissertation study. My original belief about the likelihood of finding empirical research on my 
dissertation topic was that, based on material presented in graduate seminars, the empirical 
literature was bereft of studies with Africana women as their central foci. My initial searches 
supported my original thesis. I found nothing. I had mined bibliographies in recently produced 
dissertations on like subjects; I was cynical, not hopeful, and discouraged about doing this part of 




loop/triple loop thinking revealed quite different results than anticipated. The canon of Bethune 
archives, articles, artifacts, and manuscripts, which are listed in the bibliography, is significantly 
considered as part of narrative data collected; they are also one part of a series of methods that 
operationalize my broader methodology, “comparative historical analysis,” which has been 
discussed in Chapter III. The search results have been represented graphically below in 
Figure2.2: Published Secondary Sources, Published Primary Manuscripts, and Primary Source 
Archives as Research Materials. 
1. Published secondary sources: biographies, magazine articles, newspaper articles, journal 
articles: Secondary literature informs the study because it derives some analyses from 
pre- existing material that can be based in either primary or other secondary data. 
Published idiographic works on significant social movements such as the Great 
Migration, historic events such as the Great Depression and World Wars I and II, historic 
legislation such as Prohibition, the 19th Amendment, and Supreme Court Decisions have 
been factored into the background research for this study. Information from the sources 
shown below in Figure 2.2 allow for triangulating information and new ways of 
conceptualizing old “facts” and events. 
 
2. Published primary source manuscripts, and artifacts: First-hand accounts of persons who 
were known to have had significant relationships with Bethune, especially their 
recollections of conversations and interactions with Bethune, e.g., Dorothy Height’s 
memoir, Maida Springer’s interview, and Zora Neale Hurston’s correspondence with 
Bethune. The 1940s audio-taped interview of Mary McLeod Bethune by Eleanor 
Roosevelt is another kind of primary source research artifact employed in my study.  
3. Primary source archives and artifacts: academic degrees granted to Bethune, 
autobiographies, audio-recordings, correspondence, contracts signed, diaries, government 
records, licenses, memoirs, interviews, newspaper articles, organizational meeting 
minutes, photographs, receipts, and speeches. “Primary data are original sources of 
information about the phenomenon under analysis.52”  
																																								 																				






Published Secondary Sources 
Biographies: Several published biographies and mini-biographies about Bethune began to appear 
beginning before her death with Peare’s Mary McLeod Bethune (1951), a manuscript which 
Bethune reportedly contested; and Sterne’s Mary McLeod Bethune in 1959. Bethune’s authorized 
biography, Mary McLeod Bethune: A Biography, was published in 1964 by Rackham Holt, 
reportedly a friend. Written for adult consumption, a short litany of Bethune biographies of 
varying empiricism and rigor have subsequently appeared in print, as follows: Radford (1973) 
Mary McLeod Bethune; Hicks (1975) Mary McLeod Bethune: Her Own Words of Inspiration; 
Meltzer (1987) Mary McLeod Bethune: Voice of Black Hope; Halasa (1992, 1989) Mary McLeod 
Bethune; Wolfe (1992) Mary McLeod Bethune; Greene (1993) Mary McLeod Bethune: 
Champion for Education; Poole (1994) Mary McLeod Bethune; McLoone (1997) Mary McLeod 
Bethune: A Photo-Illustrated Biography; McCluskey and Smith (1999) Mary McLeod Bethune: 




McLeod Bethune: Educator and Activist; Even to (2004) Mary McLeod Bethune; Bethune53 
(2008) Bethune: Out of the Darkness into the Light of Freedom; Jones (2013) Mary McLeod 
Bethune in Washington, D.C.: Activism and Education in Logan Circle; and Robertson (2015) 
Mary McLeod Bethune in Florida: Bringing Social Justice to the Sunshine State. More than one 
published biography failed to include references and/or citations: Bethune (2008), Meltzer 
(1987), Hicks (1975), and Holt (1964).  
My review of the references and bibliographies in published works, i.e. those which 
actually included references of bibliographies, consistently listed Holt’s 1964 publication as their 
primary reference. Sans supporting primary source data, the consistent appearance of Holt’s 
work as a reference to subsequent biographies (when Holt herself did not offer one reference or 
citation that would suggest rigor in her manuscript) is the basis for Bethune’s meta-narrative 
being placed in the categories of myth and hagiography. On the other hand, Holt was both a 
close friend and an authorized biographer who had a long relationship and first-hand experiences 
with Bethune. A good deal of Holt’s biography was actually commentary, not fact-checked data 
about Bethune. This commentary has nevertheless been utilized much like interview information, 
such as “primary source” material used from Dorothy Height’s and Maida Springer’s published 
interviews. Holt’s poignant commentary has been utilized as another “window” into Bethune’s 
personal life. The interface of secondary sources has helped verify the primary source interview 
data equated here with “primary source commentary,” i.e. Rackham Holt’s opinions about 
Bethune throughout her biography.  
Certain information articulated in Holt’s pivotal book and repeated by subsequent 
biographers, but not substantiated in many subsequent publications, include broad-based 
																																								 																				




information: Bethune’s own educational life, Bethune’s roles in her federal government 
employment experience, Bethune’s international travels from the 1920s through the 1950s, her 
leadership as performed through supervisory roles at Bethune-Cookman College in Florida, at 
the NCNW in Washington, D.C., and at the National Youth Administration. These particular 
topics have relevance for a better understanding of Bethune’s own development in leadership. 
Documented lacunas in published Bethune narratives created opportunities in my study to correct 
the record and reduce the hagiographic representation of Bethune’s life in leadership. Through 
the illumination of some secondary source material discovered in this literature review, in 
tandem with newly introduced primary source archival data, the mythological aspects of 
Bethune’s leadership are countered. 
A discussion of selected biographies: Holt (1964), Hicks (1975), McCluskey and Smith 
(1999), Jones (2013), and Robertson (2015) deserves honorable mention. Holt’s first eight 
chapters are likely the result of oral stories of her life as dictated by Bethune to Holt. These early 
chapters include her parents’ narratives who were enslaved on plantations owned by Irish 
(perhaps Scottish) Americans in South Carolina. Holt’s description of Bethune’s parents’ 
ancestry is contradictory; “this family had no family tree, no member rightly knew his exact 
origin” to Bethune autobiographical sketches found in archives. Bethune’s childhood was mostly 
described idyllically and in contradiction to the times in the South during the Reconstruction Era 
(1865-1877). Holt’s biography as well as Bethune’s unpublished autobiography from the 
NABWH describes Bethune’s first departure for formal school; they seriously diverge. 
Bethune’s rendition is more credible than Holt’s. The name and location of Bethune’s first 




oversight is a pivotal point raised in my study’s discussion of Bethune’s own leadership 
development.  
Reflections from Bethune’s early life and leadership roles she observed as a child have an 
important place as reflection in this dissertation. Bethune’s own reporting is substantiated by the 
archives of the Presbyterian Church USA.54Challenging very little of the unsubstantiated early 
life and education of Bethune, most biographers subsequent to Holt have bypassed inconsistent 
background information. They emphasize Bethune’s adult narrative primarily as founder of an 
educational institution (Bethune-Cookman College) and secondarily as an organizer within the 
Black women’s “club movement:” National Association of Colored Women (NACW) and 
National Council of Negro Women (NCNW).  
Holt’s Chapters IV and V, although not vetted by other sources, nevertheless created a 
micro-narrative helpful in understanding Bethune’s early introduction to women’s philanthropy 
and women’s roles outside the domestic sphere. These chapters also discuss Bethune’s role 
models in educational settings, after whom she patterned some of her public life and leadership. 
Continuing this trope, Holt’s chapter IX develops Bethune’s acumen in the realm of 
philanthropy. She discusses Bethune’s beginning travels to northern cities to seek financial help 
for the school. Bethune’s early philanthropists were white tourists who resided in the North after 
vacationing in Florida. Holt provides much unverified detail repeated in 21stcentury Bethune 
biographies by Jones and Robertson concerning Bethune’s developing relationship with two 
wealthy Ohio entrepreneurs: James Gamble of Cincinnati’s Proctor and Gamble, and Thomas 
White of Cleveland’s White Sewing Machine and Auto-motive manufacturers. Gamble, White, 
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and Dr. Bethune are characterized by Holt as somewhat more than two benefactors and a 
recipient of philanthropy. According to Holt, the two Ohioans, perhaps friendly rivals, were 
extraordinarily generous to Bethune personally and to Bethune’s school she founded. Jones and 
Robertson repeat the story of Bethune’s relationship with these White philanthropists without 
any references to primary source verifications of their assertions.55 
A comparative review of Holt’s biography with Hick’s (1975) book, Jones’ (2013) work, 
and McCluskey and Smith’s (1999) text suggests more uncited repetition of Bethune’s life in 
women’s organizational leadership and accomplishments as a public leader over her educational 
leadership. Each of these biographers provides a detailed list of “timelines,”56 and/or 
“chronologies.” Holt and Hicks which without citations outline eleven honorary degrees 
conferred upon Bethune, more than ten different NPO board memberships, five sorority 
memberships, innumerable civic awards, and attendance at numerous public and/or federal 
government events.57Consistent with Holt’s work, Hicks and Jones, along with McCluskey and 
Smith assert Bethune’s life of leadership through her publicized roles and performances as a 
1930s leader in the NACW and NCNW, as a 1940s member of FDR’s “Black Cabinet,” and later 
in the 1950s Truman Administration as an international US representative to countries of African 
people (Liberia and Haiti) important to American global enterprises. 
A good deal of their assertions about Bethune’s leadership performances has been 
verified through government and/or private archives. Except for McCluskey and Smith’s work, 
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most of this is not tied to primary source data, thus contributing to the tagline of myth and 
hagiography. Jones’ text is a mini-history focusing primarily on Bethune’s life after she moved 
to Washington, D.C. in the 1930s. Readers get a closer look at Bethune as a Washington (Logan 
Circle) insider who interacted with federal government officials and international visitors to the 
USA from Third World nations. Robertson’s text purports to deal with Bethune’s leadership in 
Florida. This author devotes Part I entirely to a condensed version of Bethune’s hackneyed meta-
narrative, and the balance of the book is in Part II devoted to Bethune’s Foundation located on 
the Bethune-Cookman University (B-CU) campus; Part III is devoted to Bethune enterprises e.g. 
Volusia Beach built, owned and operated by affluent Black citizens. And in Part IV, Bethune’s 
roles are covered as a supervisor and mentor to staff and students at B-CU. In Part V, Robertson 
reverts to a scattered discussion of Bethune’s activities in the Clubwomen’s Movement including 
NCNW and her role during WWII in the US Women’s Army Corps. Robertson’s interviews with 
B-CU staff and students can positively inform my study since the voices of people with first-
hand experience can attest to Bethune’s behavior as a supervisor, local area activist, and her 
administrative leadership. 
Paula Giddings’ biography of Ida B. Wells-Barnett, Ida: Sword among Lions (2008), 
Valerie Boyd’s Wrapped in Rainbows: The Life of Zora Neale Hurston (2003), and Joseph 
Lash’s Eleanor and Franklin: The Story of Their Relationship Base on Eleanor Roosevelt’s 
Private Papers (1971) would be examples of published secondary literature on Bethune 
contemporaries whose well-researched life stories can augment the Bethune meta-narrative in 
new ways. This genre of literature in tandem with previously untapped archival materials can 




Published Primary Manuscripts  
Selected primary source publications have been reviewed. They include the very pertinent 
memoir of Dorothy I. Height’s book, and the interviews by Yevette Richards with Maida 
Springer.58Height and Springer were Bethune contemporaries whom Bethune also mentored. 
Hurston - Bethune correspondence revealed in Kaplan’s Zora Neale Hurston: A Life in Letters 
provides unique insight into Bethune’s leadership as a faculty supervisor at Bethune-Cookman 
College and insight into Bethune’s diligent work attracting gifts of philanthropy for Bethune-
Cookman University (B-CU) students and other HBCU students.59 Other triangulating 
biographies containing primary source information such as in Giddings’ manuscript on Ida B. 
Wells-Barnett,  and Bundles’ biography of her grandmother, Madame C. J. Walker are 
revealing.60Bethune rival Ida Wells-Barnett and her good friend Madame Walker were Bethune’s 
other age-equal contemporaries whose biographies were mined for insight into Bethune’s 
leadership style and ideology. 
Anthologies and African American Women’s Studies 
The fractious Bethune and Wells-Barnett relationship is very well documented and analyzed 
further in Gray-White’s manuscript discussed below as an anthology on African American 
women, including Bethune, during the Nadir and thereafter during the early decades of the 20th 
century. Additionally, other selected anthologies such as Lerner’s Black Women in White 
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America: A Documentary History61, Ross’ Bethune Case Study in Franklin and Meier’s Black 
Leaders of the Twentieth Century,62Giddings’ publication When and Where I Enter: The Impact 
of Black Women on Race and Sex in America,63 Elaine Smith’s article “Closed Doors: Mary 
McLeod Bethune on Civil Rights” in Sisters in the Struggle: African American Women in the 
Civil Rights Movement64, Collier-Thomas’ Jesus, Jobs, and Justice65, and Gray-Whites’ Too 
Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves, 1894-199466are discussed in this section. 
A cursory review of the 800 Eleanor Roosevelt documents digitally held at George Washington 
University shows only one piece of correspondence from Bethune to Roosevelt dated March 
1945, after FDR’s death. What is not in the record can have as significant an impact as what 
actually does show up in the record. The Bethune narratives in these particular anthologies and 
repositories greatly informed my study.  
Collier-Thomas questions the hagiography about Bethune’s “friendship” with Eleanor 
Roosevelt. Collier-Thomas asserts: “Black women accepted racism as a fact of life and were not 
deluded into thinking that they would ever develop anything other than professional ‘friendships’ 
with the White women they engaged with in the interracial movement.” This position is 
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contradictory to the Bethune-Roosevelt narrative created in the 2011 Manzueta dissertation 
published the year after Collier-Thomas’ manuscript. Using friendship theory and literature, 
Manzueta nonetheless contended and based her position principally on letters between the two 
women. Delving more incisively into the people and their “times,” Collier-Thomas concludes on 
a Bethune-Roosevelt friendship. 
Even Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary McLeod Bethune were unable o transcend the [racial] 
barrier. Their “friendship” developed out of political necessity during Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt’s presidency. Bethune was of great value to the Roosevelt administration for 
attracting Black voters to the Democratic Party. Bethune also needed Eleanor to achieve 
personal and professional goals. Bethune never became an intimate of Eleanor 
Roosevelt… when FDR left the White House, Bethune privately lamented that she never 
saw her [again]. 
 
In Franklin and Meier’s anthology, Black Leaders of the Twentieth Centuryis a case study 
of Dr. Bethune’s leadership in FDR’s NYA; the chapter written by B. Joyce Ross questions 
Bethune’s administrative efficiency at the New Deal NYA (National Youth Authority).Ross 
delved deeply into government archives to make her case on Bethune’s “power” and ability to 
affect public policy in FDR’s administration.67Somewhat like Holt said concerning Bethune’s 
intellectual acumen, “she never had been a bookish person, nor did she have a scholarly 
background….was not particularly well read or generally well informed,… but readily grasped 
and absorbed ideas that applied to her own sphere of interest...” (Holt 162). Ross, on the other 
hand for different reasons with supportive documentation, raised questions concerning Bethune’s 
capability to actually perform the administrative duties required of the NYA Negro Division: 
Since all of the [New Deal] Black cabinet members occupied top-level administrative 
posts,the primary perspective from which they must be studied is that of power 
relationships –the degree to which the individual cabinet member was able to influence 
the politics of hisrespective agency toward Negroes…two [such] determinants were the 
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influence that anycabinet member could exercise over the relative authority officially and 
technically accordedto his office and…the extra-official means available to White 
superiors and subordinates for circumventing or enhancing the cabinet member’s official 
authority.68 
 
 “These cabinet members were appointed by federal officials rather than selected by the Black 
community per se; the [Ross] study does not accept as a foregone conclusion that they 
necessarily were spokesmen of the mainstream of contemporary Black thought.” 69 
Ross’ analysis essentially counters the idea of Bethune as Negro plenipotentiary. This 
notion of Dr. Bethune as the spokesperson for a monolithic Black community was also discussed 
thoroughly in Skorapa’s dissertation study.70 Skorapa implied that Bethune “could find more 
intelligent or intellectually powerful assistance (both in her speech-writers and her assistants) as 
her sphere of influence grew…”71 Ross further asserted “that if, at a given time, the NAACP held 
a particular position on segregation that differed significantly from the public position on this 
issue taken by Bethune, there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that her approach to that 
particular issue was not representative of an appreciable, and perhaps not the major, segment of 
the Black community.”72 
Supporting the notion that Bethune’s philosophies and rhetoric might not have always 
been are presentation of a monolithic African American community is quite interesting 
scholarship and studies on African Americans attracted to the Communist Party USA (CPUSA) 
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in the 1930s.73They suggest that more than a paltry few Negroes leaned differently than Bethune 
on her devotion to the “democratic way.” Dr. Bethune’s letters and speeches will 
overwhelmingly attest to her devotion to democracy as a system of governance. On the other 
hand, during the same time frame Claudia Jones’ public voice for Blacks as a member of the 
CPUSA, has also been chronicled.74 Significantly, primary source letters from Bethune indicate 
that even she herself was caught up in the “Red Scare” concocted by the US Congress’ Dies’ 
Committee.75 Accused of being a Communist sympathizer twice, although later being 
exonerated, Bethune was also victimized despite her democratic ideological sympathies and 
overt public proclamations. In view of her own vulnerability during the “Red Scare,” Bethune’s 
being the Negro plenipotentiary representative of Skorapa’s inferred African American monolith 
seems quite arguable. A review of Bethune’s “position,” or absence thereof, on the Scottsboro 
Boys’76 defense handled primarily by the CPUSA, could be used as a way of analyzing whether 
she was or was not the “voice” of an implied monolithic African American community, an 
identity Bethune readily accepted and discussed in her writings and speeches. Additionally, as B. 
Joyce Ross’ 1982 case study on Bethune’s NYA leadership suggests, there is some reason to 
believe the counter-narrative that Bethune was one of several significant public voices, not the 
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singular voice of the 1930s African American community. In fact, Bethune was only one and the 
only female member of FDR’s “Black Cabinet” in the 1940s. 
The Giddings anthology adds to the discussion and deals with the complicating position 
Bethune occupied as a zealously loyal FDR advocate while experiencing FDR’s inaction on 
issues of Negroes. 
An Afro-American dilemma… [w]here did Black women fit into this scheme of things? 
They shared on the one hand the upwardly mobile achievement ethic of the Black 
Bourgeoisie, and on the other hand, the ambivalence toward those aspirations that were 
felt by women in general… gains by Black women in a society that was both patriarchal 
and racist present-ed difficulties. Black women, positioned as they were on the fulcrum 
of race and sex, were expected to perform several different-– and often conflicting—
roles.77 
 
Deborah Gray White’s scholarship about “Black women’s national association history” 
asserted that “Black women were never a monolithic group. Race and gender united them as 
often as class, religion, sexuality, and identity pitted them against each other.”78 A thorough 
analysis of the variegated communities of Africana women in America during the Clubwomen’s 
Movement is simultaneously presented with the Great Migration which both began in the late 
19th century and extended well into the 20th century. “Black women were caught in a widening 
conflict between feminism and Back nationalism… experienc[ing] how difficult it was to hold 
their race, gender, and class (and sometimes sexual identity in balance [especially] when events 
pushed them to value one part of them-selves over the other.79 Gray White’s analysis of how 
Black women negotiate through the “multiple consciousness” is discussed in McCluskey’s 
NWSA journal article (1994). Too Heavy a Load is a thorough treatment of the history (not 
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clearly articulated by other scholars) of differing levels of identities and consciousness (race, 
color, class, and regional origins) from White women. Multiple-consciousness created Negro 
women’s agency and necessity first for the NACW in 1896 and secondly for the NCNW in1935. 
The NCNW was represented as the result of supposed irreconcilable differences inherent in 
underlying and conflicting consciousness of members. Within these women’s groups, Gray 
White illuminates issues of class differences and sentiments concerning skin color, “women’s 
respectability politics,” and educational achievements as the main underlying differences 
avoided by other scholars’ discourse when explaining Bethune’s departure from NACW 
leadership. 
Unlike the others, Gray White’s manuscript illuminated the internal organizational 
conflicts skirted and/or unacknowledged in other discussions about the NACW and the NCNW. 
Gray White’s analysis placed Bethune, her former mentor, Mary Church Terrell, and other 
prominent Negro women (Nannie Helen Burroughs, Anna Julia Cooper, Hallie Quinn Brown, 
and Ida B. Wells-Barnett) within the context of organizational politics, class conflicts, color 
consciousness, regional biases in favor of Northern-born academy trained, middle-class Colored 
women. Most of them, except for Bethune, were perhaps a bit more concerned with the “politics 
of respectability” than the more pressing economic agenda near and dear to the hordes of Negro 
women emigrating north, those experiencing the Great Migration. Gray White explains that the 
unlettered, dark-skinned rural women from the South lived in a diametrically opposite America 
than the America in which Bethune and other NACW leaders had achieved (Ibid., 154-155).This 
well written, empirically based study of Bethune’s early 20th century organizational life is rich 




issues, i.e. women’s suffrage, Prohibition, the Great Depression, Anti-Lynching activism that 
both helped define and delimit Bethune’s life of leadership. 
Newspapers and Periodicals 
Regularly published by the African American press since before her death in 1955, Bethune’s 
narrative was being routinely chronicled in newsprint. NewspaperArchive.com is an on-line 
subscription service which allowed me as a researcher to get a full spectrum of the national 
newspaper impact of Bethune’s publicized leadership performance. Hundreds of Bethune articles 
are available. Bethune’s NCNW also had its own official organ entitled The Afra American 
Women’s Journal was a quarterly publication beginning in1940 and ending in 1949. This journal 
was essentially Bethune’s voice and worldview. This publication was designed to keep Black 
women informed about targeted legislation which affected women and Blacks; it spotlighted the 
accomplishments of individual women and projected the work of the NCNW. 
On the other hand, the newspaper best known and affiliated with being Bethune’s voice 
to the general public was the Chicago Defender. This newspaper was founded in 1905 by Robert 
Sengstacke Abbott. Abbott published the first issue, a run of 300 copies, on May 6, 1905.The 
Chicago Defender began as a four-page weekly handbill filled with local news and reproductions 
of clippings from other newspapers. Abbott initially sold both subscriptions and advertising for 
the paper himself by going door-to-door throughout Chicago, Illinois.  Bennett’s An Annotated 
Bibliography of Mary McLeod Bethune’s Chicago Defender Columns: 1948-1955 was a treasure 
trove.80 Bethune’s charismatic messages were regularly delivered in the late 40s – mid 50s to her 
devoted audience in Chicago, which was one of the major mid-western destinations, a large 
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repository for Blacks in the Great Migration. Other “weeklies” such as the Pittsburgh Courier 
and countless other newspapers aimed at the Black populations in cities across the nation 
published columns penned by Bethune; these columns were tantamount to her direct voice into 
African American communities propagating her role as their leader and putative Negro 
plenipotentiary. 
Bethune Dissertation Studies 
Finally, another significant secondary source exists among several dissertations which provide 
various insights for my study of Dr. Bethune. Of several Bethune dissertations that I have 
previewed, the study closest to the direction I planned were Hall’s 2009 study, “The Power of 
One: Mary McLeod Bethune’s Legacy in Leadership, Learning, and Service,” and Skorapa’s 
“Feminist Theory and the Educational Endeavor of Mary McLeod Bethune.”Noted from 1979 
through 2015, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global lists in its publications archives 32 
studies that reference Mary McLeod Bethune; they are variously classified as studies in social 
work, elementary education, religious history, American studies, and educational theory. The 
more frequent classifications are educational history (5), American history (4), women’s studies 
(4), Black history (5), and biography (5). Since the value in dissertation studies is arguably the 
production of new knowledge, I have corrected and used new knowledge produced by other 
scholars in their work to augment my own work. Interestingly, several of these studies rely on 
leadership theory to characterize Bethune’s life. Eleven (11) of the ProQuest studies which I 
consider most valuable and/or germane to my study are further discussed below. 
“Feminist theory and the educational endeavor of Mary McLeod Bethune”  
This study, published in 1989 by Olga L Skorapa, is a “discussion within the framework of 




McLeod Bethune.” Informed by postmodern criticism, Skorapa re-interprets the text of Bethune's 
life, a text Bethune created for herself for popular consumption and with the exclusion of her 
personal and private self. Bethune was profoundly aware of her role as "plenipotentiary" for 
African-Americans to interact with the dominant culture and never allowed her personal life to 
figure into her work. Skorapa further contends that Bethune crafted and maintained herself as a 
"Modern Matriarch," a term which had not yet acquired the pejorative connotation it received 
from "The Moynihan Report," some twenty years later. The abstract further asserts that “[w]hile 
this dissertation does contribute substantially to the conversation of history concerning this 
woman and her time and place, it does not presume to define Bethune permanently and for all 
people and at all times.” Its “purpose is to enliven the dialogue of the past with the present for its 
potential impact upon the future. Bethune spent her whole life working for the liberation of 
humanity, specifically African-American women and men (in that order), [although] her vision 
widened to include the preservation of the world through the creation of the United Nations and 
other international organizations.  
 
“Mary McLeod Bethune and the education of black girls in the South, 1904-1923”  
Audrey Thomas McCluskey’s publication, in 1991, contended that “[d]efinitions of feminist 
activism need to be expanded to include women such as Mary McLeod Bethune, who while 
clinging to traditional views of domesticity and racial uplift, overcame both racist and sexist 
barriers in building a school for black girls in the segregated South of the early 1900's.” 
McCluskey contended that “Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-1955) is best known for her tenure as 
president of Bethune-Cookman College, the coed institution that grew from her one room school 




Pres-ident Franklin Delano Roosevelt and as director of National Youth Administration's office 
of Negro Affairs…” However McCluskey thought Bethune’s “role as founder of a school with a 
mission to teach black girls to ‘earn a living’ was lesser known.” She contends that Bethune 
asserted the solution resided in the type of education our girls receive. The Daytona Educational 
and Industrial School for Negro Girls encoded as well as reflected the values of “true 
womanhood,” which she adapted to meet the “special needs” of black females. The school 
offered a pragmatic focus on job training and individual achievement that were situated in both 
gender and race goals.  
 
“Living legacies: Black women, educational philosophies, and community service,1865—1965” 
Published in 2003 by Stephanie Yvette Evans, this research was first “an introduction to the 
topics of community service-learning and Black women's intellectual history,” and second “a 
survey of the presence, oppression, contribution, and creative resistance of Black women in 
United States educational systems between Emancipation in 1865 and the Voting Rights Act of 
1965.” Ms. Evans argues that “Black women's educational experiences offer a rich historical 
context in which to comprehend the larger social conditions in which contemporary educators 
are working.” She presents “four educators whose works, the writings of Frances (Fanny) 
Jackson Coppin (1837-1913), Anna Julia Cooper (1858?-1964), Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-
1955), and Septima Poinsette Clark (1898-1987) provide examples of how Black women have 
theorized and practiced community-based education, as well as correlations made between their 
intellectual development and their work for local, national, and international community 




the four Black women considering aspects of Black Feminist Thought, outlining the impact of 
cultural identity on social experience.  
 
“Bridging race divides” 
Published in 2004, K.M. Dossett’s thesis examined the political thought and activism of a group 
of prominent black women in the years between the founding of the NACW in 1896 and the 
NCNW in 1935. Her abstract indicates, “Through an analysis of the organizational strategies, 
economic initiatives and cultural protest of these women, it argues that black women made 
significant contributions towards the development of a black feminist tradition, were at the 
forefront of black nationalism and challenged the apparent dichotomy between ‘black 
nationalism’ and ‘intergrationism,’ the presumed triumph of an interracial America.” Her thesis 
incorporates “historiographical debates: studies that have challenged traditional dichotomies 
among African American leaders, such as feminist scholarship that has redefined the meaning of 
the political and consequently the realm of women's history, and recent debates concerning the 
role of feminism within nationalist organizations.” Four chapters, which examine the ways in 
which black women used both separatist and integrationist strategies, look initially at three 
prominent clubwomen, i.e. Margaret Murray Washington, Nannie Helen Burroughs and Mary 
McLeod Bethune who created and led the most influential national black women's clubs in the 
early part of the twentieth century, and all used strategies of separatist institution building as 
educationists and as clubwomen.” The study argues that, while these women worked in an 
interracial organization, they often pursued policies that promoted race solidarity and leadership 





“A passion for social equality: Mary McLeod Bethune's Race woman leadership and the New 
Deal” 
Gloria-Yvonne Williams’ 2008 publication argues that, only through a detailed analysis of Mary 
McLeod Bethune's political career during the New Deal can we begin to understand the character 
of her leadership and her larger impact on African-American politics at the federal level. Her 
political activities are explored in three areas: the National Youth Administration (NYA), the ad 
hoc Black Cabinet, and the National Council of Negro Women (NCNW). In each area, Bethune 
challenged New Deal policy and the government to promote a more inclusive agenda and to 
increase Black representation at federal, state, and local levels. To present a fresh approach to her 
government activism and leadership in these particular areas, this work draws heavily from 
archival material, much of which has been overlooked or underutilized as relevant to 
understanding her as a political strategist and “race woman” leader. 
Bethune's educational and social activism was unique. She was the founding president of 
Bethune-Cookman College, and in the late 1920s she served as president of the National 
Association of Colored Women, the oldest and largest federation of Black women's clubs. In 
1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt expanded the New Deal by introducing social welfare 
programs. He established the National Youth Administration agency to provide educational and 
work projects for youth. To serve on the agency's National Advisory Committee, tasked with 
overseeing NYA policy and operations, President Roosevelt selected Mary McLeod Bethune. 
The following year, he added the NYA's Division of Negro Affairs for Black youth and 
appointed Bethune as its national director. Even though she is acknowledged as an important 
Black political figure of her generation, there is no existing history providing a comprehensive 
synthesis of Bethune's political activities as a New Dealer, and the historical debate on her role 




misinterpretations. This study challenges these views. Mary McLeod Bethune was a 
charismatically focused leader and a passionate public lecturer who portrayed a self-determinist 
ideology to "Negro" youth, women, and men; she was committed to advancing the social and 
political integration of the race. 
“The power of one: Mary McLeod Bethune's legacy in leadership, learning, and service” 
In 2009, Eve M. Hall, “explore[d] and analyze[d] the leadership of Mary McLeod Bethune by 
identifying the significant factors propelling her to lead and discovering the skills and practices 
demonstrated in her roles as an education, social justice and political leader, and activist. Though 
many works exist about the life of Bethune, this particular investigation analyzes specifically her 
leadership, learning, and service as she sought to advance racial equality and social justice, while 
also promoting interracial collaboration.” Bethune was America's first black female presidential 
appointee under the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration beginning in 1936, and the only black 
female consultant serving in the development of the United Nations Charter in 1945. 
Newspapers, periodicals, historical landmarks, primary and secondary documents 
recognizing her work were examined, along with interviews of those Mary McLeod Bethune 
inspired directly and indirectly, to note the reasons for her noteworthy legacy. The essence of 
Bethune's leadership, learning, and service was found in her clarity of purpose, ability to inspire, 
individual and collective capacity-building, courage, use of power. A legacy of her work 
continues to be acknowledged to the present day. Her ability to transcend poverty, illiteracy, 
race, and gender, and rise to national and international prominence was founded in her passion 
and determination to advance racial equality and social justice through her roles as an education, 
social justice, and political leader, and activist. The findings of this study provide a framework of 




political systems. Leaders are able to examine the motivation, performance, sustainability, and 
legacy of their leadership and the role learning and service play in their work. 
“Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary McLeod Bethune: An Unusual Friendship During Uncommon 
Times and its Continued Contribution to Social Change”  
Published in 2011 by Camesha S. C. Manzueta, this research focuses on “[t]he daunting social 
conditions and heightened racial tensions of the early 20thCentury [which] should have prevented 
a First Lady of the United States and a daughter of former slaves from developing any type of 
amicable relationship…” The abstract suggests that former US First Lady and human rights 
activist Eleanor Roosevelt, whom President Harry Truman dubbed "First Lady of the World," 
and the renowned educator and civil rights activist, Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, whom the 
National Park Service says was recognized as the "First Lady of the Struggle” are developed and 
discussed in this historical study which examines the nature of the relationship between these 
two prominent world figures. The societal circumstances of the 1920s, Roosevelt's New Deal 
era, World War II, and the Pre-Civil Rights era provided relevant context for the investigation. 
Communication and friendship theories were used as a framework to explore their interpersonal 
relationship. In addition to insights gleaned from an in-depth interview with Dr. Dorothy Height, 
former Chair and President Emerita of the NCNW, the study delineates findings from hundreds 
of correspondences exchanged between both women against a historical timeline. The study 
conclude[s] that Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary McLeod Bethune had both a political friendship 
and a close personal relationship that evolved during the 27 years they knew each other. 
Manzueta discusses how “their communication affected their individual and mutual public 
stances on various social issues.” The impact their friendship had on organizations such as the 
(NYA) National Youth Administration, the (NCNW) National Council of Negro Women and (B-




“Women and the American interracial movement: A rhetorical analysis” 
Laura Lynn Gray published in 2002. She “…examines the rhetoric employed by African and 
Anglo American women who attempted to cross the rigid racial and societal boundaries of early 
twentieth-century America in the spirit of cooperation.”The study of the rhetoric of women 
involved in the interracial cooperation movement reportedly added new insights to our 
understanding of how two disenfranchised groups came together through the use of rhetorical 
strategies to challenge racial and sexual status quos and to affect significant social and legal 
change in American society. To understand women's rhetorical contributions to the interracial 
movement, Gray analyzed rhetorical artifacts (letters and documents) produced by organizations 
and individual women such as the Women's Committee of the Commission on Interracial 
Cooperation (CIC), the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching 
(ASWPL), L. H. Hammond, Margaret Murray Washington, Elizabeth Ross Haynes, Charlotte 
Hawkins Brown, Mary McLeod Bethune, and Jessie Daniel Ames. Washington, Brown and 
Bethune were prominent Negro women at the time. 
Gray’s research shows how women used rhetorical strategies to combat existing social 
constructions of race and race relations, as well as social constructions of gender. The key points 
in this study were early twentieth-century American women engaging in interracial cooperation, 
using their shared rhetoric to re-construct a world for themselves, challenging racial and gender 
stereotypes. ‘Through rhetorical identification that relied on shared Christian beliefs, they 
articulated a rhetoric of sisterhood, which served to bond black and white women in shared 
purposes and elevated their relationship with one another in new ways.” 
Gray asserted that her study joins in the scholarship of rhetorical studies of historical 




African American rhetorical studies, especially as discussed by Shirley Wilson Logan and 
Jacqueline Jones Royster.  
“Anna Julia Cooper, Mary McLeod Bethune, and Septima Clark as learning leaders,” 
Published in 2015 by Chameka Simmons Robinson, the study asserts that “African American 
female educators have a prominent place in the history of adult education, [and] that “they often 
served as activists and leaders that fought for justice and the transformation of individual lives 
and entire communities. This study examines Anna Julia Cooper, Mary McLeod Bethune, and 
Septima Clark as learning leaders. As a means of accomplishing this research, the work of the 
aforementioned educators was aligned with Stephen Preskill & Stephen D. Brookfield's Nine 
Learning Tasks of Leadership.”The effect of the educators' learning leadership on their local 
communities and the implications for modern-day adult educators are discussed and suggestions 
for future research are included. This study demonstrated that Cooper, Clark, and Bethune's work 
and accomplishments in adult education throughout their careers indeed distinguished them as 
learning leaders.  
 
“Leading by example: An examination of Mary McLeod Bethune's leadership as a college 
president” 
Published in 2009 by Timeka L. Thomas Rashid, it concerns African American female college 
presidents… their leadership, management styles and their contributions to higher education 
[which] are understudied. The study describes the unique population of leaders within higher 
education and as an “historical analysis of Mary McLeod Bethune's leadership as a college 
president,” it tests Jones' 1991 finding “that African American female presidents exhibit the 
characteristics of transformational leadership.” The study explored Bethune's leadership in three 




Rashid sought to determine whether Bethune's leadership style reflected transformational or 
transactional leadership as defined by James MacGregor Burns, Bernard Bass, and Bruce Avolio.  
“Wise child: Wise woman. The story of Annie Mae Mc Clary Walker” 
This research was published in1998 by Lynn Mc Clary Hawkins, utilized a feminist perspective 
in her research: (a) the rediscovery of lost role models, and (b) the reassessment of the roles and 
contributions of women in society, especially in the black communities in America and Africa 
since the 1920s to explain the leadership development of Dr. Annie Mae McClary Walker. She 
was apparently the “only half Native American-half African American anthropologist in the 
world” whose role models included Bethune. “The life Dr. Walker provides rare insight into the 
racist culture of her childhood on the Seminole reservation and in the tortuous existence of the 
Florida turpentine camps, into the emotionally charged educational climate that she changed for 
America's black students, the bombings and death threats that were part of the black civil rights 
movement, and the cultures of the African nations she observed and studied.” 
Dissertation Studies Summarized 
Of all the 32 available ProQuest dissertations, the following 11 seemed to have relevance and 
value augmenting my study: Skorapa (1989), McCluskey (1991), Hawkins (1998), Gray (2002), 
Evans (2003), Dossett (2004), Williams (2008), Hall (2009), Rashid (2009), Manzueta (2011), 
and Robinson (2015).My search among these dissertations was for relevance to the lenses of 
multiple-consciousness in Bethune’s leadership as well as for leadership within the context of the 
greater social challenges such as the New Deal, but also including the Great Migration, the Third 
Great Awakening, and the World Wars. Those which factored in the early 20th century zeitgeist 
only included the New Deal, which seems to me a phase in Bethune’s leadership practice more 




Bethune’s alignment with several US Presidents and it categorized Bethune’s practices within 
leadership theoretic approaches. 
Three of these studies were anchored in leadership theories and/or refer to major 
leadership approaches such as transformational leadership and relational leadership practices. 
Hall “explore[d] and analyze[d] the leadership of Mary McLeod Bethune by identifying the 
significant factors propelling her to lead and discovering the skills and practices demonstrated in 
her roles as an education, social justice and political leader, and activist.”Hall further asserted 
that “the essence of Bethune's leadership, learning, and service was found in her clarity of 
purpose, ability to inspire, individual and collective capacity-building, courage, use of power.” 
Robinson’s study asserted thatBlack women “…often served as activists and leaders [who] 
fought for justice and the transformation of individual lives and entire communities...” Her study 
examined Anna Julia Cooper, Mary McLeod Bethune, and Septima Clark as learning leaders, 
aligning their work with Stephen Preskill& Stephen D. Brookfield's “Nine Learning Tasks of 
Leadership.” The effect of the educators' learning leadership on their local communities and the 
implications for modern-day adult educators were discussed. On the other hand, the Manzueta 
study focused on relational leadership practice between Bethune and Eleanor Roosevelt; 
however Manzueta’s study was grounded in theories about friendship and the power both women 
derived from their “friendship.” Hall’s and Manzueta’s dissertations somewhat relate to gender 
as a consciousness. 
Another six of these dissertations focused more on issues of gender and feminist ideology 
operating in Bethune’s leadership. McCluskey contended that “[d]efinitions of feminist activism 
need to be expanded to include women such as Mary McLeod Bethune, who while clinging to 




Gray’s study describes “how women used rhetorical strategies to combat existing social 
constructions of race and race relations, as well as social constructions of gender.” Gray’s 
dissertation subjects engaged in interracial cooperation in early twentieth-century American used 
rhetoric to construct a new reality for themselves by challenging racial and gender stereotypes. 
Gray’s study also joins in the “scholarship of rhetorical studies of historical events, American 
rhetorical practices of women, feminist rhetoric, movement studies, and African American 
rhetorical studies.” 
And Hawkins “… utilized both racial and a feminist consciousness in her research on (1) 
the rediscovery of lost role models, and (2) the reassessment of the roles and contributions of 
women in society, especially in the black communities in America and Africa since the 1920s” to 
explain the leadership development of Dr. Annie Mae Mc Clary Walker, the “only half Native 
American-half African American anthropologist in the world.” Role modeling was an essential 
point in Hawkins’ study. On the other hand, Dossett’s study contended that “historiographical 
debates/studies have challenged traditional dichotomies among African American leaders.” 
Feminist ideology described in her study includes the meaning of feminism as political and 
consequently the realm of women's history, and [more] recent debates concerning the role of 
feminism within nationalist organizations.” Williams’ study also “argues that only through a 
detailed analysis of Mary McLeod Bethune's political career during the New Deal can we begin 
to understand the character of her leadership and her larger impact on African-American politics 
at the federal level.” She examines race and gender, factoring Bethune’s political activities 
through the National Youth Administration (NYA), FDR’s ad hoc Black Cabinet, and the 




Bethune’s times and discusses her leadership outside of the educational setting. As importantly, 
the Williams study also dealt with the issue of power differentials.  
Somewhat differently, though, Evans’ study argues that Black women's educational 
experiences offer a rich historical context in which to comprehend the larger social conditions in 
which contemporary educators as leaders are working. Again, in this case, race and gender are 
the focus of consciousness. Her study discusses four educators: Frances (Fanny) Jackson Coppin 
(1837-1913), Anna Julia Cooper (1858?-1964), Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-1955), and 
Septima Poinsette Clark (1898-1987), whose works are examples of how Black women have 
theorized and practiced community-based education and leadership. Evans makes correlations 
between Black women’s intellectual development (currently theorized as EI –emotional 
intelligence) and their work efforts for local, national, and international community 
empowerment.” Evans’ analysis of the Bethune, Coppin, Cooper, and Clark includes her position 
on Black Feminist Thought; she outlined the impact of cultural identity on social experience.  
And the last study with a feminist lens is Skorapa’s: “Feminist theory and the educational 
endeavor of Mary McLeod Bethune.” Her abstract suggests the study was a “discussion within 
the framework of feminist theory of both the practice of feminist historical writing and the life 
work of Mary McLeod Bethune.” Informed by postmodern criticism, Skorapa re-interprets the 
text of Bethune's life, a text Bethune created for herself for popular consumption and with the 
exclusion of her personal and private self. Bethune was, according to Skorapa, profoundly aware 
of her role as "plenipotentiary" for African-Americans to interact with the dominant culture. 
Bethune accordingly never allowed her personal life to figure into her work. Skorapa further 
contends that Bethune crafted and maintained herself as a "Modern Matriarch," a term which had 




twenty years later. Skorapa’s was the only study which discussed Bethune’s leadership 
performance and her self-identity and awareness as operational in the quality of her practice. 
Anthologies Summarized 
Anthologies on American women, irrespective of their racial background, such as the Larousse 
Dictionary of Women (Parry 1996), and Prominent Women of the 20th Century (Saari 1996) 
acknowledge Bethune, and offer varying tidbits of biographic demographics. Other anthologies 
include Jacquelyn Dowd Hall’s Revolt Against Chivalry…(Revised Edition) (1993), Deborah 
Gray White’s Too Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves, 1894 – 1994 (1999), 
and Bettye Collier Thomas’ Jesus, Jobs and Justice: African American Women and Religion 
(2010). Black Women in White America: a Documentary History (Lerner 1 972), When and 
Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America (Giddings 1984), Jesus, 
Jobs, and Justice: African American Women and Religion (Collier-Thomas 2010), and Too 
Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves, 1894-1994(Gray White 1999), all the 
way to full blown discussions on significant aspects of Bethune’s leadership, such as Bethune’s 
feminist approach to leadership.  
Other secondary source anthologies of African American women, i.e. Africana Women’s 
Studies, considering their authors’ reputations for rigorous work, are fecund sites for information 
relevant to Bethune’s leadership life. Sisters in the Struggle: African American Women in the 
Civil Rights-Black Power Movement (Collier-Thomas and Franklin 2001), Black Women in 
America: An Historical Encyclopedia (Clark-Hine, Barkley-Brown, and Terborg-Penn 1993). 
The Bethune chapter within Collier-Thomas’ anthology was written by Elaine Smith, an 
acknowledged Bethune scholar along with Audrey McCluskey. Smith’s chapter is essentially a 




article in Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia is a brief autobiographical 
sketch which borrows heavily from Rackham Holt’s 1964 biography on Bethune.  
As early as the 1970s in Black Women in White America: A Documentary History, 
Lerner, a White woman, situates Bethune essentially in educational leadership, but acknowledges 
Bethune’s “organizational genius, her indomitable energy and spirit, her considerable talent as a 
speaker and a writer (134-146).” Lerner also includes a 1930s Bethune letter (a philanthropic 
request to a wealthy White donor for her Daytona Beach school) which was found among some 
Julius Rosenwald Fund Papers at Fisk University. Not unusually, Lerner also includes a reprint 
of a Bethune autobiographical sketch which is not wholly consistent with the autobiographical 
material provided by Bethune to her principal biographer, Rackham Holt (1964). This and other 
inconsistencies among Bethune biographical sketches, which I see as historiographic artifacts, 
will be further discussed in the dissertation findings.  
Published Secondary Idiographic Works (Backgrounding Idiographic Sources) 
Finally, other idiographic sources were mined for further context. Works concerning major social 
shifts in the early 20thcentury, i.e. Third Great Awakening, the Great Migration, Prohibition, the 
Great Depression, and two World Wars, which would add deeper context and help further trace 
Bethune’s leader-ship development given the ever-changing 20thcentury zeitgeist before her 
death. Included in this group of secondary sources are works such as Parker 81(1977,) The Rise 
and Decline of the Program of Education for Back Presbyterians of the United Presbyterian 
Church USA., 1865-1970; Braeman et al.82 (1975) The New Deal: The National Level; Dowd-
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Hall83Revolt Against Chivalry: Jessie Daniel Ames and the Women’s Campaign Against 
Lynching; and Wilkerson.84The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great 
Migration. 
The preponderance of literature on Bethune’s life can ironically be described as plentiful 
although its renown seems limited to the aging segment of African American communities. 
Some published secondary works have their value, given the empirical nature of this dissertation. 
Enigmatically though, significant aspects of Bethune’s leadership life can be found marginalized 
in studies of other topics, e.g. FDR’s New Deal Administration85; the Great Depression86; and in 
other historical subjects such as FLOTUS Eleanor Roosevelt87. Biographies of significantly 
connected Bethune contemporaries such as Paula Giddings’ biography of Ida B. Wells-Barnett 
Ida: Sword among Lions (2008), Valerie Boyd’s Wrapped in Rainbows: The Life of Zora Neale 
Hurston (2003), and Joseph Lash’s Eleanor and Franklin: The Story of Their Relationship Base 
on Eleanor Roosevelt’s Private Papers (1971) would be examples of sources treated as primary 
because the subjects of the texts discuss their firsthand relationships and conversations with 
Bethune. They have been treated somewhat like interviews.  
Rarely discussed as leadership, Bethune’s leadership has been reported as though it had 
been performed in a vacuum. Secondary source biographies and anthologies of African 
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Americans and women are rich sites for information relevant to Bethune’s leadership life. A 
significant example of this kind of literature include Jacquelyn Dowd Hall’s Revolt Against 
Chivalry…(Revised Edition) (1993), Deborah Gray White’s Too Heavy a Load: Black Women in 
Defense of Themselves, 1894 – 1994 (1999), and Bettye Collier Thomas’ Jesus, Jobs and 
Justice: African American Women and Religion (2010). The discussion of Bethune within Hall’s 
biography of Jessie Daniel Ames (an erudite White woman activist who founded the Association 
of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching (ASWPL)), and Mary McLeod Bethune 
informs us greatly.Hall explains that Jessie Ames and Bethune in the CIC (Commission on 
Interracial Cooperation) as well as Ida B. Wells-Barnett’s in NAACP organizational efforts, 
simultaneously but differently, dealt with the rampant occurrence of lynchings in the US from 
1882-1930.88 Hall also provided needed ideographic background for an apparent rivalry between 
Bethune and Wells-Barnett. Hall described Bethune’s middle-of-the-road organizational 
affiliation in the mixed-race CIC. Organizational goals and activism shifts are illuminated, giving 
context to Bethune’s organizational ambivalence in the case of the Scottsboro Boys (allusion to 
their case in the study thesis statement). Gray White’s treatment of Bethune’s organizational 
rivalries within the NACW lead to a well-formulated discussion of the NACW intra-
organizational rivalry thoroughly addressing the class differences between Bethune and other 
NACW founders such as Mary Church Terrell and Nannie Helen Burroughs.89 Collier-Thomas 
discusses Bethune’s relationship with Eleanor Roosevelt. The author interrogates the idea of the 
friendship between the two women who are publicly seen as power-brokers among women, if 
not leaders in the 20th century. Collier-Thomas posits, and I agree, that the Bethune – Roosevelt 
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“friendship” was barely more than a publicly well-performed example of “interest convergence” 
during the New Deal until FDR’s death in 1945.  
Incorporating places, institutions, and seminal issues of the early to mid-20th century 
through other secondary works has provided much needed detail about Bethune’s life in 
leadership, especially since this study has attempted to de-construct the hagiography created in 
several previously produced works. Another category of published secondary source material 
that is barely explored in most narrations of Bethune’s leadership includes studies of FDR’s New 
Deal, and in gender and suffrage studies of the early 20th century. Bethune’s presence as a leader 
and her personal philosophies on middle-class women’s roles are discussed in Mc Comb’s work, 
Great Depression and the Middle Class: Experts, Collegiate Youth and Business Ideology, 1929-
1941 (2006). Midway in Mc Comb’s discussion of women in American colleges during the 
Great Depression, a statement about Bethune’s position on the coed presence appears, “… Mary 
McLeod Bethune and Eleanor Roosevelt campaigned for educational equality…” She further 
places Bethune’s into the Depression era “consumerism and consumption” discourse on women 
collegians during the absolute worst economic times of the 20th century, asserting: 
African American activists like Mary McLeod Bethune believed that educated African-
American women could help the race as a whole by earning money, controlling the purse 
strings and using purchasing power to open doors for African –Americans that had 
previously been closed to them.90 
Except for a few historical references to Bethune as a member of FDR’s “Black Cabinet,” 
most Bethune biographers over-emphasize their discussions of her leadership to her educational 
leadership work and the Negro women’s club movement. However B. Joyce Ross’ historical 
analysis, “Mary McLeod Bethune and the National Youth Administration: A Case Study of 
																																								 																				





Power Relationships in the Black Cabinet of Franklin D. Roosevelt” adds much poignant insight 
about Bethune’s administrative, supervisory skills and the power-differentials among members 
of the “Black Cabinet” and NYA administrators such as Bethune. Reiman reports on Bethune’s 
policy perspectives, as a member of the FDR’s NYA National Advisory Committee. Regarding 
American youth in general during the Depression, Bethune generally “agreed that through 
education the NYA could maintain morale and achieve social integration… They were not 
speaking of racial integration but of integrating an entire generation into American life.”91 Other 
such manuscripts as the following provide layering and context: Jervis Anderson’s This was 
Harlem, 1900 – 1950 (1982), Manning Marable’s Dispatches from the Ebony Tower: 
Intellectuals Confront the African American Experience (2000), and Rayford Logan’s Howard 
University, The First Hundred Years, 1867 – 1967 (1967). 
Primary Source Archives 
Yet other primary source archival materials are held in various private library holdings around 
the county, e.g. Tuskegee Institute, at Tuskegee, Alabama. Beyond a review of the secondary 
literature produced about Bethune, the research process provided documentary evidence that 
helped establish the core of this project. An important part of my archival research not only 
included reviewing what others have written about Bethune, but also looking at documents she 
created which should help to answer questions about her leadership style. For example, the 
records of the NCNW Executive Committee chaired by Dr. Bethune from 1941 through 1955, 
included among the archives, illuminated how Bethune led an organization, i.e. whether her 
methods leaned toward authoritarian behaviors or collaborative behaviors. Correspondences and 
Western Union messages to and from Bethune also had a capacity to shed light on her leadership 
																																								 																				




style. Archival repositories were tapped for pertinent information, but were not limited to the 
following sources: 
1. NABWH (National Archives for Black Women’s History) operated by the US 
Department of the Interior (NPS) National Park Service at Landover, Maryland; 
 
2. Bethune Foundation Archives located in Daytona Beach, Florida, on the campus 
of Bethune-Cookman University; 
 
3. Eleanor Roosevelt Archives located at George Washington University in the 
District of Colombia; 
 
4. ProQuest History Vault: The Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century, a 
digitized archival repository operated by University of Michigan. 
 Africana women leaders have been marginally present in the literature. Fortunately, 
some 20th century African American women have written about their own lives and leadership 
stories, e.g. Angela Yvonne Davis (1974) and Pauli Murray (1987). And scholars of Africana 
Women’s Studies such as Darlene Clark-Hine (1993), Bettye Collier-Thomas (2010), Evelyn 
Brooks Higginbotham (1993), bell hooks (1981), Debra Gray White (1999), and Jacqueline 
Rouse (1989). Scholars from different disciplines: Yevette Richards on Maida Springer’s trade 
unionist leadership (2000), Carole Boyce Davies on Claudia Jones’ CPUSA leadership during 
the 1930s (2008), and Deidre Helen Crumbley’s scholarship on Black women’s leadership 
among sanctified churches in Great Migration Philadelphia (2012) more than adequately 
disrupted the notion than Black women had not led themselves and others during the 20th 
century. Despite the leadership literature lacunas, as indicated by way of accepting Africana 
women with a minimum of five years or so professional or community leadership experience 
into the PhD in Leadership program, Antioch University does recognize Africana women in 




More has been mined and excavated from publicly funded primary source archives, such 
as the NABWH in Landover, Maryland, from a private family archive, and the Bethune 
Foundation Archives located at Bethune-Cookman University in Daytona Beach, Florida. 
Although Dr. Bethune herself wrote several iterations of her autobiography located in the 
NABWH, none were published. However, her diligent record-keeping and correspondence files 
seem to be consistent with the perspective of respected leadership scholars. Jackson and Parry 
have posited that “leaders… use the written word through the medium of their diaries and 
memoirs to make sense of and to work through the dilemmas, doubts, and frustrations associated 
with their leadership positions,”92 activities which substitute for the leader’s own original voice. 
Bethune’s autobiographical sketches as well as various other primary source materials, such as 
organizational minutes, her published speeches, and articles published in magazines that are 
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Chapter 3 Methodology: Historiography, Comparative Historical Methods, and Photo-
Ethnography, a Qualitative (QUAL) Historical Methodology93 
	
This study employs a Qualitative (QUAL) Historical Methodology, incorporating historiography, 
comparative historical analysis, and photo-ethnography. The methodological components, 
discussed in detail below, evolved from the research question that is implicitly stated in the 
dissertation thesis also reiterated below. Generally, historical research methods have some 
principal goals such as the following: contributing new information perspective, and/or 
approaches to an historical topic, and/or historiographical analysis to provide a way to synthesize 
secondary sources on a particular topic to recognize lacunas, and/or bringing what one’s own 
perspectives might add to the scholarship. I have implemented what Lange calls “methodological 
complementarity,” i.e. integrating the methods to exploit the strengths while limiting the 
weaknesses of the different methods.94 Among accepted historical methods I have utilized are the 
following five:(a) Within-Case Methods, (b) Historiography, (c) Causal Narrative, (d) Historical 
Analysis, and (e) Photo-Ethnography. 
Collected information in historical research is differently conceptualized than “data sets” 
in typical social science quantitative studies. Causal Process Observations (CPOs), as opposed to 
data sets, have been mined from both primary archival sources and secondary sources, and later 
gathered together to arrive at both findings and final conclusions. CPOs are more amorphous and 
complex than segmented parts of a whole, or isolated units of behavior or thought that might be 
collected and compared in quantitative studies. Factors are not necessarily analyzed as single 
units of comparison with the other factors. As such, arriving at CPOs requires both deep and 
broad reading to be capable of a complex assessment or analysis of human behavior and inter-
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relatedness of events and processes. Relative to Bethune’s leadership development and life, the 
thesis also implies relationships between her leadership behavior and certain societal eras and 
movements that influenced her development accordingly. CPOs did develop from well-informed 
perspectives on economics, politics, and social systems, which had been operating in the USA 
since the late 1800s and had continued into the first five decades of the 1900s. Background 
research has included the political, economic, racial, class, and gender idiosyncrasies of those 
times before women could vote, or own property, or function freely outside their domestic 
quarters and domestic roles. These perspectives were essential to capturing an imagery of 
Bethune’s leadership. 
Guiding Research Question  
How was this African descended woman born during the US Reconstruction, illiterate until after 
age eleven, able to envision herself and somehow achieve the mantle of Negro plenipotentiary 
among her people, while concomitantly achieving acclaim in FDR’s mainstream New Deal 
Administration and US international affairs as an “ambassador” for the United States to foreign 
countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and Europe?  
Implicit in this question is a pivotal point of reference to US internal affairs during the 
1930s and the 1940s. Given the zeitgeist of national racial animosity fueled by the 1932 Powell 
v. Alabama SCOTUS95 ruling [257 USC (1932) Scottsboro Boys’ Case]96 and Bethune herself 
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being accused of CPUSA (Communist Party USA) affiliation in the 40s, the question within the 
main question devolves into another implicit question. How Bethune was able to evoke herself as 
an authentic, transformational leader, simultaneously advancing principles of American 
democracy, in contradiction to her own Dies Committee experiences, seemed worthy of 
interrogation and discussion in the study. After all, had not American democracy failed to 
provide Negroes the theoretically guaranteed protections American citizenship guaranteed under 
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments adopted by the US Congress? Answering these sub-
questions has illuminated part of the conundrum: Bethune, an iconic exemplar of the “Pet 
Negro” system and tandemly a House Unamerican Activities Committee (HUAC) victim of the 
iconic exemplar of democracy which she so ardently defended. 
Dissertation Thesis Statement Re-iterated 
Mary McLeod Bethune evolved from the 19th century US Reconstruction Era illiterate like most 
Negroes and progressively transcended into a middle-class, early 20th century feminist leader 
whose “crossing over” several social barriers resulted in compelling hero-worship, myths, and 
hagiography that have been propagated in a remarkably enigmatic visibility of success during the 
30s, 40s, and 50s, instead of resulting in the future model of agency and legacy she had planned 
for Africana women. Given that her “crossings” (i.e. multiple consciousness) were neither 
simultaneously achieved nor equally as difficult to achieve, Bethune’s leadership needed to be 
evaluated recognizing her unique agency, personality, aspects of her familial and marital life, and 
her leadership style. These aspects of Bethune’s persona practiced within the context of the 
principal organizations she developed have been under-reported especially given the complex 
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zeitgeist of the rapidly evolving times from the Victorian Era (1837-1901)97, the Third Great 
Awakening (1880-1910)98, and successively through the Great Migration (1915-1970), the 
Progressive Era (1920-1933), Prohibition (1920-1933), the Great Depression (1929-1939)99, and 
the modern Civil Rights Era (1954-1964)100 all of which, no doubt, informed Bethune’s 
leadership practice and performance. 
Statement of the Problem 
Rather, the Bethune meta-narrative has previously portrayed her as a mythological cultural 
heroine whose fame through publicly delivered speeches and association with mainstream 1940s 
political figures’ leadership was unexplained, especially given the blatantly pejorative status 
accorded to people of African descent in the early 20th century.Dr. Bethune’s leadership life has 
been a demonstration of improving her own material and social life, while she simultaneously 
helped improve the material and social lives for many others. This study clears up this problem 
and identifies Bethune’s leadership path to place her on the leadership roadmap for emerging 
leaders to employ for their future success. 
Background  
The chances of a 20th century female, born to formerly enslaved parents in the Reconstruction 
Era of the United States, rising above her social circumstances to positions of high esteem in 
higher education and government service would be nearly nil, except that history has witnessed 












example of leadership among her gender and racial identity groups presents an enigmatic social 
conundrum. Dr. Bethune’s likelihood of achieving the heights she did in American society was 
nearly non-existent. However, she surmounted the barriers, not only representing her own people 
well, but also representing her country of birth on the inter-national stage. Dr. Bethune’s 
leadership life, though invisible in leadership literature, has been interestingly visible in class 
studies, gender studies, and government policy studies of the FDR New Deal Administration 
1936 – 1944. This dissertation sought to establish Dr. Bethune’s leadership path as another 
beacon for students and practitioners of leadership and social change. 
Dr. Bethune was well known among African Americans in the early to middle 20th 
century. By 1953, the February issue of Ebony Magazine catapulted Dr. Bethune into a national 
discourse about her perceived importance to American Negroes. Dr. Bethune sat there looking 
ostensibly equal in a conversation on the cover of Ebony with former FLOTUS Eleanor 
Roosevelt. The photo itself was taken in 1950. This particular optic shown below as Figure 3.1 
with its tagline by Eleanor Roosevelt, “Some of my Best Friends are Negroes,” has helped create 
a defensible narrative among 21st century scholars of African American women’s history about 
the Bethune – Roosevelt friendship. Whether Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary McLeod Bethune 
were “friends,” or not, is arguable. All friendships are not identical. The definition and 
expressions of “friendship” are keys to deciding whether the two were truly friends.  
Any expression of friendship is most likely different currently than it would have been at 
that time especially among Negroes and Whites. An audio-taped interview of Dr. Bethune by 
Eleanor Roosevelt is available through the NAWH.A more detailed discussion of the Bethune - 








Bethune’s grand finale through the media was the Ebony publication of her legacy, her Last Will 
and Testament also discussed in detail in Chapter V. In fact, Dr. Bethune was, and still is in some 
circles, considered a female hero among African Americans. Well before her death in 1955, 
Bethune had garnered a following of financial well-wishers and philanthropists around the USA 
who bequeathed significantly to the college Bethune founded, Bethune-Cookman College. She 
was commissioned as an “observer” along with two notable NAACP officials, W.E.B. DuBois 
and Walter White, in 1945 to attend preliminary meetings at San Francisco, California for the 
United Nations. Adding to her public visibility, Bethune’s photos were frequently printed in 
newspapers such as the Chicago Defender and in Ebony alongside some of the nation’s most 
notable public figures such as 32nd President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s FLOTUS (First Lady of the 




photo of Bethune and Roosevelt as “proof” of friendship has been, in this study, more deeply 
interrogated and placed in proper context of Dr. Bethune’s variously complex personal 
relationships. 
Bethune actually exemplifies Pearson and Pope’s description of The Female Hero.101 
However, her acclaim among Millennials and younger Gen-Xers has disappeared from popular 
discourse and memory. Even some African descended public school educators have arrived in 
their own “leading through teaching” professional roles without an understanding of Dr. 
Bethune’s latent role in their lives. The dissertation study has sought to correct the marginalizing 
of Dr. Bethune’s legacy in leadership, placing her leadership life properly into the lexicon and 
seminars of leadership and organization as we advance further into the 21st century.  
Research Methods 
Idiographic/Primary Within-Case Methods 
Using “within-case” techniques ‘pursues insight into the determinants of a 
phenomenon…offering insight into the characteristics and causal processes of particular cases. 
Within-case methods, i.e. case study methods, use one particular case of a phenomenon. Mary 
McLeod Bethune is the singular case in point. However, cases of a few of her contemporaries do 
help explicate her individual case. Within-case methods “are able to take a holistic view, analyze 
complex phenomena, high-light mechanisms, and consider diverse factors and their 
interactions.” The insight… “is largely descriptive and idiographic…i.e. describ[ing] what 
happens in particular instances and explor[ing] the causes of one particular social phenomenon in 
one particular setting—insight not intended to be applicable to the universe of cases but 
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nonetheless has the potential to produce insight applicable to additional cases.”102My explicit 
Research Question, i.e. How was an African descended woman born during the US 
Reconstruction (1865-1877), illiterate until after age eleven, able to envision herself as and 
achieve the mantle of Negro plenipotentiary among her people [over women such as Mary 
Church Terrell and Ida B. Wells-Barnett], while concomitantly achieving acclaim in FDR’s 
mainstream New Deal Administration and US international affairs as an “ambassador” for the 
United States to foreign countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and Europe addresses a holistic 
viewpoint of Bethune’s America where (a) formal education was an abridged right for African 
people in some instances, and where (b) the power of public leadership was anomalous for most 
African Americans, especially Southerners from defunct Confederate States. Males of African 
descent did have more access to formal leadership than women; and light-skinned women had 
better access to upward mobility than darker-skinned women. An anomaly based on both gender 
and skin color among leaders in her own identity group, given the evidence in public primary 
records, Bethune apparently achieved national stature. She gradually developed a relationship 
with FDR’s First Lady. More importantly, Bethune was dispatched by more than one US 
President to assist in US International affairs, e.g. Haiti and Liberia, although she was never 
officially listed as a US State Department employee. 
 
Causal narrative 
This method describes processes and causal determinants most common as an historical method 
…analyzing big structures and large processes, and making huge comparisons (Ibid., 10). For 
example, the politics and economics of Prohibition, the 19th Amendment to the US Constitution, 
																																								 																				





that women overwhelmingly supported, was a known factor in Bethune’s supervision of and 
ultimate termination of some B-CC faculty. However, the findings eventually concluded on 
studying Bethune’s leadership, are not to be considered generalizable to all women of African 
descent. Extra-legal social systems such as Jim Crow and his evil twin Jane Crow, the patriarchy, 
and the “Pet Negro System” are also examples of complex social structures which greatly 
influenced Bethune’s leadership development and her lifetime leadership practice.103 
Historiography 
Succinctly a review of various histories written about a subject, e.g. a history of Bethune 
histories, this is also known as “historical methods.”104 However, this study is more than merely 
a history of histories written about Mary McLeod Bethune.  
Similar to ethnographic methods, methodological discussions of historiography focus on 
both data collection and data analysis. The first includes guidelines for finding historical 
data… and the second component consists of guidelines for interpreting and presenting 
data. Guidelines generally describe how to judge the validity of historical data 
[triangulation]… and once validity has been assessed, historical method involves piecing 
together the evidence to make a conclusion about the research question.105 
Research activities included reviewing histories or biographies written on the same topic or 
person, stories by different authors, reviewing Bethune’s autobiographies, correspondences and 
organizational records for which she had been a major officer or role player. Under more 
favorable circumstances, close confidants of Bethune would have been interviewed; however 
very few Bethune contemporaries are still alive. On the other hand, similar to actual interviews 
which would be considered primary source information, I have included in this review the 
memoirs, autobiographies, correspondences, and/or speeches of Bethune’s confidants, 
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contemporaries, family, friends, employees et cetera which would add relevance to the subject of 
Bethune’s leadership life. Also, the interviews of three people who worked at Bethune-Cookman 
during the final phase of Dr. Bethune’s presidency were interviewed by another scholar; their 
interviews have been incorporated in this study. Toward the goal of validating information 
collected, i.e. triangulating the information: research activity with the collection of other 
ancillary information such as school records or certificates and diplomas has also been 
employed. “Historical methods are [better] able to provide insight into … [singular] 
characteristics and determinants of historical phenomena … [which] offer insight into complex 
phenomena and processes... [especially when considered in interaction].”106 
An important factor in doing historiographic research is “reconstructing the underlying 
philosophies and theories by looking for clues in the word-choice, organization, or topic of the 
monograph.”107A grasp of the author’s thesis and methods are necessary for a proper critique and 
analysis. Historiography is a post-structural “constructivist” approach, which seeks to re-
contextualize or to reframe a phenomenon; it is also an example of using a secondary source as 
primary data. On the other hand, historical analysis involves historical awareness, social 
memory, social memory of past oppression, and historicism which, according to John Tosh, 
“liberating the past from the present.” Significantly, Holt’s manuscript, Mary McLeod Bethune: 
A Biography, has been the springboard for every subsequent Bethune biography, biographical 
sketch, and biographical “portrait.” The first edition hardback copy of Holt’s 304-page 
manuscript, published in 1964, contains not one single citation of any style, nor does it have any 
bibliographic references. However, some of Holt’s many unverified statements about Bethune 
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have been triangulated through photographs and other documentary evidence from public 
archives and private foundation holdings. Particularly, Holt’s commentary about Bethune’s 
persona and penchant for certain attire were not only corroborated through photographs, but her 
commentary itself serves the same purpose as do interviews, since she was reportedly a close 
friend of Bethune’s. An extraordinary large number of Bethune photographs, more than 100, 
owned by the NAWBH have been employed throughout the paper in an effort to triangulate facts 
and minimize the hagiographic tales of Bethune’s life: a photo-ethnographic method.  
Comparative Historical Analysis 
Generally, this method is used to explore either what happened at a particular time and place, or 
what the characteristics of a phenomenon were like at a particular time and place.108 Also called 
Secondary With-in Case Causal Narrative, this is “an analytic technique that explores the cases 
of a particular social phenomenon through a narrative analysis.” “Secondary within-case 
methods analyze a variety of data offering insights into a particular phenomenon and then 
presents the results… the researcher is forced to collect and sift through evidence in an effort to 
make sense of the case.”109 Lange further asserts that “within-case analysis is only as good as its 
data [CPOs] and the analytic skills of the researcher…” In this dissertation study, getting a good 
understanding of Bethune’s leadership development and practices required more than a cursory 
knowledge of the social climate in America for African people during the 1930s and the 1940s. 
More than a cursory knowledge of African Americans of the USA has been necessary. They are 
generally represented and discussed as a monolith in mainstream literature, without general 
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recognition of class divisions, ideological differences, and color bias within the African 
American population.  
To this extent, secondary source published literature produced by scholars of African 
American studies on the experiences of African American people during the 1930s Great 
Depression, the Jim Crow South, the continuous Great Migration from the 1870s through the 
1950s, the 1940s effects of FDR’s New Deal Administration has been used to provide needed 
context. The lives of African Americans during those times had potential for how we currently 
view the leadership behavior of this one single case, Mary McLeod Bethune. Accordingly, a 
good deal of review (secondary causal narrative) has been utilized to address both the explicit 
“research question” about Bethune’s leadership as well as the implicit “research question” which 
is a pivotal point of reference to US internal affairs during the 1930s and the 1940s. Given the 
zeitgeist of national racial animosity generated by the 1932 Powell v. Alabama SCOTUS ruling 
[257 USC (1932) Scottsboro Boys’ Case]and Bethune’s being accused of CPUSA affiliation in 
the 1930s and 1940s,how was Bethune able to evoke the impression of an authentic 
transformational leader and advance principles of American democracy when American 
democracy had apparently failed to provide for Negroes the theoretically guaranteed protections 
American citizenship guaranteed after the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were adopted 
by the US Congress? There was a need to review and analyze the histories of African Americans 
in the viewpoints of African descended historians, such as Rayford Logan (1957) and Wilkerson 
(2013). Additionally, reviewing works of scholars of African American women’s thought and 
histories, such as Deborah Gray White (1999) and Collier-Thomas (2001) and Giddings (1989), 




were requirements established for my own and my readers’ holistic understanding of Bethune’s 
world and the ever-changing zeitgeist of the early 1900s.  
 
Photo-Ethnography 
Several researchers suggest that photographic images can effectively be used in narrative inquiry 
(Harrison 2002), (Fenner 2013), and (Harper 2003). Harper for example did a case study on the 
subject of “framing photographic ethnography.” Harper discusses techniques of visual 
documentation and argumentation, including the formal properties of pictures, the influence of 
framing and captioning, and the use of existing photographic archives and how to control their 
built-in biases. His position is that “photos can be used as a framework to inform the work of 
ethnographic researchers interested in adding a visual dimension to their texts.”110The photos 
interspersed throughout the dissertation text are designed to achieve just that perspective. A 
plethora of Bethune images showing her poised in group photographs says a great deal about her 
social status and leadership. Typically, she is situated at the center of these photos. Aside from 
Dr. Bethune’s mere presence in these photos, we have the benefit of determining class status 
based on attire and on other physical surroundings such as furniture and the presence or absence 
of woven window coverings over glass windows which would be found in upper class homes. 
Figure 3.2 provides more context than Bethune’s central seating at a head table among a larger 
audience of Negro women.  
The grand piano in the background and the large, heavily draped windows suggest an 
auspicious meeting location. Since grandiose public spaces in hotels and concert halls were 
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generally unavailable to Negroes for polite meetings, a reasonable assumption for the location of 
this meeting would likely be the church building of upper-middle class Negroes in New York 
City.The church pastored by Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, Sr., the Greater Abyssinian 











On the topic of visual scholarship, Newberry informs that “visual or image-based 
research is a broad field encompassing a range of disciplines and forms of academic enquiry.” 
Dr. Bethune’s clothing including fancy millinery, like all her companions in the picture above, 
presents a stark difference from the clothing of the masses of Blacks traveling from the South to 
the North during the 30s, 40s, and 50s Great Migration. Figure 3.2 is a photo believed to have 
been taken in either the 1930s or the 1940s.Middle – upper class social status, for example, has 
been determined by clothing and other physical artifacts in the background. Photos have been 
used to analyze and contextualize other textual information. 
Achieving such a grand public stature in America by such a diminutive, dark skinned 
female body has contributed to the Bethune enigma. Figure 3.3 reveals a shocking contrast of 
Bethune’s very short physical stature compared to First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt’s tall physical 




nationally known 1950s T.V. host Ed Sullivan cements her status as minimally middle-upper 
class. Many rural African Americans still lived without electricity or indoor plumbing and would 
not be able to see the Ed Sullivan Show Most photos of the two women show them seated where 
height is obscured. By the 1950s, Bethune’s public renown was probably equal to that of 
Roosevelt who, dissimilar to Bethune, had neither been elected to nor appointed to any public 
office until late in her life.111 
Sometimes, if the date of the photo is unknown, background artifacts can help establish 
the photo’s date. Newberry also says that “analysis refers to instances where the image itself is 
the focus of attention, the object of study: for example, studies in which the content or 
organization of the image is examined for what it reveals about the values of a society, or studies 
where the history of the image is of particular relevance… “112 Figure 3.9 gives us the 
impression of an equally privileged, mixed-race group people at a festive event, all the women 
wearing hats and corsages. Given historical facts of 1950s disparate social status based on racial 
groupings, this photo could be considered an example of a visual pretext or propaganda about 
1950s racial equality. Bethune was probably more ‘central’ to the popular notion of growing 
racial equality than her actual position on the far left of the group suggests. A bevy of more than 
100 Bethune photographs have been employed to help better illuminate Bethune’s leadership 
narrative. Both group photos and head shots of Bethune have been included as artifacts and have 
been analyzed for their context. An impediment to using these photographs would have been 
getting appropriate permissions from those: photographers and/or archival repositories, who now 
own these images.  
																																								 																				





Permissions for using all photos included in this study have been approved for 
publication by the NPS: National Archives for Black Women’s History, Florida Memory and/or 
other appropriate sources. However, considerations for observing copyright and ownership laws 
have prevented the replication of some images that appeared contemporaneously in newspapers 
and in internet articles. 
Research Procedures 
This study of Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune is a qualitative study: a thorough review and 
investigation of histories, biographies, news reports, photos, and physical or microfilmed 
documents and artifacts that challenge my dissertation thesis. No formal interviews were 
conducted with the few former Bethune employees still living because recent interviews (2014 
and 2015) had already been conducted with them and published by Ashley N. Robertson, Curator 
at the Bethune Foundation located on the campus of Bethune-Cookman University. Primarily 
employing Comparative Historical Analysis as the principal method, other historical methods 
were also utilized, as follows: (a) within-case historical methods, (b) historiography, (c) 
historical analysis, (d) historical narrative and (e) photo-ethnography to produce a triangulated 
narrative analysis of primary source archival documents and artifacts along with previously 
published secondary source materials. Artifacts on display at Dr. Bethune’s “Retreat” in Daytona 
Beach, Florida have been evaluated, e.g. collection of her personal effects, photographs, 
documents, household furnishings and their histories were incorporated along with other 
complex findings (explained above as causal process observations: CPOs). 
These CPOs include Bethune’s early life developmental experiences that are illuminated, 
described and situated within the context of leadership literature. Information and events 




verified where possible with new sources and analyses. Furthermore, these findings have been 
framed within the scholarship on Africana women’s studies: multi-conscious experience of 
systemic social barriers in American society such as race, class, gender, color, and regional bias. 
To that extent, aide from a rigorous review and use of secondary source material, the following 
archival sites have been tapped for verifiable information or Bethune’s activities, 
accomplishments, educational experiences, leadership practices, role models, and organizational 
habits. 
1. NABWH: National Archives for Black Women’s History at Landover, Maryland which 
is operated by the US Department of the Interior (NPS) National Park Service. The 
NABWH has records and files pertaining to Dr. Bethune specifically and to 
organizational records from the NCNW and other organizations affiliated with NCNW. 
There is also a specially assigned “Bethune Archivist.” 
 
2. Bethune Foundation Archives, located in Daytona Beach, Florida on the Bethune-
Cookman University campus, maintains Dr. Bethune’s personal artifacts, personal 
records from her NCNW organizational work, her Volusia Beach papers, speech texts, 
her honorary degrees, clothing, and other household artifacts and furnishings in her 
personal residence. The building where the Bethune Foundation operates is a Florida 
historical site. It was dubbed by Bethune herself as “The Retreat” where Bethune and her 
son’s eldest son, Albert McLeod Bethune, Jr. resided after she legally adopted him. 
 
3. Eleanor Roosevelt Archives located in the District of Colombia at George Washington 
University. Her papers are one resource of deeper context on the quality and extent of the 
relationship between Eleanor Roosevelt, First Lady of the United States (FLOTUS) and 
Dr. Bethune. The two women are described separately and sometimes tandemly as 
domestic and international female leaders of the Western World during the 20th century. 
An online repository containing some of Eleanor Roosevelt’s papers and correspondence, 
germane to the two women’s ongoing friendship, was available through George 
Washington University in Washington, D.C.  
The 410 documents in The Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, Vol. 1: The Human Rights 
Years, 1945-1948, collected from 263 archives in 50 states and 9 nations, not only 
chronicle ER's impact on American politics and the United Nations, but also the serious 
treatment she received from those in power. They disclose the inner workings of 
Truman's first administration, the United Nations, and the major social and political 
movements of the postwar world. They also reveal the intense struggles ER's 




they gave her, and the material ER reviewed and the people she consulted while 
determining her own course of action.113 
 
4. ProQuest History Vault: The Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century.114This 
digitized archival repository operated by University of Michigan has, among several 
other collections, the following materials on Mary McLeod Bethune for purchase by 
researchers: (a) Mary McLeod Bethune Papers: The Bethune-Cookman College 
Collection, 1922-1955, and (b) Mary McLeod Bethune Papers: The Bethune Foundation 
Collection – Part 1: Writings, Diaries, Scrapbooks, Biographical Materials and Files on 
the National Youth Administration 1918-1955, Part 2: Correspondence Files 1914-1955 
and Part 3: Subject Files 1939-1955. Acknowledging the diligence, expertise, and 
negotiation skills of Antioch University PhD Leader-ship and Change Faculty Librarian, 
Deborah Baldwin, I was able to access the ProQuest History Vault (the Bethune 
Collection)115 on a thirty-day free trial from February to March. More than 400 
documents were downloaded from their archives. 
Ethical Considerations in Historical Research 
 The Antioch University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed and exempted the study 
from further review. 116The Purdue Owl suggests several considerations for researchers doing 
historical projects.117 The following excerpts have been guideposts for this study: 
1. “When reporting results, be sure that observations, or what you were told, are accurately 
represented. Do not take interview responses out of context and do not discuss small parts 
of observations without putting them into the appropriate context.” However, the issue of 
context in my dissertation is an essential part of the scholarship in this particular 
methodology: comparative historical analysis. Re-contextualizing secondary data, by 
folding in previously unused or undiscovered primary source data in synthesis with new 
knowledge and theory produced since Dr. Bethune’s death has required my own 
commitment to write an ethical historical product. With that in mind, I am aware and 
assert that some archival materials discovered and certain pieces of information published 
in some previous studies and publications are in stark contrast. Perhaps even in complete 
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contradiction with information provided in previous Bethune narratives, this dissertation 
ethically posits perspectives and facts not previously considered.  
 
2. “Get the permission of the people who you will be studying to conduct research involving 
them.”  In my case the person about whom I have written has been deceased for more 
than fifty years. Information on Bethune is well within the public realm, although some 
copyright provisions do apply to certain private library holdings, public and private 
archives such as the NABWH or other repositories such as ProQuest. No interviews were 
conducted during this study. However, interviews with Bethune contemporaries recently 
conducted and published in 2015 by Ashely N. Robertson have been cited in this 
dissertation study. 
 
3. “Be sure your own personal biases and opinions do not get in the way of your research 
and that you give both sides fair consideration. Objectivity vs. subjectivity in research is 
another important consideration.” This particular caveat needed to be considered outside 
of stating my researcher’s positionality, which is part of the scholarship. I have 
positioned myself scholastically as a feminist, utilizing lenses of feminist ideology and 
post-structural analytical tools to re-assess historical 20thcentury human behaviors, facts, 
and social events. Behaviors and events of the past century have been analyzed in my 
conclusions taking into account both the norms and values of the past as well as the 
intervening scholarship produced during and since the last half of the 20thcentury. 
 
4. “Many types of research, such as surveys or observations, should be conducted under the 
assumption that findings are kept anonymous. Many interviews, however, are not done 
under the condition of anonymity. Participants, if any, should know whether research 
results will be anonymous or not.” Neither personal interviews nor behavioral 
observations were employed for this dissertation. 
 
5. “Especially since some types of research done under the auspices of a university setting 
require IRB Institutional Review Board approval, an ethics review committee makes sure 
you are not violating any of the above considerations.” An Antioch University IRB 
request was completed and approval was received prior to officially beginning the 
dissertation. 
Dr. Bethune’s leadership life was circuitous, definitely not a straight line from beginning to end. 
How Dr. Bethune surmounted systemic social barriers, effectively transforming some barriers to 
her advantage while representing her own people and her country of birth internationally, is the 
over-arching objective of this study. I imagine a broad value and benefit for myself and my 
readers. Using appropriate methodology, this study has minimized some of the myths and 
hagiography about Dr. Bethune’s life, readily acknowledged by other Bethune scholars such as 




moving Dr. Bethune’s specific legacy in leadership from the margins toward the center of 
leadership discourse. The study also presents new knowledge, i.e. evidence of African American 
women’s leadership in the history of the United States into leadership studies that have been 
included in the pedagogy of my own institution of higher learning. In addition to the stated 
objectives and goals above, this study contributes to my readers feeling as though they actually 
know Dr. Bethune better, thereby adding to their “Bethune quotients” and adding to their 
knowledge of early 20th century Negro Americas’ dynamism and social agency. Contemporary 
leaders, who find themselves facing and needing to “cross-over” their own phenomenal barriers, 
should be able to find some tools here: the methods and model of a successful leader who 
“crossed over” entrenched social barriers using them positively as implements to achieve success 




Chapter 4 Findings among Archives, Biographies, Women’s Studies, and Idiographic 
Studies 
	
Findings from diverse research sources speak to an implication from the study’s title, which 
forecasts the study’s nuance: enigma or confounding questions and contradictions in the 
leadership life of Dr. Bethune. There is no dearth of biographies, articles, or references to Dr. 
Bethune’s leadership and her renown. Many of these sources have been reviewed here and help 
constitute part of the findings. Differently, however, than the variously disparate literature 
previously published about Dr. Bethune, this study through discussion in this particular chapter 
should be considered new information and/or a reassessment of significant parts of the cannon on 
Bethune. Equally important archived documents, artifacts, and analyses of various Bethune 
narrators not previously included in published Bethune literature are also used and discussed 
here as parts of the reported findings. Altogether these findings are intended to substantiate the 
thesis of the study (Mary McLeod Bethune evolved from the 19th century US Reconstruction Era 
systemically illiterate, like most Negroes during the Nadir, but she progressively transcended 
into a middle-class, early 20th century feminist leader whose “crossing over” several social 
barriers resulted in compelling [s]hero-worship, myths, and hagiography). This thesis has guided 
the research and helps pull together the multiplicity and the complexity of factors and figures 
who have created the kaleidoscopic enigma of Dr. Bethune’s leadership life.  
Mary Jane McLeod: Natal Genealogy, Intellectual Genealogy, and Coming-of-Age 
Natal Genealogy 
Only ten years following the 13th Amendment’s 1865 ratification, a baby girl named Mary Jane 
McLeod arrived in 1875 at the humble household of Patsy McIntosh McLeod and her husband, 
Samuel McLeod. This particular baby, the 15th of 17 children born to her sharecropper parents, 




Mary Jane by her mother’s mother, Sophia McIntosh, during Mary Jane’s early childhood. This 
story was re-told by Mary Jane to Evelyn, one of Dr. Bethune’s granddaughters.118 Bethune’s 
natal story began within the last 25 years of the 19th century. Nearby coastal South Carolina in 
the state’s northeast quadrant is the town of Mayesville in Sumter County, fewer than 100 miles 
from Charleston, Mary McLeod Bethune’s birth place. The location of Mayesville is central to 
the consistent story about Dr. Bethune’s relationship with her maternal grandmother. It was 
atypical that family members of the enslaved were not sold away from each other. This was the 
case of Bethune’s mother and grandmother who might have had a recollection of her own 
nativity; at worst, the grandmother would have had an opportunity to communicate with other 
newly arrived Africans at the slave market in Charleston. Bethune’s birthplace location, as such, 
provides a foundation for her story about “royal African ancestry.” 
Not only was Mary Jane the first one of her parents’ 17 children born after slavery and 
involuntary servitude were abolished in the US, but she looked different than either of her 
parents and had a thick head of jet black hair when born.119 Sophia McIntosh foretold that Mary 
Jane would have a different destiny than her siblings, many of whom had been sold away from 
the family into other slaveholding White families.120“The Thirteenth Amendment… adopted in 
1865 to formally abolish slavery, however, specifically permitted involuntary servitude as a 
punishment for duly convicted criminals.” A renowned African American historian Dr. Rayford 
Logan called this period after the Emancipation Proclamation The Nadir from the perspective of 
African American scholars. Mainstream history calls this period the Reconstruction Era. Others 
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such as 21st century journalist-scholar Blackmon phenomenologically describes, as follows 
below, the times known both as the Reconstruction Era in mainstream American History, and 
The Nadir in African American History:  
Beginning in the late 1860s, and accelerating after the return of Whites political control 
in1867, every Southern state enacted an array of interlocking laws essentially intended to 
criminalize black life. Every southern state except Arkansas and Tennessee had passed 
laws by the end of 1865 outlawing vagrancy and so vaguely defining it that virtually any 
freed slave not under the protection of a white man could be arrested for the crime. 
With the Southern economy in ruins, state officials limited to the barest resources, and 
county governments with even fewer [resources], the concept of reintroducing the forced 
labor of blacks as a means of funding government services was viewed by whites as an 
inherently practical method of eliminating costs and returning Blacks to their appropriate 
position in society.121 
 The McIntosh slaves’ oral family history was passed down from generation to generation 
beginning ostensibly with Sophia on Mary Jane’s maternal side. Their oral history suggests that 
both the white McIntosh family and the white McLeod family were neighbors and plantation 
owners with enslaved Africans working on their lands and households.122 That Mary Jane 
actually knew and had a relationship with her grandmother was an anomaly, an enigma in itself. 
Selling the offspring of enslaved women as revenue for the slaveholder was a standard practice 
in antebellum South. By 1808, three generations prior to Mary Jane’s birth, importing Africans 
as slaves into the US had become unlawful. However, a clandestine, illegal US slave trade 
managed to flourish with impunity for some years afterwards. Since plantations had continuing 
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needs for slave labor after 1808, plantation owners devised alternative, internal methods to 
increase their enslaved populations.123 
The initial practice encouraged enslaved women to voluntarily produce children who 
would also become enslaved.124 Also another less prevalent practice of forcing the breeding of 
enslaved women with enslaved males ensued. Ultimately a more prevalent practice of forcing 
African women to submit sexually to White plantation owners, their friends, their relatives, and 
their White plantation employees was not illegal under the rule of law since enslaved people did 
not “own” themselves. However, the most intransigent practice and method of increasing their 
plantation labor force was plantation slave masters forcibly raping enslaved women.125 This 
system of forced parturition researched and thoroughly discussed by Barbara Omolade was akin 
to the experience that Sophia McIntosh had lived through in South Carolina only two generations 
removed from her granddaughter Mary Jane.126 White men openly forced black (women) slaves 
into their beds for two centuries before the Civil War. Sexual access to local Black women 
remained a running point of confrontation between white landowners and their black laborers.127 
Significantly, the McLeod female lineage story stated succinctly is that Sophia never did 
submit and that none of her children were the products of her master’s sexual advances. Sophia’s 
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story, passed down from mothers to their daughters, was a source of pride for her family. Sophia 
had revealed the “physical evidence of her enslavers’ lash – the scars [keloids] that raised 
themselves to be visible to the eye as a reminder of the true price of freedom. Mary Jane was 
later told how Sophia had been whipped by her slave masters because she refused to agree to 
perform sexually…” Mary Jane repeated this story again for biographer Rackham Holt, 
commenting many years later that “subduing of my grandmother’s body, the yielding of herself 
would not come easily. Because of her refusal to become subjected to the indulgences of her 
master, but thank God, those stripes would never have to be placed upon me!”128 
As told by Sophia, the details about Mary Jane’s birth had foregrounded only part of the 
anomalous relationship between this granddaughter and grandmother. Although Mary Jane had 
been born after slavery was outlawed, her grandmother Sophia would have typically been sold 
off one or more times well before Mary Jane (the 15thof her mother Patsy’s 17children) would be 
born. The fact that Sophia and Patsy had both lived in the same vicinity long enough to have an 
adult relationship between themselves was not typical. Furthermore for Sophia and Patsy to have 
had parental relationships with their grandchildren and great-grandchildren prior to the onset of 
the Civil War was incredulous. Many of Patsy’s seventeen children and some of their children 
had been sold off by the McLeod plantation owners well before Mary Jane was born.129 “Some 
of my older sisters and brothers belonged to [other] slave masters…. Some were scattered… 
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[but] [t]hey were not sold very far apart and after slavery thy all reassembled on the old McLeod 
place where my father was and took their stations in life.”130 In the antebellum South, African 
people rarely were given opportunities to keep up with and have relationships with their children, 
since slaves’ offspring were part of the economy to be kept or sold for cash revenue.  
As such, Sophia being among those present when a midwife delivered Mary Jane into the 
world was a remarkable anomaly indeed. The midwife declared that Mary Jane was different 
since her eyes were wide open immediately; she declared that this baby would see things before 
they happened. Sophia and the baby’s father, Samuel, also said that baby Mary Jane was 
different. “Her dark, satiny skin color and hair growing low on her forehead as indicators of a 
‘homely’ girl…”131 The natal story also includes the parents’ hope that she had been born male. 
Later Holt commented that “[t]hough quite unlike either of her parents physically, as to looks or 
build, by some selective process of nature she had inherited the strongest and best characteristics 
of each, fused into a forceful personality.”132 Repeatedly, Holt described a youthful Mary Jane 
McLeod as being “different” as her grandmother reportedly prophesied when Mary was born. 
Holt also described young Mary Jane as glib at an early age and competitive with her older 
siblings. Though not explicitly stated, Holt’s descriptions strongly suggest that Mary Jane’s 
having being born free somehow created a “free-thinker.” Holt’s commentary was that “Mary 
was born ‘free’ and free she ever remained. Free to think and dream and plan and become the 
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woman leader of her race; always grateful that she came into the world… with an inner 
confidence nothing could ever shake.”133 
Perhaps Holt had read and tried to incorporate Hans Christian Andersen’s 1845 tale as an 
explanation of Bethune’s “difference” from her family members.	In the 1940 interview with Dr. 
Charles Johnson, Dr. Bethune described how her mother looked, “my mother was very dark with 
soft, keen features: small of stature. She wasn’t large; I took my robustness from my father.” 






133 Ibid., 3. 




As she progressed into puberty, Mary Jane was told more than once how Sophia had been 
“whipped by her slave masters because she refused to agree to perform sexually…” Mary Jane 
repeated the story again to Rackham Holt many years later commenting that “subduing of my 
grandmother’s body, the yielding of herself would not come easily. … Because of her refusal to 
become subjected to the indulgences of her master, but thank God, those stripes would never 
have to be placed upon me!”135Sophia had “exalted [Mary Jane] to hold onto and cling to that 
which was right, honorable and true in womanhood.”136These family recollections of Sophia’s 
agency were repeated later as Mary Jane was crossing into adolescence from childhood. 
Another remarkable piece of Mary Jane’s family history began with Sophia’s origination 
story - their African origins within West African royalty. As an adult, Mary Jane frequently re- 
told this story about her ancestry. “My mother was a direct descendant of a ruling family in West 
Africa, where even to the present time, succession and kinship are reckoned through the 
mother.”137Much later after Dr. Bethune had achieved public stature, she repeated the family 
trope citing her royal African ancestry as the basis for her leadership acumen. She ineffectively 
elaborated more about her African ancestry with Fisk University President, Dr. Charles Johnson. 
From this formal 1940 interview, Johnson intended to conduct scholarly research for a Bethune 
biography.138 The NABWH archives contain a letter from Dr. Johnson to Dr. Frank Horne in 




136Here we have a reference toward “respectability politics” high on the agenda of African descended 
women who would struggle to shed the sheath of immorality and degradation for sexual activities forced upon them 
during and after the Nadir.[B]lack women’s pursuit of higher social esteem and better treatment will be discussed in 










available incidents, stories, anecdotes, letters, and accounts of any character that might help to 
throw light upon this personality.” Dr. Johnson attached his interview questions to the Horne 
letter.139 An abridged transcript of Johnson’s interview probed deeply into Dr. Bethune’s 
understanding of her royal pedigree:  
Johnson: You came from a part of the country steeped in general and mass 
backwardnesss [sic] from which emergence is especially difficult… 
Bethune: Yes [but]…my mother was one of those grand educated persons that did not 
have letters [academic degrees]. My mother had a great philosophy of life. She came 
down from one of the great royalties of Africa. 
Johnson: Did you ever hear her call the name of the African race or tribe she belonged 
to? 
Bethune: If so, it has passed out of my memory. 
Johnson: Do you remember any words that suggested continuity of any African 
traditions? 
Bethune: No. My mother was very, very dark with soft, keen features: small of stature. 
Johnson: The thing that I am interested in now is some of the scars, some of the bruises 
that, like the bruises on an oyster, produce a pearl…140 
Bethune told Johnson that while she was still a child around twelve years of age, she had 
heard a Methodist minister lecture “…on Africa’s need ... of missionaries to ‘carry them to the 
light’… As I heard him tell about African people and the need of missionaries, there grew in my 
soul the determination…a yearning to go [to Africa] some day and it never ceased…”141 
Irrespective of Dr. Johnson’s probing for specific linkages, Dr. Bethune continuously made her 
claims to direct African ancestry, proudly denying any racial admixture in her maternal lineage 
based on her grandmother’s resistance story. 
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More than merely the names and locations of Bethune’s education and more than from whom 
she learned and what she was taught, e.g. curriculum, are essential here. Her intellectual 
genealogy includes the development of her worldview, which would be a continual process 
based on central figures she encountered in her formal educational history. However, the names 
and pedigrees of Bethune’s intellectual genealogy help trace much of her acquired leadership 
acumen and style. The first person in this intellectual genealogy was the Goodwill Parochial 
School teacher, Miss Emma Wilson, when Mary Jane enrolled there in 1886. 
 Published records support Bethune’s claiming, as her first alma mater, a small school for 
Negroes operated by the Presbyterian Church in the town of Mayesville, South Carolina. The 
school was opened around 1875, the year of Dr. Bethune’s birth. In an archived autobiography 
Bethune reports inaccurately, “When I was eleven years of age, a small school for Negroes was 
opened at Mayesville by the Presbyterian Church Board of Missions. That school had me as one 
of their pupils…with my little bucket on my arm…I walked barefoot five miles across acres of 
swampy rice land to school… I was happy to go, filled with eagerness and enthusiasm.”142 In an 
archived autobiography, Bethune idyllically described her daily journeys to and from the 
Goodwill Parochial School. She created a plausible, yet a much less probable optic, given the 
graphic stories of Negro life during the Nadir. Her rendition of these daily five-mile forays for 
learning paints a much different South Carolina than is regularly documented and depicted in the 
literature.143However, Holt’s biography published nine years after Bethune’s death provides a 
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more accurate optic of the South Carolina countryside during the Nadir, of which Mary Jane 
McLeod was a part: 
The road to school did not alone consist of anticipation as to what she might be 
accumulating by book-learning. Hazards occurred along the way… she had to prepare 
herself. White boys had set upon other colored children and she had been warned to be on 
the alert. Sometime she would take the long way around for home by another path 
because of the big dog and the threats of the [W]hite boys on the main road. She had 
loaded her schoolbag with rocks on top of the books.144 
 
Bethune praised and credited both her mother, Patsy McIntosh McLeod and Miss Emma 
Wilson, her first Negro woman teacher. Holt explained in detail “one of the manifestations of 
prejudice peculiar to the South was that Negroes must never be given [or addressed] by the 
title[s] of Mr., Mrs., or Miss by white people.”145 Mary Jane credited the Goodwill School shown 
below for her inspiration and insatiable desire for knowledge.146 Miss Emma Wilson was the first 
Negro woman Mary Jane ever heard addressed by Whites as “Miss.”This woman was “a very 
fair Negro – couldn’t tell her from white --and looked like a White person but self-identified as a 
Negro.” Apparently Miss Wilson, having been a graduate of Scotia Seminary, had been hired by 
the Presbyterian Church to head their school in Mayesville, Sumter County. The photograph 
below and the following document from the US Department of the Interior’s National Register of 
Historic Places support the historical significance of this educational cite, the Goodwill Parochial 
School. According to the PCUSA (Presbyterian Church USA.), “the Board of Missions for  
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Freedmen rather paternalistically felt it had to ‘teach’ self-support and financial 
independence…,”147 as detailed below: 
Where a church as planted there was soon a cry for a school, and where a school was 
started there was soon a demand for a church, and so, by the very nature of the situation, 
evangel[izing] and education became the mission work among the Freedmen… as the 
educational enterprise flowered, it produced a network of primary schools that fed the 
preparatory schools, which sent their graduates on to more advanced institutions such as Scotia, 
Brainerd, Harbison, and Biddle[now coed known as] Johnson C. Smith University, which was 
the capstone of the PCUSA structure.  
The Presbyterians began establishing parochial schools for Negroes prior to the end of 
the Civil War, and continued afterwards in tandem with the federal government’s Freedman’s  
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Bureau (1865 – 1872) programs for Negro education.148 The Presbyterian schools for freed 
persons continued well after the Freedman’s Bureau was discontinued. 
The Freedman’s bureau was defunct by 1872, three years before Mary Jane McLeod’s 
birth year in 1875.Like the Presbyterian Church of the USA. (PCUSA), the “Freedman’s Bureau 
attempted to assure that freed persons, mostly [systemically] illiterate and unaccustomed to 
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marketing their own labor, were not unduly exploited.”149National Park Service (NPS) metadata 
on the Goodwill Parochial School show 1875 to 1899 as one of several periods of significance in 
the history of this structure. Documentation on the structure appears below in the NPS 
Certification (National Register Information System ID: 97000523). 
Bethune repeatedly described her daily barefooted three-mile walks to and from the 
Goodwill School (1886-1887), which were approximately “three to five miles150” from where 
her family “sharecropped” cotton and rice on land that might, or might not, have been owned by 
Mary Jane’s parents.151 Archival school attendance records are unavailable. However, assuming 
that Mary Jane McLeod did begin her first formal training circa 1886 at the Goodwill Parochial 
School, her attendance there is consistent with both PCUSA archives and the National Park 
Service (NPS) relative to the building’s age.152 The National Historic Register, however, 
indicates that the Goodwill Parochial School, at 295 N. Brick Church Rd. in Mayesville, South 
Carolina was opened in1875, the year that Bethune was born, not during the year of her 
enrollment. Autobiographical information and subsequent biographical tropes prominently 
include her teacher, Miss Emma Wilson, who influenced Mary Jane. Miss Wilson, who taught 
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151Evelyn Bethune, pp. 89. (The rendition told by Dr. Bethune’s granddaughter is that Patsy McLeod had 
received five acres of land deeded over by her owner, Ben Wilson. This land is supposedly where Mary Jane was 
born. The failed Reconstruction and the Freedman’s Bureau, which was dissolved by 1872, are very likely the cause 
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elementary skills: reading, writing and arithmetic, was both her teacher and Mary Jane’s first 
extra-familial female role model. Mary Jane had learned quickly and well. She was enrolled at 
Goodwill for approximately less than two complete school years. In light of this student’s 
aptitude and adeptness, Miss Wilson arranged with a female benefactor living in Denver, 
Colorado, to sponsor Mary Jane’s tuition and other expenses to attend Scotia Seminary in North 
Carolina.  
New experiences in travel away from South Carolina and a private boarding school 
education were both extreme departures from Mary Jane’s grim sharecropping childhood. The 
distance of a train ride (approximately 116 miles) from Sumter South Carolina to Concord, North 
Carolina, and her thirteenth birth year mark an important “crossing” from childhood into 
puberty. Mary Jane’s desire to continue learning overrode her strong attachments to family and 
home locality. “Something urged and demanded that I learn and I followed its dictates. Truly I 
caught a glimpse of the lay of the land beyond my horizon. [Bethune’s own emphasis]”153 
Consistent with the reports of her next school, Scotia Seminary in Concord, North 
Carolina, Mary Jane McLeod enrolled at Scotia when she was thirteen years old in1887.154 
Scotia records also indicate that she finished their program approximately seven years later in 
1894 on the cusp of Mary Jane’s twentieth birthday. Contributors to Bethune literature and 
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biographies attribute very little to Scotia Seminary’s impact in Bethune’s academic and 
leadership development. Scotia is typically treated merely as a brief stop on the longer itinerary 
of a larger life. Whereas Audrey Thomas McCluskey, a Bethune scholar, assigns Scotia the 
status of primarily being the location of Bethune’s Christian training,155Bethune herself attributes 
Moody Bible School with being the locus of her religious ‘training.’156Further research 
demonstrates that Scotia Seminary had a much more expanded plan than religious education in 
their program of educating antebellum and Reconstruction Era Negroes. Lucy Laney and 
subsequently Mary Jane McLeod were Negro women whose overall development can be 
considered feathers in Scotia Seminary’s cap of achievement. 
 Andrews’ work, All-Black Governing Bodies: The History and Contributions of All-Black 
Governing Bodies, researched through the Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA) organizational 
records, informs us that “the [White] Presbyterian Church in the South did not give priority to 
educating freed Black people, although the northern wing of the Church held a different position. 
Further noted is that, given this circumstance, the overwhelming majority of the teachers in the 
southern freedman schools operated by the PCUSA were women, in fact, sent from the 
North.”157 Having an understanding of the importance of educating these women, the northern 
Presbyterians had the foresight to establish schools, such as Scotia Seminary at Concord, North 
Carolina, specifically for the training of women.158 However, equally as important as the gender 
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of these Presbyterian teachers from the North was the ideological stance held by northern 
Presbyterians regarding the worldview they taught freed persons. Aside from the “obvious 
concern for the kind of education which would enable freed persons to earn a living.”159The 
institution’s ideological stance was decidedly grounded in both Presbyterian doctrine and 
Enlightenment principles. Their worldview, filtered through educational objectives, are better 
articulated in the 1993 Report of the PCUSA Approved by the 205th General Assembly. The 
Presbyterian idea of succession planning, i.e. for teachers inculcating their doctrinal ideology, 
was well developed.  
Andrews’ research of PCUSA records reveals that no fewer than nine categories of goals 
were in the plan for Black people’s overall education. These goals and programs as preparatory 
for a college education, with a resemblance to contemporary secondary education programs, 
were established as early as 1867 in places such as Scotia Seminary and Biddle Institute. Their 
comprehensive objective was providing progressively diverse training experiences, as follows: 
1. Fellowship: “Most of the older Black Presbyterians came through a network of 
educational institutions, which gave them a shared body of traditions and memories that 
most non-Presbyterians did not have…;”   
  
2. Role of the schools: “Maintaining the interconnectedness of the church and the school 
both evangelistically and in the teaching of Presbyterian doctrine, polity and programs.” 
These schools from both the northern United Presbyterian Church of North America 
(UPCNA) and its southern counterpart, (PCUSA), formed an informal feeder system 
sending their students from the lower grammar schools such as Goodwill Parochial to 
intermediate schools, such as Scotia Seminary and Coulter Academy, and ultimately onto 
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to the next higher Presbyterian schools such as Knoxville College and Johnson C. Smith 
College;160 
 
3. Training in leadership: “The all-Black judicatories provided opportunities for students to 
chair a committee, to organize and chair a workshop, and to handle funds” they also 
included training to organize and to host conferences, usually onPresbyterian college 
campuses; 
 
4. Models of leadershipin Judicatory Meetings where students saw men and women who 
knew the polity of the church in organized debates; 
 
5. Training opportunities for Sunday school workers, church officers, and church during 
summer-time conferences at which intensive training in new and better methods were 
offered at the campus of one of the Presbyterian schools; 
 
6. Ministry to the church youth: “here the youth learned what it meant to be Presbyterian, 
i.e. their place in the church, and had opportunities for supervised fraternizing and team 
sports;”    
 
7.  Identity and personhood, through positive messaging despite the contrary Southern 
discourse about Blacks. “Governing bodies and congregation instilled a sense of identity 
and personhood in their youth;”    
 
8. Supportive climate: despite having very limited financial resources, “ministers found an 
atmosphere of respect within their presbytery and their synods;”  
 
9. Strong women’s internal organizations which provided models from the Ladies 
Missionary Society onto other roles for women including congregation eldership; 
 
10. Commitment to the whole mission of the Church, “even though being denied full access 
to services in the church, organization minutes revealed commitments to the whole 
program of the church.” 
Regarding the last training goal, Andrews asserted that “Black involvement in overseas 
mission is a good example,” of the loyalty which Black Presbyterians demonstrated to their 
Church affiliation This refers to Blacks, such as Mary Jane McLeod, who were denied 
missionary posts in Africa.161 Dr. Bethune alluded many times to her denied application through 
the PCUSA to become a missionary in Africa after she completed her studies at Scotia. 
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Bethune had fond recollections of Scotia’s leadership, the Satterfields who were a 
married couple employed there. She later said the Satterfields personified a trend of thought 
among Whites representing “that splendid group of Northerners who were imbued with the 
genuine missionary spirit… of that noble band of courageous Whites who believed it their duty 
appointed by Providence, to help the unfortunate Negro develop the missionary spirit by 
assisting the Negro in his education and his general welfare…”162Being able to enroll there at 
Scotia due to the philanthropy of a White woman she had never met was Mary Jane’s first 
consciousness of the idea and example of Whites giving money toward the edification of 
Negroes. Scotia Seminary was founded for Negro girls’ education. However, being a direct 
recipient of philanthropy was, at first, nearly as much a limitation as it was a benefit, since the 
other Scotia students were there based on their families’ resources. She clearly had come from a 
different class of Negroes than most of her classmates from Raleigh or Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Some of the students ridiculed her style of dress and tried to intimidate her.163 Mary Jane had 
lived her entire life in a log cabin without glass windows or stairs. “White cloths shone on the 
tables, neatly arrayed with knives, forks, spoons, napkins, and water glasses for everybody. At 
the long table sat the dozen or so mixed Negro and White teachers, with Principal Dr. Satterfield 
at the head of the table.”164 She learned not to run inside the building and how to use silver 
cutlery on the table during meals. 
Dr. Johnson’s 1940 in-person interview questions to Dr. Bethune about her educational 
experiences first at the Goodwill School during 1886-1887 and at Scotia helped provide 
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windows into her experiences during the next seven years from 1887 to 1894. Although he 
probed into her initial interest in going to school, Bethune did not discuss what she had learned 
academically. She continually gave responses about her social experiences there, but not her 
curricular background at either Goodwill or at Scotia. At age sixty years, in response to questions 
about her student relationships with her teachers, Bethune recited a short list of teachers whom 
she praised effusively: Miss Emma Wilson at Goodwill School, and two Negro teachers at 
Scotia: Miss Hattie Bomar and Miss Rebecca Cantey “who gave me the confidence in the ability 
of Negro women to be cultured, gave me my very first vision of the culture and ability, and gave 
me the incentive and made me feel that if they could do it, I could too.” She also listed two 
White teachers at Scotia by name: Miss Barnes and Miss Cathcart. Bethune credited these 
women with her “confidence and wholeheartedness of Whites in Negroes.” Miss Cathcart had 
voluntarily helped Mary Jane with acquiring a wardrobe all along and had been responsible for 
securing a trunk for Mary Jane’s personal belongings she would take to Chicago as she departed 
for Moody Institute in 1895. Mary Jane left Scotia Seminary in a white dress and with a new 
Bible sent by benefactor. 
 Mary Jane attended Moody Bible Institute in Chicago for approximately two years from 
1897 to 1898. Her Scotia Seminary benefactor, Mary Crissman, a White woman from Denver, 
had agreed again to pay for Mary Jane’s continued educational experience at Moody. Mary Jane 
and Miss Crissman had continually corresponded throughout the seven Scotia years.165 Moody 
was yet another boarding school experience, since Mary Jane was single and barely twenty years 
old in such a large industrial city during nexus of the waning days of the Victorian Era and the 
																																								 																				




dawn of the Progressive Era. Mary Jane’s training at Moody Bible Institute in Chicago, Illinois 
seems to have been directly influenced by its founder, Dwight Lyman Moody (1837-1899).  
From October 1875 to May 1876, Moody and three other evangelists toured through the 
major cities of the Midwest and Atlantic coast preaching he message of salvation. Moody was 
living in Chicago at the onset of the Third Great Awakening (1880-1910). Coming from humble 
Midwest farm origins, Moody wanted to teach in the church and to evangelize. Moody and his 
wife, on the cutting edge of ministry, opened the Northfield Seminary for Young Women to 
provide them the opportunity to get an education. While ministering in Chicago, the Moodys met 
Emma Dyer, a successful teacher and administrator who was recruited to oversee their women’s 
ministry specifically to train women for evangelistic outreach and mission work. Not long 
thereafter, the Moody’s created the Mount Hermon School for Boys with the same goal as the 
girls’ school. Moody was known for his revolutionary ability to bridge the gaps among 
denominations that were apparent in the diverse religious backgrounds of their students. His non-
denominational evangelical doctrine, preached during the expansion of the Third Great 
Awakening, was propagated and perhaps clashed with, the emerging Progressive Era (1900-
1929). Moody carried his evangelizing abroad; he became an inter-national and domestic icon. 
As a result, the revival swept into Ireland, and he won praises of both Catholics and Protestants. 
Moody was quite different; he did not care what denomination a person claimed. He just wanted 
the message of Christ to be heard.166 
Dr. Bethune gave much credence to Moody’s influence in her life and her occupational 









Moody Bible Institute experience suggest that Bethune spent significant individual time with 
Moody:  
Mister Moody – for such is the way he was addressed—had a kindly face above hisbeard 
and was easy to approach. Mary would be summoned to his office and he would ask her, 
since she [Mary] was the one who would know most about these matters, what were 
theconditions in the South among her people?167 
Dr. Bethune spoke about a speech, not a sermon, which Dwight Moody delivered 
while she was enrolled at his school. The topic of the speech was “power,” and the 
occasion was New Year’s Eve. By the “end of the speech, the evangelizing Dwight 
Moody solicited all students who felt the need of baptism in the Holy Spirit to meet him 
later in the assembly room. Mary McLeod, who had been transfixed by Moody’s speech, 
showed up for the session where they were asked to kneel close to Moody. She realized 
the need for and the importance of power in a spiritual sense…she, too, wanted to have 
the power over men and women—the kind of power demonstrated by Moody.”168 
However, being the only Negro among the group had been a challenge since she had 
never previously shared quarters with someone White; the same was apparently true for the other 
women students there. None of the young White women at Moody Bible School had ever 
previously shared lodgings with a Negro person. Characteristically denying any serious issues 
with her White school mates, Mary Jane however described in detail her success in appeasing 
them through singing. She was selected as a soloist to sing in the Institute’s choir. This 
blossomed into her singing off campus at other Missions and at the nearby Chicago Police 
Station. This is the point at which Mary Jane acknowledged becoming aware of how her stage 
presence affected her audiences: “I was always interested in watching the expressions of the 
individuals at the station during our services. During …my [turn to sing a] song, I sometimes 
turned my attention to the one or ones who seemed the least interested during the service, and [I] 
was gratified to see an uninterested countenance light up with intelligent interest.” 
																																								 																				






In her autobiography, Dr. Bethune said “…I have not forgotten the memorable 
experience which was soulfully and spiritually mine as a result of that lecture. I sat motionless, 
rapturously thoughtful, imbibing what seemed to me its significant contents. Perhaps this was a 
part of the apex or the highest point of my religious life.” After being in Chicago for a while, 
Mary Jane applied with the PCUSA Missions Board in New York to get an assignment to 
become a missionary “somewhere in Africa.” She was told there were no availabilities (Holt, 
1964, 45) “where a Negro could be placed.” Many years afterwards, Dr. Bethune characterized 
how she perceived the differences in her three principal educational environments. “My home 
training had been of a deep spiritual nature, while my instruction at Scotia had been accentuated 
by devoutness [sic] and my training at Moody was, of course, chiefly religious.”169 Failing to 
grant her application for missionary work in Africa, the Presbyterian Mission Board placed Mary 
Jane at Haines Institute in Augusta Georgia. Haines director Lucy Craft Laney was another 
Scotia graduate whose academic background and reputation as director and an educator were 
well known among Presbyterian Church officials. The placement at Haines Institute from 1898 
was equal to an apprenticeship, or what would today be considered an internship program. Not 
only had Miss Lucy Laney preceded Mary Jane as another Scotia graduate, but she was 
considered an educational pioneer by people in the Presbyterian Church and was also a 
descendant of enslaved parents. Miss Laney, 21 years Bethune’s senior, was also old enough to 
have been Miss McLeod’s mother. Not only had Laney established the first kindergarten for 
Negroes in Augusta, but she also organized the first training courses for Negro nurses in that 
region. As an innovative administrator and an eloquent spokesperson, Laney had also been the 
																																								 																				





first Negro woman ever appointed by the Freedman’s Board to lead a major educational 
institution.170 
 Laney’s professional achievements in education were preceded by her personal 
accomplishments as a student. There were some similarities in Lucy Laney’s and Mary Jane 
McLeod’s family histories and in their educational paths. They were both Southerners; Laney 
was born at Macon in east-central Georgia, not too distant from coastal South Carolina.Just like 
Mary Jane’s mother in South Carolina, Lucy Laney herself had also been born into the system of 
legalized slavery. Like Mary Jane’s parents, Lucy’s parents had also been permitted to reside 
together during their bondage as a married couple.171There were also several dissimilarities in the 
two women’s family histories. Unlike Patsy McIntosh’s owner or Mary Jane, Laney’s owner had 
taught her (Lucy) to read before slavery was abolished.172 Unlike Samuel McLeod, Reverend 
David Laney, Lucy’s father, had been an early leader in the southern iteration of the Presbyterian 
Church (PCUSA). David Laney had also been one of the three Black founders of the Knox 
Presbytery. 
 Lucy Laney had been sufficiently educated, including her sojourn at Scotia Seminary, 
that by age 15 she was sent to Atlanta to earn a baccalaureate degree. Two years before Mary 
Jane McLeod’s birth, Laney earned her degree and auspiciously became one of four women 
graduates from Atlanta University’s first class from its Higher Normal Department on June 23, 
1873. After graduating with a Normal School degree, Lucy Laney taught in the elementary 
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schools of Savannah, Georgia. In 1883 she opened her own school in the basement of Christ 
Presbyterian Church in Augusta, Georgia, after having taught for ten years in Macon, Savannah, 
Milledgeville, and August. Haines Normal and Industrial Institute at Augusta, Georgia opened in 
1883 –ten years after Laney’s Atlanta University graduation. In the 1890s Haines Institute was 
the first school to offer a kindergarten class for African American children in Georgia. In 1898, 
the same year as Mary Jane’s arrival at Haines Institute, Atlanta University conferred on Lucy 
Laney an Honorary Master of Arts degree.173 Lucy Craft Laney was Mary Jane’s final mentor in 
educational administration and pedagogy. Mary Jane ‘studied Laney and watched her every 
move.”174 
Mary Jane would become only one of Lucy Laney’s students who distinguished 
themselves in educational leadership and social activism. Among other graduates of Haines 
Institute (who Mary Jane McLeod would meet later in the 1920s) were Charlotte Hawkins 
Brown, Nannie Helen Burroughs, Joseph Simeon Flipper, and Frank Yerby.175Among the other 
students Laney taught in Augusta was bi-racial John Hope (1868 – 1936).176John Hope graduated 
college from Brown University in 1894 and would eventually become the president of Atlanta 
University between 1929 -1936.177 Mary McLeod had been skillfully and strategically placed by 
the PCUSA with the most competent and experienced Southern Negro woman under whose 
supervision and mentorship their times could produce. 
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The length and dates of Bethune’s Haines Institute “internship” are inconsistently 
reported; the dates reported conflict with the dates of her marriage and with the dates she 
attended Moody Bible Institute. Laney arranged for Mary Jane to travel to Tuskegee, Alabama 
and meet Booker T. Washington who at that time, being publicly acknowledged by the 
administration of President Theodore Roosevelt, was the voice of Negro people. Laney’s ideas 
and skill-sets in administration and oratory would become evident in Mary Jane McLeod’s future 
endeavors. Later in her autobiography, Bethune made the following comments about her last 
formal instructor and her mentor: 
At Haines Institute I came in contact with one of the most amazing and dynamic 
personalities I ever met…I was drenched with inspiration… I was impressed by her 
fearlessness, her amazing human touch in every respect, an energy that seemed 
inexhaustible… and her mighty power to command respect and admiration from her 
students and all who knew her…She handled her domain with the art of a master.   
Lucy Laney had been one of the best educated, the same gender, a Southerner with a proud 
family back-ground out of slavery, reared in adjoining Atlantic coastal states, and skin color that 
was as dark as that of Mary Jane McLeod’s. Lucy Laney was the apex of Mary Jane McLeod’s 
intellectual genealogy. Laney was the jewel in Mary Jane’s crown of preparation for her career in 
pedagogy and school administration, which had been thoughtfully imagined and implemented by 
proponents of Negro education in the Presbyterian Church. 
Coming-of-Age and Marital Life 
Having arrived at age 13in North Carolina away from her mother’s jurisdiction, Mary Jane’s 
crossing into puberty had been foreseen and prepared for by her grandmother’s and mother’s 
stories of their slave masters’ wanton sexual abuses. Even though she had already known about 
her grandmother’s struggles against her enslaver’s sexual assaults, Mary Jane was informed 




enslavers. Patsy had explained to Mary Jane the metaphoric language used by White males to 
seduce Negro women. “My daughter…” she said “I think you are old enough now to know what 
a [W]hite boy means when he says that he wants to ‘talk to you’.” Patsy bared her chest to Mary 
Jane and explained how she had gotten the terrible burn scar in an altercation with a McIntosh 
youth. The White boy had wanted Patsy, though already married to Samuel, to meet him inside 
the plantation’s buggy shed at 8:30 p.m. When Patsy refused to comply, the boy angrily flung at 
her a ladleful of the boiling lye soap Patsy was making. The scalding liquid seared her chest 
leaving a lasting reminder (probably a third degree burn), the consequence of Patsy’s rebuke of 
his sexual plans for her. Mary Jane had seen this scar before hearing her mother’s story about the 
scalding, but she finally had the context around the horrific circumstances precipitating that 
scar.178 
She had also been admonished about voluntary sexual behavior before marriage. “Your 
mother,” Patsy said to Mary Jane “stood for chastity. And that you must stand for during the 
years to come.” Mary Jane resolved she would always “keep her own skirts clean.” Mary Jane 
was boastful about two family lineage tropes of resistance. There were 17 full sisters and 
brothers.179Furthermore her sisters who, having been properly married while young, were 
“without a moral scar” (of premarital sexual behavior) before marrying.180 During her 1940 
interview with Dr. Charles Johnson, Bethune said that her sisters wanted to get married early, but 
that she “had no inclinations that way.” She told Johnson that her sisters and brothers had found 
themselves as mothers and fathers early in life “because there was no opportunity opened up to 
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them....” She described for Dr. Johnson her family’s reproductive prowess. Her sisters had ten, 
twelve, thirteen children. However, she classified herself differently and so said her mother 
Patsy.181 Mary McLeod Bethune gave birth only once to a son, Albert McLeod Bethune, during 
1899 in Savannah, Georgia. 
Holt’s biography reports that Mary Jane’s general attitudes were resistant to normative 
gender roles of their times (Victorian America from the 1830s through the early 1900s), e.g.a 
forceful female personality, such as Mary Jane’s, that would be problematic in any future 
marriage.182 After leaving Haines Institute, Mary Jane met, and married Albertus Bethune in 
May 1898 while both were teaching in Sumter, South Carolina. They met in a church choir at 
Sumter. A brief courtship ensued; and “the following year, they were quietly married” when she 
was approximately 23 years old.183The couple moved to Savannah, Georgia, where their son, 
Albert McLeod Bethune, was born in February 1899. He became Patsy and Samuel’s 90th 
grandchild.184 There in Savannah, Dr. Bethune described the life they spent as “two years in 
quiet home life.”185Dr. Bethune’s different attitudes about marriage and its productions were 
divulged during the Johnson interview. Her attitudes had been somewhat imbrued by her pledge 
toward chastity made well before marriage at the onset of puberty. These attitudes were reflected 
in the following statements: 
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This married life was not intended to impede things I had in mind to do. The birth of my 
boy had no tendency whatsoever to dim my ardor and determination for my dream work, 
the building of an institution. Mr. Bethune was not interested in educational work, but put 
no barriers in my way to carry on my work. It was mine to struggle on alone.186 
Renditions of the Bethunes’ marriage vary among Bethune biographers McCluskey and 
Smith (Ibid., 5-6) and Holt.187 Very little has been reported about Albertus Bethune aside from 
his connection to his wife. Some stories variously list Albertus as a teacher, as an independent 
entrepreneur, and as a salesperson. The predominant story of the Bethune’s marital separation 
was Albertus’ inability to financially support the family. This version is weakened by the reports 
that his wife did both voluntary and compensated work selling insurance policies.188Such 
activities would help keep her connected to the public realm since Dr. Bethune was admittedly 
disinclined toward domestic life as a vocation. According to McCluskey, Albertus Bethune “left 
the family [for unreported reasons] in 1907, although he had been a member of the board of 
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directors at his wife’s school the year prior in 1906.”189 Dr. Bethune’s archived autobiography 
and her interview with Dr. Johnson were both fairly silent on the issues creating the couples’ 
separation; and neither one of the two Bethune biographers has reported any primary source data 
on a divorce between the two. Legal divorce, of course, was uncommon among couples at that 
time. Later in his life, Albertus Bethune was listed as a friend of Benjamin Davis (1903-1964), 
the renowned 1930s Communist Councilman from Harlem, New York.190	
McCluskey lists Albertus Bethune’s death in 1918, whereas his granddaughter, Evelyn 
Bethune, wrote that Albertus Bethune died in 1914.191 Although neither date was supported by 
official South Carolina vital statistics on deaths, Albertus seems to have disappeared in the 
literature about his wife soon after she arrived in Daytona Beach, Florida, during the first decade 
of the 1900s.  
Respectable women living outside male protections and supervision would have been 
stringently disapproved at the turn of the 20thcentury according to scholars such as 
Higginbotham192 and Gray White193. However, Dr. Bethune’s marriage during Victorian 
America, her family history straddling the demarcation of slavery and freedom, and her feminist 
thought on women’s lives outside domestic roles surely presented daily internal conflicts as she 
balanced her domestic duties and plans she had for herself as a teacher. One definite benefit to 
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being married was being addressed as “Mrs.” Another benefit to being married was the status of 
being an adult, a status which was difficult for Negros to be accorded in antebellum and Jim 
Crow rhetoric. Being relatively well educated also gave her another level of respectability far 
above many people in the South. Her ability to afford fashionable clothing spoke volumes about 
her rising class status. And each of these measures of social gain signaled Dr. Bethune’s rising 
status. Bethune’s public persona helped make a favorable deposit to Negro women’s account of 
respectability politics discussed further below. 
Enslaved women had been blamed as adulteress concubines who succumbed readily to 
being raped by their White masters and whomever else they permitted to so engage Negro 
women. Southern White women most often castigated Negro women who were said to have 
willfully tempted White men away from their White wives. While White women might have 
been more concerned about knowing their husbands were unfaithful, the literature shows that in 
addition to lust, and perhaps as importantly, White men were quite concerned about their “ability 
to accumulate surplus for investment… Black women’s bodies were just a primary means of 
accumulating the surplus.”194 Dr. Bethune’s grandmothers, her mother and her sisters had been a 
productive source of wealth for the McIntosh and the McLeod clans there in South Carolina. 
Bethune reported to Dr. Johnson in their 1940 interview that she was the fifteenth of her 
mother’s seventeen children, many of whom were sold off for the benefit of the White McLeods 
and the White Wilsons there in Sumter County. Her sisters had equally produced many children 
(each from ten to thirteen) who were sold off into slavery. In many cases, it would be any one’s 
guess regarding the paternity of Negro children, thereby leaving the victims of rape and their 
offspring to wear the shame of having or being bastard children in the minds of the White power 
																																								 																				





structure. Dr. Bethune’s life was different. Most aspects of her social life would help deconstruct 
the myth of the “immoral Negro woman,” especially during Victorian American times which 
overtly proscribed respectable women’s behavior.  
Given the obvious losses, Confederate military defeat plus economic and land losses 
resulting from the Civil War, White women’s honor and status were a few of the emblematic 
projections available for protection and defense by Southern White men after the Civil War. 
However Barbara Omolade informs us that from the colonial days of America, “the founding 
fathers assumed the patriarchal right to regulate and define the sexual behavior of their servants 
and slaves according to a fusion of Protestantism, English Common Law, and personal whim… a 
mid-17th century Virginia statute stipulated that ‘all offspring follow the condition of the mother 
in the event of a White man getting [impregnating] a Negro with a child.’”195 Negro women had 
little, if any, status or value except as “mammies” and “jezebels.”White men’s agency in 
protecting their women from allegedly sexually inclined Negro men after the Civil War evolved 
as the KKK (Ku Klux Klan). 
At the cessation of slavery and at the height of the Victorian Era, being addressed as 
“Mrs. Bethune” was a significant piece of her identity package and a significant deposit to the 
deficit economy of Negro women’s respectability. Conventional wisdom and the accepted 
reasoning was that the career for women was marriage and family. For a young White Victorian 
gentlewoman, in addition to being able to sing, play an instrument and speak a little French or 
Italian, the qualities needed were being innocent, virtuous [virginal], biddable, dutiful and 
ignorant of intellectual opinion.196Many upwardly mobile Negro women were trying to achieve 
																																								 																				






those Victorian standards even though they were not White. Dr. Bethune was aware of 
respectability politics, but she was equally concerned with the politics of economy which she 
believed could be remedied with education and training. Dr. Bethune would produce only this 
one child whose paternity was both unequivocal and proper. Dr. Bethune’s role as a mother is 
given scant attention in the literature. Bethune biographers indicate that her son was taken with 
her to northern Florida when she relocated there just after the turn of the 20th century. Albert 
McLeod Bethune was also among the children whom his mother taught at Daytona Educational 
and Industrial Training School for Girls, the earliest iteration of Bethune - Cookman College. 
Holt informs that the Bethune’s son spent time alternately with both his geographically distant 
parents; however he was sent to boarding schools during his youth. The younger Bethune 
attended all male Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia.  
Dr. Bethune’s Leadership in Educational Administration and Educational Philanthropy 
Qualified to teach elementary and perhaps middle school curricula, Dr. Bethune’s own formal 
education in pedagogy had ceased after she completed seven years of study, equivalent to a 
combined secondary and junior college curriculum, at Scotia Seminary. She was also trained in 
educational administration at Scotia. Her placement with Lucy Laney, a professional educator 
with full academic credentials, was comparable to student teaching in today’s teacher education 
curricula. However, Bethune was less qualified as a teacher and more qualified as an 
administrator. 










Much has been said and written about Dr. Bethune’s role in educating her people. Most 
notably, biographies and narrators agree that after a brief teaching experience in Palatka, Florida, 
Dr. Bethune devised a plan to start her own school in 1904 at Daytona, Beach, Florida. 
Originally called the Daytona Literary and Industrial School for Training Negro Girls., the 
school enrolled its first five girls: Lena, Lucille, Ruth, Anna, and Celeste.197 Bethune’s son was 
also enrolled at her school that year. The lore around how she financed her school with only 
$1.50 cannot be verified. But in 1904, the same year as the famously popularized St. Louis 
World’s Fair, that amount was approximately equivalent to $30.00 in 2017.198 The Victorian Era 
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waned with the Progressive Era quickly following and changing both what people wore and what 
they thought to be valuable or important. Both the possibility and the probability exist that Dr. 
Bethune was able to gather and re-purpose discarded furnishings and household goods with 
which she furnished her home school at the equivalent of $30.00 in the present time, today.  
Florida, a deep-South state like its Confederate cohort states, opposed educating its freed-
person population. Even if the Reconstruction Era efforts (The Freedmen’s Schools) had 
extended to Florida, the demise of the Freedmen’s Bureau three years before Bethune’s birth in 
1875 suggests that no Freedmen’s Schools were ever in operation there. The Presbyterian 
Church, i.e. “ the northern church, UPCNA (United Presbyterian Church in North America), 
[had] declared the South to be missionary territory and sent large numbers of teachers, 
evangelists, and missionaries to work among freedmen in Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Georgia, [but] to a lesser extent in Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, and 
Tennessee.199” Additionally the PCUSA, which was still actively establishing their mission 
schools up through the 1930’s, had not established any schools in Florida at the turn of the 20th 
century.200 Bethune’s moving to Florida where virtually nothing was being done to eradicate 
illiteracy among Negroes was indeed visionary.201 The evolution of the “school founded on a 
dump heap and $1.50 has been heralded and re-told by numerous scholars, journalists, and 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
 









devotees (Peare 1957), (Holt 1964), (McCluskey 1994), (Skorapa Diss. 1989), (McCluskey and 
Smith 2001).202 
However, as importantly and within less than two decades, Bethune’s school had evolved 
beyond being an elementary school through three incarnations: Daytona Normal and Industrial 
School for Girls, Daytona Normal and Industrial Institute, and Daytona Cookman Collegiate 
Institute by 1919.203Dr. Bethune was able to step away from classroom duties, for which she 
might have felt somewhat unqualified. Bethune had met in New York a Negro woman, Mrs. 
Frances Keyser, who was much more qualified than she. Keyser, a widowed woman in her 
forties, was recruited to come teach and be in charge of curricular development at Bethune’s 
Florida school Holt provides a brief resume of Keyser’s experience and Bethune’s reaction to 
Keyser’s ability to decide independently to depart New York for Florida, a theme that would 
prevail in Bethune’s vision for the institution she was building: 
Mrs. Keyser, older than Dr. Bethune with the benefit of a far superior education, was a 
person of presence, dignity, manners, and breeding. After her graduation as an honor 
student from Hunter College in New York City…she had won a first place prize in 
French… had supervised a small parochial school in Tallahassee as a clearinghouse for 
girls from the South who were in trouble. She also met Bethune’s standard of spiritual 
values and fine human qualities of behavior.204 
Holt continues that during that time, Florida was not rated very high on the scale among teachers. 
“…many of the teachers in Florida had little more than eighth grade schooling. “I had a vision,” 
said Dr. Bethune “and I need strong women to help me realize it…” When Keyser arrived at the 
school, “Dr. Bethune turned over to Keyser the entire educational program while she herself 
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attended to the business and administrative aspects.205 After merging with a co-ed Methodist 
school, Bethune’s school was renamed the Daytona Cookman Collegiate Institute. 
However before merging with Cookman Institute, Dr. Bethune experienced another of 
several incidents (disorienting dilemmas) which transformed how she envisioned serving 
students at her school. Bethune changed her mode of serving those students, creating 
transforming experiences for her immediate and future students. As Robertson explained, in 
1911 a female student became ill and needed hospital care.206 Bethune’s arrival at the local 
Volusia County hospital with the ailing student in tow became an unexpected clash with Jim 
Crow. The hospital accepted only Whites. Bethune and the ailing student were turned away. 
Abruptly adjusting her initial inclination to solve the student’s medical problem at a hospital, 
Bethune located a Negro physician, probably either a Meharry Medical School or Howard 
University Medical School graduate, to attend the ailing student. Although Bethune had lived 
nearly all her life in the Jim Crow South, this particular incident brought her to a heightened 
awareness of the disregard some Whites had for Negroes.207 
Bethune’s solution was to create a parallel facility for Negroes needing hospital care. She 
devised with dispatch a plan and a location, transforming Negroes’ experiences with the lack of 
hospital care. A small two-story cottage in Daytona Beach was subsequently transformed into a 
hospital for the Negro community; a local Meharry physician was secured to serve patients who 
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Dr. Bethune’s parents.208 Furthermore, the need for skilled nursing care among Negroes in 
Daytona Beach also required nurse’s training. Like her Haines Institute mentor, Lucy Craft, Dr. 
Bethune accepted that challenge. The dilemma Bethune had experienced in simply trying to help 
alleviate a student’s illness gave rise to Bethune’s expanded awareness of necessary student 
services besides classroom learning and student housing. The rudimentary little hospital, a frame 
house, was not only expanded as physical space for the sick, but its more ideal response and 
expansion to the Negro public would eventually include formal nursing education, benefits of 
which are much greater than just to the students themselves.209 
From 1911 until 1919, by the time that the school had made its third name change to 
Bethune-Cookman Institute, Dr. Bethune’s principal endeavor had been the school. However, 
she had also become involved in the southern Negro clubwomen’s movement. Nearly none of 
the east coast, all of the south, and nearly all of the Mid-West regions were against women’s 
voting rights. The vote would be a new tool for women’s development and participation in 
American politics.  
Published literature reveals very little on Dr. Bethune’s advocacy for women voting. The 
institute remained Bethune’s principal endeavor, during the second decade of the 1900s, 
although she reportedly became more involved with women’s suffrage. Given her involvement 
with the southern clubwomen’s movement, Bethune was destined to meet Northern Negro 
women leaders such as Nannie Helen Burroughs, the founder of the National Training School for 








Memorial Institute in Sedalia, North Carolina;210 and Mary Church Terrell, the founder and first 
president of the NACW. Northern Negro clubwomen had been involved from the turn of the 
century in the Women’s Suffrage Movement. Like White women, Negro women would have to 
wait until 1920 for their right to vote. Negro men had been included in the franchise with the 
ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment in 1870.211 Fifty years later, all women in the USA got 
the franchise through the Nineteenth Amendment which became effective on August 26, 1920. 
That next year, 1921, Bethune-Cookman was acknowledged as a four-year college. 
Dr. Bethune’s world in Daytona Beach was significantly different than her northern 
NACW clubwomen counterparts who resided in the East coast and large Northern cities. Jim 
Crow manifested itself differently in the South. During this same decade, 1910 - 1920, quite 
differently than her activist Northern Negro women counterparts, Dr. Bethune was building her 
Daytona Beach school and the local hospital for Negroes there without any serious incident. Dr. 
Bethune’s experiences with Jim Crow were relatively minor compared to the city-wide race riots 
in the Northern cities such as Chicago, Illinois. Bethune had not expected or requested 
government funds to build or maintain the institutions she founded. 
Appearances are that World War I did not much affect Bethune’s world, although Negro 
employment in war industries and Negro deployment as military personnel were very real issues 
among Northern Negroes and Northern Whites. While Jim Crow, though present in both the 
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Great Migration Negroes in cities such as East St. Louis, Illinois during the early months of 
1917. Wilkerson conceptualized for us the circumstances about the Negro Great Migration which 
gave rise somewhat, along with general racism, to Jim Crow’s Northern voracity212: 
It was sometime in the middle of World War I. The North faced a labor shortage and, 
after centuries of indifference, cast its gaze at last on the servant class of the South. The 
North needed workers, and the workers needed an escape…Railroads in Pennsylvania 
had begun undercover scouting of cheap black labor as early as 1915… in the deep of 
winter, with a war raging in Europe and talk of America joining in…black families began 
quietly departing [the South]… 
 Three primary routes of exodus from the South developed: (a) from “the coastal states of 
Florida, Georgia, the Carolina and Virginia up the eastern seaboard Washington, Philadelphia, 
New York, Boston and their satellites,” (b) from the “ central spine of the continent paralleling 
the [Mississippi River,” ]from Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Arkansas to the industrial 
cities of Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, and Pitt burgh, and (c) a “third stream …from 
Louisiana and Texas to the entire West Coast… (Ibid., 178)” Northern Whites had serious issues 
with the droves of Southern Black émigrés arriving and working for lesser wages. Negroes in 
massive numbers required new ways of conceptualizing trade unions and who would be able to 
work as trade unionists. During May, June and July, the fears of Whites generated within their 
own ranks precipitated epic race riots in East St. Louis, Illinois during spring and summer of 
1917. Condensed riot details about East St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri’s sister city just across the 
Mississippi River, are graphically described by Rudwick, as follows:213 
On May 28, sixty (60) delegates of the East St. Louis Central Trade and Labor union 
appeared before the Mayor and City Council. They lodged formal protest against Negro 
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migration. Female members of a waitress and laundry workers union arrived early. Their 
presence was calculated to dramatize that White womanhood required protection from 
Negro criminals. 
For the next few days in May, Negroes were attacked by angry White mobs. No distinctions 
were made between Negroes who had lived a long time in East St. Louis and those who had 
recently emigrated from the South. Negroes who had armed themselves were arrested for 
carrying concealed weapons. Their windows were broken and their houses were burned. Whites 
were encouraged by incendiary articles published in both East St. Louis and St. Louis 
newspapers. The Illinois National Guard and local police department were not significantly 
helpful in quelling these riots. The May riots re-erupted in June and again on July 2, 1917. In 
July there were drive-by shootings by Whites into the homes of Negroes. People held their hands 
high in a surrendering mode, but they were clubbed with gun butts by East St. Louis police. 
There were attempted lynchings; and Negro victims were found cremated by fires set to their 
homes (Ibid, 27-57). Dr. Charles Johnson reported his near-death demise in Chicago during 
1919. Studying for his master’s degree at the University of Chicago, Johnson arrived untimely in 
1919 amidst a riot of angry Negros over the stoning death of Eugene Williams who had dared 
swim in Lake Michigan214. At the same time, although racial discord and Jim Crow were active 
in the South, they were not typically manifested in overt riotous behavior against Blacks as a 
group. 
The method of terrorizing Blacks by the KKK (Ku Klux Klan) was typically against an 
individual or a small group of individuals. Public lynching scenes spoke to the widespread public 
spectacle of Jim Crow injustice. White animus for Negroes was directed more against specific 
individuals than groups. Jim Crow was more manifest in cross burnings, house burnings and 
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lynchings than jailing and imprisonments that were often publicized events. A frequent cause of 
a Negro male’s lynching was suspected or suggested intimacies with White women; proof was 
not necessary nor was evidence of innocence mitigating. Social behavior between Whites and 
Blacks was more or less scripted such that those following the rules of racial decorum in the 
South were somewhat exempted from Jim Crow violence. As long as Negroes showed deference 
to Whites and “white privilege” in public accommodations, speech, and other forms of 
subordination, they were able to co-exist in a precarious bi-racial ‘dance’ of southern culture. 
Unexpected episodes of public lynchings would somehow erupt over relatively insignificant 
transgressions of Negro-White social codes. The lynching atrocities were attended by many in 
the southern white community as celebratory outings which included their children and 
photographing that resulted in postcards. Male lynching victims were frequently castrated and 
allowed to bleed until dead; male and female victims were often found nude, physically beaten, 
and burned as well. 
In stark contrast to her well-known anti-lynching contemporary, Ida B. Wells-Barnett 
(1862-1931), Dr. Bethune had been working “behind the scenes” through the Commission on 
Interracial Cooperation ((CIC)215 and the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of 
Lynching (ASWPL)216 specifically to eliminate the rampant practice of lynching.However, one 
lynching in particular in 1934 moved Dr. Bethune to address it personally in writing to the 
Governor of the State of Florida. Governor Sholz did answer her letter; but he did virtually 
nothing about this particular lynching episode, which started in Alabama, and ended in Florida.  
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The documentation provided, Figure 4. 6, indicates that Dr. Bethune’s atypically direct 
1934 intervention in the practice of lynching was written after the interstate Alabama – Florida 
lynching spectacle. The records reveal, however, a brief volley of communication between Dr. 




lynching as a practice in Florida, it is clear that Dr. Bethune took an open stance against lynching 
in her state of residence at the time, 1934. However, it is not clear why Dr. Bethune 
“commended” the Governor regarding the Tampa lynching. Her later correspondence to 
Governor Sholz, consistent with the pleadings of others, was basically ineffective.  
Nevertheless, it is likely that, in her uniquely southern-accommodating mode of 
interracial discourse, Dr. Bethune used this as a tactical way to praise the Governor in the later 
Western Union telegram, depicted in Figure 4. 15. Neither the Bethune communications to 
Governor Sholz on the Phillis Wheatley stationery in October 1934, nor the “congratulatory” 
Western Union post sent nine months earlier to the Governor in January 1934 directly challenged 
the Governor’s complicity in the practice of lynching.  
Dr. Bethune’s personal letter to Florida’s governor in 1934 was a somewhat tepid 
reaction especially in light of the interstate (Alabama to Florida) circus-like lynching spectacle of 
Claude Neal, a Negro male, in 1934. This infamous lynching attracted the attention of NAAACP 
lawyers and the international press. Claude Neal had been kidnapped from a southern Alabama 
jail and was transported across the Alabama – Florida state line to Marianna, Florida where he 
was lynched. The Neal ‘lynching had been advertised hours in advance bringing together 
thousands of men, women, and children to witness this spectacle’217 Given the heightened and 
contentious international discourse on which nation’s (Germany or the USA) racial animus was 
worse, the newspaper coverage of the lynching of Mr. Neal in Florida reached Germany and 
invoked the advocacy of people such as W.E.B. DuBois (1868-1963), Editor of the NAACP 
organ, and Walter F. White ( 1893-1955) Executive Director of the NAACP.DuBois spoke 
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pointedly when he mentioned Florida; they wanted federal action especially since it involved an 
interstate perspective. The CIC contacted the White House [Roosevelt’s Administration] since 
this case was “particularly shocking” (Ibid.). German newspapers had run photographs of Claude 
Neal’s black body in Florida…The lynching had been planned and publicized; and thousands 
had attended. The mob tortured Neal all day, cut off his penis and testicles, and made him eat 
them. He did not die until evening” that day in October 1934218. 
This horrific spectacle was exacerbated by the refusal of the federal government to 
intervene despite the fact that Claude Neal had been carried across state lines. Dowd Hall 
reported that ASWPL president Jessie Daniel Ames, and her followers including Dr. Bethune, 
members became ‘more pessimistic about their philosophical reliance on education and state 
action as a cure for lynching.’ After the Claude Neal lynching and the subsequent failure of legal 
authorities to indict the lynch party, their strategy was futile.219 
Dr. Bethune was relatively safe in her endeavors to resist Jim Crow, although she is said 
to have tested the limits somewhat concerning public racial intermingling in meetings held at her 
school. She had developed a grand plan of asking elite Whites for contributions to Bethune-  
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Cookman College220. She was not trying to force school integration nor was she trying to force 
the state of Florida to pay for her institution. Dissimilar to other colleges for Negroes being 
founded in the South with funding and land provided by the federal Morrill Act of 1890, 
Bethune’s intuition was no immediate threat to the local power structure. Her school followed 
the model established by Booker T. Washington, who encouraged “training” for Negroes in 
domestic and vocational skills. Building her educational institution for Negro girls would not, 
and did not necessarily, violate the rules of racial discourse and interaction in the Florida. Her 
																																								 																				





school did not require White institutions such as state agencies that supported colleges to behave 
differently. 
Following the Reconstruction period of Negro education by religious groups, such as the 
PCUSA221, land grant colleges for Negroes became somewhat an intrusion into White society. 
Mc Comb’s work suggests a changing attitude among the White middle class over a period of 
time. Before the end of the 19th century, there were seventeen (17) colleges serving Negro 
students. By 1899 there were eighty-one (81) land grant colleges altogether, and seventy-five 
(75) of them were situated in the South222. According to Mc Comb, the number of Blacks 
holding college degrees rose significantly between 1890 and 1929 from about 3,700 to nearly 
25,000. The results of “changes in access to education provoked far in many middle-class 
[W]hite males who were concerned about protecting their privilege …and their access to middle-
class white-collar jobs at a time of economic crisis… (Ibid.).”  
Bethune’s college was progressing well up to the onset of the Great Depression. Figure 
4.16 features Dr. Bethune posing proudly with three Bethune-Cookman graduates on the cusp of 
the Great Depression in America during 1928. This year also coincided with the end of Dr. 
Bethune’s only term as NACW (National Association of Colored Women) president (1924-
1928). By 1931, her school had become officially known as Bethune-Cookman College223.Dr. 
Bethune served two terms as president of the school: from 1923-1941 and from 1946-1947. 
Figure 4.9 shows Dr. Bethune on the second row (left) of the Bethune-Cookman College  
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graduation processional of a significantly larger graduating class in 1946 during her final year as 
the college president. 
Dr. Bethune, through her appointment as Director of Negro Affairs under the Roosevelt 
Administration, was quite involved in improving educational experiences for Negroes. There 
was evidence of changing policies during the mid-1930s on the federal government level, given 




Department of Education (D.O.E.) shows the breadth of the planning and coordination 
engineered by Dr. Bethune. 
Currently the learning institution founded and continuously nurtured throughout the years 
by Mary McLeod Bethune evolved to university status, as Book-Cookman University (B-CU), in 
2007 with the inclusion of a master’s degree program in Transformative Leadership. Three 
additional master’s degree programs have subsequently been added since 2007, augmenting the 
university’s thirty-seven (37) undergraduate degree programs. Bethune’s vision to transform the 
illiterate population of Negroes in Florida to fully literate, occupationally competent citizens has 
become an accredited SACS institution. 224 The mission of the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools™ is the improvement of education in the South through accreditation. SACS 
institutions are located in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South 
Carolina, and North Carolina. Bethune-Cookman was one of a few HBCUs (Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities) which was not established initially under the 1870 or the 1890 Morrill 
Acts. Consistent with their founder’s original mission, B-CU’s contemporary mission is “to 
develop global leaders committed to service, life-long learning and diversity by providing a 
faith-based environment of academic excellence and transformative experiences.”225 The 
university’s motto is “Enter to Learn, Depart to Serve” 
While there is scant evidence of Dr. Bethune teaching classes after the first few years as a 
grammar school, there is much reason to believe that nearly all the school’s administration was 
accomplished by Bethune herself. This would include human resource management, curriculum 









as mentioned earlier, Dr. Bethune met a widow in New York named Frances R. Keyser who 
agreed to assume academic management of Bethune’s school in 1909.  “From the time Mrs. 
Keyser arrived at the school, Bethune turned over to her the entire educational program while he 
herself attended to the business and administrative end... Dr. Bethune was her own public 
relations counsel226.” Being energized by the ready philanthropy she received from White and 
from wealthy Negroes such as Mrs. C. J. Walker, the first Negro American millionaire, Dr. 
Bethune made fund development for her school a paramount piece of her role. Another little 
known piece of Bethune’s idea of educational administration and development was her joint 
founding of the United Negro College Fund (UNCF) along with Dr. Frederick D. Patterson. 
Bethune’s name was printed as one of 105 Sponsors on UNCF letterhead227. By the 1940s, Dr. 
Bethune had mastered simultaneously being a college administrator, an office holder in more 
than one social advocacy group, and a civilian employee of the federal government. 
Aside from her own $1.50 donation at the very beginning, Dr. Bethune appealed to others 
in the Daytona Beach community not only for money, but also for goods, services, and their 
verbal support among their friends. During the early days of the school, ‘Bethune allowed all of 
Daytona Beach and beyond to witness her jewel of arts and creativity, the children’s choral 
singing and recitations. She utilized those performances “to gain necessary funding for the 
school228”.Well before Dr. Bethune’s second encounter with Booker T.Washington229, the famed 
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founder of Tuskegee Institute, her local plan included appeals to both the Negro and the more 
financially wealthy Whites in Daytona Beach. However during Washington’s 1912 tour of 
Florida’s educational sites for Negroes, the famous educator introduced Dr. Bethune to the idea 
of large scale philanthropic gifts from White organizations and from wealthy White individuals. 
Bethune echoed Booker T. Washington’s program of vocational education for Negroes in 
speeches and letter-writing campaigns for financial support to the school (Ibid, 34-36). Dr. 
Bethune received philanthropic gifts for the school as small a $1.00 and frequently as large as 
several thousand dollars. She astutely and graciously responded in writing to all her donors.  
The home on the grounds of Bethune-Cookman University, which Dr. Bethune later 
dubbed The Retreat, was reportedly ‘gifted by Ohioans James Norris Gamble230 and Thomas 
White.’231 The house had indoor “running water and electricity at a time when most of the 
community did not have access to either…232” Holt provides much detail concerning Bethune’s 
developing relationship with two wealthy Ohio entrepreneurs: James Gamble of Cincinnati’s 
Proctor and Gamble, and Thomas White of Cleveland’s White Sewing Machine and Automotive 
manufacturers. Gamble, White, and Dr. Bethune are characterized as somewhat more than two 
benefactors and a recipient of philanthropy. The two Ohioans, perhaps friendly rivals, were 
extraordinarily generous to Bethune personally, and to the school she founded. 
Neither White nor Gamble ever separated themselves from the school, nor the school 
from her in large things or in small…White would make inquiries beforehand as to what 
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might be needed…Gamble would regularly send cases of Ivory soap, Crisco, and other 
supplies…and would frequently drop in, walk about the grounds and feed the chickens.233 
 
Describing a casual threesome prior to the Great Depression on the school’s porch telling jokes 
and riddles, Holt creates a snapshot of a woman enjoying the men’s philanthropy and friendship, 
and laughing in her “high infectious laughter.” 
Making appeals and privately receiving stipends from donors/patrons/philanthropists 
among White elites for Negro education, the arts, and social programs did not necessarily bode 
well with some Negroes during the 1930s. Receiving money from White elites created conflicts 
for some people, such as writer Langston Hughes and anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston. 
Depending upon the generosity of Whites’ whose gifts could be withdrawn at any point, 
however, was not a problem for Mr. Bethune. She did not seem to experience the approach-
avoidance conflict that some of her contemporaries did. Zora Neale Hurston and Langston 
Hughes recognized that White philanthropic support for and control over their work was a major 
opportunity for promoting White hegemony. Hurston, who was employed briefly and worked 
under Dr. Bethune’s supervision in the 1920s, knew from first-hand experience how differently 
she and Bethune felt about White philanthropy. In fact, Hurston published an essay about 
Negroes having White benefactors in The American Mercury, a defunct New York monthly 
periodical.    
 “The Pet Negro System,” published in the May 1943 issue of The American Mercury 
was Hurston’s position on White philanthropy was widely expressed in this essay. This was a 
uniquely Hurston way of describing her approach-avoidance problem and sharing her position 
with the world. Hurston herself, writers, and other social science scholars needed financial 
																																								 																				





resources to do the travel and spend the time she needed to document her ethnographic studies 
among Southern Negroes and to write, or to collect their sociological research in places like 
Chicago. Yet these Negro professionals also needed the cultural and academic autonomy to 
avoid engaging in self-effacing and mockery of Negroes, which was at that time popular among 
White elites and many mainstream American newspapers. Hurston’s complaint about her 
“Godmother.” Charlotte Osgood Mason, a White woman patron of the arts, was at the epicenter 
of Hurston’ published diatribe. Told as she would have begun a folktale in the beginning, 
Hurston exposed how Mason was trying to dictate the result of Hurston’s ethnographic studies of 
Negroes from the South. “She excoriates the practice of exceptionalism by which racists …enjoy 
‘their’ favorite Black person without attending to questions of [broader] social injustice234.” 
Hurston’s essay was written colorfully and uniquely in Hurston style as if being told by a 
southern Negro preacher in the pulpit. At the end, Hurston blamed all whom she felt had 
participated, including herself. Although Bethune and Hurston were both Southerners born 
respectively in neighboring South Carolina and Florida, their early childhood experiences and 
their formal education had been quite different. Their early life experiences with Whites had also 
been very different. Hurston’s July 6, 1932 letter to Charlotte Osgood Mason thanks Godmother 
Mason for sending her August support payment early. Hurston also provides information about 
her current activities and the people in her life: “Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune, a real Negro 
woman whose school at Daytona Beach is quite well known, is having her 57th birthday on July 
11, and she has asked me over to the celebration. I shall go because I consider her very 
worthwhile. You perhaps have heard of Bethune-Cookman School at Daytona Beach. She has 
some very powerful friends among conservative White people (Ibid., 262).” Hurston was deeply 
																																								 																				





concerned about white hegemony influencing her ethnographic research specifically and more 
generally about Negroes’ cultural arts being interpreted and popularized through the lenses of 
white people’s experiences. For example, the film “Birth of a Nation235,” produced and 
distributed in 1915, popularized a completely different narrative about Negroes’ experiences 
prior to and after the US Civil War. Hurston’s position about Whites controlling Black arts and 
narratives was much less about any immediacy of “hand to mouth” daily endeavors such as 
paying the rent and buying food.  
On the other hand, Bethune’s personal experiences with the direct philanthropy of Mary 
Crissman, her childhood “godmother” who was also white, led Bethune to perceive of Whites as 
benevolent. Bethune had a full repertoire of small and large philanthropic gifts of money, land, 
and final bequeaths from northern Whites who vacationed during the summers in Daytona 
Beach236. Regularly calling upon moneyed persons, who lived on the Daytona Beach estates 
across the Halifax River, for support had become a major one of Dr. Bethune’s projects well 
before Bethune’s and Hurston’s paths crossed in the 1930s (Ibid., 70). A case in point is a 
Buffalo, New York female fan of Dr. Bethune’s school who died in the winter of 1920. 
Remarkably this White woman, Mrs. Curtis, had bequeathed $80,000 in her will for Bethune’s 
school to be used however Dr. Bethune saw fit (Ibid., 132). $80,000.00 in 1920 had the same 
buying power as $1,021,934.39 in 2017.237Dr. Bethune’s position about why and who should 
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help the ‘less fortunate” emanated from her Christian beliefs. For example, Dr. Bethune’s 
favorite Biblical passages used in Holt’s biography reinforce and preface Bethune’s position 
about “giving.” “Save thy people, and bless thine inheritance: feed them also, and lift them up 
forever” Psalms 28-9 (Ibid., 112). “Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother, to thy 
poor, and to thy needy in the land.” Deuteronomy 15:11 (Ibid., 186). 
Bethune maintained the same standard for “giving” from Negroes who were financially 
well-off. Her principal donor among Negroes was Madame C. J. Walker who also bequeathed 
money from her will to Dr. Bethune’s school. Bethune graciously accepted gifts as small as 
$1.00 and acknowledged those gifts in thank-you letters to those donors. She also helped found 
the UNCF (United Negro College Fund) along with Dr. Frederick Patterson, then (1943) the 
president of Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. According to Holt (1964, 274-277), ‘Dr. Bethune 
did not consider UNCF as the basis for sustaining segregated schools. Rather Bethune saw 
UNCF as an intermediary to support Negro higher education until organized efforts to eradicate 
discrimination against Negroes could be accomplished. Bethune’s objective was to build and 
maintain brick and mortar educational institutions with money and other resources from whoever 
would participate238.’  
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Dr. Bethune’s Rise to Public Acclaim and Leadership in Negro Social Uplift 
Some members of the academy have virtually “crowned” Dr. Bethune. Her titles include 
(a) “1st Lady of Negro America,239” (b) “Negro Plenipotentiary240”, (c) the Great Mother, a myth 
which was crafted by Bethune herself. She has also been designated as the heir apparent to 
Booker T. Washington’s reign after 1915 as spokesperson for all Negroes241. Dr. Johnson’s 1940 
interview into Bethune’s leadership performance was influenced by her rising acclaim. He 
wanted to document her life and leadership in a scholarly way. According to Bethune scholar 
Elaine Smith, ‘Bethune was a celebrated personage before moving to Washington, D.C.in 
1936.Smith further posited, ‘…Dr. Bethune made an indelible impression on America’s 
consciousness.’ 
Archival sources are replete with documentation of Mr. Bethune’s renown. Letters from 
various individuals attest to her public stature. Four such letters, all dated in 1949 and referenced 
below, describe how people perceived of Dr. Bethune and her influence to make things happen. 
The minister of Pilgrim Baptist Church in Chicago, Illinois wrote Dr. Bethune on June 2, 
1949242. His letter, as President of the Baptist State Convention of Illinois with a membership of 
more than 10,000, both praised Dr. Bethune and asked her for a favor.He begins, “Your very 
name is an inspiration to the womanhood of the whole world, and a high mark at which youth 
can aim.” Reverend J.C. Austin wanted Dr. Bethune to help him, similar in concept to her self-
image. It differs in that his church needs to secure a speaker for an upcoming church program. 
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He implored Bethune’s help writing, “I am anxious to bring Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to this city 
to address the womanhood of our group in interest of lifting up a standard for the people, and I 
am seeking your influence and cooperation to this end. If through you, we can secure Mrs. 
Roosevelt, we will make a substantial donation to you personally for your work.”Reverend 
Austin sees Dr. Bethune as Mrs. Roosevelt’s agent. 
1. Raymond Pace Alexander, a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania attorney, wrote Dr. Bethune 
on January 24, 1949.243 He immediately praised Dr. Bethune for allowing him to 
speak with her on the previous Sunday. He continued, “May God bless you and grant 
you good health and a long, happy life of service to your people and humanity.” He 
prefaced his request for her interventionwith some information he believed she would 
find important., i.e. the “almost certain likelihood of President Truman naming at 
least one and perhaps two Negro lawyers in America to high federal judgeships… 
[And] of the “…194 United States District Court Judges in America, not one 
Negro…There are today fifty-seven US Circuit Court Judges and not one Negro.” 
[Alexander’s original underlining]Half-way through the three-page type written letter, 
AttorneyAlexander said, “I would therefore most sincerely appreciate your referring 
my name to the President [Truman] and recommending me for this important post.” 
He summarized his letter saying, “… in closing … the services of my wife who is 
very close to you and to whom you know so well, Sadie T. M. Alexander, who was 
on the President’s committee… should also be mentioned…and of great weight in my 
behalf…” 
 
2. Principal W. Kent Alston at the Robert Smalls High School in Beaufort South 
Carolina corres-ponded with Dr. Bethune on October 11, 1949244.Mr. Alston was 
asking for Dr. Bethune to be their commencement speaker.He reminded Dr. Bethune 
that this letter was his second request, “ I wrote you the first of the summer asking 
you to come here to speak May 24, 1950 at Commencement; you answered telling me 
you were on your way to the Haitian government…I know that many will be calling 
on you therefore, I must begin now. Hoping to hear from you when you get the time.”  
 
3. On March 21, 1949, Dr. Bethune received a letter from Carrie G. Hargrave in 
Wilmington, North Carolina; Hargrave was the sister of one of Dr. Bethune’s Scotia 
Seminary room-mates [Theodosia Hargrave-Walden]245.Ms. Hargrave reminded Dr. 
Bethune how the two had met in 1937 at Bethune’s NYA office in Washington, D.C. 
Most of the letter contained background about her children’s books, for which she 
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wanted help locating a publisher. “ I am grateful to you for any advice … in aiding 
the publishing of my book.” 
There is some merit to Dr. Bethune’s line of thinking on her value to the Negro community.The 
letters cited above attest to that reflected self-image.Bethune ‘viewed herself as the voice of the 
Negro people in America and as their representative to White America’246 
 
Bethune’s Undulating Government Experiences: Under POTUS Franklin D. Roosevelt — 
(NYA) National Youth Administration and (HUAC) House of Representatives Un-American 
Activities Committee 
	
Holt captured Dr. Bethune’s evolving self-image and persona in an unsubstantiated encounter 
reported by Bethune with a Negro “red cap” employee at Grand Central Station in New York 
City. Dr. Bethune had been summoned to attend a special meeting at Hyde Park called by 
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The “red cap” apparently attempted to corral Bethune 
toward another train-car bound elsewhere since she was obviously Black and since only Whites 
were bound as passengers for Hyde Park, New York. Dr. Bethune allegedly quipped, “Do you 
know that the sun of democracy has risen sufficiently high enough that a Negro can visit the 
President of the United States? I am going to Hyde Park. My name is Mary McLeod Bethune247.” 
Bethune’s self-image reflected her personally as the embodiment of The Struggle. 
A high point of Bethune’s government service under POTUS Roosevelt was her 
membership in the New Deal “Black Cabinet” of President Roosevelt. Having formed 
relationships, serendipitously through Bethune’s attending a 1927 luncheon for women at the 
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New York residence of the Roosevelts, Bethune met and befriended Mrs. Sara Roosevelt, the 
President’s mother, and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, the President’s wife248. By 1936, references 
from these women were helpful to Bethune’s government selection. Dr. Bethune’s renown given 
that her school that had evolved to a college, her work with the Better Boys Clubs that she 
started, her work with wayward Negro girls in Ocala, Florida, and her work with the Young 
Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) all before 1935 were reasons Bethune was considered 
a good choice for the job. Dr. Bethune was officially appointed to work in a civilian capacity 
under Aubrey Williams, a White person who was FDR’s head of the National Youth 
Administration. She was able to help implement policies that were made above her grade level 
regarding Negro educational and occupational work experiences given the Great Depression and 
World War II. Dr. Bethune was assigned to implement New Deal policies for the Negro 












as Black Cabinet members. In fact there was no Black or Negro official cabinet level member in 
any of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s four administrations. 
“More than a dozen black New Deal appointees [were] loosely classified as members of 
the Black Cabinet.”249 New Deal domestic programs somewhat addressed issues of Negro life 
that had not been addresses by the federal government since the demise of Radical 
Reconstruction and the 13th, 14th, and 15thAmendments to the Constitution. “The New Deal’s 
application of the principle of federal auspices of racial quality was unique among three eras: 
Reconstruction, New Deal, and Civil Rights. Unlike the Reconstruction Era and the 1960s Civil 
Rights, federal auspices of racial equality during Roosevelt’s New Deal often enhanced the trend 
toward separate but equal accommodations for Negroes (Ibid.)” Though she was the NYA’s 
director of Negro Affairs, she was more a consultant than a policy maker. Bethune had no real 
organizational authority to make public policy; she was an advisor. An appointed civilian 
employee, not covered by career civilian service regulations, Dr. Bethune worked under the 
direct supervision of Aubrey Williams, a White person and the Director of the NYA. Aubrey 
Williams’ own position was much lower than that of a “cabinet” position. 
B. Joyce Ross raised specific points of interest in her Bethune - NYA (National Youth 
Authority) case study of power relationships in FDR’s Black Cabinet. (1) According to Ross, Dr. 
Bethune’s appointment to the NYA Negro Affairs Division in FDR’s New Deal, while seen as 
political in the eyes of her biographers, was a case of Dr. Bethune being “appointed” by Whites, 
not being “elected politically” by Blacks to represent their views. Ross’ position was somewhat 
accurate. What Ross might not have factored into, or been aware of, in her position about how 
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Bethune got the job of Negro Division Director was the protracted but less than public front-
work the NAACP official Walter White, the Negro Press, and Eleanor Roosevelt actually did to 
secure any position for a Negro woman inside the New Deal Administration250. Bethune’s 
appointment at the NYA from 1936 to 1944 could, given this information, be considered an 
acclamation of her by recognized members of two Negro establishment organizations. (2) Ross’ 
study focused on power relationships at the command, or not, of BCMs (Black Cabinet 
Members). She was examining “[t]he degree to which the individual cabinet member was able to 
influence the policies of his/her agency toward Negroes.251”Ross used the following two 
determinants: (a) the influence that any BCM could exercise over the relative authority officially 
and technically accorded to that officer within the total administrative structure of the agency; 
and (b) the extra-official means available to White superiors and subordinate for circumventing 
and or enhancing the cabinet member’s official authority. Worth attention in analyzing 
Bethune’s relative power in the NYA is that Dr. Bethune’s administrative assistants (Negro 
women) revealed a high turn-over rate. The implication is that Bethune had little, if any, control 
[power] over their wages. Ross suggested that Bethune herself basically understood that these 
clerks could get better jobs and salary opportunities elsewhere, other than the government.252 
Records and publicity about lynchings of Negro men were abundant; however, Dr. Bethune’s 
best formal supplications to POTUS Franklin Roosevelt and her informal ones through Eleanor 
Roosevelt, his wife and Bethune’s friend, were fruitless. Famously photographed trips made by 
Bethune to the White Houses were little more than emblematic. The POTUS’ failure to support 
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with the Negro people anti-lynching federal legislation, specifically the Costigan-Wagner Bill, 
provides evidence that Black Cabinet members ultimately did not have any major influence and 
impact.  
Just how Dr. Bethune comported herself among high-ranking Whites was another issue 
which concerned not only Ross, but other Bethune contemporaries as well. Ross labeled Bethune 
as “Janus-faced” in how she both addressed and dealt quite differently with other Negroes and 
with Whites. Apparently in mixed company of predominantly Whites, Dr. Bethune would use the 
self-effacing references to herself and her ilk as “darkies.” “[A]lso instructive is that the 
demeanor and approach of the only other black member of the National Advisory Committee, 
Dr. Mordecai Johnson the president of Howard University, was antithetical to hers [Bethune]. 
Johnson, described by one contemporary as being ‘extremely fair complexioned, but in reality 
[was] very black [in his perspectives] (Ibid., 197).” As noted earlier, Zora Neale Hurston directly 
challenged this self-effacing way of dealing with Whites, in a published article entitled “The Pet 
Negro System.” Protracted discursive struggle had ensued throughout the late 1920s and the 
early 1930s including the ASNLH (Association for the Study of Negro Life and History) and the 
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement to Colored People) regarding the use of an 
upper case “N” on the word Negro; they wanted the word Negro recognized as a proper noun.” 









 Nevertheless without official authority, Bethune did utilize the non-ascribed powers of 
her presence, her capacity to inspire others, and her organizing talents got things done for 
Negroes. Dr. Bethune organized the talents and energies of a significant group of agency heads 
and officials from the academy to discuss a course of action for Negro education in the late 
1930s. Some of their agenda is shown above.  
The Doxey Wilkerson report, which appears as Appendix A, can be reviewed for the 
details and the depth of the research completed to clarify the deficiencies and to chart a route to 
correct the deficiencies in the education of Negroes253. Among those noted on the agenda above 
were some who did have policy-making authority such as Aubrey Williams, the NYA Director. 
However, FLOTUS Eleanor Roosevelt, Attorney Charles Hamilton Houston, Howard University 
President Dr. Mabrit, Dr. Charles Johnson representing the Farm Tenancy Commission, and 
NAACP Representative Walter White, concerning ‘Negro civil liberties’ were also seen as 
																																								 																				





power brokers within their organizations. A presentation on Negro education was pulled together 
by Bethune along with others listed below such as Dr. Warren Draper, USPHS (United States 
Public Health Service) Executive Officer. Bethune’s influence in establishing federal policies in 
the 1930s for educating Negroes cannot be ignored. 
Dr. Bethune’s renown did blossom. And Ross conceded that ‘it would not be an 
exaggeration to consider Bethune’s constant pressure made in oral pleadings and written 
correspondence with the President, his wife and others to appoint increasing numbers of Negroes 
at NYA state and local levels...’ somewhat successful254. The June 4, 1940 letter written by Dr. 
Bethune to President Roosevelt specifically focused her pleading for Negro women, “…the ranks 
of Negro womanhood in America where the ability and capacity for leadership, for 
administrative as well as routine tasks for the types of service are so necessary in a program of 
national defense.” Bethune ended the letter, “I offer my own services without reservation, and 
urge you in the planning and work which lies ahead, to make such sue of the services of qualified 
Negro women as will assure the thirteen and a half million Negroes in America that they, too, 
have earned the right to be numbered among the active forces [military] who are working 
towards the protection of our democratic stronghold255.” Bethune also wrote Eleanor Roosevelt, 
FLOTUS, regarding the State of California’s proposed abolishment of the NYA Division of 
Negro Affairs; she explains the different opinions of some Negroes relative to segregating state 
resources. However, she suggests a name to Mrs. Roosevelt, a Mrs. Vivian Osborne Marsh, a 
Negro, who Bethune feels could perform the duties, if the Negro Division were abolished. 
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Accepting what appeared to be unavoidable, Dr. Bethune had an alternative ready to offer the 
First Lady. 
Due to Negroes’ perceived power and influence with the Roosevelt administration, Dr. 
Bethune was solicited for employment references, to provide recommendations for judicial 
appointments; and she was credited with whatever gains in social standing many Negroes 
achieved. Photographs in newspapers and citing of Dr. Bethune all over the country helped foster 
the idea that Dr. Bethune had the power to get things done. Bethune narrators hardly discuss 
Bethune’s being a Special Assistant to the Secretary of War for the selection of candidates for 
Officer Training School for WAACS, 1942; however several publications feature Dr. Bethune’s 
photo as a General in Women's Army for the National Defense (WAND) uniform. In a 2016 
transcription from the oral history of his 90-year old life, Ohioan William White born on 
February 14, 1926 credited Bethune partly reporting that after high school, he was trained in auto 
mechanics and radio repair training courses sponsored by the NYA at Wilberforce University, an 
HBCU. Her public advocacy for Negroes was well known because among her duties were in 
person site visits across the country to the NYA Negro Division offices. Bethune’s visibility and 
the stories about her position in the Roosevelt administration no doubt influenced her 
appreciation among Negroes in the academy. “…During the eight-year lifespan of the NYA, Dr. 
Bethune received six honorary degrees from Lincoln University, Bennett College, Tuskegee 
Institute, Howard University, Atlanta University, and Wiley College...” [all HBCUs]256 She was 
also awarded an honorary degree, an LLD, by Rollins College in Florida, a predominantly white 
institution (Ibid., 183). 
																																								 																				





For the second time during FDR’s administrations, in February 1943, Dr. Bethune was 
summoned to testify before the Dies Committee in the US Congress, the House Un-American 
Activities Committee (HUAC). Congressman Martin Dies (D-TX), Chairman of the HUAC 
directly accused Dr. Bethune of being a Communist. Dr. Bethune’s choices of affiliations 
apparently were not preceded by critical thought or investigation into the philosophies of the 
organizations. After being publicly called a communist, her meeting with and giving speeches at 
organizations such as the New Negro Congress and the National Council of American-Soviet 
Friendship ceased. She removed her name from a list of organizations which she had allowed to 
include her as a member or sponsor. Holt commented very candidly about Dr. Bethune’s politics: 
In spontaneous gestures… Dr. Bethune was not always too definitely careful in inquiring 
into the connotations of political backgrounds. Her response to a[ny] plea was 
humanitarian rather than doctrinal… But she came to learn that there sometimes pitfalls 
for the unwary lurking in names on letterheads257.  
In 1945 at the San Francisco, California meeting to organize the United Nations (UN), 
Dr. Bethune was an “associate consultant” backing up NAACP Officers, W.E.B. DuBois and 
Walter White, who were listed as Consultants. An April 30, 1945 letter on NAACP stationery 
from W.E.B. DuBois to Dr. Bethune, asks for her reaction to a four-page document explaining 
their roles. Dr. DuBois’ resolution to the American delegation and Walter White’s conference 
instructional statements as “Consultants” to the Conference on a World Security Organization 
[precursor to the United Nations.] were outlined; and Dr. Bethune was listed as an “Associate 
Consultant.” This primary source information is inconsistent with Robertson’s reference to Dr. 
Bethune as an “ambassador for the Unites States government.” DuBois’ statement included the 
following summary, “To the Negro people, the World Security Conference in San Francisco has 
but one meaning. That is how far Democratic principles shall be stretched to embrace the rights 
of their brothers in the [African and Caribbean] Colonies as well as the American Negro’ own 
																																								 																				




security at home.” As the war drew to a close, Roosevelt's health deteriorated; and on April 12, 
1945, while at Warm Springs, Georgia, FDR died of a cerebral hemorrhage. His sudden death 
essentially ended much of Dr. Bethune’s perceived influence on the President. His death also 
caused Bethune’s “friendship” with the FLOTUS to cool off considerably.  
Bethune’s governmental experiences: Under POTUS258 Harry Truman — International Travel 
Other instances that supported Bethune’s self-image as the successful voice of Negro America 
were her appointments by President Harry Truman to “represent” Negroes at international 
events. As successor to the Presidency after Roosevelt’s unexpected death, President Truman 
responded to Dr. Bethune who was known from her New Deal program advocacy and who 
vocally articulated Negro interests. She was appointed by President Truman in 1951 to the 
Committee of Twelve for National Defense. She was also dispatched by POTUS Truman to 
represent the United States. She attended the installation as an official delegate from the US 
during the second inaugural ceremony for Liberia’s William V.S. Tubman in 1952. There Dr. 
Bethune received the Star of Africa, a symbolic award. On January 11, 1951, the US and the 
Republic of Liberia had entered into an agreement providing for a military mission to help train 
Liberia’s army. Dr. Bethune, Mme. Pandit, India’s Ambassador to the US, and Dr. Ralph 
Bunche, as the US delegation to the United Nations are shown receiving Presidential citations 
from Mr. Truman in Figure 4.14. Amid all the pageantry and international gestures of peace and 
cooperation, the Congress and the Truman White House fought bitterly over several issues. But 
notably, these were major battles played out not only in Washington, but also around the country 
over McCarthyism’s Red Scare and Communist Party scapegoating. Although Dr. Bethune had 
																																								 																				




somehow escaped being permanently being attacked by HUAC to the CPUSA, others including 




Although Truman desegregated the US military, Negro G.I.’s still faced harassment at the 
least. During February 1950, the US Department of Education issued its annual report which 
warned that the nation’s education was in a state of “deterioration” which could only be salvaged 
by increasing the number of teachers and school buildings at an estimated cost of ten billion 
dollars over the next coming ten years. Their report also urged that Communists summarily be 
barred from teaching in US schools.259 Both the US House of Representatives and the Senate 
overwhelmingly passed on September 20, 1950 the Internal Security Bill which required all 
Communists to register and to be interned during national emergencies; US Attorney General, 
McGrath condemned the bill as legislated “hysteria.” However on September 22, 1950, POTUS 
Truman vetoed the Internal Security Act. Truman thought the legislation was “dangerous” and “a 
terrible mistake” that would “mock the Bill of Rights260.” By October 1950, “the Civil Service 
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Commission reported that 280 employees had been dismissed as security risks and 2,764 more 
had resigned while under investigation since the inception of the federal loyalty check program 
in 1947261.” Anti-lynching legislation still had not passed in Congress. Gilmore262 asserted ‘the 
Roosevelt coalition of African Americans, working-class white Northerners, and the ever-solid 
Democratic white South seemed to be imploding on Truman’s watch.’ Dr. Bethune had 
previously received in 1949 a Medal of Honor and Merit from the Republic of Haiti, which is 
shown in Figure 4.15 as it is currently displayed at the Bethune Foundation in Daytona Beach, 
Florida. 
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Major Organizational Affiliations 
Among Bethune narrators and the US NPS (National Park Service)263, Dr. Bethune was 
supposedly a member or an officer in no fewer than thirty-nine (39) various organizations: 
occupational, social, activist, sororities, and race relations. Shown below is a plethora of her 
organizations listed among National Park Service records. 
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Women’s SFCWC269 President   
 NACW270 President 1924-1928  
 NCNW271 Founder & 1935-1949 Lifetime 
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It categorizes some of her affiliations under four categories germane to this study. Dr. Bethune’s 
renown, influence, and representative role among American Negroes would best be exerted in 
these organizations. Lesser known ASWPL (Association of Southern Women for the Prevention 
of Lynching) was decidedly aimed at reducing lynching, but it also had a more covert goal of 
reforming attitudes about Negro women’s status and roles in society, and interracial relations on 
the social level. 
ASNLH, President (1935 – 1950) Dr. Bethune’s role within the Association for the Study 
of Negro Life and History [now called the Association for the Study of African American Life 
and History] is not clearly discussed in the literature; she has been recorded as the longest 
reigning ASNLH Presidency of fifteen (15) years. However, her role in concert with the role of 
Dr. Carter G. Woodson, the ASNLH founder and Executive Director, needs definition and 
discussion. Archives at the NABWH (National Archives for Black Women’s History) include a 
bevy of fifteen (15) pieces of correspondence, dated between 1936 and 1950, which are mostly 
addressed to Dr. Bethune. ASNLH stationery letterhead during that period shows Dr. Bethune as 
President and shows Dr. Woodson as Director of the association as well as being Editor of the 
Journal of Negro History. The literature is silent on exactly when Dr. Bethune first became an 
ASNLH member, but for sure she was elected to the ASNLH’s Executive Council during 1935.  
																																								 																				




Correspondences among ASNLH officers help define and clarify their roles and inter-
relationships. The text of the following December 8, 1936 letter from Dr. Woodson to Dr. 
Bethune273 is instructive: 
My dear Dr. Bethune: 
We have received several letters from you with respect to a program which you 
are now working out. As I understand it, you desire to bring together the representatives 
of the various organizations in the county to assist in drawing up an appeal to the 
President of the United States praying that he do certain thing for the Negro. 
In a matter of this sort, the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History 
can- not be concerned unless it departs from its well-defined program of research and 
publication. To make matters clear, let me say for example, if the Negroes of the United 
States were being considered for deportation, segregation, or starvation by the federal 
government, the Association … would not take any action for the reason that it is not 
constituted for a purpose of this sort. C.G. Woodson and all other officers of the 
Association, however as individuals in connection with agencies established for purposes 
of such memorials would certainly participate; and if they did not, generations unborn 
would condemn them. 
I shall be very glad to attend your meeting, and I plan to do so; but I cannot 
appear there as a representative of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and 
History. I must come as a coworker in the ranks desiring to do anything possible to 
advance his people. Officially the Association has nothing to ask of the Federal 
Government. 
      Sincerely yours,   
    [Signature in cursive]      
    C.G Woodson,      
    Director 
Woodson clearly informs Bethune, the elected ASNLH President, of ASNLH’s purposes 
and how ASNLH cannot be a platform for her individual interests. His tone clearly establishes 
authority, though not stated directly, over such matters. By June 8, 1945 Dr. Woodson says in 
another letter to Dr. Bethune, “I have been instructed by the Business Committee to inform you 
that the annual meeting of the Executive Council of the Association…will be held in this office 
at 1:00 P.M. on Saturday the 24th of this month. Business of usual importance will be taken up at 
that time, and you are urged to be present.” It is typed on letterhead and signed by C.G. 
																																								 																				




Woodson, Director. This correspondence implies that Dr. Bethune has been marginalized in the 
decision-making. Between March 21 and March 23, 1945, two letters were written: the first from 
Woodson to Bethune and the second a response from Bethune back to Woodson. Reminding 
Bethune of the Association’s efforts to attract Life Members, each paying $100.00, Woodson 
writes, ‘It does not make a very favorable impression on the public when… some of the officers 
of the Association have not shown much interest in the work. We are therefore embarrassed by 
asking others to do what we have not done. You have already paid $25.00. You should have paid 
another such installment last year [1944] and still another year before last [1943]. To secure 
credit for what you have paid toward this end, you must send us $75.00 at once. Do not delay...’  
Bethune’s response to Woodson is that her check in the amount of $75.00 is being 
mailed. She goes on saying, “It is an honor to be a Life Member and to join with you in whatever 
way I can to help make the organization go.” It is signed Mary McLeod Bethune, President 
(Ibid.). Woodson is writing from the ASNLH office at 1538 Ninth Street, N.W. to Bethune who 
is working from her office and residence at 1318 Vermont Avenue, N.W., which is ‘within a 
five-block walking distance [radius] of the White House and the ASNLH location on Ninth 
Street where Woodson also resided274. On stationery, a September 13, 1947 letter from Dr. 
Woodson to Dr. Bethune informs her that the 1947 annual meeting and annual conference for 
ASNLH will be convened in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Woodson outlines the topics for the 
conference discussions, and says at the end of the letter, “We shall be very glad to have you 
attend this meeting and serve as a participant on the program. Kindly inform us whether or not 
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you will be present and what role you will play on that occasion.275” Woodson died on April 3, 
1950. Significantly in 1950, given the death of Dr. Woodson earlier that year, several pieces of 
official correspondence show a shift in ASNLH’s perspective about Negro advocacy. 
By June 30, 1950 Dr. Bethune as both ASNLH and NCNW President sent a two-page 
typewritten letter on ASNLH stationary to the US Secretary of State, Dean Acheson. Apparently 
without a By-Laws change, Bethune began by advising Secretary Acheson that she represented 
the 500,000 NCNW women citizens whose organization ‘felt a special responsibility in 
submitting suggestions to the Department of State for the formulation and execution of policies.’ 
She praised Acheson profusely for his “total diplomacy” and continued with “we are gravely 
concerned about the formulation and execution of policies in the non self-governing and trust 
territories, the Point Four Program.” She outlined two steps for Acheson to consider, 
encouraging him to include Negroes on advisory boards, special committees, and on any joint 
commissions formed. 
By December 14, 1950 Dr. Bethune received on ASNLH stationery a six-page 
typewritten letter from Dr. Rayford Logan, in his capacity as the succeeding Director of the 
ASNLH after Woodson’s death. After reiterating much detail about internal ASNLH politics and 
re-shifting power seats on the Journal of Negro History’s editorial board, Logan reminded 
Bethune that he had not sought the position of ASNLH Director and that she [Bethune] had 
appointed him Director. Dr. Logan’s letter to Dr. Bethune, ASNLH President, explained that the 
November resignation of another Executive Council member, a Logan adversary, was considered 
[by Logan] as “a flagrant attempt to sow distrust and to arouse dissention within the 
																																								 																				




Association.276” Furthermore, his appointment as Director had been unanimously approved, he 
reminded her, during the June 24, 1950 Executive Council Meeting. Dr. Logan’s position is 
stated in the letter, “I cannot permit myself to be made a party to a controversy designed to make 
a battleground of the Association. Dr. Logan was also, at the same time, a full time professor of 
History at Howard University also in Washington, D.C.277” 1950 came to a close with a 
December 12th letter from ASNLH Secretary-Treasurer, Louis R. Mehlinger, to Dr. Bethune as 
President. Mehlinger advised Bethune that Dr. Woodson’s will had been admitted to probate and 
that the National Metropolitan Bank had been qualified as Executor of Woodson’ s will. He 
concluded with miscellaneous information about an amicable change in ASNLH’s office staff, 
detail about receiving late a copy of her photo for the office, and a Merry Christmas – Happy 
New Year’s greetings (Ibid.).   
NACW, President (1924 – 1928)  
The National Association of Colored Women had been founded by college educated 
Northern Negro women in 1895 around the time Bethune was departing Moody Bible Institute in 
Chicago to begin her teaching career in Georgia and Florida.    Incorporated in 1904 in St. 
Louis, Missouri the NACW coincided with the Progressive Era in the North and with the 
emergence of “new women” of African descent. Negro women were reformulating their identity 
and roles in a different society produced from freedoms. The clubwomen’s movement was 
becoming active among Negroes and Whites, though separately, in the South and in the North. 
As she embraced the club-women’s movement, Dr. Bethune would meet founders of NACW: 
Mary Church Terrell who was an Oberlin College graduate, and Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin. She 
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would eventually meet the following women: Dr. Charlotte Hawkins Brown [eight years younger 
than Bethune] who founded Palmer Institute in Sedalia, Missouri; Margaret Murray Washington 
[Booker T. Washington’s third wife]; Nannie Helen Burroughs who founded the National 
Training School for Women and Girls in Washington, D.C. and a leader of the Women’s 
Auxiliary for the National Baptist Convention; and Marion Birnie Wilkinson, founder of a home 
for delinquent girls and another South Carolinian married to an educated professional, which 
placed her among an elite group of Blacks in the state. The Charleston clubwomen groups tended 
to be exclusive for professionals and educated women, and they catered to light-skinned women 
in the early decades of the 20th century. Eventually other clubs with more open membership 
policies became available in Charleston, South Carolina278 
A network of Negro women became quite active in Bethune’s home state, although she 
was elsewhere during the early development of the SCFCWC (South Carolina Federation of 
Colored Women’s Clubs). “In South Carolina, many clubs divided their agenda between social 
reform projects and self-improvement. The constitution of the SCFCWC listed the promotion of 
education for [B]lack women first, followed by goals focused more explicitly on social and 
economic welfare and civil rights (Ibid., 46).” Both literacy and respectability were important to 
Southern and Northern Negro women. “Locally, clubwomen in South Carolina sought to 
influence the history and literature taught in [B]lack schools. Because so many clubwomen were 
teachers, this was an obvious course of action…probably most often done unofficially through 
the teachers themselves.” Foremother Septima Poinsette Clark arose as a clubwoman and an 
NAACP member who struggled and suffered personally from her agency around literacy in the 
South Carolina schools (Ibid., 52 - 53).  
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Historically different experiences of Southern and Northern Negro women gave rise to 
sectional and regional issues as early as 1905. As Bethune advanced within the ranks of the 
NACW, she traveled outside Florida and away from her school on clubwomen’s agendas 
including speaking engagements and meetings with other NACW leaders. “Mary Bethune and 
Margaret Washington joined [Mary Church] Terrell …when Terrell poke to the Charleston Free 
Kindergarten Association in 1912…” She apparently liked being able to travel and she 
encouraged other clubwomen to attend regional and national clubwomen meetings. Bethune 
invoked women at regional meetings to “Go to the national meetings…Meet the world. Know 
how people are in other places (Ibid., 96).” Having an agrarian background helped Dr. Bethune 
relate to other rural women who had social difficulty such as getting through a sit-down dinner 
with crisp table linens and numerous pieces of cutlery alongside the plates. She could relate 
because she had not forgotten the dinner with cutlery episodes she experienced at Scotia 
Seminary.Although the NACW had both a Northern and a Southern incarnation, “[t]he intensity 
of racial and economic oppression experienced in the South caused [B]lack Southern clubwomen 
to feel inferior in comparison to their Northern counterparts of the NACW. This became evident 
in an in-depth study of the Southern and the Southeastern Federation of Colored Women (Ibid., 
90).”  
Within less than ten (10) years of Bethune’s NACW affiliation, she founded the South-
eastern Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs around 1916. She called for a regional conference 
in Daytona Beach, Florida among clubwomen from North and South Carolina, Georgia, 
Alabama, Tennessee Mississippi, and Florida. Bethune was able to attract out-of-state 
clubwomen speakers from Georgia and South Carolina (Johnson 2004, 98). No doubt that her 




NACW national president. Dr. Bethune’s term as NACW president ended in 1928. Before her 
term ended, Bethune became involved simultaneously in an upper echelon project with fellow 
South Carolinian Marion Birnie Wilkinson, Georgia based Lugenia Burns Hope, Dr. Charlotte 
Hawkins Brown, Booker T. Washington’s widow Margaret Washington, Mary McCrorey, and 
Jennie Moton the wife of Tuskegee (AL) Institute’s second president; they assumed the 
leadership in the ICWDR (International Council of Women of the Darker Races) which mostly 
counted other NACW leaders among its members. Not being able to succeed herself as NACW 
President in 1928, Bethune’s interest waned. However, she had other organization interests 
besides NACW. 
After March 23, 1920 when the CIC (Commission on Interracial Cooperation) finally 
admitted Negro men into their discourse, President Robert Moton from Tuskegee was included 
among another twenty-two (22) Negro men who were present at a June 24, 1924 CIC meeting279. 
The women leaders: Mrs. Marion Wilkinson, Mrs. Moton, Dr. Bethune, and Mrs. Hope also 
composed themselves as the Negro women’s committee of the CIC, separately from the White 
women’s CIC committee at some point after mid-1924. Dowd Hall suggests that ‘the process of 
bringing any women into the CIC proved more difficult than admitting Negro men.’ 
Significantly, at the root of the CIC difficulty was its inability to address lynching as the 
principal issue between Negroes and Whites. “Bringing [W]hite women and colored men into 
inter-relationships that symbolize equality would open a Pandora’s box of sexual fears and 
taboos. The CIC would be accused of fostering social intermingling, miscegenation, and 
intermarriage (Ibid. 65).” 
																																								 																				




Organizing separately in gender groups at that time was a reflection of early 1900s 
conventional wisdom. Women’s thought in general, but specifically about lynching’s subliminal 
relationship to White women’s honor, was not respected as equal to men’s thought. “As long as 
man remained the measure of humanity … women’s special interests and abilities would be 
regarded as ‘erratic or inferior variations from a male standard. An inherent belief in male 
superiority together with female deference meant that only in their own separate organizations 
could women develop leadership ability and methods peculiar to their experience. (Dowd Hall 
1993, 75).”With this backgrounding, Bethune forged an early relationship with Jessie Daniel 
Ames, a White female CIC member whose zeal for eliminating the culture and incidence of 
lynching evolved into yet another organization, a female interracial one, the ASWPL 
(Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching).Ames’ “relationships with 
individual [B]lack women, like Bethune, seem to have been based on mutual, if distant, 
respect.”Dowd Hall further explains, “…it is equally clear that Ames seldom saw [B]lacks as 
equals even in the struggle against their own oppression.” ‘Ames’ devotion was to protecting 
those, she believed, too weak to protect themselves... (Ibid., 199, 250).’ 
NCNW, President (1936 – 1949) “At least thirty (30) national organizations of [B]lack 
women were founded between 1896 and 1935”280; this datum raises the question of why “with a 
solid record of achievement already in tow at the age of sixty (60)” did Dr. Bethune think that 
yet another organization was necessary to accomplish women-centered goals? Collier-Thomas 
described the NCNW (National Council of Negro Women) as a “watershed event in the history 
of Afro-Americans,” elevating the new organization’s importance beyond its impact on Black 
women in the United States (Ibid). Collier-Thomas’ argument deserves further examination. She 
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goes on saying that ‘the Council was the first [B]lack “organization of organization” and the first 
national coalition of [B]lack women’s organization; it held out the promise of making [B]lack 
women a powerful and effective force in addressing economic, political, and social issues, 
impacting them and their families.’ This “promise” was Bethune’s latent desire to actively 
engage Negro women into national politics and economic policies, which she also tried through 
ASNLH. 
We learn from Collier-Thomas that Bethune’s idea for the NCNW was conceived in 
1928, the same year that Bethune’s presidency over NACW came to an end. “She [Bethune] 
knew that the greatest obstacle would be the leadership of the National Association of Colored 
Women.”Within another year after her NACW presidency ended and during the presidency of 
Sallie M. Stewart, Bethune “issued a call in December 1929 asking the heads of all national 
[B]lack women’s organization to meet [with her] in Daytona Beach, Florida to discuss the 
development of a ‘National Council of Colored Women’ (Ibid, 2).” 
What would become the differences between a ‘National Council of Colored Women’ 
and the National Association of Colored Women needs to be considered in light of NACW’s 
stated objectives: (1) promoting the education of women and girls …, (2) raising the standard of 
the home, (3) working for the moral, economic, social and religious welfare of women and 
children, (4) protecting the rights of women and children, (5) securing and enforcing civil and 
political rights for our group, (6) obtaining for colored women the opportunity of reaching the 




so that justice and good will may prevail among all people. The NACW, Inc. comprised 
“federated clubs:” local, district, state, territory, and regional units281. 
As the Great Depression gripped the county, Bethune held meetings during March 1930 
on the Bethune-Cookman College campus with twenty (20) other “prominent” women. The 
major national organization leaders of the ‘the most powerful national [B]lack women’s 
organizations were conspicuously absent from the new organizing.’ Dr. Bethune explained that 
“the new organization would perform two major functions: (a) it would be a vehicle for 
disseminating information from the leaders of national groups down to the[ir] constituent 
memberships, and (b) it would be a medium through which Negro womanhood might reach 
upward to cooperate with the national or international movements affecting question of peculiar 
interest to women282 (Collier-Thomas, 2).” The latter function was the more important one for 
Bethune.  
 On December 5, 1935 in New York City just a few months after being elected to serve 
the ASNLH (Association for the Study of Negro Life and History) as its President, Mary 
McLeod Bethune accepted the roles of founder and first president of NCNW by representatives 
of twenty-nine (29) Black women’s organizations. In January 1936 Bethune began her fifteen 
(15) year reign as ASNLH president; and she was also appointed in 1936 by POTUS Franklin 
Roosevelt to direct the Negro Division of the NYA (National Youth Administration).Bethune 
was simultaneously the top leader the National Council of Negro Women, the Association for the 
Study of Nero Life and History, the Director of Negro Services for the National Youth 
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Administration while she was ostensibly functioning as the President of Bethune-Cookman 
College from Washington, D.C.  
At the top of the leadership hierarchy in her newly organized women’s council again, Dr. 
Bethune as NCNW president for thirteen (13) years (1936-1949), conducted the organization’s 
business during the first nine (9) years from her own living room in Washington, D.C. Collier-
Thomas provided the following description of Dr. Bethune: “Dr. Bethune was a shrewd 
politician and a power broker with few equals. One of her greatest assets was her ability to 
neutralize her critics who eventually became a part of her leadership cadre.” Mary Church 
Terrell, an NACW founder, was eventually convinced to join NCNW as a Fourth Vice President. 
Terrell’s joining helped quell dissention and fractiousness from disgruntled NACW members. 
Ida Jones, a D.C. historian provides insight into the differences between NACW and NCNW283:  
The overall structure of NCNW reflected a shift within the Black women’s club 
movement. Unlike earlier groups, NCNW sought to attract membership from Negro 
women’s organizations as well as [from] individuals. The organizations were not solely 
collegiate or professional groups; they also included religious, masonic, and 
neighborhood regional clubs. She [Bethune] welcomed grassroots organizations whose 
purpose[s]served the larger Black community. 
 
Another historian, Deborah Gray White, similarly and more specifically outlines issues of 
class differences and worldview differences as a probable reason for Bethune’s pulling away 
from the NACW. Gray White suggests that decreased emphasis on programs aimed toward the 
“politics of respectability” and increased emphasis on a more pressing economic agenda, 
especially for the hordes of Negro people arriving in the Northern and Western Cities, i.e. The 
Great Migration, was principally at fault284. However, Negro women in different cities around 
the country resonated with Ida B. Wells’ episode with the Missouri Press Association trying to 
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silence her anti-lynching campaign. Defensively the white Missouri press was castigating all 
Black women as though they were prostitutes and thieves (Ibid. 23). Boundaries between 
Southern and Northern Negro women moving up the social ladder were not always so 
intractable. Gray White described the origins of the Cleveland, Ohio Phillis Wheatley 
Association, a settlement house which also rented rooms and made employment referrals for 
Negro women. Jane Edna Hunter, in 1905, a Hampton Institute (VA) graduate and a trained 
nurse, was subjected to the non-choice of living in a brothel because middle-class Black families 
would not rent rooms to strangers. Hunter and a few other aspiring, unmarried Negro women 
pooled their resources. Each of them contributing one nickel per week and recruiting likeminded 
members, they formed the Working Girls’ Home Association, the precursor to Cleveland’s 
Phillis Wheatley House (Ibid., 31, 97).  
Although Gray White does lean toward class differences as an issue between NACW and 
NCNW, she does not stop there. She also raises the issue of internal organizational politics as an 
insoluble dilemma within NACW `for Dr. Bethune who thought highly of Booker T. 
Washington’s philosophy expressed at the 1895 Atlanta exposition. Gray White also suggests 
that ‘most of those who reached for more, who endorsed suffrage and activism, were less 
comfortable with Washington’s [position], and more in tune with DuBois position.’ NACW’s 
founder, Mary Church Terrell, deplored the system which had deprived Negro women of their 
rights and did not want her organization to replicate that system. Terrell was suspicious of any 
sign of what they called “bossism,” equal to the meanness and usurpation of other people’s 
power…that person would be characterized as a political “mistress’ in a woman’s organization. 
Apparently Terrell believed one way to avoid the “mistress political boss” was limiting their 




about their organizations; she tended to prefer the institutions which had fostered her 
development. Divisive debates about how to accomplish major objectives probably intensified 
class differences and color biases (Ibid., 99, 52). Ideological differences and leadership styles 
had most probably engendered disunity. 
As Rackham Holt observed, Dr. Bethune learned quickly and benefitted from those 
around her.285 
She had never been bookish person, nor did she have a scholarly background...she wasnot 
particularly well read or generally well-informed; but on the other hand, she readily 
grasped and absorbed ideas which she had read that applied to her own sphere of interest. 
She had an uncanny knack of retaining and using aptly words and phrases, and in creating 
object lessons by turning personal experiences into richly adorned parables.  
Within two years of organizing NCNW, a 1938 letter from Bethune to an employee of the New 
York based World Center for Women’s Archives shows that Dr. Bethune invited herself and the 
NCNW into the activities of this organization286. Dr. Bethune was forging a relationship with the 
World Center for Women’s Archives, an organization with the following purposes: (a) collecting 
original documents and records to the ideas, interests, and achievements of women, (b) tracing 
the facts concerning their lives and works, assembling and compiling them for public use, when 
the original records have been lost (c) making a living center with every facility for servicing 
students, historians and other writers who want to recreate the story of women, and (d) restoring 
to the record through knowledge, the names of those women whose labor and leadership have 
won for them a rightful place in history. Through her brief exposure to this organization, 
Bethune was able to envision building her own legacy in a foundation designed to do so. More 
immediately, though, Bethune and selected other NCNW members learned to manage their own 
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organization records such that the NCNW existence could be preserved for posterity.287By June 
1940, Dr. Bethune had created and directed the new Chair of NCNW’s Women’s Archives 
Committee, Dorothy Porter at Howard University, to make available to the World Center for 
Women’s Archives agency Bethune’s Spingarn Medal, her Drexel Award Certificate, and a letter 
from POTUS Franklin D. Roosevelt’s mother.288Here it is clear, fifteen years before her death 
that Bethune was institutionalizing her own achievements in a mainstream women’s archive. 
 Presumptions about Bethune’s goals for the NCNW, different than NACW’s goals, were 
revealed clearly in a review of the organization’s governing documents: Certificate of 
Incorporation and the original By-Laws. Among multi-year iterations of NCNW By-Laws, the 
very first one developed in 1935 was also available in the archives. Under provisions of Sub-
chapter III of Chapter XVIII of the Code of Laws of the District of Columbia, the NCNW was 
incorporated, as recorded on July 25, 1936.Differently than NACW, they listed as corporation 
purposes: (a) to unite member organizations in a National Council of Negro Women, (b) to 
educate and encourage Negro women to participate in civic, political [my emphasis], economic, 
and educational activities in the same manner as other Americans participate, (c) to serve as a 
clearinghouse for the dissemination of information concerning the activities of organized Negro 
women, and (d) to initiate and promote, subject to the approval of member organizations, 
projects for the benefit of the Negro. Educating and encouraging Negro women to participate in 
political activities was quite divergent from both NACW and ASNLH agendas. As discussed 
earlier, Dr. Carter Woodson, ASNLH Executive Director, had restrained Dr. Bethune in 
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December 1936 about using ASNLH for political purposes.289As founder and president of 
NCNW, Bethune was able to dictate organization goals to include her interest in political 
agendas. 
The first NCNW By-Laws was a well-developed, eight-page typewritten document. 
Article II, for example, discusses membership, its varied classes for groups and individuals and 
their respective financial obligations. Article V concerns NCNW Officers: president, vice-
president, executive secretary, recording secretary, and treasurer; here also, in Section 5, it states 
“the officers of the Council shall be the officers of the Executive Committee.” Officer term limits 
“except for the executive secretary… two years –without the privilege of re-election” are clearly 
stated. The Executive Committee is the locus of NCNW power and decision-making; it is 
composed of all the officers plus four others also elected by the membership. Under Article IV—
Meetings, only an annual meeting or ‘in special sessions at the call of the President or five 
members’ may be convened. By 1944, eight years after its incorporation, Article V – Officers 
stated a change in term limits. Section 1 expanded the pool of officers; it added a first vice 
president, a second vice president, a third vice president and a fourth vice president. Section 2 
stated, ‘all officers shall hold office for two years with the privilege of re-election for one 
additional term,[my emphasis]except for the executive secretary.  
Apparently Dr. Bethune’s serving continuously as NCNW president for thirteen years 
(1936-1949) placed her service clearly in contradiction to specifications of NCNW’s original By-
Laws. However, a later 1944 iteration of their By-Laws did amend Section V – Officers. Section 
1 allowed for a president, six (6) vice-presidents [instead of only four vice presidents], a 
recording secretary [no executive secretary], a treasurer, and added both an historian and a 
																																								 																				




parliamentarian. Section 2 –Tenure of Office made significant changes: “The Founder and First 
President290 shall hold office for life [my emphasis]. All officers except the Founder and First 
President shall hold office for two (2) years with the privilege of re-election for an additional 
term.” Within another year, by October 30, 1945, the ratified By-Laws of NCNW again amended 
the verbiage on their officers and it expanded the schedule of meetings. Article V in this 1945 
document concerns “Time of Meetings,” requiring the annual meeting during the second week of 
November, and establishing a monthly meeting among executive committee members and at the 
call of the National President or chair of the executive committee. Article VI—Officers stated in 
section 2 that all officers except the Founder and First President shall hold office for two years 
with the privilege of re-election for one additional term. It further stated, “The Founder and First 
President shall hold office for life.” “Special Title” “The title of Founder of the National Council 
of Negro Women hall be recognized and conferred and herein perpetuated to the honor of Mary 
McLeod Bethune.During her incumbency as President, notices, stationery, et cetera shall bear 
her name and the title of ‘Founder-President [my emphasis].’” In a brief letter Dr. Bethune wrote 
to NCNW members on May 23, 1949; she lobbied members to elect additional members for the 
NCNW bureaucracy, which would also be considered a system for de-centralizing power. 
Dear Member: 
 
Our constitution is to be revised at our annual convention this year. We want to tie in our 
Junior Councillers [sic]; make our Regional Directors elected officers – independent of 
the office of vice president and make other changes in order to have our constitution iron-
clad.Attached is a copy of our present constitution for your study. Please go over it 
carefully andlet us have your suggestions and advice.  
Sincerely, [Signed in cursive]Mary 
McLeod Bethune Founder- President 
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Media Visibility: Ebony Magazine, Chicago Defender, Newspaper Articles and Other 
Periodicals  
	
Among 323 columns published in the Chicago Defender from 1948 – 1955 and presented in 
Bennett’s study, she identified twenty-one (21) topic categories, somewhat overlapping, about 
which Dr. Bethune wrote. Prior to the late 1940s, Bethune’s messages to the public had been 
published in the NCNW’s organ, the Afra-Americana and in The Crisis, NAACP’s organ. 
Although countless articles were written about Dr. Bethune, she was in Bennett’s estimation also 
a [untrained] journalist. Importantly, Bennett revealed several topic categories significant to this 
study: women (16 articles), Bethune herself (16 articles), religion and Christianity (10 articles), 
recognitions- tributes, day, events, trips (86 articles), education (29 articles), inter-national affairs 
and peace (25 articles), civil rights (30 articles), Democracy (17 articles), Communism (8 
articles) and Leadership (8 articles). According to Bennett, Bethune “makes most passionate 
responses, her strongest stands against what Bethune views as (a) hypocrisy between social 
policy and domestic actions on the one hand, and foreign policy and presentation on the other; 
(b) philanthropic preference for charity over equal opportunity; and (c) segregation and 
discrimination among all races. Apparently, Bethune passions did not devolve into vilifying the 
personalities associated with certain issues. She apparently did not defame either the House Un-
American Activities Committee (HUAC), or the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). She rarely used the 
words racism or racists291. “ 
Bennett’s perception of Bethune’s managing her discourse on racism is consistent with 
McCluskey’s commentary. “Mary McLeod Bethune treated racism like a puddle – she stepped 
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around it.292” Often utilizing first person stance in her writing, Bethune’s articles were typically 
precipitated by a news event or a social problem. The excerpt from the following October 18, 
1952 Chicago Defender editorial Bethune wrote was a reaction to famed stage performer 
Josephine Baker’s alleged criticism in Argentina of the US government293 
We who still value our American citizenship are fully aware of the faults in our 
democracy and of its failure of justice. This column [euphemistically Bethune herself] 
has consistently pointed out these faults (and has not been muzzled for doing so) and has 
endeavored to help mold and mobilize and direct public opinion toward the eradication of 
the long train of evils that follow in the wake of segregation –discrimination all over the 
world-not just this country…I devoutly hope that I have never in my whole life been 
guilty of wanton attack on my country – to my mind any unconstructive criticism is 
wanton - criticism that tears down, but offers no constructive ideas for correction, for 
building up. 
On her April 21, 1951 editorial in the Chicago Defender [page 6] regarding ‘human relations and 
training needed for US armed forces troops’ (Ibid., 40) [violence against Negroes in uniform 
slightly alluded], Bethune wrote the following excerpt for her readers:  
The young men and women who volunteered or are drafted into the Armed Forces…need 
much more than uniforms and drill masters- much more, even, than training in useful 
vocations. To meet satisfactorily the requirements of daily living among diverse people 
of this country and of other countries, they need training in the rudiments of human 
relations… [W]e must see that they have it. 
Dr. Bethune had numerous outlets to media, especially the print media. Bennett contends 
that Bethune’s connection with the Black press began in earnest in 1912 and continued beyond  
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the heyday of the Black press in the 1920s. Bethune apparently understood the purpose and 
significance of the press (Ibid., 65). She wrote letters to the editor of the Daytona Morning 
Journal in 1915 and to the editor of the New York Times in 1920294. Beginning in 1940 and 
ending in 1949, NCNW published its own organ, The Afra-American Women’s Journal. This 
was another direct way for Dr. Bethune to articulate her worldview and her position of a specific 
																																								 																				





audience of women. A radio broadcast of an interview conversation between Dr. Bethune and 
Mrs. Roosevelt is available in the NABWH archives; both the conversation context and the 
women’s voices are instructive about their relationship during the 1940s. 
Bennett further asserted that after making her reputation in government and education, Bethune 
turned herself toward journalism “to establish [her] own personal philosophy of life as the basis 
for the observations295.”By the time Dr. Bethune began writing her Chicago Defender articles, 
she had been accustomed to reading [and was perhaps mimicking] Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt’s 
daily column entitled, “My Day.” “By 1948, when she [Bethune] began writing the  
Chicago Defender columns, no Black American household was likely to be unfamiliar with the 
name Mary McLeod Bethune (Ibid., 2).”  
On the other hand, Bethune’s speeches were, for the most part, delivered to mainstream 
power elites, the perceived Black elite class, and audiences who could attend auspicious events. . 
For example, published in the Congressional Record was a 1942 letter from Bethune to US 
Secretary of War. And Bethune made a speech in December 1945 to the US Senate Banking and 
Currency Committee regarding the Wagner-Ellender-Taft bill on housing shortages among 
Negro families. Like their White counterparts, much of the Negro population in the Great 
Migration was still illiterate. Nevertheless, while the lyceum period where public speech-making 
and large-tent evangelizing among the poor was the way the illiterate got their news and 
information in American history was very popular, poor Negroes were not necessarily welcomed 
at these events on account of race-mixing social taboos informally and formally enforced by 
Whites. 
																																								 																				




Intra-racial and Inter-class Crossings in “Negroland”296 
As Dr. Charles Johnson prefaced his 1940 interview remarks with Dr. Bethune, ‘being female 
was a “disadvantage” itself, as he implied, gender was an adverse factor in good leadership.’ 
Michele Wallace297 more graphically described the “disadvantage” which Dr. Johnson, as a 
Negro male, had not experienced about the wider spectrum of Negro women’s stigmatized 
‘disadvantaging experience’ in America.iv 
[W]e had a hell of a history to live down. We had been rolling around in bed with the 
slave master while the [B]lack man was having his penis cut off; we had never been able 
to close our legs to a white man nor deny our breasts to a white child; we had been too 
eagerly loyal to our white male employer, taking the job he offered when he gave none to 
our man, cleaning his house with love and attention while our man was being lynched by 
white men in white hoods. 
This overwhelmingly weighty social baggage was brought out of enslavement into freedom by 
Negro women. Dr. Bethune’s female ‘disadvantage’ was further exacerbated by a very dark-skin 
color that could not be washed away or otherwise camouflaged. The skin color bias was 
tandemly an intra-racial and an inter-racial social barrier requiring more than one crossing, 
indeed. Dr. Bethune, nevertheless, having been reared in the South, both understood and utilized 
social accommodations as a tool in her agency. Bethune knew how to interact with Southern 
Whites such that she could avoid contentious public discourse with them. This included 
behaviors and speech which reinforced Southern Whites’ belief in their superiority and privilege. 
Addressing Southern Whites as “Ma’am,” “Sir,” or “Boss” is one example. Failing to make 
direct eye contact with Whites would be another example. Bethune was criticized by her 
contemporaries for using self-effacing language such as referring to herself as a “darkey.”Ross’ 
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study of Bethune’s and other “Black Cabinet” members relative power relationships within the 
New Deal exposes some of Bethune’s accommodating discourse. Bethune was quoted, saying 
among a white audience in New York City that she would “like to see more of those darkies 
dotting around here.” Another example of accommodating Whites as part of her agency to 
accomplish her goals is described below by Ross (1982, 195): 
The pertinent files show Bethune to have been a Janus-faced figure who presented a 
public position to biracial and white groups that often differed appreciably from her 
privately expressed attitudes. When addressing biracial groups, her appeals for racial 
equality often wee couched in terms which could only be flattering to white people, while 
her demeanor was usually that of a supplicant whose primary approach lay in appeals to 
white people’ consciences and sense of fair play.  
Extemporaneous remarks and speeches were usually profusely laced with religious 







‘you white folks have long been eating the white meat of the chicken. We Negroes are 
now ready for some of the white meat instead of the dark meat.’ 
Bethune’s effectiveness in the world of Whites somewhat mollified her accommodating way of 
expressing herself. Within the middle and upper echelons of Negro society in America, 
Bethune’s demeanor with Whites was disapproved as low-classed and offensive to the Negro 
race which was striving for social equality as educated, glib, and cultured people. These 
Southern Negro behaviors and language patterns were compounded by Bethune’s dark skin. 
Positive bias toward light skin color has deep roots in the African American experience 
[as it does in other parts of the world]. Dark skin color has been stigmatized and used in many 
cases as the singular most import-ant reason for discrimination in employment, education, health 
care, housing, as well as improving social status. By the second decade of the 20th century, 
social “science” in the academy was fraught with pseudo-science especially regarding race, 
culture, and social groups outside of European social groups. Fallacies about African people 
abounded. African people’s alleged ‘low’ intelligence and cerebral abilities’ were propagandized 
and caricaturized heavily in the newspapers. One such fallacy about African people was about 
racial admixtures or miscegenation. ‘Whites often argued that mulattoes were producing inferior 
stock.’ However, any accomplishments deemed noteworthy among Blacks were frequently 
credited to whatever amount, smaller or larger, of European blood that ran through their veins.A 
non-sequitur to the argument, but one frequently used, was that the ‘intelligence of a colored 
man’ depend[ed] to a marked degree on the amount of white blood he ha[d] …298”Aside from 
whatever Whites really believed about skin color, most Blacks believed that the least amount of 
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melanin in one’s skin was better than more melanin. This notion was especially prevalent during 
Dr. Bethune’s lifetime.  
In his discussion of upwardly mobile Negroes during the fourth decade of the 20th 
century, Anderson gives a clarifying cultural snapshot about Blacks in Harlem who lived in 
neighborhoods called “Strivers Row” and “Sugar Hill.” Aspiring upwardly mobile Negroes were 
vividly described in a 1945 quotation299 of renowned New York’s US Congressman and Pastor 
of Harlem’s renowned Abyssinian Baptist Church, Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.: 
Concentrated in “Strivers Row”… were the dowagers of Harlem’s society. These 
queenly, sometimes portly, and nearly always light-skinned Czarinas presided over the 
Harlem upper class. Their protocol was more rigid than that of the Court of St. James. 
There was an open door for all who were light-skinned and for most of those of the 
professional group. The entire pattern of this society was white. Social functions were 
particularly successful if oneor more of the guests were whites. If invited Harlemites 
brought with them their darker skinned friends, they were shunned and sometimes 
pointedly asked to leave. 
 
Brown-skinned women, such as author Marita Golden300 who described her internal family 
contradictions concerning skin color in the 21st century. Golden found herself caught between 
her ‘ebony-hued father who cherished her and taught her to be proud of being Black and her 
lighter-skinned mother who one summer afternoon scolded Marita for being outside their home 
in the hot sun!’ Her mother sharply chided, “I’ve told you not to play in the sun… as it is, you’re 
going to have to get a light-skinned husband for the sake of your children!”  
Irrespective of this abiding discourse about skin color, McCluskey and Smith asserted 
that Dr. Bethune felt ‘destined to do great work in spite of… a very dark complexion’ (2001, 4). 
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Simply said, skin color bias and phenology or “how you looked” often “determined” who you 
were and whether you were thought eligible to achieve and advance to a lifestyle above the 
drudgery of enslavement and its remnants. Among Bethune’s contemporaries including Mary 
Church Terrell, Anna Julia Cooper, Jane Edna Turner, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, and Charlotte 
Hawkins Brown, all of whom were light skinned and could “pass for white, ” found that 
regardless of skin-color “dealing with Whites – especially White women, was never easy,” 
according to Gray White (1999, 98). Unlike other early NACW leaders, “neither Brown nor 
Hunter were enveloped or protected by the black upper classes [as were Terrell, Turner, and 
Dunbar-Nelson]; and this had to make some differences in the way they handled personal issues 
of race” [which was sometimes obvious given skin-color and phenotype] (Gray White 1999, 97). 
Founded in 1908, one of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority’s founders, Norma Boyd, “thought the 
light mulatto’s role as mediator [between Whites and Negroes] was something special.” Boyd 
reportedly said that except for “people who could pass for white and come back to report just 
how the other half does… the darker people in our race would have had an awful time (Gray 
White 1997, 96).” Nearly white clubwomen with economic status, their color, and formal 
education making their lives somewhat comfortable, such as Brown and Hunter, also had brief 
marriages like Bethune, enabling them to do clubwomen’s work. Women such as Bethune, who 
could not pass the “Butter Bean Brown Test301” would have had both more difficulty moving 
between the Negro and White worlds as well as difficulty being accepted socially among upper 
echelon Negroes in that world, as described above by Harlem’s Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, 
Jr. This was the system in effect during Dr. Bethune’s historic crossing over the denigrated dark-
skinned bias. Skin-color, however, was only part of the journey from a lower class assignment 
																																								 																				





into the middle class and upper class. Dr. Bethune had to traverse the phenotype bias, i.e. a broad 
nose with wide nostrils, and a large mouth with fleshy lips. Bethune’s tendency to laugh loudly 
in public was a lower-class marker about which Holt302, her official biographer, commented and 
about which Margo Jefferson explained adeptly in her memoir Negroland.  
Dr. Bethune’s physiognomy and her skin-color were aspects of her persona that were 
descriptively commented upon. However, according to Holt, Dr. Bethune enjoyed taking photos 
and “took pride in looking exactly as she did.” Based on the large number of Bethune photos 
available in archives, Rackham Holt’s assessment on how Dr. Bethune felt about her physical 
appearance seem plausible. In the biography, Holt described Dr. Bethune not only as “homely at 
birth,” but also later, “as to features, most people would consider her not too well-favored – 
flaring nostrils, very full lips often spread wide, an inviting smile (when it was not an out-and-
out grin), white even teeth in gleaming contrast to smooth black skin.”(Ibid, 72) said about 
Bethune, “[S]he was dark, a little on the hefty side very dramatic… if you passed her in the street 
you would say that she wasn’t attractive. But when she walked into a room, she became more 
attractive than the most beautiful woman in the room – because she brought a light and a fire” 
according to Bayard Rustin, the 1950s Civil Rights Movement303. “But it was her luminous hazel 
eyes, direct and candid, that caught and held the attention of all those who met her.” (Ibid.)A 
similar comment about Dr. Bethune’s gaze was described by Bethune’s last secretary at the 
Bethune Foundation, Senorita W. Crawford, “…her eyes told a story. If you looked at her eyes, 
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all she had to do was look at you; it was like a magnet.304”However, as expressed by US 
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., being a member of the “professional” class could 
mitigate having dark skin color. Being a part of the “professional” class required formal 
education and often family social standing, but not always. Dr. Bethune and her mentor-
predecessor in Negro education, Lucy Craft Laney, both trained educators, were prime examples 
of this exception in their lives. 
Bi-racial ancestry was desirable; bi-racial ancestry often resulted in light skin color and 
straight or wavy hair. Dr. John Hope (1868-1936) featured on page 171, was such an example. 
Hope’s mother was African descended and his father was a Scottish European. Anna Julia 
Cooper, PhD. (1858- 1964)305 was another product of bi-racial parentage: a White slaveholder 
father and an enslaved African mother. Margo Jefferson’s description of the color bias and 
European ancestry in “Negroland” informs our understanding of how wide was the crossing into 
the Negro middle and upper class based on color and ancestry306. Jefferson cites from a 
published work, The Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis. The book was authored by mixed-race 
Cyprian Clamorgan, who boasted about being the grandson of one of ‘…the first White families 
of St. Louis. Clamorgan’s grandfather traded in land, fur and slaves and sometimes obtained 
‘wives’ with the blood of Africa in their veins…’: Cyprian Clamorgan’s grand-mother had been 
one of five such ‘wives’ taken to the bed of their slave master. And he was proudly their 
progeny. The colored Clamorgans allegedly acquired their land and status through inheritance. 
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However, skin color, ancestry, and phenotype were not the only hurdles for people 
aspiring above the working class, such as Bethune. Those striving to achieve more than their 
forebears, or peers, or who might not have had a family history in enslavement swam a bit 
farther to complete their crossing. Beyond the obstacles already described in crossing the class 
divide, there were more subtle obstacles to crossing into the middle and upper classes of 
Negroes. Another obstacle was one’s deportment. Colored elites expressed dissatisfaction with 
freedmen and freedwomen (many achievers, strivers, and arrivistes) with dark skin, rough 
‘manners’ and rowdy ways. Likewise their grammar and vocal tones were telltale, under-valued 
“Southern.” (Ibid., 28) People, including Dr. Bethune, were proud of not having a southern 
dialect. Some worked very hard to rid themselves of their southern dialects. Dr. Bethune was one 
such person who, aware of the bias against a Southern accent, changed her voice to a 
distinctively high-pitched nasal tone that would not have been associated with native speakers 






Whether one’s family had never been enslaved, or as in Bethune’s own personal case not 
ever living in slavery, was seen as a social asset. Bethune and her family boasted about Mary 
Jane being the first of the seventeen McLeod siblings “born free.” Holt’s descriptions of Dr. 
Bethune’s social discourse are consistent with Jefferson’s descriptions of social behaviors which 
could cancel one’s crossing class lines. Mary Jane McLeod, the youth at Scotia Seminary, was 
quick to learn her “manners” and behaviors befitting a female in the Victorian Era. Holt’s 
observations, if true, also recalled that Bethune was known to blurt out statements ‘in majestic 
dignity,’ “Look at me! I’m beautiful! The night has its beauties and it strengths and its charm, as 
well as the day.307”  
Dr. Bethune’s portrait taken in a professional studio during the 1930s, when she was in 
her sixties, suggests that she had crossed class lines at least into the middle, if not the upper 
middle-class. Looking rather stately in a well-tailored dress adorned with a large brooch and a 
double strand of pearls around her neck, Dr. Bethune sits sedately and obviously well-fed. Dr. 
Bethune attire and her ability to be photographed in a professional studio provides us much about 
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her class assignment which is in stark contrast to the 1930s Negroes still sharecropping and 
struggling with rags as clothing in Mississippi, Arkansas, Georgia and other southern states. 
Issues of social interaction are echoed in Holt’s descriptions of Dr. Bethune’s deportment 
on some public occasions. There is evidence to support the argument that Bethune had passed 
through and back across the lines denoting class, espcially in terms ofher social deportment. An 
example of Dr. Bethune’s performing a balancing act between being a middle class Negro 
woman and a lower class Negro woman is better decribed by her authorized biographer. Holt 
provides much detail [repeated and perhaps substantiated in 21st century published Bethune 
biographies] concerning Bethune’s developing relationship with two wealthy Ohio 
entrepreneurs: James Gamble of Cincinnati’s Proctor and Gamble, and Thomas White of 
Cleveland’s White Sewing Machine and Automotive manufacturers. Gamble, White, and Dr. 
Bethune are characterized as somewhat more than two benefactors and a recipient of 
philanthropy. The two Ohioans, perhaps friendly rivals, were extraordinarily generous to 
Bethune personally, and to the school she founded (Ibid., 126): 
Neither White nor Gamble ever separated themselves from the school, nor the school 
fromher in large things or in small…White would make inquiries beforehand as to what 
might be needed…Gamble would regularly send cases of Ivory soap, Crisco, and other 
supplies…and would frequently drop in, walk about the grounds and feed the chickens. 
(126) 
 
Describing a casual, but publicly displayed,threesome prior to the Great Depression on 
the school’s porch telling jokes and riddles, Holt creates a snapshot of a woman enjoying the 
men’s philan-thropy and friendship, and laughing in her “high infectious laughter.” Here, Holt 
makes very interesting commentary about “who” Bethune was beneath a carefully managed 
veneer… “she felt an urgent need of praise from whites ….she might pretend to herself privately 




reassure …that her abilities were equal to theirs. Holt continues her commentary, “her appeal to 
the men, also of both races, who became her admirers, followers, and supporters, was mixed with 
the appeal of her femininity and respect for …her masculine type of mind –she thought as clearly 
and decisively as any man, with no fumbling” (Ibid., 126).  
By comparison, situating the 1930s at the ascendancy of the Great Migration (1915 – 
1975) , most Negroes were still grappling with acquiring basic needs such as food, shelter, 
clothing, and escape from Jim Crow “justice.” Those trapped beneath the middle class in the 
1930s “…could not hide the rough-cast clothes ill- suited for northern winters or the slow-syrup 
accents some Northerners could not decipher. These Negro emigres carried with them the scents 
of the South: lye soap and earthen field. With few exceptions, most travelers of the Great 
Migration were illiterate and untrained for urban occupations (Wilkerson 2011, 260).” 
Wilkerson’s extensive interview with a Chicago migrant from Mississippi, Ida Mae Brandon 
Gladney, tells the story of Mrs. Gladney’s informal orientation to the North by another 
neighborhood migrant. This was how Mrs. Gladney should comport herself: (1)not wearing her 
head scarf outside her home in public, (2) never hanging her wet laundry outside the front 
window although there was nowhere else to hang it, (3) making sure her children wore shoes 
even though shoes cost money they did not have. The National Urban League was founded in 
1910 specifically to orientate and help Southern Negro emigres adjust to Northern lifestyles. A 
closer look at Figure 4.19, a 1930s studio portrait of Dr. Bethune, shows a well-heeled version of 
her in a professionally tailored dress wearing her signature pearls. Bethune’s photo presented a 
very different optic of most American Negro women during the 1930s such as Mississippi 




Crossing class lines was somewhat difficult and protracted for Mary McLeod Bethune. In 
her study of the clubwomen’s movement in the South, Johnson (2004, 14) notes that in 
Bethune’s home state of South Carolina, ‘Charleston as compared to Orangeburg had a long 
tradition of an elite Black society which was made up primarily of antebellum free [B]lack 
families. Charleston, only 83 miles from Mayesville, was also known for its emphasis on skin 
color because of its large number of mulattoes.’ Johnson’s work about Southern women, Blacks 
and Whites, help us appreciate the complex experiences with not merely a bifocal race-gender 
perspective, but also and as importantly the four-sided focus perspective, which includes the 
differences Bethune faced by being regionally Southern, African-descended, dark-skinned, and 
female. Rising above regional bias against Southern states’, Bethune changed her vocal 
intonations to resemble Eleanor. Roosevelt’s voice; but prior to meeting Northern women, 
Bethune claimed pride in not sounding like other Negroes from low-country South Carolina 
[probably Gullah dialects studied by Dr. Lorenzo Dow Turner (1917-1970)].  
A 1927 letter written by Dr. Bethune to her friend Charlotte Hawkins Brown indicates 
that Bethune apparently, in her own mind, had crossed the class barrier, if not the skin-color 
barrier. Bethune wrote, “I think of you, Nannie Burroughs, and Lucy Haines and myself as being 
the most sacrificing class in our group of women. The work that we have produced will warrant 
love or consideration… that the general public may see fit to bestow upon us.”As posited by 
McCluskey and Smith (2001, xi) “…she [[Bethune] challenged the assumptions of most white 
Americans who maligned and stigmatized black women as ‘immoral scourges… Her visibility, 
confidence, and dignified demeanor contradicted notions of [Black women’s] inferiority…308’ 
 
																																								 																				




A Bona Fide Feminist: Origins and Implications of Bethune’s Feminist Thought  
Notions that feminist ideology arose among Black women during the 1960s and the 1970s are 
ahistorical. Women such as Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Anna Julia Cooper, and Mary 
Church Terrell were discussed in mainstream literature as Negro activists without much being 
said about their doing activism about women’s (feminist) issues. Consequently, discourse about 
Black women’s issues in US history has mostly been an internal discourse among Black women. 
Despite popular thought, there has been a vigorous and continuous discourse beginning with 
Sojourner Truth’s famous 1848 “Ain’t I a Woman?” speech and in Anna Julia Cooper’s 
pronouncements in 1893 at World Congress of Representative Women and during her 1919 
appearance at the first Pan-Africanist Congress in Paris, France. These women “began to 
articulate and record their experiences… and emphasized the ‘female’ aspect of their being, 
which caused [them] to be different than Black men: a fact made evident when White men 
supported giving Black men the right to vote [the 15th Amendment], while leaving all women 
disenfranchised309.” 
A definition of Bethune’s feminism must be framed within the context of Black women’s 
experiences in the United States, i.e. “the origins in the historical reality of Afro-American 
women’s continuous life-and-death struggle for survival and liberation310.” In this respect, the 
origins of the idea and the necessity to protect herself from White men’s lust and authority for 
Mary Jane McLeod was instilled before she had contact with the outside world. The message for 
this necessity had been passed from grandmother Sophia to Mary Jane. The anomaly of Sophia 
and Mary Jane having such a close relationship during Mary Jane’s childhood issignificant to the 
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transfer of their women’s knowledge from one generation on down. “Black women’s extremely 
negative relationship to the American political system (a system of white male rule) has always 
been determined by our membership in two oppressed racial and sexual castes… [B]lack women 
have always embodied, if only in their physical manifestation, an adversary stance to white male 
rule and have actively resisted its inroads upon them… (Ibid.).” Mary Jane’s mother, Patsy, had 
also reinforced this message again before Mary Jane left home for Scotia Seminary in Concord, 
South Carolina. Patsy had not only verbally admonished Mary Jane about being cautiously in the 
company of White males, but she also revealed and explained the ugly burn scar on her own 
chest as reinforcement to the admonishment. There would be no error in Mary Jane’s 
understanding the basic underlying premise of their Black women’s “feminist” thought. Much of 
Bethune’s grounding in feminist thought emanated from her mother Patsy’s modeling of 
independent thought, personal agency and resistance to male authority. The matrilineal warnings 
constituted the foundations of her feminist philosophy. 
“A Black Feminist Statement,” a declaration by the Combahee River Collective,311 
addresses in an intellectual way how a shared awareness of their [Black women’s] sexual identity 
combined with their racial identity has made their whole life situation and the focus of Black 
women’s political struggles unique. They declare the difficulty in separating race from class 
from sexual oppression because Black women’s lives are most often experienced simultaneously. 
“There is no such thing as racial–sexual oppression that is neither solely racial nor solely 
sexual…the history of rape of [B]lack women by white men was [both a tool of capitalist 
accomplishment] and a weapon of political repression.” (Ibid. 6) In her essay, “Don’t Let 
Nobody Bother Yo’ Principle: The Sexual Economy of Slavery,” Adrienne Davis asserts that ‘the 
																																								 																				




political economy of slavery forced Black women to perform labor in a second way which was 
not required of any other group… enslaved women, and only enslaved women, were forced to 
perform sexual and reproductive labor to satisfy the economic, political and personal interests of 
White men of the elite class (Ibid., 219)’ If you were a Black woman, your gender was 
subordinate to your race in comparison to White women; but your skin-color could outrank your 
race while light skin-color could simultaneously increase your probability of being used as a 
prostitute. On the other hand, dark skin-color was not necessarily a reprieve from being violated 
sexually for the pleasures of any man, a White or a Black.  
McCluskey’s discussion of Bethune’s multiple consciousness was drawn from this same 
understanding of Black women’s multiplicative experiences. Without having an intellectual 
vocabulary to explain their understanding, enslaved women nevertheless did understand these 
practices and their benefits to the enslavers. Why Black women have been perceived as silent in 
feminist discourses is also addressed by the Combahee River Collective, as follows (Ibid. 8): 
The material condition of most [B]lack women would hardly lead them to upset both 
economicand sexual arrangement that seem to represent some stability in their 
lives.Many [B]lack women have a good understanding of both sexism and racism, but 
because of the everyday constrictions of their lives cannot risk struggling against them 
both…The reaction of [B]lack men to feminism has been notoriously negative. 
 
Walking a thin tight-rope of being female, African descended, and any color except white was 
also a foundational layer built into Mary McLeod Bethune’s modulated manner of dealing with 
men in general. 
Holt made some declarative comments in her biography about Dr. Bethune’s status, 
based on race, and about Bethune’s feminist thought. Holt who was a White woman said, 
“comparatively speaking, between the sexes the status of Negro women was lower than that of 




they were provided with the same educational opportunities. There was no discrepancy between 
her [Bethune] being a markedly feminine person and being a zealous feminist. Her preoccupation 
with the development of Negro womanhood was an incessant urge.” “Her mother had been the 
dominant personality between her parents (Holt, 52).” Bethune had made frequent references to 
herself as a replica of her mother in matters of rhetorical thought and in managing people and 
material resources within her realm of influence. As a nod toward the Bethunes’ marital discord, 
Holt suggested that Mr. Bethune’s disinterest in helping his wife run an educational institution in 
lieu of making money as a businessman was the main reason for their separation in the early 
1900s. However, Bethune described her reason for going on a path differently than her husband 
as a message she had received in a dream state, i.e. crossing over the St. John’s River, after a 
feverish illness (Ibid., 52).  
Leaving one’s husband with your child in tow, and pursuing a career in teaching would 
not have been looked upon favorably even though women’s roles and ideas were changing as the 
Progressive Era (1900-1929) overrode the Victorian Era (1843-1901). However before she was 
married, Bethune had personal missionary experience in Chicago through the Moody Bible 
Institute as the Progressive Era312 was emerging:  
They worked to clean up corrupt city governments, to improve working conditions in 
factories, and to better living conditions for those who lived in slum areas, a large number 
of whom were recent immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe. Many progressives 
were also concerned with the environment and conservation of resources. This generation 
of Americans also hoped to make the world a more democratic place. At home, this 
meant expanding the right to vote to women and a number of election reforms such as the 
recall, referendum, and direct election of Senators. Abroad, it meant trying to make the 








“Many women, notably the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, had been pivotal in bringing 
about national Prohibition in the United States of America, believing it would protect families, 
women and children from the effects of abuse of alcohol313.” As hemlines and voices were both 
rising, women were very mucha part of the movement which produced Prohibition, the 18th 
Amendment, during the Progressive Era. Bethune’s adverse attitude toward drinking alcohol had 
deep roots in her girlhood experience. Her older brothers’ inclination toward drink was a point of 
contention for Patsy McLeod and her little girl, Mary Jane, who became her mother’s echo. 
According to Holt (Ibid., 12) “When her older brothers had returned from the tavern [probably 
called a ‘jook joint’] on a Saturday night, they had become strangers to her. Their actions were 
unpredictable. They were not the same persons they had been before. She sensed this alteration 
had something to do with wine drinking…” Had Bethune’s plans to become a missionary in 
Africa not been foiled by being dispatched by the PCUSA to Lucy Craft Laney’s tutelage in 
Augusta, quite likely she would have remained in Chicago where her activism for temperance 
and women’s suffrage could have manifested. Her return to the South resulted in her 
serendipitous meeting and marriage to Albertus Bethune, also a teacher when they met and 
married. 
After a quiet marriage in South Carolina and an equally quiet separation in Florida, Dr. 
Bethune still had her role models such as Miss Emma Wilson, her first teacher, her Negro and 
White Scotia teachers, and finally the esteemed Miss Lucy Craft Laney of Haines Normal and 
Industrial Institute, all of whom were women without husbands and deeply devoted careers in 
teaching. However Mary McLeod’s parents had been recognized as “married” prior to 






whose antebellum experience was to be bred like cattle instead of being married to another 
person. Negro women had to guard their reputations that had been tarnished by White 
mainstream society from early in enslavement. As asserted earlier by Michele Wallace, ‘Negro 
women had an impugned history to live down.’ (Higginbotham 1993, 190); (Omolade 1993, 106-
107, 120-123) Her insistence upon being addressed as Dr. Bethune, despite being informally 
separated from Mr. Bethune, was a perfect cover for operating a school in the absence of her 
husband who was ‘away doing business.’ Bethune continually made certain that she was 
addressed as Mrs. Well after earning national status during the Franklin D. Roosevelt 
administration, Dr. Bethune was said to have corrected Stephen Early, a member of FDR’s press 
corps. Mr. Early had off-handedly addressed her simply as “Mary.” However Dr. Bethune 
sharply retorted, “We have never seen each other, Mr. Early. I am Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune 
(Holt 1964,)”  
Being addressed as Dr. Bethune had been only one of several discursive indications 
related to the “politics of respectability,” a burden that Negro women had to endure and manage 
as they emerged gingerly from the Nadir through the Victorian Era and into the Progressive Era 
which followed. As the Combahee River Collective stated in retrospect, “[t]hroughout US 
history Black women have been sexually stereotyped as immoral, insatiable, perverse, [and] the 
initiators of all sexual contacts, abusive or otherwise.” (Brown, Foster, Guy-Shefftall 2009, 46). 
Even proper teachers, if Negro were being cast as ‘immoral and the reason for the poor student 
performance in Negro schools, just as immoral Negro mothers were said to be culpable for 




behavior.’ Higginbotham314 notes that ‘the 1916 minutes of the Baptist Women’s Convention 
included a recognition of “respectability” as a weapon in defense of Negro women’s sexual 
identities… Negro women were responsible to become towers of moral strength showing 
adherence to temperance, personal cleanliness, polite manners, and sexual purity. Such manners 
and morality were supposed to repel sexual insults and sexual assaults. Subsequently, proper 
Negro women during the early 20th century adapted themselves to a deportment of ‘self-imposed 
secrecy and invisibility.’ (Ibid., 190-195).  
Mary McLeod, the young un-married Negro teacher, and Mrs. Mary Bethune, the 
estranged wife of Albertus Bethune, knew the risks and responsibilities of violating Victorian 
social mores which would help her be viewed as “respectable.” The narrative of the Bethune’s 
breakup is nearly non-existent, but carefully described to assure her perception as “respectable.” 
The “politics of respectability” was too heavy a burden, but one carried well by Negro women 
like Bethune. African Americans’ claims to respectability invariably held subversive 
implications” (Ibid., 188). As much as the roles which “manners and morals” played on the stage 
of respectability, there was also recognition of the demise to respectability that self-loathing and 
self-effacing behavior played in achieving respectability. Albertus Bethune left Florida and 
returned to South Carolina in 1908; he reportedly died there in 1919 (Skorapa 1989, 28). Dr. 
Bethune’s personal life, after separating from Mr. Bethune, is not discussed in any detail in the 
literature with two exceptions: Holt and McCluskey and Smith.  
The Holt biography, published nine years after Dr. Bethune’s death, does allude to Dr. 
Bethune’s interest in male admiration. Without the slightest hint of his identity, Holt described 
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one of Dr. Bethune’s suitors and her hetero-sexual orientation, referring to her as a natural 
woman315:  
Inevitably she was assailed by many proposals of marriage. She had come near 
considering one of these. She loved the man and had a strong impulse toward matrimony, 
for she was a natural woman and it was not easy to remain single for so many years. But 
she could not give up her work and just be a wife; she had learned that she could not 
divide herself between the two. She sacrificed that part of her life that she might retain 
her freedom… 
 
Holt also described Dr. Bethune as one who thought of herself as beautiful despite other people’s 
perspectives. She was said to be coquettish, “vulnerable and remarkably naïve, accepting 
fulsome adulation as graciously as she accepted orchid corsages by the hundreds.” Apparently, 
sometimes Dr. Bethune was aware that some of her sycophants were more interested in currying 
her favor for some unapparent or ulterior reason. There was another story in Holt’s biography 
regarding Dr. Bethune’s late 1920s European tour with some upper middle class Negro couples. 
This trip supposedly produced a German suitor and an Italian suitor. ‘A German pursued her 
with his supplications to marry him and followed her around devotedly. The Italian suitor would 
exclaim ardently, “ah Princess!! “Kissed by the sun!” She escaped this one with great difficulty’ 
(Ibid, 167). Apparently based on an interview with Rackham Holt, an Executive Secretary of the 
National Urban League named Lester B. Granger gave these remarks concerning Dr. Bethune’s 
feminine stance: “Dr. Bethune had the most marvelous gift of affecting feminine helplessness. 
She knew how to pull all the stops in her beautiful speaking voice in order to achieve the exact 
result desired from a large audience or from one or two listeners (Ibid., 216).” Several pages 
were devoted to this aspect of Dr. Bethune’s life. 
																																								 																				





 On the other hand, McCluskey devoted one long, but detailed paragraph on the Bethune’s 
nine-year marriage and family life316. The Bethune’s only child, a son named Albert McLeod 
Bethune, was born in 1899 in South Carolina. McCluskey’s research suggested that Albertus 
Bethune was listed as a board member in 1906 at Daytona Educational and Industrial School for 
Girls, his wife’s school. According to McCluskey, Mr. Bethune left his family in 1907 
[differently than Skorapa’s date in 1908] returning then to South Carolina. McCluskey also 
reported that they were never divorced. Mary Bethune’s apparent uneasiness about how the 
social ramifications of marital failure reflected on her image led to her being listed in the 1910 
US census as a widow even before Albertus died in 1918 [also differently than Skorapa’s date in 
1919].” 
 Nevertheless, Dr. Bethune’s feminist thought played out primarily in the organizations 
with which she affiliated. Although ‘at least thirty (30) national organizations of Black women 
were founded between 1896 and 1935,’ (Collier-Thomas 1981, 1) Dr. Bethune’s most directly 
activist implication of her feminist thought played out in her dedicated memberships and elected 
leadership in two organizations: the NACW and the NCNW. The NACW had been founded in 
1896 prior to Bethune finishing her training under Dwight Moody in Chicago. The NACW, 
though founded by middle-class Northern Negro women, had tentacles in the deep South. 
Bethune rose in the state and regional incarnations of the NACW, which is how she became 
acquainted with Mary Church Terrell, the founding president of NACW and Nannie Helen 
Burroughs who was also an NACW member. Burroughs, however, had a family background 
somewhat similar to Bethune’s. The two women were also very dark-skinned and without 
baccalaureate credentials like many of NACW’s founding members. Nevertheless, Dr. Bethune 
																																								 																				





arose quickly in the NACW’s vertical hierarchy. She was elected NACW’s eighth president, 
serving a four-year term between 1924- 1928.317 NACW goals included  
Bethune’s feminist ideology was part of her regular discourse with women in particular. 
In her study of the Great Depression and the middle class, McCombs discussed the ideals of 
early 20th century consumerism and consumption, which helped shape a marketplace style 
discourse including women’s participation. She asserted that “African-American activists like 
Mary McLeod Bethune believed that educated African-American women could help the race as a 
whole by earning money, controlling the purse strings and using purchasing power to open doors 
for African-Americans…previously closed to them318”. During the mid-1940s, Dr. Bethune sat 
as an Advisory Board member on the Birth Control Federation of America, Inc., while many 
Negro women were still striving for acceptance as “respectable” intra-racially and inter-racially. 
Her name appears on the letterhead of the Birth Control Federation in a January 18, 1943 letter 
from Dr. Charles S. Johnson, as Chairman of the Federation’s Division of Negro Service, to 
Members of the National Advisory Council. 
Dr. Bethune and other respected professionals such as physician Dorothy B. Ferebee, 
registered nurse Mable Staupers, and other Black academics and professionals were working to 
control the birth rate among Black women. One of their goals was instituting programs to 
educate not only Negro women, but also the Negro clergy, social workers and teachers on the 
value of contraception. This was a contradictory stance since Negro women were supposed to 
achieve respectability as virginal before marriage and faithful after marriage.However, Dr. 
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Bethune had expressed adverse early life attitudes about Negro women having large families in 
her 1940 interview with Dr. Charles Johnson. Bethune reported that her sisters wanted to marry 
early, all producing from ten to thirteen children each while she herself “had no inclinations that 
way.319” It is likely that Bethune probably had issues with marriage as a delimiter of women’s 
autonomy, irrespective of having children. But she was able to control her own reproductive 
activity by living separate from her husband. In her May 23, 1946 letter to Jeanetta Welch 
Brown, an NCNW member in Detroit, Michigan, Dr. Bethune quipped near the end of her 
letter320: 
Everywhere the women seem to be inspired to the Council’s [NCNW] program with 
great enthusiasm and zeal. If some of you girls could only stay single long enough to do 
some of the important things I have in my mind, but you must take unto yourselves your 
husbands. And then it is necessary for you to see after them. The two free-est [sic] 
women in the world at the present time are Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary McLeod 
Bethune. 
 
A look behind the veil of Dr. Bethune’s failed marriage suggests another narrative 
besides the one typically portrayed of Albertus Bethune as a deserter of his family for economic 
reasons. Dr. Bethune had brought a disinclination for submitting to male dominance from 
childhood into her marital life. During her adulthood, the surest way to avoid producing a 
succession of children every year was sexual abstinence, which was also become a surely direct 
route to marital dysfunction and separation. On the other hand, the ‘politics of respectability’ 
discussed by Higginbotham could be maintained by a Negro woman living outside immediate 
male jurisdiction. After all, she was married. And Bethune herself claimed that Mr. Bethune did 
emotionally support her work outside the home. McCluskey and Smith asserted that at some 
point early in their move to Palatka, Florida, circa 1904, Albertus Bethune was listed among 
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board members for Dr. Bethune’s school. Her husband’s absence from her immediate sphere can 
easily be seen as a convenient foil for Dr. Bethune to manage her life and lifestyle independently. 
As Dr. Bethune stated clearly above in her letter to Jeanetta Welch Brown, ‘seeing after 
husbands’ and managing a household were impediments to doing women’s organizational work 
outside the realm of domesticity. Nevertheless, Bethune offered her own and Eleanor 
Roosevelt’s examples of married women who were dedicated to their social causes and 
simultaneously overcoming the impediments posed by marriage and family.  
Not only in correspondence with other women, but also in Bethune speeches, her rhetoric 
was situated in the primacy of women’s value and worth. In Houston, Texas on April 15, 1950, 
Dr. Bethune made some decidedly feminist remarks, with a nod toward her knowledge of 
women’s status in world history for Texas Southern University’s Women’s Day 321audience, in 
the letter as follows:  
Women have been getting around their man-imposed barriers all through the centuries Of 
course, the menfolk thought they had us isolated --- from just about everything. Now and 
then a woman like Queen Elizabeth or Catherine the Great would fall heir to a throne, or 
a Cleopatra or a Delilah would get some Mark Anthony or Sampson [sic]all confused. 
But, by and large, they had us boxed in! Even I can remember when awoman physician 
was not quite respectable. 
 
As fervently as she believed in women’s ability and right to participate in the politics of 
American life, Dr. Bethune did not believe in positioning women’s needs and abilities in 
competition with male rights and abilities. The inherent frictions between feminism and 
patriarchy exacerbated by directly bellicose and oppositional language were sidestepped in 
Bethune’s expression of feminism, which could better be described as Alice Walker’s 
womanism. Both strategy development and the more feminist tone of NACW discourse on a 
																																								 																				




plethora of Negro women’s issues were central to Bethune withdrawing her energy from NACW 
and re-focusing on her own NCNW in 1935. Unlike NAACW, the NCNW would focus 
somewhat less on Negro women’s respectability and more on Negro women’s economic earning 
potential. Additionally, Bethune’s yearning more generally to assert Negro women’s voice into 
the politics of American governance was built into the NCNW Constitution and By-Laws. 
Bethune’s Interpersonal Relationships: Unlikely “Friends”— Eleanor Roosevelt, Dr. Charles S. 
Johnson, and Mme. C.J. Walker 
 
Issues concerning Dr. Bethune’s personal life [except for inferential information reported after 
Bethune’s death by Rackham Holt], her relationships with her siblings and her son are somewhat 








better understanding of the woman as a person while she was alive, if we had been members of a 
limited, intimate circle,’ a circumstance which Dr. Bethune might have purposefully promoted. 
As further reported in 1989 by another Bethune dissertator, Olga Skorapa, “Bethune’s private 
diaries and personal letters at the Bethune Foundation archives are kept under lock and key; they 
are not available for researchers’ review.” 322 Nevertheless, a review of correspondences to and 
from Dr. Bethune by “friends,” club members, organization members, published interviews with 
her, and organizational meeting minutes have been mined to learn more about “who” she really 
was.  
Anna Eleanor Roosevelt (1884 – 1962) First Lady of the United States, 1932-1944  
Holt, Bethune’s authorized biographer, introduces Bethune’s first interaction and ensuing 
relationship with the Roosevelts: Sara Roosevelt and Eleanor Roosevelt in 1927. Their 
relationship was characterized initially by philanthropic gestures toward Bethune’s school by 
Sara Roosevelt, mother of the future president. As a token of her sympathy to the plight of Black 
education, Sara Roosevelt accepted an Honorary Chairman-ship of the Bethune-Cookman 
College Endowment Campaign. Whether Bethune had any interest in the Roosevelts aside from 
getting a gift of philanthropy is arguable. Bethune was developing expertise at garner-ing large 
philanthropic gestures from almost anyone in the upper classes. Dr. Bethune’s relationship with 
Eleanor, characterized as a “friendship,” however evolved thereafter over a variety of interests 
the two women had in common, e.g. FDR being elected and re-elected, Negroes being dealt into 
FDR’s New Deal programs and benefits, and Dr. Bethune having a role in actualizing New Deal 
programs. Bethune apparently met Marshall Field through her Eleanor Roosevelt connections.  
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relationship with Chicago retail magnate, Marshall Field, is that Field “financed” the purchase of 
the NW Vermont Street, Washington, D.C. property for NCNW. This story appears in the Holt 
biography. 
In a 2011 published dissertation, Manzueta asserted that Dr. Bethune and Eleanor 
Roosevelt had both a political relationship and a personal relationship, a friendship. Based on her 
reading many Bethune-Roosevelt letters and interviewing Dorothy Height, one of several 
NCNW successors, Manzueta also asserted that the women’s communications affected both their 
individual and mutual public positions of social issues. Letters were not catalogued in the 
Manzueta study; and the letters she referenced were not available during my research. On the 
other hand, between 1945 and 1948 four hundred ten (410) documents: between Mrs. Roosevelt 
and numerous government agents, friends, NAACP Officials, and Mr. Truman after her 
husband’s death and others, were available for review through Georgetown University in 
Washington, D.C. Among the collection of Eleanor Roosevelt letters are those she received from 
A. Philip Randolph (BSCP), Walter White (NAACP), Thurgood Marshall (NAACP), and Mary 




Indeed, the McCluskey and Smith publication includes two (2) letters from Dr. Bethune 
to Mrs. Roosevelt. The August 1, 1940 letter addressed the situation in California with regard to 
abolishing the NYA Division of Negro Affairs. The July 10, 1941 letter from Dr. Bethune to 
Mrs. Roosevelt addressed very indirectly” I am sending this note to let you know how happy I 
am over the many things that are taking place in such a quiet way yet so far reaching.” Shifting 
her focus afterwards, Dr. Bethune writes that she was ‘most happy that we were able to ward off 
the march on Washington,’ the little known march that was a trade-off for FDR’s signing the 
FEPC (Fair Employment Practices Commission), Executive Order 8802 in June 1941. Among 
the records are copies of four (4) letters written by Eleanor Roosevelt in response to Walter 
White regarding the NAACP Petition to the United Nations between October 1947 and January 
1948. There are no response letters from Mrs. Roosevelt to Dr. Bethune in the Georgetown 
University Archives; and none were discovered from Mr. Roosevelt to Dr. Bethune in the 
Bethune Foundation Archives.  
Well publicized photographs of Bethune and Roosevelt in the same social spaces helped 
create the impression of a friendship between them. Mrs. Roosevelt visited Bethune-Cookman 
College in 1952 and lodged at Bethune’s home, which is said to have created problems for the 








the former First Lady. Figure 4.33 shows Mrs. Roosevelt near the center in the front row and 
shows Dr. Bethune slightly to the right, also on the front row. Authorized Roosevelt biographer, 
Joseph Lash, characterized Dr. Bethune as a friend and co-worker of Eleanor’s. Bethune was 
described as ‘having a marvelous gift of effecting feminine helplessness in order to attain her 
own ends with masculine ruthlessness.’ Lash also reported that Dr. Bethune “…never visited 
Mrs. Roosevelt without a long budget of request – Negroes to be appointed, a conference to 
speak at, a Negro housing project to be financed, and, as a footnote, something that she wanted 




Hopkins Hospital, Mrs. Roosevelt instructed the White House Gardener to send Bethune flowers 
during her two-month hospitalization with Mrs. Roosevelt’s personal card once every week323. 
Lash also described the circumstances which gave rise to Dr. Bethune being appointed to 
the Negro Division of the National Youth Administration. Apparently, the Negro Press 
Association had been advocating with Mrs. Roosevelt who was known for being sympathetic 
with Negroes’ social conditions; Negroes needed to get fair treatment under the New Deal. 
Initially, Dr. Bethune was recommended for appointment to the Women’s Bureau, although she 
ended up in the Negro Division of the NYA (Ibid. 514). Contextualizing the Bethune-Roosevelt 
relationship, Lash’s report of Roosevelt’s underlying issues follows (Ibid., 523):  
A personal experience with Dr. Bethune taught her [Eleanor] how deeply inbred racial 
feelings were among whites. She liked to kiss people whom she knew well when greeting 
them and when saying good-by[e], but it took some time and a conscious effort for 
Eleanor to give Dr. Bethune a peck on the cheek, and it was not until she kissed Dr. 
Bethune with- out thinking of it that she felt she had at last overcome the racial prejudice 
within herself. 
 
‘Eleanor Roosevelt was the conduit through which Negroes in America exerted pressure 
on Franklin D. Roosevelt in the 1930s since Eleanor was able to get his consideration for Negro 
demands.’ And through the relationship Eleanor had with Bethune, who had the ear of many 
Negroes in the country, Eleanor Roosevelt was instrumental in getting Negroes to move their 
party affiliation from the Republican Party to the Democratic Party and to vote for her husband 
(Ibid., 528). As also noted by Bettye Collier-Thomas, the “friendship” between these women 
needed to be re-framed within the context of Black and White women’s histories in the US The 
two groups had attempted coalescing around lynching, which was difficult and did not develop 
as intended. The 1934 Claude Neal lynching was clearly an example of their failure to change 
the discourse on lynching. Converging interests, as Bethune and Roosevelt had, did not 
																																								 																				




necessarily equate to friendship. “Black women accepted racism as a fact of life and were not 
deluded into thinking that they would ever develop anything other than professional 
“friendships” with white women in the interracial movement. Theirs was a relationship 
developed from political necessities. Bethune was of great value to the Roosevelt administration; 
and Dr. Bethune needed Mrs. Roosevelt to achieve personal and professional goals324”. Always a 
needy supplicant either for her college, or herself, or a cause she supported, Dr. Bethune was 
always profuse in her praise of the Roosevelts. Though Bethune diligently worked for it through 
Eleanor Roosevelt, her indirect channel, President Roosevelt never did sign the Costigan-Wagner 
bill, which would have addressed lynching as a federal crime325.  
Dr. Charles S. Johnson, President, (1893-1956)– Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee 
In addition to being Fisk University President, Dr. Johnson ‘…was a pioneer in the process that 
assured the close cooperation of the government and academics during the New Deal326.’ He was 
able to maintain this connection and collaboration through Dr. Bethune’s role as head of NYA’s 
Negro Division. Johnson et al. published a book entitled, The Collapse of Cotton Tenancy: 
Summary of Field Studies and Statistical Surveys in 1935. By 1937 Johnson and others were 
lobbying for a New Deal agricultural policy that aimed at helping the poor to enter mainstream 
American capitalism. Also during 1937, Johnson began collecting materials for a biography on 
Dr. Bethune (Ibid. 118), (Letter dated 12/14/37and “interview protocol” [NPS: 11111437]). Dr. 
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Johnson actually interviewed Dr. Bethune during 1940; an abridged transcript of his interview 
with her appears in McCluskey and Smith’s text327.  
Bethune and Johnson were both proponents and advocates for birth control during the 
mid- 1940s. A letter dated January 15, 1948 on letterhead stationery, “Birth Control Federation 
of America Inc.” [now Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Inc.] is from Dr. Johnson to 
members of its National Advisory Council, Division of Negro Service. Among historically 
notables on this advisory council are the following: Dorothy Boulding Ferebee, M.D. but 
representing Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority; Mabel K. Staupers, R.N. representing National 
Association of Colored Graduate Nurses; Walter White representing the NAACP; Arthur B. 
Spingarn, NAACP President, Frederick D. Patterson representing Tuskegee Institute; M.O. 
Bousfield, M.D. representing the Julius Rosenwald Fund; Mary Church Terrell representing the 
National Association of Colored Women; A. L. Holsey representing the National Negro Business 
League; and Mary McLeod Bethune representing the National Council of Negro Women 
(NCNW). The meeting minutes from December 11, 1942 reflected their “major objective… 
making birth control available through public health facilities… including opportunities for all 
Negro physicians to learn techniques of contraception control… and the relative value of a 
continuing national education program to reach ministers, teachers, social workers, and other 
areas of Negro leadership…328” 
Another significant Johnson– Bethune collaboration occurred while she was at NYA 
regarding Haitian government placements by American students from Fisk University. By 1948 
the threesome of Johnson, Bethune, and Alexander [a co-author on Johnson’s 1935 publication] 
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had convinced a Giles A. Hubert to join the US Foreign Service, an appointment that would be 
fruitful for Haiti and Fisk graduates interested in Haitian development329.  
In 1948, Hubert was assigned to the American Embassy at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 
where he served until 1951. Hubert’s presence gave Fisk a significant role [there]. 
Under Magloire’s influence many Haitian cabinet posts were filled by former 
students trained in Fisk University’s Department of Social Sciences. Such cabinet 
posts included Minister of Labor, Minister of National Economy, and Director of 
the Office of Coffee. 
Files at the NABWH contain many other pieces of correspondence between Dr. Bethune and Dr. 
Johnson. He made a friendly recommendation in 1946 for another woman candidate to succeed 
her as president of Bethune-Cookman College, after Dr. Bethune’s retirement from the position. 
She congratulated Dr. Johnson on his selection as President of Fisk University that same year. 
There were several brief but friendly notes, always typewritten, between them. Neither the 
correspondence files nor any other records found at this point contain the Bethune biography 
which Johnson began in 1937, although his list of questions is available. 
Mme. C. J. Walker (1867-1919) – Millionaire Entrepreneur and Philanthropist 
Sarah Breedlove Walker, more popularly known as Madame C. J. Walker was both a friend to 
Mrs.. Bethune and was a regular source of philanthropy to Bethune’s school. The two women 
met during 1912 at the NACW biennial convention in Hampton, Virginia. “During the opening 
session, after hearing Mary McLeod Bethune describe her Daytona Normal and Industrial 
Institute for Negro Girls, Madame Walker volunteered to spearhead a fund-raising campaign for 
the eight-year old school330.”  
Prior to meeting Dr. Bethune, Madame Walker had made a name for herself in the emergent 
hair care industry directed toward Negro women. She had manufactured not only hair care 
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products but she had also developed and marketed techniques, processes, and products for a 
complete hair care regiment for Negro women at her Indianapolis, Indiana factory. Mme. 
Walker’s personal story was compelling. She was the unusual example of a Louisiana émigré 
whose journey in the Great Migration to St. Louis, Missouri, and then to Denver, Colorado, 
onward to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and back to Indianapolis, Indiana, ended with a terminal 
destination in New York (Irvington), New York. Mme. Walker represented an epic rise from the 
backbreaking, health- compromising, low paid “industry” of laundering for Whites to unusual 
heights and entrepreneurial esteem as a manufacturer, distributor, and owner of beauty-culture 
trade schools across the country, and processes of esteem-building ideas for Negro women. 
Mme. Walker was the perfect example for the female student body enrolled with Dr. Bethune in 
Daytona Beach.  
Mme. Walker’s program envisioned for existing schools such as Jacksonville’s Florida 
Baptist Academy, Marshall, Texas’ Wiley College, Pensacola’s Normal, Industrial and 
Agricultural College was relatively simple. “In exchange for $100 to furnish a training facility 
with running water, a basin and worktables, she proposed placing a Walker agent on the 
faculty.After the schools had paid for the teacher’s course at Lelia College in New York and 
purchased a full line of products, Mme. Walker suggested that the fee for ‘treatments’ be divided 
equally between the school and the agent.” Dr. Bethune wrote in a letter to another friend 
Charlotte Hawkins Brown [who ran Palmer Memorial Institute in Sedalia, Missouri] that she and 
her students had been using Walker’s Wonderful Hair Grower for four years and that she wanted 
to add Mme. Walker’s program to the Daytona Normal and Industrial curriculum (Ibid., 198). 
Walker was a great philanthropist and a social activist. “Many newspapers called her a 




buildings, real estate, furnishings, cars, diamonds and furs – at the time of her death was 
probably closer to $600,000 [approximately $6million in 2001] with a large tax liability and 
$100,000 in outstanding bequests (Ibid., 277).Prior to her death in 1919, Mme. Walker donated 
$6,000 to the NAACP for anti-lynching campaigns, which prompted other wealthy people to 
follow suit.Bethune’s school had been a frequent recipient of Mme. Walker’s philanthropy (Ibid., 
272).During 1919 commencement exercises at Daytona Normal and Industrial School in May 
1919, Dr. Bethune announced the generous $5,000 she had received from Mme. C. J. 
Walker.Mme. Walker further bequeathed an amount to Daytona Normal and Industrial School in 
her will in addition to the $5,000 she had donated earlier that May.Madame Walker was 
recognized as a great American. Walker’s image, though currently restricted by her heirs from 
use in commercial and academic publications, has been shown on a commemorative US Postage 
stamp.  
Selected Surrogate Daughters: Dorothy Irene Height (1912 - 2010) and Maida Springer (1910 -
2005) 
	
Although Dr. Bethune liked calling those she mentored “daughters” which she never had, some 
seem to have been “cut from the same bolt of cloth as Bethune.” These women were tirelessly 
devoted to their goals in social advocacy, particularly around women’s issues. The women 
Bethune tended to mentor more were women who were able to place marriage in equal or lesser 
status in their lives, like Bethune had done, or they “married” their work for women’s progress. 
Both these Bethune “daughters” came of age in Harlem, New York’s fertile intellectual activity 
and its role modeling for social and political activism. The 1920s Harlem Renaissance was 
largely praised for the ascendance of Negro artists and writers: Countee Cullen, Zora Neale 




Renaissance, less prominently, also produced women such as Height and Springer. They were 
both born elsewhere: respectively in Richmond, Virginia and in Panama, Central America. And 
both experienced her own “coming of age” there in the milieu of the Harlem Renaissance.  
Since Dorothy Height left us her 2003 published memoir331, her own words are used here 
as they would have been in an interview setting. Maida Springer was interviewed and 
published332 in 2004 by historian Yevette Richards, thereby relieving this researcher the vagaries 
of seeking the interview. My one two-pronged question to both would be “how did you come to 
interact with Dr. Bethune and how didshe or her ideas impact your life’s work?” “I graduated 
from high school in June 1929, at the start of the Great Depression, and came out with terrific 
grades.But you can’t eat grades – or pay tuition with them. I needed help and it came from an 
unexpected place,” wrote Dorothy Irene Height, a first generation Great Migration émigré with 
her parents through western Pennsylvania to Harlem, New York. She enrolled at NYU (New 
York University) only after being denied admission to Barnard College due to her race; and she 
graduated with a degree in psychology and social work333. 
“On November 7, 1937, one month after I began working at the Harlem YWCA 
(Young Women’s Christian Association), I met Mary McLeod Bethune and 
Eleanor Roosevelt [that] same day. Mrs. Bethune was hosting a meeting of the 
NCNW (National Council of Negro Women) and Mrs. Roosevelt, America’s First 
Lady, was to speak… On that fall day, Dr. Bethune put her hand on me.  
 
Height said she had been drawn into Bethune’s dazzling orbit of people in power and 
people in poverty. Height recalled how Mrs. Bethune made her fingers into a fist to illustrate for 
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the women the significance of working together to eliminate injustice334. “Next to God,” quoting 
Bethune she said “We are indebted to women, first for life itself, and then for making it worth 
having.” “She helped me feel that the philosophical and spiritual dimensions of our work 
mattered as much as its material impact.” Height thought that when Bethune traveled, she 
transported’ her ideas, her personality and her achievements so Black women would understand 
what they were capable of doing.’ “Though only five feet, six inches tall, Dr. Bethune was 
majestic. Here I am! She always seemed to be saying to the camera, proud and beautiful. 
Sometimes people found her overpowering, but no one disputed her ability to shake people out 
of their ruts.” “The very essence of Dr. Bethune fortified me. She was a great champion of young 
people, especially of their right to assume responsibility in the world…I believe that she saw in 
me all that I could be and decided that she would help me along the way.” Height was able to 
build on perspectives and goals begun by Dr. Bethune; forsaking the conflicts that traditional 
marriage posed to a career dedicated to social advocacy, Height never married as Bethune would 
have preferred. Height is quoted, as follows (Ibid., 1550: 
In 1977, I retired after thirty-three years on the national YWCA staff. I did not have ten 
minutes of unused leave. While carrying a full time job at the YWCA, I had also spent 
forty years volunteering untold hours at the NCNW. Since 1958 I had been its elected 
president [the fourth successor after Bethune], devoting almost all my ‘free’ time to 
NCNW business  
 
Regarding Maida Springer, the same two-pronged questions applied: “how did you come 
to interact with Dr. Bethune and how did she or her ideas impact your life’s work?” However, 
Richards’ direct question to Mrs. Springer produced more pertinent information I needed. She 
asked Springer “how did you come to stay with Mary McLeod Bethune at her residence in  
																																								 																				







Washington, D.C….” Speaking for herself in her own voice, the following quoted excerpts from 
Richards’ interview answer the questions: 
 “I had met Mary McLeod Bethune in groups when I was one of a hundred people 
…Personally for the first time I met her in January 1945, when she welcomed me to the Bethune 
House [NCNW National Headquarters]. I was a member of NCNW but I had no active working 
relationship …Under ordinary circumstances, to have been invited to be the guest of Dr. Bethune 
was a great honor. OK, so here was how my personality got very split on that…Someone from 




mansion - very elegant…The bitter truth came the next day. I had a sense that there was 
something that I was not being told.” Springer explained in detail that she had traveled from New 
York to Washington, D.C. for a meeting among four New York labor union officials like herself 
[except the others were Whites] and several federal government officials. This meeting was an 
official “briefing” necessary for the union officials to represent the US at the WFTU (World 
Federation of Trade Unions) in London, England. What she had not understood before her 
Washington arrival was how racially divided were public accommodations in the US Capitol. 
The next day Springer arrived late at the hotel where the very high level meeting was convened 
because taxi drivers would not take a Negro woman as a fare. Springer whose image appears on 
the preceding page had also been refused service for a mere cup of coffee at what she described 
as a “greasy spoon.”v Finally, a Negro porter with his mop in hand finally said to her,” Us don’t 
serve [C]oloreds in here335.”  
So I collected myself and got up to the meeting, out of my mind, out of control.I was late 
of course, and I indicated what happened to me and I wanted to go home right 
away.Well, a telephone call was made to Dr. Bethune. ‘As a result of that incident, 
thereafter a chauffeur-driven limousine came for me first and took me and my three 
[White] colleagues wherever we wanted to go.”‘It was wartime; and we met with every 
government agency, with the congressmen, and the senators… We were preparing for our 
[classified] international journey via ship across the heavily mined north Atlantic ocean 
regarding the WFTU business (Ibid., 140-145). 
  
“That night,” [after the first meeting] she continued “Dr. Bethune --she was probably told that I 
was less than polite the rest of the day at that meeting – called me into her sitting room and gave 
me tea or chocolate and pound cake…She lectured me gently.She said that I did not have the 
right to the luxury of popping off and wanting to go back to New York. That this [trip] was an 
extraordinary opportunity to go ‘abroad,’ and as she said, to learn about the conditions and the 
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problems and meet people and come back and repot to the Council [NCNW], report to my union 
and my colleagues. She said that was my right; that was my duty! “It was a very great lesson for 
me in terms of what you do to achieve things you want…In effect, what she was telling me was 
that …running was the easy way out (Ibid., 144).”  
“Dr. Bethune was up here in the sky, a revered woman; few other women had her access (Ibid).’ 
…and I was down here on the floor, but with respect. I was not a part of Dr. Bethune’s inner 
circle She would call us daughters… There were occasions [where] she thought you were 
moving too slowly or you weren’t doing something; she would say ‘Come along, daughter.’” 
Much like Dr. Bethune, both Dorothy Height336 and Maida Springer (Ibid., 22) give credit to 
their natal mothers as their principal influence for early life counseling, helping them understand 
their responsibilities to their communities.  
Dr. Bethune’s Workplace Subordinates 
Robertson’s 2015 publication337 on Dr. Bethune’s life in Florida provides several examples 
where people who were under Bethune’s realm of influence spoke about her supervisory skills 
and their experiences with her. Robertson, a Howard University Doctor of history, interviewed 
four people whose testimony can help us learn something of how Dr. Bethune performed as a 
supervisor. Among them are faculty members: one who worked during the final years, another 
who worked at Bethune-Cookman during the early years. Another person related to a staff 
person who worked at Bethune-Cookman during the early years and Dr. Bethune’s last secretary 
who worked for her at the Bethune Foundation in the mid-1950s. 
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Dr. Cleo Surry Higgins, age ninety-one during the interview, who had earned her diploma 
from Chicago’s Du Sable high school, a bachelor’s degree in 1944 from Le Moyne Owens 
College, and by 1945 a graduate degree in English from University of Wisconsin. Dr. Higgins’ 
twenty-seven (27) year tenure at Bethune-Cookman College included the last two years of 
Bethune’s presidency at Bethune-Cookman (1946 and 1947). Cleo Surry Higgins experienced 
the warmth of Bethune’s philanthropic gestures before being hired to teach, since Higgins had 
not yet begun studies for her doctorate in English. Higgins said that she “was considered a 
protégé of hers (Robertson 2015, 98).” She also described Bethune’s influence in helping her get 
financial aid: Higgins ‘never paid any tuition. Higgins got a fellowship from the United 
Methodist Church which was followed by a famous Guggenheim award, and another award from 
the Ford Foundation, as well as funding through the Rockefeller Foundation.’ When asked by 
Robertson “what kind of boss” had Dr. Bethune been, Dr. Higgins explained that Bethune ‘was 
not one who stood over you’ but that Bethune would arrive in Daytona wanting to know what 
was going on around the campus. “We knew that when she came to campus, this was ’46 –’47, 
that there would be an assembly, and everybody would go to chapel in White Hall because she 
was going to speak. She would tell us where she had been and what she had done… (Ibid., 100).” 
Another person not interviewed but also a former faculty employee of Bethune-Cookman 
under Dr. Bethune was Zora Neale Hurston.338They were both age-equals and both from the 
South. Through Hurston letters gathered by Kaplan, we can include Hurston’s observations and 
experiences as a Bethune subordinate during the mid-1930s339. Hurston, in a 1932 letter to her 
White patron “Godmother” Charlotte Osgood Mason, wrote that ‘Dr. Bethune was a real Negro 
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woman whose school at Daytona Beach was quite well known… She also wrote that Dr. Bethune 
had some very powerful friends among conservative White people, and that she considered 
Bethune as “very worthwhile;” Hurston had been asked by Bethune to be present at Bethune’s 
57th birthday celebration at Bethune Cookman College (B-CC).  
In 1934 letters to Carl Van Vecten (1880-1964), an acclaimed photographer and one of 
Hurston’s personal friends, Hurston wrote that Dr. Bethune had ‘invited her to establish a school 
of dramatic arts based on pure Negro expression.’ The January 1934 letter Hurston also asked 
Van Vecten for a picture of him to adorn their walls… In less than a month, February 1934, 
Hurston further shared with Van Vecten “Your picture came O.K. and it is grand! But 
immediately a problem arises… Dr. Bethune thinks it is meant for her office and I think it was 
meant for the walls of the Dramatic School.” 
Hurston’s May 16, 1943 letter to Claude Barnett describes the issues leading up to an 
incident on the B-CC campus, clarifying that she was not sharing her personal opinion, only that 
she was reporting. When Dr. Bethune arrived for the May commencement, some specific faculty 
had been mysteriously ousted from the ceremonies. Neither Bethune nor other officials took 
responsibility for this ouster. An attorney was called in to resolve this situation. ‘The trustees had 
been urging Dr. Bethune to resign since1934… they said she had done a good job in starting the 
school… but that the school was growing too slowly… 30 years only126 students…there was 
too much Bethune and not enough school. At 40 years old, the school was no bigger.’ Hurston’s 
critique of how the situation devolved included Dr. Bethune’s retiring: 
With her job in Washington and repeated illness, she [Bethune] consented to resign if the 
board would give her $3000 a year for life and let her name her successor. This was 
finally agreed upon, so in December 1942, Colston (who [was] a young man born at 
Winter Park, Florida, three miles from my [Hurston’s]home at Eatonville and who was a 
former student at Bethune-Cookman, and whose wife [was] a foster-daughter of Dr. 




Although Hurston, in a letter addressed to Alain Locke (1886-1954), referred to Dr. Bethune as a 
“heifer,” the two women interestingly were both rabid anti-communists for quite different 
reasons. And in 1950, fueled by her interest in Negro American culture, Hurston enlisted Dr. 
Bethune, Dr. Ralph Bunche, Dr. Mordecai Johnson, and Hurston’s White friend from Florida, 
Sara Creech, to discuss “anthropologically correct” doll skin-colors for sale to African American 
children over tea sponsored by Eleanor Roosevelt. Given their input Ideal Toy Company 
manufactured the dolls with successful sales in 1951 (Ibid., 97, 599). 
A woman named Mrs. Senorita Locklear, one of Dr. Bethune’s last secretaries working at 
the Bethune Foundation in 1955, was also interviewed by Robertson340 (2015, 100-105). During 
the interview, Locklear revealed that less than a year into her employment, Dr. Bethune released 
Mrs. Mitchell (business secretary who dealt with Bethune’s finances who managed the Bethune-
Volusia secretarial functions). Bethune then transferred Mrs. Mitchell’s duties Locklear. 
However, Locklear evaluated her period of work with Bethune as wonderful. Having worked 
directly for Dr. Bethune for nearly twelve (12) months Robertson’s question to Locklear was, “if 
you could describe Dr. Bethune using one word, what would it be?” Locklear’s response was 
“determined.” But she added more detail, “she [Bethune] was focused and if she had her mind on 
it, she was determined to see it through to fruition.” She also described Dr. Bethune’s gaze as 
magnetizing. 
The secretary’s workspace was located within Bethune’s private residence dubbed The 
Retreat on the grounds of Bethune-Cookman College. Dr. Bethune’s bedroom was on the second 
floor at the house. The offices were on the first floor along with the parlor, kitchen, and the 
formal dining room. Responding to Robertson’s question about Locklear’s typical day on the 
																																								 																				




job, Locklear explained that when “she came downstairs to the office to her desk, and we always 
started the day whenever she came down, reading from The Upper Room. She would read one 
day, I would read the next day, and then she would begin her duties.” Locklear gave more detail 
about Bethune and Rackham Holt’s writing the biography. Sometimes Holt interviewed Dr. 
Bethune there in her home, but other times the two travelled over to the Bethune-Volusia 
property which was devoid of tourist interruptions. Before Holt arrived sometimes, Locklear 
reported that Bethune would want to have the chapters written by Holt read aloud to her. 
Locklear complied, although each of the chapters had been read to her previously. 
Mrs. Locklear also commented on the Foundation’s foot traffic during that last year of 
Bethune’s life. “Oh, I shouldn’t say – well I’m gonna [sic] say it because this is a fact … in 
comparing [B]lacks to the number of Whites, seventy-five (75) percent of the people who came 
were White. We [Negroes] didn’t recognize her, you know during that time. But the whites were 
constantly there.” The interior of Dr. Bethune’s office at The Retreat is shown below in Figure 















requests of her the day she died. “Oh,” she said “would you get the will out of the safe for me?” 
Dr. Bethune said “I think I’ll sign the will today,” but she moved outside on the front porch 




came in and repeated that “Mother Dear” wanted her, Locklear, to move the papers off the desk, 
and it was the will. “I got the will. I put it back in the safe and locked it. She never signed it 
(Ibid., 106-107).” Dr. Bethune passed away later that same day on May 18, 1955 - only a couple 
months before her 80th birthday. She volunteered that Dr. Bethune’s most frequent visitors were 
an Atlanta women who Bethune had mentored and a young man whom she had mentored, calling 
him her “foster son,” Edward Rodriguez. Locklear informally called him Mr. Rod; he is featured 
(far right) along with other family members jn Figure 4.39. 
Referring to Dr. Bethune as “a friend of mine,” Harold V. Lucas Jr., was not an employee 
of B-CC. He said he had known Dr. Bethune from 1938 on. His father though, Harold V. Lucas, 
Sr., had been both the B-CC Business Manager and a faculty member during the early years of 
the school. Unique circumstances required the son to be in tow with his father when not in 
school. Similarly to Dr. Bethune’s grandson, the younger Lucas’ reflections of the inter-actions 
between his father and dr. Bethune are revealing. As an adult the younger Lucas described his 
father as Bethune’s “man-in-waiting.” He also described her as a person overly concerned with 
details others would have ignored. . His favorite example was put to Dr. Robertson during their 
interview (Ibid., 85-86): 
If you were on campus and she saw a piece of paper big enough for her to see, I 
don’t care how far it was, she would say “Dr. Robertson, see that piece of paper 
over there? Go over there and pick that piece of paper up for Dr. Bethune because 
someone might be driving down Second Avenue and want to give the school 
some money, and they would use that as an excuse not to do it.” I never heard her 
raise her voice. She didn’t have to because the words that he would say put you in 
your place or let you know how she felt about whatever it was. 
 
Lucas said Dr. Bethune was dedicated and that she did not spend much time on things she was 
not interested in. Robertson asked the younger Lucas what were some sacrifices he thought Mr. 




the sake of the school, and that she spent vast amounts of time away from the school in order to 
‘better the school.’ He thought there was no substitute for work for Dr. Bethune. He described 
her requiring his father to work long hours after normal schedules. “However many hours…I 
know my dad used to stay here to ten, eleven o’clock at night; that’s why I used to go upstairs. 
She would say, ‘Well we not through yet; just go up there in my bed and lay down until we get 
through.” ‘She was a visionary who knew exactly how to do what she wanted to do, and all she 
wanted you to do was listen to her.’  
The senior Lucas had been threatened by Bethune with termination from his B-CC 
business office position. To supplement his income, he had begun teaching people typewriting 
and printing skills from his own basement. She wanted the private students of his to be enrolled 
at her school. Harold Lucas, Sr. was responsible for developing the Business Administration 
department after he ceased teaching individuals not enrolled at B-CC. He said Dr. Bethune was 
“like a spider; he just put that web out there and just got you. And if she got you, she got you! 
(Ibid., 90)” Lucas went on describing an arbitrary Bethune’s rule, which as an adult he saw as a 
“two-edge sword.” As B-CC students they had to wear the blue and whites [a uniform] which 
identified them as B-CC students. ‘She wanted the people downtown to know and the students, 
as well, that if anything happened to one of them, the school should be contacted.’ “If you did 
something wrong, you got blamed, and if you did something right, she would know who you 
were…” And people respected that because they respected her (Ibid. 87). “Everybody used to 
love to see her come down. She’d be in her car, you know; she’d drive down to where the band 





Bethune’s Immediate and Extended Family—Her Son and Her Grandchildren 
Near the end of her life, Dr. Bethune liked being referred to as “Mother Dear.341” By this time, 
she had been awarded more than one honorary doctorate. However, she never signed her name 
using Dr. as a prefix. She preferred to be addressed as “Mother Dear.” She was addressed as such 
by her family members who included her nice, Georgia McLeod, and a great-niece, Lucille 
Wilson, who both ran her house and her also – in domestic matters. (Ibid.) Other family 
members who remained close by in Daytona Beach included another niece, Jerona Miller, a step-
daughter named Agnes, her son Albert McLeod Bethune, Sr., and her grandson Albert McLeod 
Bethune, Jr. Dr. Bethune boasted once that she had neither combed her own hair, nor had she 
tied her own shoes for a number of years. She had been pampered.  
 Fortunately, Dr. Evelyn Bethune, the eldest daughter from son Albert McLeod Bethune 
Sr.’s marriage to a much younger woman, has published her own story intertwined with her 
grandmother’s story. As told by Evelyn Bethune, Dr. Bethune’s grandchildren produced by her 
parents’ marriage were, for unapparent reasons, pitted in competition with the great 
grandchildren produced by Albert McLeod Bethune, Jr. “Junior,” old enough to be Evelyn 
Bethune’s father himself, had a different mother than Evelyn and had been adopted by Dr. 
Bethune during his early childhood.342 On a chance meeting during the 2015 Founder’s Day 
Celebration at Bethune-Cookman University, myconversation with great granddaughter,  
Patricia and her father, Albert McLeod Bethune, the decades long contention between 
“Junior” and his much younger siblings from his father’s marriage was a topic they raised 
without an prompting. The issues of who are Albert McLeod Bethune, Sr.’s children is easily 
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ignited given the confusion about Dr. Bethune’s husband, Albertus Bethune, and her older 
natural son, Albert McLeod Bethune, Sr. Although Robertson’s text (2015, 81, 103) features 
photos of Dr. Bethune with some of her great grandchildren, Bethune’s progeny is not much 
discussed in the literature. Bethune’s only child, Albert McLeod Bethune is featured on the far 





by Dr. Bethune343 The details of Albert Bethune Sr.’s upbringing are sketchy (Bethune 2008, 
138). Aside from being, perhaps, the singular male enrolled at his mother’s school in 1904 and 
being sent to attend school at Haines Institute in Savanah, like his mother had done, very little 
information appears in the records and literature reviewed for this study. Albert Bethune, Jr. was 
																																								 																				




reared for the most part there on the B-CC campus; his childhood room on the second floor is so 
designated at The Retreat. “Junior,” as he is called by those who know him, was sent to 
Morehouse College for his bachelor’s degree in Library Science in 1942 (Ibid., 79). In his 
interview with Robertson, “Junior” said he felt happy as a child, that he was the center of his 
grandmother’s attention was also the mascot for B-CC sports events. Unlike their 
mother/grandmother, both men produced many children. “Junior” who also worked at the B-CC 
Library during Dr. Bethune’s life, defined her in the one word requested by Robertson’s 
interview, “magnificent.” In response to Robertson’s question, “what was your fondest memory 
of Dr. Bethune, “Junior” said, “I stayed away from what she wanted out of me.And I never 
realized that she was the person she was until I was about thirty-five years old. When asked 
about any advice his grandmother had given him, “Junior” said candidly (Ibid., 82)”: 
She gave me advice all along my rearing process, but I did my thing my way I wanted to 
do. I didn’t always accept advice, and a lot of things I did wrong and a lot of things I did 
right, but I didn’t let her control my journey to being an adult.I just followed the rule the 
way I wanted to follow. A lot of things I did she didn’t know anything about. So that’s 
the advice situation. 
 
Dr. Bethune’s Political Ideology 
A review of Dr. Bethune’s political rhetoric through her activities, associations, organizational 
affiliations and her speeches can help clarify her political ideology. According to Rackham Holt, 
Dr. Bethune “had no party affiliations and had never voted as a Democrat until her path of 
service crossed that of President Franklin D. Roosevelt…even then, it was not a matter of 
politics but of voting for the man himself and what he represented344. Bethune was always and 
only for what, in her mind, were principles of a democratic form of government. Dr. Bethune 
																																								 																				





position on politics is reflected in a letter she wrote to President Franklin D. Roosevelt during 
1940, as follows:  
At a time like this, when the basic principles of democracy are being challenged 
at home and abroad, when racial and religious hatreds are being engendered, it is 
vitally important that the Negro, as a minority group in the nation, express anew 
his faith in your leadership…to assure the perpetuation of the principles of 
democracy. 345 
 
Bethune: a Republican, a Democrat, or a Communist? 
Bethune stridently disengaged herself from organizations that HUAC (US House of 
Representatives Committee on Un-American Activities Committee) had on their list of 
subversives such as the National Negro Congress (NNC). Holt, Bethune’s biographer, did 
address Bethune being accused in the 1930s of disloyalty bordering on treason. Bethune had 
received a letter from the FBI. Holt also clarifies that Bethune was later exonerated of the HUAC 
allegations. However, in the 1940s, HUAC again identified Bethune with several “suspected” 
nonprofit organizations working for civil rights agendas. Bethune stridently disengaged herself 
from organizations HUAC had on their list of subversives such as the National Negro Congress. 
Among NNC members were Bethune’s equally ascending contemporaries such as Ralph 
Bunche, A. Philip Randolph, Alain Locke, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and Charles Hamilton 
Houston346347. Thus we have a window into the difficulties Bethune had with HUAC in the 1940s 
and a different perspective of Bethune’s alignment with other Negro leaders. Holt however 
inaccurately described Bethune as a proponent of the 1941 March on Washington organized by 
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A. Philip Randolph. Holt wrote, “…the March on Washington Movement …meetings held in 
major cities—the Coliseum in Chicago, the Municipal Auditorium in St. Louis, Madison Square 
Garden in New York — Dr. Bethune urged the rebels to further rebellion348.” Holt’s commentary 
is contradicted in other better researched literature about the NNC349350Dr. Bethune was absent 
from that NNC discourse. She was trying to influence President Roosevelt through his wife, 
Eleanor, regarding a fair employment practices law. And employment inequality was a major 
issue of a proposed 1941march on D.C. 
Much of the underlying discourse related to Communist sympathizing among Negroes 
was exacerbated by the infamous case of the Scottsboro Boys who had immediate needs for 
competent legal counsel and defense in 1931. The Scottsboro Boys’ case was not necessarily 
anomalous. Fears that the nine (9) men would be lynched were founded and very probable. 
Lynching as an everyday phenomenon was at or near the top of the list for several organizations: 
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People), CIC (Commission on 
Inter-racial Cooperation), ASWPL (Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of 
Lynching), and the NCNW (National Council of Negro Women).Rather, the Scottsboro case was 
emblematic of a much larger “elephant in the room,” which had at that point not been able to be 
resolved in traditional public discourses between Whites and Negroes or even among Whites and 
Negroes. Both organizations and individuals had competing, complex sentiments and 
philosophies.  
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Although the end of the Civil War and the three Constitutional Amendments which 
followed essentially diminished the formal institutions that subordinated Negroes, the informal 
institutions governing social discourse between Whites and Negroes had yet to be re-established 
and settled. Having “lost” their property, money, and stature as Southern gentility, the most 
dearly important symbol of White Southern men was White women’s honor. The Ku Klux Klan 
(KKK) was organized during the Reconstruction Era in reaction to the loss of national stature by 
White Southerners, in general, and the relative defense of White Southern women, in particular. 
The Klan’s philosophies were anchored in the notions that “…true history included not only the 
benevolence of slavery and the justness of the Confederacy but also the horrors of 
Reconstruction, inflicted upon the South under the rule of inept black political leadership, and 
ended by the heroic work of the Ku Klux Klan… which stood for Southern patriotism and the 
protection of white womanhood351 ‘Southern white oligarchy with its residual economic 
resources helped generate the Ku Klux Klan immediately following the Civil War… but, by the 
1920s the Klan had re-energized its membership and contagiously spread into the North with 
another 4.5 million new members fueled by the Great Depression and the Great Migration352.’ 
Such a conflation of economic, social, political, and racial ideological contentions tumbling over 
onto each other, like a domino effect, became a perfect storm for the widespread, but diverse, 
social reaction to the Scottsboro, Alabama courtroom debacle involving nine Negro men and two 
White women simply trying to navigate the nation’s economic disequilibrium. 
Given Jim Crow and the Klan, both extra-legal ways for Whites to re-assert themselves 
as superior to Blacks, a Black man’s glance or any non-deferent attention paid to a White woman 
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was easily the impetus for a lynching from the 1930s on through the 1950s.Emmitt Till, on a 






sucking his teeth, to get the attention of a White girl. This elephant in the room is the underlying 
basis for the upcoming discussion about nine Negro males accused of violating the informal 
codes of conduct with White girls. This particular discourse about the Scottsboro men’s legal 
defense is germane to the discussion of Dr. Bethune’s politics during the 1930s. 
 




Jackson County, situated in the northern region of Alabama along Interstate 20, is the site of a 
very large forged metal public marker in the front lawn of the Jackson County Courthouse at 
Scottsboro, Alabama. The marker, an effort by the Alabama Historical Commission 
acknowledges and commemorates through contrition, perhaps, the infamously historic story of 
the nine men collectively named the “Scottsboro Boys.” This historical marker describes and 
commemorates the courthouse building itself: “…the front, two-story portico is supported by 
four stone columns of the Doric order. A cupola on the top contains a Seth Thomas clock.” 
Secondarily, this marker also features on the bottom front the following engraved statement 
about the historical event which began in 1931, as shown in Figure 4.26.  
The Scottsboro Boys had been in search of gainful employment, but collided instead with 
racism exacerbated by widespread unemployment during the Great Depression. Dr. Bethune’s 
position on the Scottsboro Boys, not inconsistent with that of the NAACP, is a central feature in 
examining whether Dr. Bethune has been accurately crowned as the Negro Representative or 
“Negro Plenipotentiary” of her times. The convictions of the nine teenagers, regrettably not 
named individually in much of the literature, shaped various discourses across the US based on 
“racial politics.” Headline newspaper articles relative to their cases appeared across the country. 
In some instances a circus-like atmosphere was depicted in the newspaper photographs of the 
nine teenagers and their attorney; the two white girls were often photographed as celebrities 
rather than rape victims in the newspapers.  
Documentation of the most infamous two White women hoboes in the Scottsboro case is 
the crux of the infamous case of the Scottsboro Boys: Ozie Powell Charlie Weems, Clarence 




and Leroy Wright.353 The history of the six-year court trial and adjudication (1931-1937) took its 
name from the location Scottsboro, Alabama, hence the Scottsboro Boys’ Case. The abbreviated 
story on what happened in the spring of 1931 follows:  
On March 25, 1931, nine unemployed young black men, illegally riding the rails and 
looking for work, were taken off a freight train at Scottsboro, Alabama and held on a 
minor charge. The Scottsboro deputies found two white women, Ruby Bates and Victoria 
Price, and pressured them into accusing the nine youths of raping them on board th train. 
The charge of raping white women was an explosive accusation, and within two weeks 
the Scottsboro Boys were convicted and eight [were] sentenced to death, the youngest, 
Leroy Wright at age 13, to life imprisonment. 
Notably neither the marker nor typical historical references to the defense of the 
Scottsboro Boys name these persons or allude to the Communist Party (CPUSA) which was 
more responsible for the teenagers’ legal defense than the NAACP. The CPUSA public defense 
of the Scottsboro Boys and its general interest in organizing worker unions around labor issues 
among Negroes in the US quickly gave rise to Negro political divisions. Culminating in this legal 
process, the official name of the Scottsboro case since going to the Supreme Court of the United 
States (SCOTUS) became Powell vs Alabama. The Scottsboro case became the impetus for 
which Negroes in America polarized around either the Democratic Party of Franklin Roosevelt 
(whom Dr. Bethune supported wholeheartedly) or the Community Party. Previously since the 
Emancipation Proclamation, Negroes political perch had been POTUS Abraham Lincoln’s 
Republican Party.  
Most people, both Negroes and Whites, in the United States were unimaginably 
devastated by the economic tsunami called the Great Depression, beginning in 1929 and ending 
arguably in 1939. For some the tsunami began earlier; ‘southern White farmers suffered a 







sharecroppers had it even worse.354’This epic economic devastation began within fifteen (15) 
years of the onset of the Great Migration, which began arguably in 1915. Negroes, by the tens of 
thousands, left the South headed to the West, to the North, and to the Northeast to seek better 
housing, better education, and better occupational benefits for their families. Before the Great 
Depression, the United States had received a visible number of European immigrants who also 
found themselves in the throes of unemployment. These immigrants had settled largely in the 
Northeast, the Midwest and the West, the very same Great Migration destinations as Southern 
Negroes. The cessation of war industries, which had been fueled by World War I, created an 
employment reality that could not absorb Negroes pouring into places such as Los Angeles, East 
St. Louis and Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and New Yok City.  
“Without former slaves – and their steady expertise and cooperation in the fields – the 
white South was crippled355.” People who could not find work wandered from though towns 
asking for jobs, food, and favors. Without cash money to purchase train tickets from the Deep 
South to Northern or Western “lands of milk and honey,” both Negroes and Whites took their 
chances, risking life and limb, emigrating from the South as hoboes. Blackmon further describes 
this phenomenon (Ibid.): 
To get from place to place, or to reach locations where work had been advertised, they 
piled on to empty freight cars of what few trains still ran. They formed up at night around 
campfires in the shadows of train depots and cotton warehouses on the fringes of towns. 
In the face of hostile whites – the Ku Klux Klan and members of other suddenly 
flourishing secret white societies – they brandished guns and were willing to use them. 
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Trains slowly moving for arrivals and departures allowed for individuals to board and get 






such train travelers, also called “hoboes,” were is shown in Figure4.27 below.vi Primarily, these 
non-paying train passengers were both Negro and White males. However there were documented 
cases of women hoboes in fewer numbers. Two white women’s presence among boxcar 
passengers was central in the infamous Scottsboro Case. 
 The back story of the Scottsboro men is embedded in the entrenched Jim Crow practice 




counterpart, Jessie Ames Daniels, were working outside public discourse, through the CIC and 
the ASWPL, to arrest the practice through indirect action. Lynchings occurred much more 
frequently in Confederate states, e.g. South Carolina, Alabama, and Florida although the data 
indicates lynchings occurred in Union states, e.g. New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania as well. 
Table4.1 below provides a concise window into the data on lynchings among New York, Ohio 
and Pennsylvania above the Mason-Dixon Line in the North as compared to South Carolina, 
Alabama, and Florida below the Mason-Dixon Line in the South. Lynching victims, although 
principally Black males,, also included Whites in the South. Although lynchings also occurred in 
the North, lynching was a part of an entrenched culture of white supremacists neither 
successfully challenged in the North nor the South until the late 20th century. 
The numbers are glaringly different. However, the percentages indicate that Blacks had at 
least a 50% chance of being lynched in New York, the state with the most benign lynching 
practice. A Black person living in Bethune’s home state, South Carolina, had nearly a 100% 
chance of being lynched. In her adopted state of Florida, a slightly smaller 90.6% percentage of 
all lynched happened to be Blacks. “Between 1882 and 1959, 4,733 people were lynched in in 
the US Most Lynchings occurred in the South and most victims were Black men. An average of 
150 persons was lynched yearly between 1882 and 1901; 231 lynchings were documented in 
1892 alone.” Blacks were often indicted, tried, convicted, and executed with seven days356.  
Number of Persons Lynched, Selected States, 1882 — 1930 
Table	2	Some	Comparative	data	on	lynchings	from	1882	to	1930:	Florida,	South	Carolina,	Alabama,	Ohio,	Pennsylvania,	New	
York,	and	Texas	
State Whites Blacks Total 
																																								 																				





Florida 259.39%  24190.6% 266 
South Carolina  53.14%  15496.8% 159 
Alabama 4613.45%  29686.5% 342 
Ohio  940.90% 1359.1% 22 
Pennsylvania  116.66% 583.3% 6 
New York  150.00% 150.0% 2 
Texas 14329.06%  34970.9% 492 
 
Dowd Hall posits that “[d]uring the decade of Radical Reconstruction, the lynching of 
black men and the rape of black women became the most spectacular emblems of a counter-
revolution that convulsed almost every Confederate state…private, collective violence in support 
of white supremacy was embedded in southern political culture357. Lynching became more 
widespread after 1877 as a part of the evolving new southern caste system with Negroes at the 
bottom rung. Among the forms of agency used to reverse this system was the discursive 
techniques used by Negro women and sometimes White women. Organizational meetings, 
speeches, newspaper articles, and handbills were used to discuss the impunity and frequency of 
lynchings. For respectable women like Dr. Bethune, discontinuing the practice of lynchings was 
often discussed euphemistically as inter-racial cooperation. Accordingly, Joan Johnson suggests 
that the concept of “interracial cooperation” needs more introspection, as follows:  
‘Interracial cooperation’ must be understood in the context of the Jim Crow 
South…implying neither a movement for racial equality nor even coope3ration to end 
racial discrimination. Rather interracial cooperation often meant only that black and 
white women (or men) worked together for a common concern, such as temperance or 
public health. 
																																								 																				





In its more ‘radical’ form in the 1920s, interracial cooperation meant that black 
and white women worked together through the CIC to improve social and economic 
conditions for African Americans… proponents worked within the parameters of 
segregation and white supremacy.358 
Dr. Bethune along with Jessie Daniel Ames, her White counterpart, were the most 
prominent female members of the CIC (Commission on Interracial Cooperation), an organization 
founded in 1919 by men. The CIC was supposed to formulate policy and rhetoric to diminish 
racial violence. However, Negro club women introduced the idea of female members on the CIC; 
Margaret Washington, Charlotte Hawkins Brown, and Elizabeth Ross Haines, all Negro women, 
addressed a group of about one hundred White women concerning (1) racial oppression, (2) 
Negro women’s supposed immorality and (3) the need for White women to control men on 
lynching. (Ibid.,70-74) Among the SCCWC leadership were seven other Negro women who 
were also identified as leadership on the Interracial Committee of the Southeastern Federation of 
Color Women’ Clubs. Their agency, playing a leading role in opening the CIC to both Negro and 
White women and creating the Women’s General Committee of the Commission on Interracial 
Cooperation (CIC) was foundational for a more pronounced organizational purpose (Ibid. 70).  
Ames and Bethune were the primary advocates in this independent spin-off organization, 
ASWPL (Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching). Jessie Ames had 
concluded that their CIC work in the twenties which opposed the practice of lynching within the 
context of religious practice was insufficient.’ When the 1930s brought an upsurge in racial 
violence, Ames seized the opportunity to launch a separate women’s campaign against lynching, 
a single-issue focus: lynching’s history and function in southern political culture and the 
																																								 																				





relationship between lynching and interracial sexual behavior359. Uncharacteristically for a CIC 
member, though, Dr. Bethune wrote the following statements in a 1921 speech “A Century of 
Progress of Negro Women” for the Southeastern Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs 
(SFCWC)360361: 
We deplore and condemn any act on the part of any men which would tend to excite the 
mob spirit… The continuance of lynching is the greatest menace to good will between the 
races, and a constant factor in undermining respect for all law and order.It is our opinion 
that mob violence incites to crime rather than deters it; and certainly it is less effective in 
discouraging crime than the watchful, thorough and deliberateprocesses of a fair and just 
trial. 
 
Despite what appears to be posturing for inter-group cooperation, Johnson asserts that “as 
racially liberal as the White women were in comparison to the rest of White Southern society, 
they stopped far short of endorsing any motion that hinted at racial equality (Ibid.,73). 
Conditions were bad for Negroes. Unemployed Whites harassed Negro men who were working 
gainfully. In Florida a gang of White men kidnapped and flogged five Negro bellhops until the 
Negroes agreed to give up their jobs, and in Arkansas, White men attacked Negro road 
construction workers. Racist speech such as “Buck niggers bellying down the streets, pushing 
white women off the sidewalks…” was sufficient to orchestrate a racial massacre such as the one 
in Atlanta during 1906362. White women merely mentioned in the same sentence as Negro men 
would be incendiary and sufficient cause for action. Nine Negro men accused of raping two 
White women in Alabama would become a test of how well or how poorly the notion of 
interracial cooperation was progressing. 
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 The case of the Scottsboro Boys was extremely difficult for all involved directly and 
difficult for Negro members of the American public to digest, even if they were only remotely 
involved by virtue of skin color. Newspaper coverage was extraordinarily widespread; The 
Labor Defender published photographs of rallies in defense of the Scottsboro Boys’ case in May 
and June of 1932 (Ibid., 114-115) Articles appeared in newspapers coast to coast. Headlines 
guaranteed to sell papers and to help ignite polarizing sentiments were in the Negro Press as well 
as mainstream white outlets coast to coast363. The Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. was “in 
1932, an active member of one of many committees formed to support the defense of the 
Scottsboro Boys… and in Harlem New York, by 1937, petitions demanding of Congress and the 
state of Alabama the freedom of the five remaining Scottsboro Boys364”. What would be the fate 
of the Scottsboro Nine? People expected the NAACP’ legal defense team to come to the men’s 
rescue. And as Dr. Bethune had made so many speeches about racial injustices not only for 
women, surely she would have to make more public outcries about these nine young men who 
pleaded “not guilty” to charges of rape. Who would plead their defense to the power elites?  
During the Great Depression 1930s after World War I, Dr. Bethune was in an ascendant 
phase of her national renown. She had already served a four-year term as national president of 
the NACW in the late 1920s. However, her rise to leadership — the presidency and founding of 
the NCNW (National Council of Negro Women) in 1935, her NAACP Spingarn Award in 1935, 
and the presidency of ASNLH (Association for the Study of Negro Life and History) beginning 
in January 1936 all happened while the Scottsboro case was unfolding during 1931 – 1937. Her 
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“position” on the way the Scottsboro case evolved is a point of interest and a partial explanation 
of her “politics.” Her “position” on the Scottsboro Boys’ Case is also a point around which Dr. 
Bethune’s voice or opinion as the representative of the Negro population is being interrogated in 
his study. Neither Bethune nor the NAACP engaged actively in the defense of the Scottsboro 
Boys’ case. The reasons that neither Dr. Bethune, in particular, nor the NAACP had been 
involved more directly in the Scottsboro case is a portal to understanding how, or whether, Dr. 
Bethune was “political” or “apolitical.” 
Discourses about the Scottsboro Boys among Negroes, among Whites, among 
Southerners, among Northerners, and among partisan politicians took on a decidedly political 
tone. Gilmore asserts that the Scottsboro Boys’ trials, which began in late March 1931, have 
become an historical icon, “… a central episode of the global racial politics of the 1930s365.” 
Dowd Hall asserts that the Scottsboro case pushed the issue of ‘legal lynching’ into the forefront 
of the struggle for Black rights and it challenged the adequacy of the ASWPL’s (Association of 
Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching) law-and-order argument366.” The incident at 
Scottsboro, Alabama began only four months after Jessie Daniel Ames’ founding of the 
Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching. The Scottsboro case required 
that the ASWPL take a stand and actually confront the issues of rape and interracial sex 
(Ibid.,201). 
 That Dr. Bethune was apolitical is agreed upon by several Bethune narrators and her 
authorized biographer, Rackham Holt; but Bethune was often called a “politician.” According to 
Audrey McCluskey (2001, 15), “Bethune adapted quickly to new situations rather than being 
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marginalized by the winds of political change, as when she changed her party affiliation from 
Republican to Democrat when the ‘New Dealers’ came to power [in the 1930s with FDR’s win 
at POTUS].” Rackham Holt said of Dr. Bethune’s politics, “Just as her school was 
nondenominational, as in politics, Dr. Bethune was nonpartisan. Even her intensely ardent 
advocacy for Franklin Delano Roosevelt in her later years could not alter that stand. During her 
early voting maturity, she had passively considered herself a Republican367.” 
Bethune’s affiliation with the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of 
Lynching resulted in merely a passive stance of inaction regarding the Scottsboro case. This 
position of passivity, expressed rhetorically as activism ten years before Scottsboro, is best 
articulated by Dr. Bethune herself in her 1921 speech to the women of the SFCWC(Southern 
Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs)368, as follows: 
By the very force of circumstances, the part she [the Negro woman] has played in the 
progress of the race has been of necessity, to a certain extent, subtle and indirect. She has 
not always been permitted a place in the front ranks where she could show her face and 
make her voice heard with effect. [But] she has been quick to seize every opportunity 
which presented itself to come more and more into the open and strive directly for the 
uplift of the race and the nation. 
 
A decade after Bethune’s 1921 speech, the immediacy and swiftness of the “legal” proceedings 
in the Scottsboro case during March 1931 created the disturbing optic that “a trial might be a 
lynching in disguise... The Scottsboro verdict suggested that it was not simply lawlessness which 
jeopardized Blacks’ safety, but lawfulness as well369.” The Scottsboro case caused ASWPL 
founder Jessie Daniel Ames to re-frame what transpired in the rapid trials of Black people as 
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“prostitution of the Courts. (Ibid.)” The case however created another dilemma for Mrs. Ames. 
Behind accusations of rape lay the possibility of clandestine sexual relationships among Black 
men and White women wherein rape was alleged when the White women’s relationships became 
public. When Ruby Bates, one of the alleged rape victims recanted her story about being raped 
and when Victoria Price’s criminal history as a convicted prostitute became widely 
acknowledged, neither Ames nor many others believed the nine men had committed the crimes. 
But “justice” had come swiftly and without regard for the alleged victims’ testimonies370.  
Differently than Dr. Bethune, Jessie Daniel Ames evolved more into the cause by 
founding the Anti-Lynching Association after the ASWPL. (Ibid., 270). “Despite its tenacity, the 
southern ‘rape complex,’ was never founded on objective reality. Every study of the crime has 
underlined the fact that despite the persistent mythology of [B]lack male attacks on White 
women, rape has remained an overwhelmingly interracial event [travesty] and the victims have 
been predominantly [B]lack women.” As a historian, Dowd Hall also notes that a major strategy 
of anti-lynching reformers, beginning with Ida B. Wells in the 1880s and carried on through the 
work of the NAACP and the ASWPL was using an intellectual approach: facts and figures to 
undermine mob violence. She concluded that the fear of ape, like the impunity of the practice of 
lynching, was embedded far beyond the reach of factual refutation. Irrespective of Bethune’s 
disinterest in pursuing lynching as a major social concern, that reason was only partially 
responsible for distancing herself from the legal defense of the Scottsboro Boys’ case. As 
frequently said in feminist circles, the personal is also political. And stepping away from the 
discourse on the Scottsboro nine was a political statement for Mr. Bethune. (Ibid.,149) 
																																								 																				




As discussed by Gilmore, ‘Scottsboro [was] a kaleidoscope through which the images of 
the southern ‘race problem’ which was reshuffled as it passed through the discourses of Negroes, 
Whites, the NAACP, the nationalist in the Democratic Party, and the CPUSA (Communist Party 
United States of America). For reasons completely separate from their belief in the innocence of 
the nine men, the NAACP declined to represent them. The CPUSA having already tapped into 
the dissatisfactions of Negro American, especially Southern Negroes from World War I forward, 
seized the opportunity to provide legal representation for the nine men. They did represent the 
men. But a critique that had been mounting since 1933 regarding fascism as a national danger, 
leading into the Red Scare, both gave pause to many Negroes such as Dr. Bethune, and yet 
radicalized many other Negroes who boldly joined the CPUSA. Some members of the NNC 
(New Negro Congress) including Mary McLeod Bethune, Pauli Murray, A. Philip Randolph, 
Ralph Bunche, Langston Hughes, and W.E.B. DuBois had been open to CPUSA rhetoric, “The 
Communist Way Out for the Negro.”’ While some were actually “card-carrying” Communists, 
Dr. Bethune was not371.Although the nine men were all innocent, their cases were dragged out in 
the Alabama courts and went up to the SCOTUS (Supreme Court of the United States) in 1937, 
Powell vs. Alabama, which eventually set aside the convictions. The last episode of the 
Scottsboro Boys case was resolved in 1950.  
Dr. Bethune might have felt hapless regarding the Scottsboro Boys’ case, failing 
therefore to be more vocal as the representative of these Negroes she herself believed to be 
innocent. Archives at both the NABWH and the MMBF contain literally hundreds of pieces of 
1930s correspondences which Dr. Bethune initiated to elected officials, business owners, 
clergymen, fellow officers in various organizations which she had joined, and friends. None of 
																																								 																				




the archived letters and not one of the seventeen (17) 1930s documents provided in the 2001 
McCluskey and Smith publication even slightly or inferentially mentioned Dr. Bethune’s 
advocacy for the Scottsboro Boys. The records and the literature reviewed are mute on Bethune’s 
position or involvement with the Scottsboro case. Considering how vocal Bethune was on most 
subjects relating to Negroes’ experiences, the absence of her voice is deafeningly loud. Despite 
being extremely patriotic and a literal mouthpiece in numerous speeches for a republican form of 
democracy, Dr. Bethune was twice accused by the Dies Committee –US HUAC (House Un-
American Activities Committee) between 1930s and the 1940s. She was devoted to American 
democracy, and vocally critical of voices that spoke out against American democracy. Never 
making negative overtures by name toward Negroes who espoused socialism or communism, her 
views on alternative forms of government were derided frequently in her news articles. Her 
underlying assumption about Negroes was that they were principally in accord with her 
philosophies, although she really did know this viewpoint was not grounded in reality. Dr. 
Bethune was not the only representative voice of the Negro community, which was neither a 
political, nor a social monolith. She nevertheless remained deeply devoted to a system of 
government best articulated by Franklin D. Roosevelt, though it did not achieve its own stated 
goals nor Dr. Bethune’s expectations.  
‘Varying degrees of Negroes, Communists, Socialists, “reds,” and “semi- reds” who were 
activists for change for the Negro had convened at Howard University and formed the New 
Negro Congress, which was of interest in 1936 to the CPUSA.’. Many of these “new” Negroes 
also believed they spoke for the Negro population in the USA, e.g. Claudia Jones, Paul Robeson. 
In ‘the next year, February 1936, when a thousand fiery-eyed delegates to the National Negro 




308). The Nat Turner Branch of the Harlem Division of the Communist Party in the 1930s had 
among its membership women and men: working class people in manner, accent, and 
deportment. They met regularly to devise ways of changing the world into a more human one… 
372. Well-known Harlem Renaissance writers such as Ralph Ellison and Richard Wright, joining 
the CPUSA in 1932, wrote articles in support of their political ideology in the Daily Worker.  
Commenting on Black women’s political organizing in the 1930s, Rebecca Hill informs 
that among ‘the group of [B]lack women who formed the New York local of the Congress of 
American Women (CAW) [predominantly led by White women] were Claudia Jones, Thelma 
Dale, and Charlotte Hawkins Brown, a good friend of Dr. Bethune’. “Dale and Jones published 
frequently in Communist publications. (Hill, 17)”As members of the CAW, the NNC, and the 
NCNW with overlapping circles and leadership, their political thought apparently converged and 
moved much closer to the CPUSA’s political stance by 1935. At the beginning of the CPUSA 
celebrated defense of the Scottsboro Boys in the mid-thirties, the most identified staunch 
advocate and CPUSA organizer born in the West Indies, Claudia Jones, was eventually deported 
during the fifties because her anti-capitalist rhetoric so severely irritated the government. The 
“Red Scare,” embodied by the Dies HUAC proceedings, was steadily growing. More Negroes 
[and Whites] than Claudia Jones would be punished for speaking up for their political beliefs. 
Both houses of the US Congress passed with overwhelming majorities the Internal Security Act, 
which required all Communists to register with the government and to be interned in times of 
national emergency on September20, 1950. However, ‘President Harry Truman on September 
																																								 																				




22, 1950 vetoed the Internal Security Act calling the Act dangerous mistake that would make a 
mockery of the Bill of rights373. 
Dr. Bethune’s politics and reputation, given her organization memberships, had become 
known to HUAC alleging her a Communist. HUAC allegations bled over into the NCNW 
continuing into the early fifties. Dr. Dorothy Ferebee, then NCNW president, received a letter in 
1951 from the State of California Legislature. She was asked to defend why NCNW had 
appeared in Los Angeles newspapers as supporting the “Civil Rights Congress.374 Carolyn 
Bennett’s published Annotated Bibliography on Bethune’s 1940s -50s Chicago Defender articles 
provides more insight on how troubled was Dr. Bethune on being harassed about her politics by 
the legislative branch of the federal government. From 1951 to 1953, Bennett cites eight (8) 
separate articles: January 27, 1951; August 25, 1951; September 15, 1951; May 10, 1952; May 
31, 1952; November 15, 1952; December 6, 1952; and September 26, 1953.Bethune’s Chicago 
Defender article dated May 10, 1952 is an angry retort to her being denied a public forum with a 
New Jersey school district. Bethune retorted succinctly375 : 
Every one of these people knows I am not a communist, and the people of the United 
States, if they know m at all, know that if I were a communist, I would have the God-
given courage to stand up and say so. No one would have to ferret [sic] me out!Nine 
actions were taken that led to the April 24, 1952 board of education’s breaking its 
arrangement or me to speak in the auditorium of the Englewood Jr. High School after the 
anti-communist League of Englewood requested that I be prevented from speaking 
because of alleged affiliation with communist or communist-front organizations. 
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Regarding Bethune’s eight newspaper responses to being accused of communist 
affiliation, Bennett concluded that Dr. Bethune used Constitutional grounds and democratic 
principles in her reactions to the Red Scare and investigative activities of the House Un-
American Activities Committee. The set [of eight] includes not only her response to charges 
against her in this area but also a connection she saw between segregation in the United States 
and the influence of communist propaganda. Bethune never overtly named her HUAC 
adversaries. And her vocal distance from the Scottsboro Boys case had not been a factor in 
shielding her from the negative effects of a HUAC accusation. Bethune’s Chicago Defender 
article dated May 10, 1952 is an angry retort to her being denied a public forum with a New 
Jersey school district. Bethune retorted succinctly (Ibid.,105 – 107): 
Every one of these people knows I am not a communist, and the people of the United 
States, if they know m at all, know that if I were a communist, I would have the God-
given courage to stand up and say so. No one would have to ferret [sic] me out! Nine 
actions were taken that led to the April 24, 1952 board of education’s breaking its 
arrangement or me to speak in the auditorium of the Englewood Jr. High School after the 
anti-communist League of Englewood requested that I be prevented from speaking 
because of alleged affiliation with communist or communist-front organizations. 
 
The records as well as the literature reviewed for this study on Bethune are silent on her feelings 
about the Scottsboro men’s case. However, it is very possible that other such communications by 
Dr. Bethune existed but were inadvertently discarded. 
Destiny (Fate), Religious Ideology, or Christian Hegemony? 
Which of the three: eudaemonia, religious ideology, or generic Christian hegemony informed, 
defined, and dictated Bethune’s activism? Or do they all somehow intersect or run parallel within 
Dr. Bethune’s life? Not as confounding as the chicken or egg conundrum, however what first 




question needing an answer. Appearances are that Bethune’s inner knowing, sometimes called 
intuition, informed and dictated her path in life. However beginning at birth, her life was 
forecasted by the midwife, ‘she’s different, came with her eyes wide open; she’ll see things 
before they happen, a child who will show us the way out…’  
According to McCluskey “Bethune believed that divine interventions had created fateful 
circumstances leading to her receiving scholarships…she felt destined for great work in her life 
in spite of the obstacles of race, gender, poverty, and a very dark complexion. Bethune was 
convinced that her role [in life] was charted by destiny.” McCluskey also asserted that Dr. 
Bethune “often provided assessments of her own historical importance and that of other race 
leaders.” Bennett’s analysis goes much deeper since she conducted a different kind of 
background research on Bethune. Bennett further reviewed underlying messages from newspaper 
articles Dr. Bethune wrote. Bennett asserts ‘that Bethune’s religious philosophy as a Christian 
democrat was not unlike the Christian Democrats who rose in West Germany after World War II. 
Though not affiliated with the Christian Democratic Party, her philosophy seemed to be based on 
notions of social and economic justice [echoed in many of her speeches]. Her philosophy… 
emphasized conservative values but she also espoused Christian Protestant values along with 
more progressive, liberal values such as state intervention in the economy and social welfare.’ 
Dr. Bethune held to the notion “that Christianity linked with brotherhood and democracy could 
cure segregation and discrimination. Bethune was a progressive who also believed in private 
enterprise, personal initiative, merit, self-responsibility, and petitioning the government for 
redress of grievances. She believes [literally] in the US Constitution’s Bill of Rights (Ibid. 6).”  
After being chastised by a White child on the plantation for merely handling a book, Dr. 




according to Bethune herself, at the onset of her first school experience “Just the idea of learning 
held a pronounced fascination for me as I divined that it would in some way lead to a great 
destiny …which lay consciously, vaguely in the remote recesses of my child mind... Providence 
had smiled upon me and I felt it’s [sic] radiating warmth.376” However, before she learned to 
read, Dr. Bethune told about her illiterate parents reciting from memory what they had heard of 
Biblical teaching. The first piece of printed literature Dr. Bethune handled physically and learned 
to read was a Christian Bible distributed by the Presbyterians in Mayesville, South Carolina. Her 
introduction to a religious ideology, the Presbyterian doctrine, would inform Dr. Bethune’s 
understanding of divine intervention, the all-encompassing ability of a God greater than herself 
and greater than all people. The Presbyterians believed in and taught their students Presbyterian 
cosmology as well as skills for social and economic survival 377. 
Bethune narrators variously report that her denominational choice was Presbyterian and 
Methodist. Before leaving the Goodwill Parochial School in Mayesville, “[h]er catechism and 
confession of Faith being duly accepted, she was received as a member of the Presbyterian 
Church378. Although she would have been required to practice as the Presbyterians dictated while 
enrolled in their schools, Bethune’s religious practices are not discussed in any literature or 
archives reviewed for this study. Her affiliation with the Methodist church aligns with her 
school’s 1921 merger becoming Bethune-Cookman College. Dr. Bethune was reportedly on the 
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Social Service Commission of the Methodist Church379. She was also reportedly a member 
during 1923 – 1955, of the General Conference of [the] Methodist Church380.  
On the other hand among all schools she attended, Bethune privileged her religious, non-
denominational training at Moody Bible Institute. Accordingly she said, “My training had been 
of a deep spiritual nature while my instruction at Scotia had been accentuated by devoutness and 
my training at Moody was, of course, chiefly religious381.” Moody’s founders were a husband 
and wife team who propagated a non-denominational doctrine of Christianity, but as an adult Dr. 
Bethune applied to the Presbyterian Board of Mission for a missionary station in Africa. 
Nevertheless, Bethune’s administrative policy at Bethune-Cookman was similar to the policy at 
Moody Institute; she did not require the students to affiliate with any particular denomination. It 
is unlikely that Bethune was exposed to any other kind of religious expression, since her stance 
in speeches, news articles, and letters nearly always invoked her discussants toward Christian 
principles and Bible verses.  
As noted in Carolyn Bennett’s discussion about Dr. Bethune’s articles written for the 
Chicago Defender, Bethune, differently than many 20th century columnists, directly used her 
religious beliefs. Twenty-four of Bethune’s Chicago Defender articles were the subject of 
Bennett’s commentary. ‘Bethune frequently used religious concepts, terms, values, principle, and 
direct recitation from the Protestant Bible from which she foregrounded her positions on anti-
segregation and the churches taking action against discrimination.’ In her October 9, 1954 
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column, Mr. Bethune wrote, “The early lives of children need to be anchored to what is true and 
just and lovely and wise.The Bible is the Book, for no better foundation can any man lay382.” 
Dr. Bethune’s Last Will and Testament 
Dr. Bethune, whose health was failing her by the early 1950s, was well aware of her mortality 
and aware of the mechanisms available to craft her own legacy. She had been introduced in the 
late 1930s to those mechanisms of archiving and preserving not only the history of the NCNW, 
but also her own history after her death. She wrote a philosophical document as her Last Will 
and Testament, an abridged form of which was published, as follows in the August 1955 issue of 
Ebony magazine. 
Sometimes I ask myself if I have any legacy to leave. My worldly possessions are few. 
Yet my experiences have been rich. From them I have distilled principles and policies in 
which I firmly believe. Perhaps, in them there is something of value. So as my life draws 
to a close, I will pass them on to Negroes everywhere in the hope that this philosophy 
may give them inspiration. Here, then I my legacy: 
 I LEAVE YOU LOVE. Injuries quickly forgotten quickly pass away. Personally 
and racially, our enemies must be forgiven. Our aim must be to create a world of 
fellowship and justice where no man’s color or religion is held against him. “Love they 
neighbor” is a precept which could transform the world if it were universally practiced. It 
connotes bother-hood and to me, brotherhood of man is the noblest concept of all 
relationships. Loving your neighbor means being interracial, interreligious, and 
international. 
 I LEAVE YOU HOPE. Yesterday, our ancestors endured the degradation of 
slavery, yet they retained their dignity. Today, we direct our economic and political 
strength toward winning a more abundant and secure life. Tomorrow, a new Negro, 
unhindered by race taboos and hackles, will benefit from this striving and struggling. 
 I LEAVE YOU A THIRST FOR EDUCATION. More and more, Negroes are 
taking full advantage of hard-won opportunities for learning, and the educational level of 
the Negro population is at its highest point in history. We are making greater use of the 
privileges inherent in living in a democracy. Now that the barriers are crumbling 
everywhere, the Negro in America must be very vigilant lest his forces be marshalled 
behind wrong causes and undemocratic movements… He must not lend his support to 
any group that seeks to subvert democracy. 
I LEAVE YOU FAITH. Faith is the first factor in a life devoted to service. 
Without faith, nothing is possible. With it, nothing is impossible. Faith in God is the 
greatest power, but great faith too is faith in oneself. The faith of the American Negro in 
																																								 																				




himself has grown immensely, and is till increasing. The measure of our progress as a 
race is in precise relation to the depth of the faith in our people held by our leaders 
I LEAVE YOU RACIAL DIGNITY.I want Negroes to maintain their human 
dignity at all costs. We, as Negroes, must recognize that we are the custodians as well as 
the heirs of a great civilization. As a race, we have given something to the world, and for 
this we are proud and fully conscious of our place in the total picture of mankind’s 
development. 
I LEAVE YOU A DESIRE TO LIVE HARMONIOUSLY WITH YOUR 
FELLOW MEN. The problem of color is worldwide, on every continent. I appeal to all to 
recognize their common problems, and unite to solve them. So often our difficulties have 
made us super sensitive and truculent. I want to see my people conduct themselves in all 
relationships, fully conscious of their responsibilities and deeply aware of their heritage. 
We are a minority of fifteen million living side by side with a white majority of 177 
million. We must learn to live with people positively and on an individual basis. 
I LEAVE YOU FINALLY A RESPONSIBIILITY TO OUR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
Our children must never lose their zeal for building a better world. They must not be 
discouraged from aspiring toward greatness, for they are to be leaders of tomorrow. We 
have a powerful potential in our youth, and we must have the courage to change old ideas 
and practices so that we may direct their power toward good ends. 
Faith, courage, brotherhood, dignity, ambition, responsibility –these are needed 
today as never before. We must cultivate them and use them as tools for our task of 
completing the establishment of equality for the Negro. We must sharpen these tools in 
the struggle that faces us and find new ways of using them. The Freedom gates are half 
ajar. We must pry them fully open. 
If I have a legacy to leave my people, it is my philosophy of living and serving. 
As I face tomorrow, I am content. I pray now that my philosophy may be helpful to those 
who share my vision of a world of Peace 383. 
On the afternoon of May 18, 1955, a few months before her eightieth birthday Dr. Mary 
McLeod Bethune, a 20th century giant among other such giants, took her leave of the world. The 
South Carolina Negro girl from humble beginnings who was illiterate until eleven, departed 
having been honorably bestowed with three Master’s degrees from South Carolina State College 
in 1910384, Wilberforce University in 1915385, Tuskegee Institute in 1937386; four LL.D. degrees 
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from Lincoln University in 1935387, Howard University in 1942388, Atlanta University in 1943389, 
Wiley College in 1943390; and four Doctorates of Humanities from Bennett College in 1936391, 
West Virginia State College in 1947392, Rollins College in 1949393, and Benedict College in 
1950394 
A much more detailed version of this Last Will and Testament, an expanded essay, was 
published in McCluskey and Smith’s text395. Significantly, another section, “I LEAVE YOU A 
RESPECT FOR THE USES OF POWER” was not included in the document as reported by 
Rackham Holt in her Bethune biography. Her bequeath to readers in this section provide much 
insight regarding Dr. Bethune’s worldview after a long, socially engaged lifetime (Ibid. 60). 
We live in a world which respects power above all things. Power, intelligently directed, 
can lead to more freedom. Unwisely directed, it can be a dreadful, destructive force. 
During my lifetime I have seen the power of the Negro grow enormously: it has always 
been my first concern that this power should be placed on the side of human justice. 
Now that the barriers are crumbling everywhere, the Negro in America must be ever 
vigilant lest his forces be marshaled behind wrong causes and undemocratic movements. 
He must not lend his support to any group that seeks to subvert democracy. That is why 
we must select leaders who are wise, courageous, and of great moral stature and ability. 
We have great leaders among us today: Ralph Bunche, Channing Tobias,, Mordecai 
Johnson, Walter White, and Mary Church Terrell. We have had other great men and 
women in the past: Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, Harriet Tubman, [and] 
Sojourner Truth. We must produce more qualified people like them, who will work not 
for themselves, but for others. 
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Also in this, her expanded version of the Will and Testament for public consumption, Dr. 
Bethune referred to her legal Will, which is not readily available for research and review at the 
Bethune Foundation. Bethune stated, “I have also deeded my home and its contents to the Mary 
McLeod Bethune Foundation, organized in March 1953 for research, interracial activity and the 
sponsorship of wider educational opportunities… I have distilled principles and policies in which 














Chapter 5 Analysis and Synthesis of Bethune’s Canon and Archives 
Overview 
Much like a cake already baked, this study actually began with several distinctively different 
parts: Bethune, racism, Reconstruction, The Great Migration, SCOTUS decisions, gender 
discrimination, the Negro Clubwomen’s Movement, classism, FDR’s New Deal Administration, 
politics, and a bevy of social advocacy organizations such as NAACP, ASWPL, NCNW, and 
NACW. Like the cake, after being subjected to extreme agitation [interrogation], the ingredients 
would experience and later be subjected to extreme heat in the oven of analysis. The final 
product would not be readily recognizable except for the principal ingredient: a Negro woman 
named Mary McLeod Bethune. Almost none of the original ingredients would be identifiable in 
the final cake on its platter. As in my baked cake example, from a post-positivist perspective, the 
many moving parts of the Bethune leadership story are considered ingredients which needed 
prepping, scrambling, re-examination, agitation, and the analytic “heat” of the seventy-two (72) 
years’ retrospection since Dr. Bethune’s death. Indeed the study has produced a different 
leadership narrative that addresses both the hagiography and the enigma of Dr. Bethune’s 
leadership life. The final result is completely different-looking than its aggregate ingredients had 
appeared when discussed separately. The final product is a fresh “cake” ready to be tasted, 
savored, and evaluated. 
“How” the research was designed and conducted included employing not only some 
traditional historical research methods, such as historiography, but also employing a more 
nuanced method: photo-ethnography, to inform assumptions and suppositions about Dr. 




triangulate and enhance the text. In some cases, the photos substantiate assertions not 
documented. Some photos make points about which the text can clarify. 
Information, materials, and perspectives used by previous Bethune narrators and 
biographers have been brought into play and combined into my analysis of dormant archival 
records and photographs. My review of the literature builds upon the works of Dr. Bethune’s 
principal biographers/narrators and includes the phenomenal work of several Bethune 
dissertators. The study not only benefitted from the Skorapa study (1989) about Dr. Bethune’s 
feminism but also the Hall study (2009) which largely categorized the multiple leadership 
approaches and the organizational behavior demonstrated by Dr. Bethune So, the study examines 
the ways Dr. Bethune’s renown has previously been constructed, discussed and documented 
through biographies, newspaper and magazine articles, journal articles, and photo-journalism. 
Causal processes observed, such as the early 20thcentury clubwomen’s movement, the mass 
migration of Southern Negroes to the North, SCOTUS decisions [Plessy (1896) and Powell  
(1937)],and New Deal programs during the Great Depression had to be re-interpreted and used to 
substantiate or invalidate positions previously taken, or not, about Bethune’s leadership.  
Given that coming to an understanding of Dr. Bethune’s persona was another goal of the 
study, both traditional within case analysis and photo-ethnography have been heavily relied 
upon. “Visual social researchers both rely on visual real-world data but differ in how they 
address three key challenges: creating empirically credible images of culture and social life, 
framing empirical observation to highlight new knowledge, and challenging existing social 
theory396.” A profusion of photos of her (the portraits), the photos of her social spaces, the 
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portraits of her predecessors, her professors and her contemporaries, as well as the photos 
documenting Dr. Bethune interacting with friends, associates, and employees enable readers to 
have a more voyeuristic experience with the subject of the study. We are each able, through these 
study methods, to look deeply into Dr. Bethune’s life and eyes, to read and read into her personal 
and organization correspondences, and to peer ethnographically into her home dining room, into 
her organization meeting rooms, and to vicariously be present at celebratory state events with a 
US President. This provides us a more intimate introspection into Dr. Bethune’s world.  
The study’s methodology involves a circular approach, probably unavoidable in a 
historiography; it requires the researcher to look at, to re-shuffle, and to return to several parts 
that result in a completely different product than the parts with which we began. The study’s 
thesis embodies not only the macro-events of the 20th century as instrumental in Bethune’s 
leadership, but it has also guided an interrogation of Dr. Bethune’s “politics.” Was Bethune an 
ideologue by today’s standards, defined differently by the Negro masses in the early 20th 
century? Her politics, only superficially discussed in the literature, were not apparently factored 
into her leadership narrative given the macro-domestic policy that shaped the Scottsboro Boys’ 
Case. A multiplicity of incidents, events, movements, and historic people have been germane to 
this study of Dr. Bethune’s leadership. The study has incorporated a post-positivist approach to 
the other histories, biographies, and dissertations on Bethune, as well as using newly mined 
archival products to re-assess, re-evaluate, and to alternatively de-construct while tandemly re-
constructing Dr. Bethune’s leadership legacy for use by 21st century scholars and practitioners. 
The study attempted to find a baton of scholarship to pass forward, to discover and disseminate 




 Among the study discoveries are included a re-traced Mary McLeod Bethune pathway 
from childhood to adulthood success in realizing her occupational aspirations as her life work. 
Whether Dr. Bethune’s meta-narrative is riddled with myths, [s]hero worship, and hagiography, 
as asserted by Bethune narrator Audrey McCluskey (2001), was part of what the study expected 
to state in its final analysis. Aside from comparing one Bethune history or biography to another, 
and accepting or rejecting one or another’s assumptions about Bethune’s life, the use of scholarly 
retrospection after seven decades needed to be included in the new story. Dr. Bethune was, and 
still is, so much venerated by some that the possibility of her story having misrepresentations, 
holes, or untruths would induce her devotees to rise up in protest. Nevertheless, serious trained 
historians recognize that more is needed to chronicle Dr. Bethune’s life in leadership than what 
has already been done. Whether or not Dr. Bethune’s leadership narrative has been adequately 
supported by fact-checking was placed in conversation with the results of fact-checking research 
done here. Bethune’s leadership story is more than her auspicious founding of a university, her 
brief but significant federal government employment, and her feminist work in women’s social 
action organizations.  
The study makes connections that might not have been readily evident by reading Dr. 
Bethune’s story chronologically. She saw her accomplishments revealed in dream states in terms 
of crossings over bodies of water, i.e. the Halifax River in Florida and the Atlantic Ocean. These 
crossings also represent her life’s hurdles or social barriers. As such, the findings reported here 
are not necessarily being discussed in chronological order. Bethune’s “crossings” are revealed 
not only in the major streams but also in the minor estuaries of her life as she happened upon 
them. Getting to know this woman has included much more than making a list of her exhaustive 




do, are avenues also explored and reported. Why did NCNW not seek NPO tax status until after 
Bethune’s death? What kind of salary did Dr. Bethune have? How was Bethune able to travel 
cross country on national, organizational, and personal business in light of the 1896 Plessy v. 
Ferguson until the 1954 Brown v. Board decisions in inter-state public transportation? This type 
of information reveals aspects of Bethune’s leadership and her persona, on which others have not 
necessarily focused. Dr. Bethune’s meta-narrative has had her firmly affixed as a model of 
success impossible to replicate. Who could effectively manage thirty different organizational 
memberships in one adult lifetime? How could one woman preside over a four-year college in 
Florida and simultaneously preside over a federal program in Washington, D.C. while also 
presiding over an expanding national women’s group? Enigmatic contradictions were found and 
reported in her natal family history, in her formal educational history, in her marital life, and in 
her history of leadership in a bevy of women’s social advocacy organizations and her 
government service.  
The study has helped disentangle some of the Mary McLeod Bethune enigma. It thereby 
shows how her leadership story is one that can be emulated by my contemporaries who work for 
the edification of women in the world. Bethune’s fifty years of leadership within eighty (80) 
years of life provided rich resources to excavate new information. Reporting those parts of her 
life in this study has required re-visiting episodes, eras, and personal events in Bethune’s life to 
become better acquainted with this woman. Students of leadership will discover that this 
information is equally instructive not only for understanding Bethune’s leadership path, but also 
for understanding a Bethune conundrum (Skorapa 1989) barely addressed in the literature, i.e. 
“who” was she? What were Dr. Bethune’s likes and dislikes? What were her habits? What else 




excelled? The study was able to answer some questions. However, the questions still out-number 
the answers found. 
An Enigmatic Bethune Narrative? 
Compressing a life’s story of nearly 80 years into a few pages without missing salient parts is 
difficult, if not impossible. However, the decision to delimit salient points researched both allows 
for re-interpreting better the parts which have been presented here and allows for a clearer 
understanding of what has been left to pursue in the future by another scholar. A prevailing and 
overarching part of Dr. Bethune’s life and leadership stories has been her unequivocal mooring 
in Christian beliefs. Dr. Bethune “frequently use[d] religious concepts, terms, values, principles, 
and direct recitations from a Protestant Bible to give reason for themes motivating her advocacy, 
such as integration, anti-segregation, and democracy397.”In an effort to present her narrative 
respectfully in a context with which, I believe she would approve, my analyses and answers to 
the questions about her life and leadership are being framed within her own words, as though 
speaking to us through her Last Will, and her favorite Bible verses, as follow: 
“I leave you hope.”  
“I will instruct thee and teach thee in the way which thou shalt go; I will guide thee….” Psalms 
32:8 
Mary Jane’s life, as forecasted by her midwife on the day of her birth, embodied the 
hopes of her family for a better future than the past. Mary Jane was “special” and would do great 
and wonderful things with her life. This story Mary Jane had always heard from her 
grandmother, Sophia. Mary Jane was “different” than her siblings. ‘Born with her eyes wide 
open,’ the midwife explained that this baby ‘would see things before they happened.’ She had 
																																								 																				




heard her destiny uttered by her forebears from the day she was born. Mary Jane not only looked 
differently than her family members, but this birth date pronouncement would not only inform, 
but also would characterize Mary Jane’s internal musings about her life. Especially considering 
Reconstruction Era legislations, e.g. the three new federal constitutional amendments which 
would fling open doorways, Mary Jane’s crossing over certain thresholds, centuries old social 
barriers, was indeed both hopeful and probable. Mary Jane was able to subsist throughout her 
lifetime given her family’s nurturing and given the hopefulness and guidance she gleaned from 
Christian Biblical verses. Mary Jane’s hopeful visions for better days would always energize her 
endeavors, projects, and relationships. The hopefulness which always sustained her was passed 
forward, like a baton, to those she fostered, taught, and governed. Mary Jane McLeod would 
eventually come to feel that her own human aspirations ‘were illimitable.’  
As her family’s embodiment of hope, Mary Jane who was not likely as a child to be able 
to explain the difference between being intelligent and being educated, would nevertheless later 
as an adult be better able to articulate about her mother. Patsy McLeod had been the stronger 
figure of her two parents. Mary Jane always reported to interested parties that her mother, Patsy, 
was gifted in many ways. Her own and her mother’s intellectual, leadership, and organizational 
skills, she believed, were acquired through her royal African ancestry. These qualities would 
buttress her aspirations and hopefulness. Though a knowledge of her cultural and intellectual 
inheritances from African ancestry were challenged by those who disbelieved how she could 
possibly have such information, the family’s oral history, nevertheless, became a major part of 





Bethune took pride in being African descended, one of several pathways to social 
ascendancy among early 20th century Negroes. She understood her connection to the Continent. 
The family home was fewer than one hundred (100) miles from what is now studied as the 
“Gullah Coast” including Charleston, South Carolina, a major legal slave importation point from 
Africa until 1806.That she was at least a third generation African, Mary Jane’s maternal linage 
story in the slave economy of South Carolina was atypical, but quite feasible. As nearby as 
Mayesville is to Charleston, Sophia atypically had not been sold away from at least one of her 
children, Patsy. Living as close as the family did to Charleston, direct African ancestral lineage 
stories could have been told and re-told from generation to generation, as Mary Jane believed. 
Her pride in her African ancestry would later influence her interest in going to Africa as a 
missionary. She, like others who came of age in the late 1800s, was negatively indoctrinated 
about African cultures and wanted to save Africans through western Christendom. These 
aspirations would later become deflected by global circumstances beyond her control. She loved 
and respected her father whose Scottish surname, McLeod, was maintained throughout her 
lifetime. However, Mary Jane identified more with her maternal family than she did with her 
paternal lineage. Both her parents hoped for this child to be educated. Mary Jane McLeod’s 
education was the key to their family hopes. 
“I leave you a thirst for education.” 
“Who is worthy to open the book, and to loose [sic] the seals thereof? Revelations 5:2 
Early in Bethune’s family narrative, a desire for formal education emerged as the central 
theme in her life. The book incident at the plantation owner’s house had been demeaning. Mary 
Jane instantly knew she had to put down the book without any pictures immediately upon 




Unequivocally, she could not read the words in that book, but the White girl could read. The 
other child’s authority to make such a demand devolved from her ancestry as a White person 
with social and legal status superior to Mary Jane’s African ancestry in the Jim Crow South. In 
Mary Jane’s mind, being able to read was paramount. Being able to read would open many doors 
for her. South Carolina’s failure to provide access to formal education for Negroes required that 
Bethune function as an illiterate person irrespective of her intellectual talents and social 
aspirations. Circumstances, which Bethune would later attribute to Providence, intervened when 
her family became aware of a school in Mayesville, South Carolina for Negroes. Going to school 
represented the first “crossing” of Mary Jane’s life, traversing the line between classes. Upper 
class people were formally educated. Reading was the start to a journey the other McLeod 
siblings had not been destined to have. 
Not until age eleven and by implication, as her parents’ first child born after POTUS 
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, Bethune was also the first of her sixteen other siblings to 
make the daily five-mile trek to the Presbyterian parochial school in Mayesville, South Carolina. 
The Goodwill School was where Mary McLeod first met an educated Negro woman, her teacher 
Miss Emma Wilson. She had a formal position of authority and power, an anomaly in the late 
1800s.This woman teacher at Goodwill Parochial School became Mary Jane’s role model and 
mentor. Miss Wilson’s mentoring was Bethune’s introduction to the goodwill, as opposed to the 
enmity, of Whites in the form of philanthropy. This particular student had potential which ignited 
Miss Wilson’s hopes for Mary Jane, whom she believed, was capable of advanced education. 
Mary Jane’s grasp of classroom studies was remarkable; she was glib and engaging in her 
manners. Mary Jane’s spoken language and voice were like her mother’s – different than the 




mother’s spoken English more closely resembled that of Whites.’ Bethune would come to 
recognize that her voice and her elocution were assets to exploit as a student at her next two 
educational experiences and later in her leadership life. Her formal education spanned 
approximately ten-years.  
However, Mary Jane’s learning to read and count had other practical purposes for her 
immediate family. By learning to count, she understood that at the local markets she could help 
her father count his products and his money earned. The local markets managed and owned by 
Whites in Mayesville were known to cheat illiterate Negro sharecroppers. Yet she had still other 
reasons for wanting to read. Being able to read and count not only elevated Mary Jane’s status in 
her Mayesville community, but more importantly, she had stature above the older siblings with 
whom she competed regularly. Endearing her parents even differently with skills she had 
acquired at school, Mary Jane could finally read Biblical passages to her devout parents who had 
only been able to recite their favorite verses memorized. Mary Jane could read the Bible, literally 
interpreting its passages as providential instruction for their lives.  
It is likely that Bethune never really understood how sound her own formal education and 
her vicarious training had been, starting with Emma Wilson and ending with Lucy Laney. It is 
equally likely that Bethune narrators and biographers who, imbrued with positivist notions of 
early 20thcentury “progress,” have minimized and relegated Bethune’s late 19th century formal 
education to merely the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Standards of education 
between the late-19th century and the mid- 20th century have been conflated. Bethune 
biographers’ insufficient knowledge of “normal school” curricula for teachers before 1900 has 
left a prevailing impression that teacher education had merely been rudimentary. After the Civil 




masses of emancipated Negroes. However, well before the end of the War, some religious 
organizations such as the PCUSA; and agencies such as the American Missionary Association 
for Atlanta University, after the War in 1865, had already begun training groups of teachers in 
“normal” schools. Both Negro and White women were being trained to teach. Insufficient 
research about Bethune’s own education began with Rackham Holt and Bethune narrators for 
more than sixty (60) years; they consistently referred to Bethune’s first school as the “Trinity 
School,” a facility not listed anywhere in PCUSA archives. Not only has the name of the 
Goodwill Parochial School has been misreported, but also the backgrounds of all Bethune’s 
teachers have been under-reported and misunderstood as a part of Bethune’s leadership training 
and history. From the beginning, Miss Wilson’s own educational background was indeed more a 
part of Mary Jane’s educational foundation than her student could have fathomed at that time. 
The pedagogy for teachers in the Presbyterian system was comprehensive. The PCUSA 
system included structure and systematic plans to teach not only academic skills, but also 
administrative skills, leadership, organizational techniques and religious doctrine. It has been 
verified that “[a]lthough the Southern states, counties, and cities varied in their standards for 
certifying and hiring teachers, many elementary school teachers had not gone beyond high 
school398”. However, only until ‘… the early 20th century did state governments establish having 
a high school diploma as an admission prerequisite for a student to enroll in a normal school 
(Ibid. 113).’ The records show that those educated in the Presbyterian system, would generally 
receive formal college level training at institutions such as Biddle Institute. Aside from ‘the 
supply of Negro teachers which depended almost entirely upon black private secondary and 
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normal schools and colleges, the Presbyterian Church USA had been educating Negro women 
teachers such as Emma Wilson. As early as 1848, the Presbyterian Church, in a circular 
distributed in Philadelphia, posited that Negroes “…more than mere animals having immortal 
souls…without any agency of their own, nearly a half million of them, suffering utter physical 
and moral destitution… now masters of their own persons, time, and families… need[ed] to be 
taught to read the word of God399. Bethune was a direct beneficiary of this educational system 
put into action, thoughtfully, nearly three decades before she had been born. 
Interestingly, though, on several occasions, Bethune asserted that the educational 
experience she valued most was Moody Bible College more than Scotia Seminary and Haines 
Institute. She seemed to value the influence of Dwight Moody in her life more than she valued 
the influence of women instructors at Scotia, and more than Lucy Craft Laney at Haines 
Institute. Of all Bethune’s teacher-mentors, Lucy Laney with an Bachelor’s degree she had 
earned two years before Bethune’s birth, and an honorary Master’s degree from Atlanta 
University the same year that Bethune arrived as a student at Haines Institute, was ranked lower 
than Moody in Bethune’s appraisal. Dr. Bethune had been very influenced by Dwight Moody’s 
physical presence – his large bearded physique, his rhetoric about power, his interest in her 
Southern experiences, his and his wife’s founding of Moody Bible Institute, and his ability to 
travel across continents converting people to his non-denominational religious ideology. From 
childhood, Bethune had nurtured going to Africa as a missionary, since hearing a Negro minister 
in South Carolina speak about African missionary work. The way that Dwight Moody had 
returned to Europe during the Third Great Awakening as a successful, world renowned 
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missionary was her dream. At less than twenty years old, Mary Jane McLeod admitted being 
psychologically impaled by a speech on the subject of “power,” which Moody had delivered in 
Chicago. Although Mary McLeod had been had studied Presbyterian doctrine at Scotia 
Seminary, by listening to Dwight Moody, she had become less inclined toward any particular 
religious denomination of Christendom. 
Without denigrating her relatively brief Haines Institute apprenticeship experience, 
Bethune did pay respect for Lucy Craft Laney’s founding that facility. However, Bethune’s 
Georgia arrival at Haines Institute to understudy Laney circa 1898 was anathema to being 
assigned an African missionary post. The Presbyterian Church’s denial of Bethune’s application 
to become a missionary in Africa essentially ended Bethune’s primary career aspiration. Her 
respect for ascribed organization leadership authority would have impeded her seeking an 
alternative or redress of their decision. Her assignment by the PCUSA to Haines Institute was an 
external intervention into her occupational aspirations. After a relatively brief sojourn at Haines, 
as an apprentice Bethune departed Laney’s oversight to begin a teaching career nearby her natal 
family in Sumter, North Carolina. 
Dr. Bethune’s formal education would be continually augmented vicariously by the 
people, places, and experiences she would encounter throughout her life. Many of these 
informal, vicarious learning experiences would be instances of transformational learning. Not 
only did she benefit personally, but she also found ways to incorporate her own learning into 
someone else’s benefit, as well. Having learned humility and gratitude from her home training, 
she demonstrated humility and gratitude when people were generous as she created a school 
from nearly no material wealth. No financial donation received was too small to be 




bequeaths were duly recognized in public ceremonies and in private correspondences. Bethune 
learned the concept and value of philanthropy. As a child she was the recipient of scholarships to 
Scotia Seminary and to Moody Bible College from a White woman living in Denver, Colorado. 
The woman knew only that Mary Jane McLeod was intellectually gifted, and an industrious 
student who would likely become a credit to her community. Dr. Bethune’s knowledge and 
understanding of the donor’s benefit from Christian giving influenced her to become one of the 
founders of the UNCF (United Negro College Fund), which is a major source of financial aid for 
African descended student in the American academy. 
Dr. Bethune learned the value of historical documentation and archiving early in her 
organizational life during a chance meeting with a White woman in New York; Bethune was a 
quick learner and she became determined to document Negro women’s history as a result. She 
quickly learned the value of organization record-keeping and insisted that organizations she led 
maintain good records. Because of this chance meeting, Bethune assigned Dorothy Porter, 
working as a librarian at Howard University and a member of NCNW, to immediately 
incorporate archiving procedures in their organization. Dr. Bethune’s ability to learn vicariously 
resulted in an institution now called the National Archives for Black Women’s History, currently 
operated by the US National Park Service. Dr. Bethune also determined that her own story would 
need to be documented; she began planning for the Bethune Foundation in Daytona Beach, 
Florida, which is still functioning today, decades prior to her death. It is quite likely that Dr. 
Bethune always found something to learn from all her experiences. 
 “I leave you love.” 
“For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor 
things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature shall be able to 




As much as familial love was inculcated into Mary Jane’s early life training, romantic 
love characterized as sexual desire was as much dissuaded during her early adolescent training. 
And her concern for people sharing her social identities, i.e. educating girls, was a manifestation 
of agape love. Bethune spoke often of her obligation to her “fellow man400” emanating from 
Biblical teachings.  
Dr. Bethune was told that she was a ‘child of love’ for whom her parents had prayed. She 
was reared to be helpful in the family home. She reported being a cheerful participant in all 
family endeavors, including work. She pitied her parents due to their poverty and their station in 
life during enslavement. Their relative lack of social status and material wealth: illiterate, a house 
without windows and a dirt floor, propelled Dr. Bethune’s desire to achieve both social status 
and material wealth. She often spoke of her appreciation for windows with glass panes, a 
metaphor for status in her mind. However, she dearly loved her parents for whom she many 
years later named the hospital at her school. 
Bethune expressed a kind of love bordering on pity for her siblings whom, she thought, 
had no opportunities for education and lifestyles outside marriage and procreating. She spoke 
disdainfully and openly about her sisters and brothers who desired early marriage and producing 
offspring in double digits. Dr. Bethune clearly saw herself differently than her female siblings. 
There are suggestions in the literature about her giving financial assistance to relatives at times. 
At least one or two relatives, nieces named McLeod, were in Dr. Bethune’s employ at her 
Foundation in Daytona Beach. Aspects of her relationships with siblings are scant, as are many 
other things related to Dr. Bethune’s personal life. 
																																								 																				




Given her mother’s early warnings about “keeping her skirts clean,” Mary Jane’s 
predisposition to conjugal relations was not positive. Despite being cajoled and criticized by her 
siblings for (a) having ways and manners not conducive to living harmoniously within marriage, 
and (b) not marrying until the ripe old age of twenty-three (23), it would be easy to believe that 
Mary Jane married under some family duress. Especially after returning from big city Chicago, 
Illinois to small village Sumter, South Carolina, social mores during the late 1800s in the 
Victorian Era would seriously constrain an unmarried woman living outside the social 
jurisdiction of a male householder: a father, brother, or a husband. Mary Jane met and married 
Albertus Bethune, another post-Civil War trained school teacher, shortly after returning home 
from her apprenticeship with Lucy Craft Laney in Savannah, Georgia.  
A principal benefit to being married was the status of being considered an adult also the 
title of “Mrs.” had other benefits. The Bethune’s brief marriage and residences in South Carolina 
and Florida resulted in a protracted informal separation after their son, Albert McLeod Bethune, 
was born in 1899. Formal divorce was unconventional among Negroes at that time; and the 
couple had no material wealth that the state would have benefitted from regulating. She was 
known to be overly concerned about how she would be addressed. The Jim Crow South was 
generally adverse to addressing a Negro with any title of respect or status. According to Holt, if a 
Negro had attained a certain prominence which in itself forbade publicly the familiar use of the 
first name, the sidestepping form of address would be “Doctor.” Dr. Bethune found the 
condescending avoidance of the issue of equal status of Negroes intolerable (Holt, 76). Dr. 
Bethune took a moderator to task in public, when he introduced her as “Doctor” Bethune. She 
corrected him as she rose to her feet approaching the podium, “I beg the chairman’s pardon,” she 




separated indefinitely without any desire for or likelihood of marital resolution, she kept the title 
of Mrs., even after receiving honorary doctorates. Others called her “Dr.” Bethune, but she never 
encouraged that address. She thoroughly enjoyed the “Mrs.” in front of her own name, which she 
bookended with her husband’s surname typically like properly married women in her generation.  
Whether or not love for Albertus Bethune had been a reason for her marriage, Dr. 
Bethune comported herself respectably for the rest of her life as a married woman whose 
husband was reportedly “away on business.” Various narrators supply reasons for the failure of 
their marriage. They blame Mr. Bethune’s alleged lack of ambition, unemployment, wanting his 
wife to privilege her marriage and child over her personal ambitions, or his not sharing her vision 
of them as a “teaching couple,” which she desired after having witnessed in the Satterfields at 
Scotia or the Moodys at Moody Bible College. Dr. Bethune’s rendition of her marriage and its 
brevity are glossed over in her discussions with biographers. She would typically use hyperbole 
to veil adverse issues she had experienced. She reported to Holt that Albertus Bethune had been 
“devoted” to her and would have done “anything” for her, except that he had doubts about her 
career aspirations.  
Probably, as forecasted by her siblings, Dr. Bethune was disinclined toward accepting her 
husband’s authority and vision of a housewife as her life’s work. To be the female half of a 
Negro teaching couple was the first visionary reinvention of her life’s work. The ‘teaching 
couple’ model, demonstrated by the Satterfields and the Moodys, was a hybrid model allowing 
the woman to teach under the husband’s supervision, authority and approval. Her hybrid vision 
of operating a school was more prevalent in the North, where she had witnessed firsthand the 
acclaim and success of Dwight Moody and his wife, but this model was far from typical in the 




teaching couple. Dr. Bethune really wanted to emulate the Satterfields and the Moodys; she had 
met and married a nice Negro man during a church activity who was a teacher. However, 
Albertus Bethune was disinclined toward living off a small teaching income. At that time, a 
shabby lifestyle as a teacher would have marred Mr. Bethune’s reputation and status as a man, 
not hers as a wife. Whereas an esteemed Mr. Bethune would have been a man concerned about 
adequately supporting his wife and children, Dr. Bethune’s concern lay elsewhere. Her first love 
was teaching, not Albertus. 
Albertus Bethune’s departure from his marriage in Florida, back to North Carolina, was 
more a positive factor for his wife than a negative issue. Dr. Bethune was then free to emulate 
single woman role models in pedagogy. Indeed Dr. Bethune’s teachers in the Deep South: Miss 
Emma Wilson, Miss Ida Cathcart, and Miss Lucy Craft Laney, had all been unmarried to men, 
and yet very much married to their work. Women during the late 1800s usually had to choose 
between marriage and a non-domestic career. Without having a contentious marital separation 
and having an amicable agreement to sharing time with their son who was shuttled between his 
parents, Dr. Bethune had traversed another “crossing,” i.e. the gender barrier for married women. 
On the cusp of the Progressive Era (1904) in the Deep South, Mary McLeod Bethune had 
become a married Negro career woman with little, if any, loss of social capital as she made this 
crossing. Dr. Bethune would continue making connections with other women, members of a 
flock like herself, whose love for teaching and serving their communities was their first and 
abiding love.  
Although barely addressed in the literature, her personal life was kept shrouded. The 
absence of any social indiscretions after her separation seems to have led Holt to address Dr. 




during her fifties. Holt reported detailed information about two White men whom Mr. Bethune 
met on her 1927 trip to Europe with several well-heeled members of the Negro upper crust. Holt 
described both men: one a German and the other a handsome Italian, as suitors; although Holt 
herself was not a member of this excursion. Holt also reported that, well after Mr. Bethune’s 
death in 1918, Dr. Bethune had a romantic inclination toward another suitor who had proposed 
marriage to her. Weighing both the benefits and drawbacksof marriage versus her career, Dr. 
Bethune for the second time deferred from a quiet private life of marriage in preference for her 
more visible public life.  
“I leave you the challenge of developing confidence in one another.”  
“The true worth of a race must be measured by the character of its womanhood.” Mary McLeod 
Bethune 
Applying a feminist epistemology to Bethune’s birth story helps anchor, track, and 
illuminate her worldview and life’s leadership. That her arrival into the world was managed by 
women, that her destiny was forecasted at birth by women, and that her primary identity group 
was women were unequivocal factors in Dr. Bethune’s understanding of whom her life would 
represent and serve. An intimate and capable homo-social space was her first social circle. She 
had been lovingly welcomed into the world by a female triumvirate, as stable as a three-legged 
stool: her grandmother, her mother, and her midwife. Women’s energy, women’s authority, 
women’s knowledge, and women’s shelter characterized the world into which Dr. Bethune was 
born.In spite of having no material wealth they could claim as their own, these women had a 
good understanding that they were valuable, not only to White people’s 19th century economy, 
but as importantly to their own female economy. Mary Jane McLeod, like the fabled bird, would 




world women occupied was her passion. Negro women’s ability to full actualize themselves 
became the axis of her leadership work. A worldview dominated by the differences made in the 
USA between African descended and European descended women would eventually be 
expanded and refined to include women from Asian and Pacific cultures.  
Dr. Bethune believed the Negro woman teacher had been providentially and strategically 
placed where Mary Jane could benefit. This would add Emma Wilson as the third layer of her 
foundational [s]heroes, after Sophia and Patsy. But those ‘upon whose shoulders Dr. Bethune 
began to stand’ did not cease at Emma Wilson. The majority of women influencing Dr. 
Bethune’s training and development were, like herself African descended: Lucy Laney and a 
litany of other unnamed Negro women at Haines Institute and Scotia Seminary. However, 
reflections on her training show that non-African descended women had also been strategically 
placed in her path. Had these women also been providentially placed where Dr. Bethune could 
benefit from their instruction, their modeling, and their expertise? Irrespective of being White 
women, Miss Mary Crissman, Mrs. Satterfield and Mrs. Moody had vicariously become models 
and mentors for Dr. Bethune.  
Later on, her leadership role models would providentially, perhaps, appear in the persons 
of Mary Church Terrell (1863-1954), Margaret Murray Washington (1865-1925}, and Sara 
Breedlove Walker (Madame C. J. Walker 1867-1919) who were ten to twelve years Bethune’s 
age elders, feminists, and anti-lynching activists. These Negro women preceded Dr. Bethune as 
leaders in women’s organizations and movements such as NACW (National Association of 
Colored Women), the Women’s Suffrage Movement and early trade unions. They introduced Dr. 
Bethune to large scale organizing, to systematic solicitation of philanthropy, and to the idea that 




equals: Nannie Helen Burroughs (1879-1961) and Charlotte Hawkins Brown (1883-1961) had 
respectively founded schools for Negro women and girls through the auspices of the Women’s 
Convention of the Black Baptist Church (circa 1904) in Washington, D.C. and in Sedalia, North 
Carolina. (circa 1902) through the American Missionary Association and private philanthropy. 
Dr. Bethune’s school in Florida was coming into existence in 1904, like Burroughs’ had in 1904, 
and Browns’ had in 1902, i.e. almost simultaneously during the first decade of the 1900s.  
The main difference between Bethune and her Negro women contemporaries, all 
educated in cities and institutions of higher learning, [Oberlin College (Ohio), Eckstein-Norton 
University, Salem (Massachusetts) Normal School, and Fisk University in Nashville 
(Tennessee)] was their social class. Arguably all Bethune’s role models were from middle-class 
families except Sara Breedlove Walker. These women vicariously introduced Dr. Bethune to the 
trappings of being Negro and middle-classed. 
Although Madame Walker’s rise to fortune and fame in the Negro haircare and beauty 
business catapulted her into the Negro upper class, Madame Walker and Dr. Bethune could both 
identify with having more humble family backgrounds in the working class. Both of them were 
only one generation out of slavery. They bonded in a rare sisterhood and friendship, which also 
resulted in large, repetitive cash contributions over time from Walker to Bethune. When Madam 
Walker died in 1919, another generously large cash amount was bequeathed for Bethune’s 
school, the Daytona Normal and Industrial Institute for Negro Girls. By the second decade of the 
1900s, Dr. Bethune was crossing over another phase of the class divide; being able to read and 
possessing a non-agrarian-service occupation was not necessarily sufficient to really be accepted 




Dr. Bethune admitted that he had never given much consideration to how she was 
dressed, until after she met Margaret Murray Washington, Booker T. Washington’s third wife. 
Mrs. Washington, the mulatto daughter of an Irish father and African descended mother. She had 
always dressed in simple shirtwaist blouses and skirts which she kept clean and ironed, but she 
got the impression that how she dressed could influence who and how much donors would be 
willing to commit when they saw her. Dr. Bethune also had to adjust how she comported herself 
in both public and private social spaces. Her naturally loud, infectious laughter was disapproved 
among more “polite” middle class people.  
However her friend and confidante, Madame Walker, had helped Negro women re-frame 
how they thought they looked. Her haircare and skincare products helped her, Dr. Bethune, and 
Walker’s client base to create and accept standards of beauty which lifted their spirits. Dr. 
Bethune developed an appreciation for more fashionable clothing which Madame Walker could 
help her locate whenever Dr. Bethune travelled from the South to New York City. Although 
Bethune’s elocution was already described as different than the language of most other Negroes’ 
reared in the South Carolina lowlands, sometime between her first meeting in the late 1920s with 
Sara Roosevelt and her daughter-in-law, Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, Dr. Bethune acquired a 
distinctively nasal, high pitched way of vocalizing which also did not involve opening the mouth 
very wide. She also developed a spoken cadence with unique hesitations and lilting tones which 
resembled those of her patrician benefactor, Anna Eleanor. Divesting herself of any residual 
Southern language patterns was, after moving to Washington, D.C., another adjustment 
necessary to cross the class divide. Dr. Bethune, in the 1930s, regularly employed this newly 
acquired way of speaking in most cases, especially when she was in the intimate company of 




Negro woman wearing a professionally tailored black dress, accessorized with a long string of 
white pearls.  
Color was [and perhaps still is] a class marker. Dr. Bethune’s remarkably dark skin color 
would have to be compensated for or overlooked. It could not be changed or adjusted. She was 
nevertheless set for crossing the class line irrespective of a lifetime of commentary about how 
dark she was. Simply stated, Bethune’s skin color was much more an issue for onlookers than it 
was for her. Dr. Bethune’s final phase of “crossing” into the middle class would be one she could 
actually mitigate and manage. 
“I leave you racial dignity.” 
“Instead of thy fathers shall be thy children, whom thou mayest make princes in all the earth. 
“Psalms 45:16 
 
We must learn to share and mix with all men. We [Negroes] must make an effort to be 
less race conscious and more conscious of individual and human values. I have never 
been sensitive about my complexion. My color has never destroyed my self- respect nor 
has it caused me to conduct myself in such a manner as to merit the disrespect of any 
person. I have not let my color handicap me. 
Mary McLeod Bethune, 1955 
Dr. Bethune’s presence typically in either a group of Whites or in a group of prominent 
Negro people would advance the foreground, while the others would recede. She was like a bold 
luminescent black pearl among a handful of gleaming white pearls. A Bethune biographer once 
suggested that she was like a grain of sand which, after being embedded in a clam shell for so 
long, emerged as a precious pearl. Dr. Bethune preferred pearl jewelry. She had several pearl 
broaches and many strands of pearls, short and long, showing the sharp contrast between the fruit 
of the oyster and her skin color. She often posed for seated portraits wearing a pearl choker 
necklace. Every photograph of Dr. Bethune, mostly professional studio portraits, shows her 




Another biographer wrote that Dr. Bethune with her large fleshy lips, dark skin-color, and 
a stocky build on a short frame audaciously thought she was beautiful. Not framing herself 
within the European standard of beauty: little melanin and long stringy hair, Dr. Bethune seemed 
to have enjoyed the attention she got given her dark skin and light brown eyes. Her skin color 
never, as she stated above, never caused her to demure on public occasions. She had been eager 
to perform publicly in choirs as a youth; and she sang solos without hesitation. Dr. Bethune 
admitted that while yet a youth she became aware that audience members would sometimes 
fixate their eyes upon her; and she would return a fixed gazed until the person became aware of 
her gaze and then look away. 
Dr. Bethune believed much unnecessary adieu was made about skin color. And she 
believed that her skin color had not been a social barrier in her ‘rise from the cotton fields of 
South Carolina to federal employment in the Capitol.’ Bethune viewed her extreme blackness as 
an example of exceptionalism. She, like her contemporary and former Bethune-Cookman 
College faculty member Zora Neale Hurston, was in agreement that being “black” was a state of 
mind, to which neither one of them had a subscription. As she adeptly quipped once, Hurston 
denied being “tragically black.” And Bethune bore no resemblance whatsoever to Wallace 
Thurman’s principal character in The Blacker the Berry published in 1929. This very black 
female protagonist hatred light-skinned people who rejected Negroes like herself requiring her to 
choose between discrimination encountered within her racial group and as well as outside from 
Whites. People did not need to pity Bethune for her skin-color. 
Dr. Bethune furthermore had used her black skin-color as a tool; she had been aware all 
her life that when she entered a room, heads turned in observation of her blackness. Her skin 




blackest example of her race, could be accepted into the mainstream White world, then surely 
lesser examples, i.e. lighter skinned Negroes could be accepted. Published after her death in 
Ebony Magazine’s August 1955 issue Dr. Bethune’s Last Will and Testament, told us how 
instrumental her dark skin-color had been in her life, “I would not exchange my color for all the 
wealth in the world, for had I been born white I might not have been able to do all that I have 
done or yet hope to do.” She was known to verbally erupt with such statements as “Look at me; 
I’m beautiful!” Dr. Bethune believed her own personal position and experiences were insulation 
from skin-color bias as a social barrier. She thought her attitude should be appropriated by 
Negroes universally. Confident in her skin-color well before the 1970s mantra became popular 
among Blacks in the United States, Dr. Bethune felt “Black and proud.” 
The trope of Andersen’s duck, as a psychological and spiritual root story,” can be applied 
to Bethune’s attitude about looking so different from White society. Hans Christian Andersen’s 
story published in 1845 ‘concerns the archetype of the unusual and the dispossessed, according 
to Clarissa Estes401’ She posits that Andersen’s “Ugly Duckling” scenario advocates searching 
for and finding one’s own kind. This was an important part of Bethune’s unarticulated theory and 
practice for succession to the throne of the work she was creating in the NCNW. As the 
“different looking” child of Patsy McLeod, whose endurance through adversity had been 
remarkable, the qualities enabling Mary Jane’s success would have been hereditary. Patsy, like 
the Duck Mother, not only defended Mary Jane’s difference, but she also nurtured it, so her child 
could later ‘stand for herself and for whatever she would come to believe’ as her destiny. Skin-
color, a racial marker, was in Dr. Bethune’s estimation an invalid social barrier. 
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Finding other people whose instincts and inclinations dictated their advocacy for women 
and people with black skin, was instrumental to Dr. Bethune’s destiny and success. Bethune 
would nurture relationships among other like-minded people irrespective of their skin color. In 
terms of physical appearance, both Bethune and Roosevelt were frequently and uncharitably 
described as homely. White skin-color, thin lips, straight hair, and a patrician background of 
financial wealth did not shield Eleanor Roosevelt from a lifelong label as ugly. Jessie Daniel 
Ames’ plain faced working class White background would have also placed her in the physical 
classification of homeliness. Black skin-color, fleshy lips, and an enslavement ancestry 
nevertheless guaranteed Mary Bethune the uncharitable label as ugly since all her physical and 
social characteristics were anathema to northern European notions of beauty and worth. Whites 
and Negroes held attitudes about dark skin signaling sinister character and lack of personal 
cleanliness, notions heartily disbelieved by Bethune. But more importantly than physical 
characteristics such as facial structures, skin-color and even family origins, Bethune’s flock of 
feminist friends were social justice advocates who were only figuratively “ugly” because they 
flew in the face of the traditions of their times. Bethune, Ames, Height, Walker, and Roosevelt 
among many others were a flock in revolt of chivalry; they struggled with the ugliness of defying 
patriarchal traditions at various levels. As in Andersen’s final story analysis, the female bird was 
not a duck at all. Bethune flew to new heights, thrived and evolved with her own flock of 
advocates, and eventually became recognized as a beautiful swan. As referenced in Psalms 
45:16, Dr. Bethune had, in Biblical estimations, been made a prince[ss].By the time she wrote 
her Last Will, Dr. Bethune had been elevated to “Mother of Mothers,” the “First Lady of Negro 
America,” and the “Negro Plenipotentiary.” By 1985, Dr. Bethune had been recognized as a 




“I leave you a desire to live harmoniously with your fellow men.” 
“But they shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree; and none shall make them 
afraid. Micah 4:4 
Dr. Bethune truly worked for and focused on harmony between Negroes and Whites in 
the United States. Personally, she did not dislike Whites, not even the White McLeod plantation 
owners who had injured her mother and grandmother. She was, of course, aware of the economic 
oppression and the discrimination of her race by Whites, but she did not dislike or hate Whites as 
a group. She personally knew the impact of White philanthropy in her own life; and she was 
completely grateful for philanthropic gifts to herself personally and to her school. Bethune did 
not discriminate. Helping Dr. Bethune build bridges between variously different communities 
were men and women, Negroes and Whites, urban dwellers and farm people, patricians and 
plebiscites, foreign born and native born Americans. Getting disparate members of these 
communities together for action required finding common ground, which was difficult at best.In 
the South, finding common ground meant working around Jim Crow, i.e. not making overt issues 
about changing the Southern status quo as in public accommodations, and interracial relation-
ships among Negro men and White women. In the North, finding common ground meant 
working around Jim Crow, e.g. not exacerbating seething issues such as strike-breaking in 
manufacturing and other industries or Negroes buying real estate in White neighborhoods. Dr. 
Bethune had no direct way to create common ground in the South or the North, except by trying 
to influence, through her relationships, federal legislation and regulations that, she believed, 






Living Harmoniously and Sisterly 
Bethune’s way of dealing with dissenters was that she would try to flatter, cajole, and somehow 
persuade eventually incorporating them into her message or program. Her strategy for dissenters 
was not always successful. As an ethnographer, Zora Neale Hurston had also received 
philanthropy from Whites; her research studies included Southern Negroes and Negroes in 
Jamaica and in Haiti. Hurston also enjoyed friendships and collegial relationships with Whites, 
as did Dr. Bethune. However, although these two contemporaries reared in the South: Florida 
and South Carolina, had very different attitudes about receiving White philanthropy, they had 
very similar reasons for accepting White philanthropy. They benefitted individually by the 
generosity of White women: Mary Crissman for Bethune, and Charlotte Osgood Mason for 
Hurston. Both women’s work respectively in education and anthropology/ethnography had 
resounding benefits for unlimited numbers of their race. The difference in how they each 
perceived of White philanthropy to individual Blacks constituted part of their contentious 
relationship, about which Hurston complained in letters to several other contemporaries.  
Hurston understood that arbitrary White philanthropy to an individual was merely a small 
bandage on a much larger wound characterizing the lives of millions of Negroes. Whereas 
Hurston perceived of Mary Bethune, Langston Hughes, and herself among many others as White 
people’s “pets” who were preferentially treated and indulged by White philanthropy, she was 
uncomfortably aware that, as pets and mascots, they were anomalies. Although Huston was not 
known as a “race woman,” she neither researched nor wrote about “the Negro question.” She 
nevertheless resented the rather intimate interactions (letters and check-ins) with Mason required 
to get the money, whereas Bethune thrived on the intimacy of the interactions she maintained 




Hurston’s other difference with Bethune on philanthropy was that White philanthropy was also 
characterized by White control over the products “financed,” a concern that Bethune did not 
have. Mason, as Hurston’s “godmother” not trained in ethnography, wanted to insert her own 
perspectives on Zora’s perspectives on Negro life and culture, i.e. hegemony. Hurston was not 
the only 1920s Harlem Renaissance who has agreed with Hurston’s perspectives on White 
philanthropy. 
But Hurston was more than mildly annoyed about White philanthropy to individuals. She 
would be outward in her discontent through public commentary. Writing an impassioned essay, 
“The Pet Negro System,” that was published in The American Mercury, Hurston railed against 
the habit she observed among Negroes who accepted the largesse of Whites for themselves, yet 
failed to stand up for the collective rights or benefits of their race, who often suffered at the 
hands of those very same benefactors. Having been reared in the South, both women understood 
the informal, yet entrenched, ways that Whites induced Blacks to comply with the status quo, i.e. 
one Negro at a time. Historically, gifts of colorful ribbon induced innocent Negro girls to comply 
with sexual assault; and refusals often resulted in beatings or a scalding, like Patsy McLeod 
experienced. Hurston euphemistically called out well known Negroes such as Bethune and 
herself, castigating the insoluble conundrum in a pulpit performance of a Southern Negro 
preacher. 
Bethune’s approach toward dissenters and adversaries (flattery, persistence, and 
persuasion) was most obviously demonstrated in how relentlessly Bethune pursued Mary Church 
Terrell, founding president of the National Association of Colored Women (NACW), to join 
NCNW. Bethune had come up the ladders of state and regional Colored Women’s Clubs; her 




However, NACW’s practice of rotating the presidency every four years created an ascension 
issue in Dr. Bethune’s rhythm. By 1924, Bethune had become NACW’s 8th president since it was 
founded in 1896. Aside from reluctantly releasing the reins of the presidency to the next woman, 
Dr. Bethune’s leadership style was problematic. Among decisions Bethune engineered during 
her presidency was the NACW’s 1928 purchase of property for its national headquarters at 1114 
– Q Street NW in the Capital; the property mortgage was foreclosed during the Great 
Depression. Members were very upset about this financial loss. Bethune’s controlling, autocratic 
approach to organization decision-making, which NACW leadership predecessors called 
“bossism,” at the time, was inconsistent with the organizational culture of the 32-year old 
NACW. Even after recognizing ideological contentions in their relationship, Bethune persisted in 
recruiting Terrell into the NCNW. 
Issues identified as class conflicts have been posited by Negro Clubwomen scholars and 
by more than one Bethune narrator. Internal conflicts about NACW’s non-alignment with 
partisan politics was an issue for Bethune whose own personal inclination was to align with the 
Hyde Park Roosevelts as they mounted their historic rise to power in the Democratic Party at the 
end of the 1920s. Demurring from partisan politics was an NACW feminist critique borne from 
their years observing the political habits of Negro men’s non-advocacy for women. The notion 
that NACW had been dismissive of working class women and their issues as laundry workers 
and domestic servants, for example, is unsubstantiated. From Dr. Bethune’s viewpoint the 
NACW placed special emphasis on programs dealing with Black women’s “respectability” in 
public discourse, which was a definite nod toward the lives of non-professional, lower class and 
middle-class Negro women. However, Dr. Bethune was less concerned with “respectability 




such as laundry workers, nannies, and cooks especially if already organized for political uses. 
Another class issue played out in the use of the words “Colored” or “Negro” in their organization 
titles. “Colored” was preferred by the lighter-skinned, middle and upper-class, whereas “Negro” 
was mostly preferred by the darker-skinned lower class. 
Although sometimes being accused of elitism, as a representative of her organization, 
Mary Church Terrell declared publicly NACW’s motto, “Lifting as We Climb,” in a 1904 
speech. She also declared that “in no way could we live up to such a sentiment better than by 
coming into closer ouch with the masses of our women… the world will always judge the 
womanhood of the race402. Bethune’s agrarian pedigree was very different, but she was such a 
great organizer who also possessed extraordinary oratorical skill and a mesmerizing visual gaze 
which literally captivated people into her vision. 
Dr. Bethune had always been lured by seats of power and persons with organizational 
power ever since Emma Wilson at Goodwill School and Dwight Moody, the late 1900s Great 
Awakening evangelist. Although Dr. Bethune’s Southern Women’s Clubs was a network of 
individual women members. They were led mostly by NACW college educated presidents, such 
as Mary Church Terrell (Oberlin College), Hallie Quinn Brown (Wilberforce College), and 
Margaret Murray Washington (Fisk University) who had also been, like Bethune, presidents of 
Colored Women’s Clubs in various states before ascending to the NACW presidency. Neither 
club women college-educated members of the “Talented Tenth” nor the sharecropper women 
toiling in the fields should be, they contended, denied opportunities or denigrated on account of 
their color. NACW women openly advocated for women’s right to vote before and after Negro 
men were given the vote in the 15th Amendment. 
																																								 																				




Accordingly Higginbotham also contends that ‘the Female Talented Tenth, many of 
which were NACW members, provide[d] an opportunity for exploring the process by which 
middle-class values were introduced and promulgated among the freed people; they served as a 
conduit of race pride and white middle-class culture.’ However, immediately after Bethune’s 4-
year reign as NACW president in 1928, she broke away from NACW, at age sixty (60). 
Bethune’s departure from the NACW was framed within the notion that only middle-class and 
upper-class women were served by NACW’s agenda. Bethune recruited organized hairdressers 
and the Daughters of the Elks, for example, instead of Greek-letter sororities. .She also solicited 
NACW members away to convene at Bethune-Cookman College and to join her brand new 
Negro women’s organization. 
 The NCNW (National Council of Negro Women) was chartered by Bethune and a few 
NACW defectors in Washington, D.C. in late December 1935. She was immediately voted in as 
their president. There are two distinct differences between the NACW and the NCNW. The 
former is a federation of individuals, but the latter is ostensibly a council of women’s 
organizations, through which Bethune pulled in networks of “organized” Negro women in 
occupations such as hairdressing, sewing, millinery, nursing, and teaching. Dr. Bethune created 
within NCNW a vertical bureaucracy with a board of directors and herself at the apex as its 
president. Through an examination of the well-maintained organization records of NCNW from 
1936 through 1955, the supposition that Dr. Bethune could not cede her position of power has 
been verified. Successively through the twenty years from the NCNW founding until Dr. 
Bethune’s death, the organization by-laws were changed to keep Dr. Bethune at the apex. The 
new organization also created new offices and a new title for Ms. Bethune, which established her 




Dr. Bethune as the “Negro Plenipotentiary.” Eventually, after many years of pleading her case, 
Mary McLeod Bethune persuaded Mary Church Terrell to join the NCNW as a 3rd Vice 
President. Terrell’s membership, after all, helped quell dissentions and ameliorated bad feelings 
among mutual members. Also Bethune eventually recruited the Greek-letter sororities touted as 
middle-class into the National Council of Negro Women.  
An Exceptional Ebony- Ivory Exhibit of Harmony 
Attempting to promote her vision of harmony, Dr. Bethune also included those outside of her 
race, class, and organizational circles. After a seven-year hiatus between Bethune’s first meeting 
and introduction to Eleanor Roosevelt in 1927, the two women officially met again after 1935 
when Dr. Bethune had been brought into the New Deal NYA program. Bethune’s administrative 
appointment had been preceded by the diligent work of NAACP Director, Walter White, and 
members of the Negro press which had been searching for a way to get Negroes into federal 
employment. Washington insiders knew about and propagated a story that Mrs. Roosevelt 
“liked” Colored people, as did her uncle Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th POTUS. They were also 
aware of her concerns about women. In the throes of the Depression, the Negro Press 
Association, had written Mrs. Roosevelt asserting that ‘the only way for the Negro to be treated 
fairly was for her to see that a strong, capable Negro woman would be appointed to the Women’s 
Bureau to assure the correct direction for Negro relief403’. More importantly, Walter F. White’s 
NAACP front work and his relationship with Eleanor Roosevelt were instrumental in securing 
Dr. Bethune’s NYA appointment. Receiving such glowing recommendations in Bethune’s 
dossier, especially on education and reform of wayward youth, Eleanor Roosevelt was 
instrumental in getting Aubrey Williams to accept Dr. Bethune as Director of NYA’s Negro 
																																								 																				




Division. This appointment would help forge an alliance between Bethune and Roosevelt which 
might also have been providential. 
Before “rubbing shoulders” with Mary Bethune, Eleanor Roosevelt had only been in 
close contact with a Negro, such as Walter White with his blue eyes, blond hair and skin so fair 
that he could “pass for white,” and the Negro servants whom she remembered from visiting her 
Grandmother Bulloch in Georgia during her childhood. Mrs. Roosevelt felt that she understood 
Southern culture and Southerners’ points of view. Eleanor had been introduced by Walter White 
to W.E.B. DuBois’ book, Black Reconstruction, but she still lapsed at times to using Southern 
plantation words such as “pickaninny” and “darky.” Roosevelt informed Joseph Lash, her 
biographer, that “darky” had been a term of affection which she accepted in her Southern family. 
Eleanor admitted ‘a personal experience with Dr. Bethune that taught her how deeply inbred 
racial feelings were among Whites. Eleanor told Lash that she liked to kiss people whom she 
knew well when greeting them and when saying good-bye, but it took some time and a conscious 
effort, she confessed, to give Dr. Bethune a peck on the cheek. It was not until she kissed Dr. 
Bethune without thinking of it that she felt she had finally overcome the racial prejudice held 
within herself.’ Eventually, Eleanor was convinced to discontinue using those terms. However 
Bethune critics have also noted that Bethune would sometimes pepper her own speech applying 
the word “darky” to herself. Reversion to Southern plantation language and metaphors were the 
basis for Bethune’s critics; this was the reason that B. Joyce Ross characterized Bethune as 
“Janus-faced” in her Bethune case study. 
The Bethune - Roosevelt relationship as “close friends” needs backgrounding and 
clarification. Indeed, these women had many things in common after becoming adults working 




ancestries and training. Eleanor had been born into a patrician blue-blood Dutch descended 
family whose way of demonstrating their love for her was the basis for her lifelong self-doubts 
over her homeliness and insecurities about self-worth. Nevertheless, she was well-heeled. And 
comparatively, we know Mary Jane’s humble origins as an African descended too dark girl child 
whose former slave family and community loved her and doted on her every accomplishment. 
Eleanor, at nine years Bethune’s junior, had been “educated” abroad in the arts and languages to 
perform no useful function in life except within the confines of marriage to breed babies for her 
class. By her 31st birthday in 1915, Eleanor had given birth to six (6) children in a marriage 
which she found moderately satisfactory. By comparison, at age 31 in 1906, Mary McLeod 
Bethune had been well educated in Presbyterian schools by college educated instructors to 
manage an institution and to teach youngsters, had been married, had given birth to one child, 
released herself amicably from a moderately satisfactory marriage, and had begun a girls school 
with nearly no resources. By 1927 at age 52 Bethune had found her humble way to Hyde Park, 
New York404 to enlist the charity of organized upper-class Christian women, such as Eleanor, age 
43, and her mother-in-law, Sara Delano Roosevelt.  
Indeed, Bethune’s early efforts at soliciting philanthropy among Eleanor’s class of White 
women became the providential “golden egg” onto which Bethune had stumbled and was laid by 
another “ugly duckling,” Eleanor Roosevelt. The future FLOTUS would pave some golden 
streets for Mary McLeod Bethune to solicit philanthropy. Eleanor Roosevelt intervened for 
Chicago retail magnate, Marshall Field, to help finance the purchase the NCNW building 
through his philanthropy. Although the two women’s relationship has been characterized among 
several Bethune narrators as a “friendship,” this study characterizes their relationship as a 
																																								 																				




friendly alliance based on interest convergence more than friendship. Bethune’s relationship with 
Eleanor Roosevelt was, from Bethune’s stance, a strategy of well-honed techniques and friendly 
practices through which Bethune diligently tried to promote interracial harmony and racial uplift 
for Negroes in the 1930s and 1940s, especially prior to Brown vs. Board 
Interestingly, both women shared some ideas that would constitute the bonding between 
them. Neither of them was ashamed of their Southern family roots; in fact some of the Southern 
culture thought well out of vogue by the late 1930s was still comfortable for both women. Dr. 
Bethune’s effusive flattery of Mrs. Roosevelt and Bethune’s tendency to conflate Mrs. 
Roosevelt’s actions with the will of God indubitably influenced Roosevelt to continue. Bethune 
narrators and at least one Bethune dissertator have well examined the Bethune-Roosevelt 
friendship through their correspondence.  
Although my research did not discover any correspondence between them during the 
1920s nor most of the 1930s, it is clear that all their 1940s and 1950s letters found were formal 
and always on stationery that established their official capacities. Even Roosevelt’s sympathies 
about Bethune’s Johns-Hopkins hospitalization were written by Roosevelt’s secretary and sent 
out on formal stationery. Bethune nearly always used Bethune-Cookman College stationary, 
except when she was an NYA staffer and used that letterhead to communicate with Mrs. 
Roosevelt. All of Bethune’s letters to Mrs. Roosevelt had a pattern of platitudes, hyperbole, and 
flattering remarks regarding whatever Bethune had already observed or whatever she wanted to 
observe in Mrs. Roosevelt’s realm of influence. Every piece of Bethune correspondence also 
included a detailed laundry-list of pleadings for everything from Mrs. Roosevelt’s appearances at 
commencements to presidential appointment to the federal bench. Literally hundreds of letters 




were found in archival repositories. Although both women had children, grandchildren, and other 
things in common, none of the letters discovered in Manzueta’s research nor any of those to 
Roosevelt from Bethune at archives contained any personal context, as friends would most often 
do at some point. Manzueta (2011) did note in her dissertation “the most prominent discovery 
made about the content of the 1940s letters was how frequently the women implicitly and 
directly referred to each of them using their influence to achieve a certain outcome.”  
Dr. Bethune was able to get favorable results on some requests she made to and through 
Mrs. Roosevelt. Many of Bethune’s supplications were for the FLOTUS to privately convince 
the President to act or promote something Bethune thought was appropriate. Bethune used her 
ability to correspond withand access the White House as a means to assert her power and 
influence in the eyes of the Negro community.She was able to get tickets to attend the opening of 
the 78th Congress, a new experience for her. She was able to get Mrs. Roosevelt to appear at 
Conference on Negro Education convoked by the Office of Education at the Department of the 
Interior in 1939.And she was able to get the White House to host Lena Horne, the Negro actor 
and stage performer whose fame was quite widespread in the 1940s and the 1950s. Bethune was 
viewed by some Negroes as Mrs. Roosevelt’s “agent;” they wrote letters to Bethune asking her 
to intercede and offered Bethune compensation in some cases, if she actually produced the 
FLOTUS for their event or occasion.  
For example, they both had an abiding disgust for the practice of lynching, which saw a 
resurgence during the Great Depression and the Great Migration. Eleanor’s biographer, Joseph 
Lash (1971, 585) explained that another aspect of the women’s foundational agreement was a 
“catholic” precept that teaches man to hate the sin, not the sinner. Eleanor’s privileged 




ASWPL member, Bethune’s anti-lynching strategy was indirectly aimed at an amorphous 
systemic culprit, which she did not have the interest in confronting head-on. The NAACP had 
been working to get anti-lynching legislation approved, i.e. the Costigan-Wagner Bill, which 
FDR was not entirely in favor of for political [not moral] reasons. This bill would have made 
lynching a federal offense. Mrs. Roosevelt, before the bill eventually died from inattention, 
arranged quietly for Walter White’s personal audience at the White House with her husband after 
the infamously notorious October 1934 interstate lynching episode of a Negro man, Claude Neal 
in Marianna, Florida. On the other hand, Dr. Bethune’s immediate reaction was writing to the 
Governor of Florida on October 30, asking him to do something about this case; she also 
‘assured him of our [Negroes] gratitude for the effort he would do to stop the practice of 
lynching. Neither woman had the influence necessary to prevent the practice of lynching. Dr. 
Bethune’s expression of gratitude to the governor is still perplexing. 
Both Dr. Bethune and Mrs. Roosevelt were aware of their value to the Roosevelt 
Administration since FDR’s move to the Democratic Party from the Republican Party. Although 
FDR needed and did not intend to alienate Southern Whites who were staunch Democrats, he 
still needed the Black vote to win the subsequent elections. Dr. Bethune’s renown, especially 
since she readily and openly supported FDR’s New Deal, was poised to show where Negroes had 
benefitted. She was the solution to getting Negroes to change their party affiliation and to 
minimize the growing inclination of Negroes to “march” during the proposed 1941 March on 
Washington, and to decline demonstrating over employment issues at Ford Motors 
manufacturing in Detroit, Michigan. In both cases, Dr. Bethune positioned herself as a medium 
of control over the Negro masses, which was not entirely the case. On her end of their friendly 




which disallowed Negroes to eat at the Capitol restaurant and disallowed members of the Negro 
press corps to attend her press conferences. For their efforts to eliminate discrimination and 
practices which abridged free-speech, both women whose agendas dovetailed as interest 
convergence to improve their country through the administrative branch of government, 
encountered the legislative branch of government in its unique capacities, as suspects of the 
HUAC committee in the 1940s. Their differences in color and class had spared neither one of 
them the socially staining HUAC gaze.  
As she neared her final years, Dr. Bethune had become more aware of racial and 
economic issues faced by nations around the globe. Although as a child, she had been made 
aware [in an abstract way] of Africa, and although she knew Dwight Moody’s evangelizing took 
him to part of Europe, Dr. Bethune’s understanding of racial and ethnic differences among either 
Europe’s people or among African peoples had not been informed by study or travel experiences 
until 1927 when she was approximately 52 years of age. She had nevertheless interjected herself 
into these arenas, as well. Dr. Bethune used and overlapped her positions with the NYA Negro 
Division, and NCNW President to anecdotally influence the experiences not only of American 
Negroes, but also African dignitaries, representatives of India and Indonesia when they came to 
the Capital. Having access formally and informally to resources, since she was more inclined to 
covert power if it meant open conflict with Whites, she used the Headquarters of NCNW on Q 
Street for lodging dignitaries of color, whose presence would not be allowed at either the White 
House or in commercial hotels in the District. She regularly held soirees and receptions for 
people of high statue and intense skin-color at the NCNW “Council House” Headquarters where 
she also maintained her personal living quarters. It is doubtful that she convened NCNW Board 




While making regularly rousing speeches to Negroes, Bethune was not a “race” leader 
who would openly incite Whites. Bethune wanted systemic changes to eliminate discrimination, 
lynchings, and general disrespect for Negroes, but public disobedience and public confrontations 
were not tactics she approved. Her connection to the world of trade unions was Maida Springer, 
a woman she called her “daughter” along with Dorothy Height. Springer reported a case when 
she herself had been denied commercial lodging, informal dining, and public ground 
transportation in Washington, D.C. In the 1940s Springer had been summoned to the Capital in 
order to prepare with other people representing the United States at an international meeting 
being held in Finland. As a Negro woman, she had been categorically denied these simple 
accommodations. Dr. Bethune, by that time a Washington insider, was informed of Mrs. 
Springer’s local issues; and she arranged with a few telephone calls, for all Mrs. Springer’s 
ground transportation and dining issues to become non-issues. Bethune furthermore counseled 
Springer later on, over cakes and coffee, to refrain from her anger and inclination to back out of 
the opportunity to help her county [country?] in such an internationally important meeting about 
trade unions.  
Dr. Bethune tried to promote harmony between the two races she primarily 
acknowledged: Whites and Blacks. All Dr. Bethune’s public pleadings and speeches about 
integrating were in support of executive branch administrative programs or federal legislation to 
produce such results through the absence of racial discrimination. And on the subject of 
integration, it is fairly obvious that the SCOTUS decision, Brown vs. Board of Education, 
Topeka, KS seriously influenced Dr. Bethune’s public position in favor of integration and against 
segregation.. Four (4) Bethune articles in defense of integration appeared in the Chicago 




in the South about integrating schools, public accommodations, or neighborhoods. Between 1949 
and 1954, integration was the topic of only four (4) of her weekly Chicago Defender articles. In 
some ways, Dr. Bethune seemed not to be upset with segregation. For example, her August 2, 
1952 and her June 27, 1953 Chicago Defender articles were both focused on what she called “the 
34-year dream,” i.e. Volusia Beach near Daytona Beach. This was a private beach resort in 
which Dr. Bethune held stock. Negroes were still very much unwelcomed at White’s only 
segregated public beaches in Florida. Many of Dr. Bethune’s philanthropy dollars were donated 
by local Whites and White Northerners who both visited the region annually and who called 
themselves friends of Dr. Bethune. Her position on harmony between Negroes and Whites 
tended to vacillate. Her capacity to accommodate, a Southern cultural tendency, was in conflict 
with her social activist rhetoric expressed in speeches and newspaper articles. 
Within the Negro community, Bethune had ideological adversaries with whom she 
neither attacked nor sparred with publicly or privately. One might consider her lack of 
engagement with the people themselves and/ or with their ideologies simply as avoidance. On 
the other hand, Dr. Bethune was most probably not competent to spar ideologically with people 
such as W.E.B. DuBois, Claudia Jones, and Marcus Garvey and the possibilities of socialist 
governing parts of which she did agree, or communist governing the part of which she most 
vilified as atheism. In the interest of living harmoniously with her fellow man and fellow 
women, Dr. Bethune did with these persons as she did with racism. She figuratively stepped over 
them and went on about her business as though these other ideologies had no real impact in the 
world. An encounter with the Dies’ HUAC in the 1930s caused Dr. Bethune yet another 




understanding whatsoever “how” the HUAC arrived at that conclusion. She was shocked and 
indeed emotionally “hurt.” 
Appearances are that Dr. Bethune’s idea of getting along with and being in harmony with 
others included a thick veneer of smiles, platitudes, and avoidance of bellicose language and 
behavior. Until late in her life, and regardless of the gross failings of Reconstruction Era policies 
on Negroes, Jim Crow practices, rampant public lynchings with impunity, and widespread racial 
discrimination, Dr. Bethune’s understanding of a “perfect union” was the US federal union of 
states that overthrew the Confederacy. Her education had been more focused on teaching as a 
vocation, the hallmark of all three of her formal educational experiences, As a young woman, she 
had only minimal exposure to Asian, African, Middle-Eastern, Pacific Island cultural systems of 
societal governing, which she might, or might not, have gotten through a “classical” education, 
and/or travel abroad. The American academy during the early decades of the 20th century was 
quite fraught and impaired with pseudo-scientific theories and notions about the inferiority of 
colored people of color, irrespective of their position s on the globe. Like millions of other 
Americans, Dr. Bethune’s allegiance, would understandably be to the republican model of 
governments that Americans tried to extract from the 18th century European Enlightenment. Dr. 
Bethune’s worldview had been defined and framed within the context of an American-crafted 
brand of civil government. She firmly believed that our republican form of democracy was 
undergirded by Christianity, the mixed-denominational version that was prevalent among White 
people during the Third Great Awakening. Coalescence, not conflict, was Dr. Bethune’s desire 
and practical method of achieving harmony among her fellow men. 
“I leave you faith.”  




Dr. Bethune’s religious denomination and practices, her religious ideology, and her 
destiny were quite intertwined. We can state unequivocally that Mary McLeod was an adherent 
of Protestantism, a category of Western Christianity aside from the Roman Catholic Church, and 
from the Greek Orthodox Church. Although she was trained as a Protestant in Presbyterian 
doctrine, Dr. Bethune veered away from identifying herself as a member of any Protestant 
denomination as she reached adulthood. However, in the early 1920s, she did establish and 
maintain a relationship with the AME Church after merging her school for girls with Cookman 
College, a boys’ school. Her biographer, Holt, listed Dr. Bethune’s affiliation during 1923 – 
1955 with the General Conference of the Methodist Church without specifying whether the 
conference was the AME, CME, or AME Zion denominations which were separate religious 
denominations of Negro congregants. Not any of the many Bethune narrators discussed Dr. 
Bethune attending church services or otherwise participating in any religious rituals, not even 
christenings for her grandchildren. Bethune-Cookman College students reported that they were 
encouraged by Dr. Bethune to affiliate with a church of their own choosing for spiritual growth 
and development. She never showed favoritism toward any particular denomination.  
Given a likely, limited exposure to Eastern world religions until she went to Washington, 
D.C., Dr. Bethune operated from the premise that Americans, irrespective of their ethnicities or 
skin colors, were Christians of some denomination or another. Anchored in this understanding 
and based on her own spiritual beliefs that were significantly influenced by exposure to Dwight 
Moody’s Great Enlightenment postulations. Dr. Bethune, like Moody, believed that 
denominational differences elided from religious discourses would create more likeness, more 
harmony and less difference among people in America. Additionally, since her destiny had been 




harmony was the route she thought necessary in response to the calling of the Almighty. 
Consequently, she grounded all her pleadings, supplications, chastisements, and theories for 
social action and change in her Biblical interpretations and spiritual beliefs. One of Dr. 
Bethune’s favorite verses from a Christian Bible has been placed as a prefacing statement to 
every chapter in her authorized biography. Without a doubt, we are informed that the word of 
God is uppermost in her life. 
Arguably, Dr. Bethune was an avowed Christian who was not religious. Her connection 
was to the Almighty from whom she took direct guidance. Believing herself to be divinely 
destined, Dr. Bethune was guided by her own sense of what was right. She was not easily moved 
from this position. Her pleadings about Divine intentions were repeated aimed toward Whites in 
letters, on street corners, and at meetings. Her practice of non-denominational lecturing was a 
form of proselytizing, or missionary work among Americans. She was trained in this role at 
Moody Bible College, and began this work on the streets of Chicago at the end of the 19th 
century. Organizing in Florida before the 1920s a Better Boys’ Club and a training facility for 
“wayward girls” in Ocala, Dr. Bethune again found captive audiences for her non-
denominational preaching. By the 1940s, Dr. Bethune’s pleadings and invocations about Divine 
intentions for Negroes began to appear for their consumption in the Chicago Defender and the 
Pittsburgh Courier. Large Negro audiences in Chicago, Illinois and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
were the target of her domestic missionary work in two of the principal cities where literally tens 
of thousands of Negroes appeared during the Great Migration. Feeling that her perspectives were 
in sync with God, perhaps even dictated by God, Dr. Bethune’s sense of self-righteousness was 




of some 1940s-1950s NCNW organization decisions, clearly unrelated to the spiritual and moral 
development of its members. 
In Dr. Bethune’s estimation, charity or philanthropy on a larger scale was appropriately 
aligned with what was written in the Bible, and consistent with her early life experiences as a 
recipient. She successfully used her beliefs to compel rich and powerful people, under threat of 
Divine disapproval, to give generously to her school and to individuals she sponsored, such as 
Dr. Cleo McCray Higgins, a 1940s Bethune protégé and faculty member. In the sense of 
reciprocity, she also used public programs closely resembling minstrelsy as an inducement for 
Whites’ philanthropy. Public choir performances, such as those still performed by Fisk 
University’s Jubilee Singers, and public recitations by her students were used not only as ways to 
get financial gifts, but also to demonstrate that Negro students had intellectual capabilities 
doubted by 19th century Whites and perpetuated by the pseudo-scientific “academic” community 
during the early decades of the 20th century. It is unlikely that in the early 1920s, at the same 
time she was doing her part to convince White people about Negro intelligence through 
recitations, Dr. Bethune knew that Franz Boaz had dispatched Zora Neale Hurston to help 
disprove those pseudo-scientific theories. Then an anthropology student, Hurston was collecting 
anthropomorphic data in New York City to disprove theories on Negro brain size and relative 
unintelligence, by measuring head sizes to compare with White peoples’ head sizes. Arguably, 
Hurston and Bethune had antithetical ideas on God. 
Dr. Bethune believed that democratic government had devolved from Christian 
principles. She invoked government officials to follow the word and intentions of the Divine. As 
Bennett posited from her analysis of Dr. Bethune’s Chicago Defender columns, the idea that 




reasonable. For example Bethune’s writings on ‘integration emanated from Christian and 
idealistically democratic principles she gleaned from the Bible. “Catholic” as in universality 
required all those who had more materially to share with those who enjoyed less materially. She 
used her Christianity based supplications to encourage elected and appointed officials toward her 
viewpoints on housing discrimination, inadequate educational facilities, non-existent 
medical/hospital facilities, and unemployment for Negroes. Having gleaned forty-two (42) of 
Bethune’s Chicago Defender articles in the category of “Religion or Christianity,” came to the 
following conclusions about Dr. Bethune’s employ of religion and Christianity in her 
philosophy, which constituted a large piece of her political ideology405. 
The most striking part of Bethune’s writing – viewed against contemporary editorial 
writing –is her direct use of her religious beliefs…[which] inform virtually all her 
columns…using religious concepts, terms, values, principles, and direct recitations from 
the Protestant Bible… giving reason for major themes such as integration, anti-
segregation and democracy. 
Aside from the use of Christian tenets in her Defender columns, in this category of her articles, 
nearly half of their underlying messages are instructions for the Negro community to assume 
responsibility for the adversity they experience: (1) in March 1954, the Negro church needed to 
deal with segregation, (2) in December 1953, the Negro church needed to take leadership against 
Jim Crow, (3) again in December 1953, the Negro church was long overdue in fighting 
discrimination, and (4) in December 1948, religious groups needed to topple segregated barriers. 
Whether the subliminal messages were intended to chastise and correct or to educate and 
encourage religious group advocacy can be debated. However, a closer look at her messages in 
the category of articles on “Negroes,” Dr. Bethune seems to have a chiding tone, placing the 
onus for change on the backs of those oppressed. Her responses to the historic SCOTUS Brown 
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vs. Board decision in 1954 suggest that the date of the decision would not change the lives of 
Negroes, and that only changes in Negroes themselves would change their live. She further 
contended that he major responsibility for victory against segregation rested with Negroes 
themselves. She argued that a calendar date would not necessarily change Negroes’ 
discrimination issues; rather, she thought the people themselves would need to do that. In 
retrospect, Dr. Bethune’s messages to the Negro masses took on the role of harbinger for the 
mass actions that would mark 1960s Black Power advocacy she was unable to personally 
witness. 
“I leave you a respect for the uses of power.” 
 “I have laid the foundation, and another buildeth thereon. But let every man take heed how he 
buildeth thereon.” I Corinthians 3:10 
Dr. Bethune understood power. She had seen and heard about it in one form or another 
since childhood. She understood it in its various manifestations: power in position, power in 
persuasion, and power in presentation. She also distinguished between individual and group 
power. She believed some individuals’ power was greater than the collective power of a group. 
Equally as important in her belief system was the basis for power, i.e. knowledge or the lack 
thereof. She was convinced that from whence the knowledge came constituted the power in 
knowledge; and in her case and the cases of those she admired and respected for being brokers of 
power, the Almighty was the axis of their knowledge and therefore the source of their powers. 
As a believer also in “free will,” Dr. Bethune’s use of the verse shown above, I Corinthians 3:10, 
talks about the individual’s task of foundation- building coming from the Almighty. The verse 




instructs on how to use the implicit power in this task, leaving room for various individual 
interpretations. 
Dr. Bethune admitted wanting to be powerful like Evangelist Dwight Moody. She wanted 
power over women and men, she said to her biographer, Rackham Holt. Bethune understood that 
Moody’s position of power came from the Almighty and that his power was demonstrated, 
approved and supported by the masses around the world, as she knew it, who showed up to hear 
what the Almighty’s ambassador had to tell them. She had carefully studied Dwight Moody and 
she planned to emulate his model. In her mind, the word of God [the knowledge] could not be 
rebuffed after being shared with the people; and God’s gifted messengers, such as Moody and 
herself, would help build upon the foundation laid by Him.  
Bethune gradually identified herself and others, members of her flock of leaders, whose 
power would be based in their ascribed organization positions. Her flock included women such 
as Charlotte Hawkins Brown and Dorothy Height. This flock also had some male members such 
as the oratorically gifted Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as 32ndPresident of the United States, whose 
public oratory and his authenticity overshadowed his mobility handicap and guided the country 
through the Depression and a World War. In instances where their formal positions of power 
were not quite sufficient to achieve their objectives, their powers of persuasion would be useful. 
Since childhood, Dr. Bethune had been honing her oratorical skills which were especially useful 
among her people who were yet largely illiterate. And convincing the masses that “things” could 









Her ability to read and recite the Bible was a highly valued commodity among her 
people. Her voice, in addition to her knowledge, was a tool used to persuade drinkers to avoid 




especially after forming a relationship with Eleanor Roosevelt, Dr. Bethune consciously adjusted 
her voice for public speaking, leaving behind any remnants of a Southern dialect in favor of an 
East coast one. By the 1940s, hearing Dr. Bethune speak publicly would become considered a 
treat for the people. She could eventually command large audiences just as Moody had done. 
Bethune’s messages, direct and indirect ones, would be compelling and accepted using her 
persuasive logic, and her enchanting vocal skills that alone captured people’s interest. 
She offered no explanation for why men were so much powerful and privileged over 
women. The Bible had in a few instances relegated women to positions of subordination to men, 
except that the Bible had somehow been open to the interpretation of some of its more gifted 
readers. Perhaps the Bible had been misinterpreted. Dr. Bethune, differently than other Negro 
feminists of her era, did not openly fight men in their positions of power. She surreptitiously 
accepted the notion that men, not women, were presidents and preachers. The affect was that she 
and other women were uniquely placed in the realm of men as auxiliary to men. Bethune used 
her persuasive wiles to influence men toward her thinking. She was known not to openly chide 
Negro men for their negligence in advocating for Negro women’s rights in most of her moral 
pronouncements. She did not criticize men, not even White men, for misogynist rhetoric or 
behavior. Nevertheless, in a 1950s women’s day speech at Texas Southern University, she made 
a rare denouncement of men for the barriers men imposed upon women. Otherwise she did not 
pit women’s power against men’s power. 
In her mind, Bethune’s demonstrating herself as a role model in leading women not only 
taught the women about women’s leadership abilities, but also taught the men. Her overt 
example outside of women’s organizations would always be one of cooperation with men as 




female homo-social spaces and organizations, Bethune’s being the lone female member of 
FDR’s “Black Cabinet” created the kind of acceptance among men which was the perfect 
opportunity for her to exhibit herself as “the” representative of Negro womanhood. As an 
appointed staff member in the National Youth Administration, Dr. Bethune’s “power’ has been 
over-emphasized. She had neither decision-making nor policy-making powers in her NYA 
position, but she could and did vociferously advocate for Negroes as the NYA’s Director of 
Negro Affairs. However; she herself encouraged the notion of being powerful after being 
appointed. Site visits he made around the country gave the impression of Dr. Bethune’s being “in 
charge.” 
On the other hand earlier in the 1930s, Bethune’s affiliation with ASWPL under Jessie 
Daniel Ames’ leadership, pushed Dr. Bethune into an open organizational discourse which 
required both their members and non- members to take stances about Negro men in interactions 
with White women. Formal and informal relationships between Negro men and White women 
constituted an uncomfortable discourse for all involved. But as an active ASWPL member, Dr. 
Bethune’s position on lynching was made more public. The infamously publicized Florida 
lynching of a Negro male, Claude Neale, could not be ignored. Bethune denounced it 
wholeheartedly; and wrote a letter of complaint to the Governor of Florida. The widely 
publicized 1932Alabama trials of the nine Scottsboro Boys, i.e. courtroom-camouflaged 
lynchings, were exaggerated examples of. Jim Crow “justice” being applied to innocent Negro 
men accused of raping two White women. Dr. Bethune’s reaction in the Scottsboro case was less 
publicized. The Negro community believed that, naturally, the NAACP team of attorneys would 
be in charge of defending the nine Negro men in Alabama; Dr. Bethune’s membership in 




get top priority from the NAACP. And Dr. Bethune being loosely affiliated with the National 
Negro Congress along with her literal interpretation of democracy, to include anti-lynching 
rhetoric, caused her to be targeted for the first time by HUAC investigations in the mid-1930s for 
alleged Communist affiliation. 
As an openly avowed FDR New Dealer, Dr. Bethune was utterly shocked that her 
beloved democratic government could vilify her. The “Red Scare,” HUAC witch-hunting among 
CPUSA members and sympathizers, created a chilling-effect among some Negroes, including 
Mr. Bethune. Unlike intellectuals such as W.E.B. DuBois, Langston Hughes, Claudia Jones, and 
Lovett Fort-Whiteman, Dr. Bethune had never contemplated Communist principles. However, 
since the CPUSA assumed the lion’s share of defending the nine Scottsboro men, Dr. Bethune 
and others backed away from rhetoric about their cases. Fearful of being dragged into a political 
struggle of which she wanted no part, Dr. Bethune remained silent about the Scottsboro case. No 
speeches, no letters, nor any references to the Scottsboro case by Dr. Bethune were found in 
archives or published literature. Dr. Bethune’s vicariously earned “education” in the powers of 
politics and political ideologies came at a high price. She again for the second time in the 1940s, 
as well as FLOTUS Eleanor Roosevelt, would be dragged into the infamous limelight of the 
HUAC and would be accused of supporting Communist agendas, though neither woman was a 
Communist sympathizer. 
Since Bethune’s religious ideology required that she ‘convict the sin, not the sinner,’ she 
was able to disregard Martin Dies of the HUAC and others throughout her life who had caused 
her and other people’s injurious demise on account of their ignorance of God’s intentions for all 
human beings. Dr. Bethune’s flock of different-looking ducklings she mentored, including 




American Negroes Bethune believed warranted our trust especially after her two rounds with the 
Dies Committee. She cautioned us in her “Last Will and Testament,” to be vigilant because our 
forces [powers] could be marshaled around “wrong causes and undemocratic movements.” She 
specifically cautioned Negroes not to seek subverting democracy and to select our leaders who 
would be “wise, courageous, and of great moral stature.” The Negroes preceding Bethune who 
met her standards included Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass, and Booker T. 
Washington. Of her contemporaries, Dr. Bethune included in the following short list of laudable 
leaders: Ralph Bunch, Chaining Tobias, Mordecai Johnson, Walter White, and Mary Church 
Terrell. She finally classified these people worthy to lead the Negro community not only as 
qualified and willing to work not for themselves, but to work for others. 
Interestingly, Dr. Bethune left off her list of Negroes deserving our trust people such as 
Ida B. Wells-Barnett, the famously relentless proponent of anti-lynching; Dr. Carter G. 
Woodson, the famously relentless advocate for African American history; and Fannie Lou 
Hamer, the famously relentless political advocate for poor Southern sharecroppers. All three of 
these Bethune contemporaries met or exceeded Bethune’s stated standards, working not for 
themselves, but for others.  
However, what none of the three enjoyed, like she had during her lifetime, was a widely 
publicized “bully-pulpit” among organization members as a springboard for their ideas. 
Bethune’s being much more in the “public-eye” of their times through both the print and 
broadcast media, being a highly decorated member of the Negro academic world with at least 
eleven (11) honorary degrees, and being cast as a “friend” of the First Lady of the United States, 
it is no small wonder that Dr. Bethune and her devotees think of her as either the “First Lady of 




her truths, creating social action and change through her personal powers wherever she 
could.Given deeper historical research, the story of Bethune’s leadership life is less an enigma 
and more a blessing than even I, one of her devotees, expected. On the other hand, Dr. Bethune 
is better known for her riveting speeches made regularly at churches and women’s conferences. 
She can almost be phenomenally heard as you observe her in full oratorical glory on Figure 5.2 
for a Galveston, Texas Baptist church congregation during the 1940s. 
A Summary Review of Bethune’s Leadership Performance Re-Situated within Leadership 
Studies 
	
Chapter IV’s findings have helped make the case for what kind of leader was Mary McLeod 
Bethune. This has additional value in the analysis, especially in light of a baseline of five 
leadership approaches hypothesized as operational in her life, supported by primary and 
secondary sources, and discussed contemporaneously in the literature. Evidences of Bethune’s 
leadership performance as transformational, relational, authentic, charismatic, and eudaemonic 
can be conceptualized not only in my theoretical model supported by secondary sources, but 
more importantly the evidences can also be found in primary source documents and some 

















Although the methodology for this study did not call for an official hypothesis, the 
diagram in Figure 1.2 from Chapter I, [shown again below] “Acquired Leadership Development 
Skill-Sets Impacted by Disorienting Dilemmas” was nevertheless a hypothesized model to 
represent (1) “which” approaches to leading Bethune employed, as well as (2) “how” these 
approaches interrelated throughout her life devolving as an acquired leadership skillset. 
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Additionally, Figure 1.2 also implied an ordinal relatedness between the leadership approaches, 
beginning with a disorienting dilemma as impetus for the expression of transformational learning 
→transformational leading, which fed sequentially into relational, and into authentic, and into 
charismatic, and finally into eudaemonic approaches in Bethune’ lifetime leadership 
performance.  
The research has, however, caused the originally hypothesized order of these approaches 
in Dr. Bethune’s actual leadership performance to seem counter-intuitive. While the five 
approaches have been substantiated by the research, they have been re-situated in reverse order 
and weighted differently as shown below in Figure 5.1 [a graphically represented amendment 
based on post-research analysis which supersedes Figure 1.2].  
Much of Bethune’s eudaemonic method of leading had been inculcated well before she 
left South Carolina as a pre-teen for formal training at Scotia Institute in North Carolina. 
Literally from birth and consistently throughout childhood, Bethune had been nurtured by family 
members to accept her destiny as the person who would do much for her people, i.e. leading 
change.  
Enhanced by Bethune’s devout belief in the Bible which supported her eudaemonic 
intuition and flow, these two became foundational supports, the primary and broadest step 
toward a life in leadership. As Bethune became more self-aware, her personality, her physical 
appearance, her gifted orality, her inclination toward risk-taking, her easy smiles and natural 
humor, and her ability to make friendships across racial lines, doors of leadership opportunity 
opened. Given these effortless displays of her natural charisma, Bethune developed a masterful 




authentic leadership in women’s advocacy groups and in the inter-racial work she attempted. Her 
charisma engendered authentic leadership performance, which became the secondary and 
enduring hallmark step in Bethune’s life in leadership.  
 As West African cultures often infer future destinies and events based on prevailing 
conditions at birth, it is possible that Mary Jane’s birth coven drew on this cultural practice 
announcing not only to her mother Patsy, but more importantly and definitely to infant Mary 
Jane what kind of impact her birth would have on the world as they knew it. Imbued with the 
love, good will and well wishes for an esteemed lifetime that her family and community would 
have for this baby from infancy, Mary Jane McLeod had a destiny forecast for her by the women 
who brought her into the world. Bethune’s “looks,” different at her birth from her parents and her 
siblings, were embraced not eschewed. As the 15th of her parents seventeen children, finding 
different ways of behaving would be somewhat easy for the child of former slaves being reared 
as a freeperson in the South. Praise for successfully achieving freeperson activities begat praise 
and the pursuit of that praise on Mary Jane’s part; her reading and arithmetic skills enriched the 
family sharecropping enterprise and begat her more praise which no doubt induced the sense of 
“flow” attributed to eudaemonic performance. Finding her spiritual and social “flock” of 
similarly dispossessed African descended women advocates such as Madame C. J. Walker, Mrs. 
Charlotte Hawkins Brown, , and Dorothy Height, further imbued Bethune’s eudaemonic 
performance until her death. While not of African descent, Anna Eleanor Roosevelt was 
nevertheless a vital part of Bethune’s flock of female social advocates.  
Her ability to read the Bible helped Mary Jane find moral mooring in the destined 
interactions that she had already begun as a young girl. She had begun experiencing her 




with explanations for issues and problems she experienced in the phenomenal world. The Bible 
had guidance (1) for people individually on free will, love, hope, education, and racial dignity, 
all of which she addressed in her Last Will and Testament. The Bible also had group guidance 
for leadership on the social psychology of harmonious living, the challenge of developing 
confidence in one another, and for the use of power in social interaction that were expounded 
upon as well. All not covered by those two categories were under the important umbrella of 
“faith” which, depending on the Christian supplicant’s devotion, would work issues out to a 
resolution or end with a Divine purpose frequently above and beyond human explication. 
Bethune’s ideas on power emanated from the autocratic power of the Divine, and thereafter 
through those who were designated as emissaries of the Divine, such as role model, Dwight 
Moody, and herself. 
Although the steps in Figure 5.1 are clearly ascending and seem to be without issue, the 
wedges shown between them are intended to represent obstacles or disorienting dilemmas. Like 
stair steps with uneven risers which contribute to stumbling, these wedges presented themselves 
as Bethune arose in her cumulative leadership performance. Obstacles occurring early such as 
illiteracy and later on being denied a position as a missionary to Africa continued into her later 
life. A failed marriage, Jim Crow, a HUAC accusation of Communist association, and failure to 
favorably influence POTUS Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) on a 1940s federal anti-lynching 
act were among a much longer list of disorienting dilemmas which are represented by the 
wedges in the diagram, Figure 5.1. Bethune had two distinctly different modalities in her 
leadership; the difference was with Negro institutions and organizations in which she held 
elected leadership positions, and in interracial organizations such as CIC and ASWPL where she 




visibly out front “pulling” her followers toward her own worldview. Her Chicago Defender 
articles directed toward a Negro audience illuminate this point. 
In the second instance, her leadership can be seen as behind the scenes “pushing” from 
the rear. Behind the scenes, Bethune wrote volumes of supplicant letters to American Presidents; 
but she did not speak out against them for their failures to comply. The bonds of primary familial 
relationships, especially between Bethune and her mother, were easily replicated and established 
between Bethune and her workplace mentees and subordinates. Bethune saw herself as a  “sister” 
to her age-equals in the women’s movement. Interestingly, as age-equals Dr. Bethune and Carter 
Woodson had a respectfully managed philosophical dissonance around ASNLH organization 
mission which was not publicly aired. Bethune was one of very few who had the stature and 
clout to address Dr. Woodson as “Carter.” And she became in her own mind “Mother” to 
everyone younger than she in organization work; she required being addressed as “mother” as 
she got older. Her protracted ability to maintain control and power in the NCNW outside its 
written organization term limits for her officer as president can be associated with the informal 
prohibition against irritating or upsetting one’s mother in Negro families. As family was the 
foundational organization recognized by Bethune, she appropriated these family roles in non-
familial organizations. She used the dictates and examples from the Bible to assure cooperation 
based on these familial relationships doing everything from recruiting volunteer workers to 
inducing large-dollar philanthropy from rich people.  
Helping others find common ground with her own objectives involved transformational 
learning and was transformational for Bethune and for others who found themselves in her orbit 
of influence. Bethune had witnessed power in leadership practice and had longed for that power 




litany of advice on uses of power in her Last Will and Testament fully informs us that Bethune 
understood and used her personal powers to their fullest extent. Her NCNW “bully pulpit,” her 
Chicago Defender newspaper columns fashioned after Eleanor Roosevelt’s “My Day” 
newspaper column, and her national visibility through the New Deal became the top step of both 
vicarious and formalized learning about leadership that Bethune had accumulated through five 
decades of leading school girls, college students, faculty and administrative staff, and 
organization officers.  
Chronologically accounting through the years for equally important vicarious learning 
and formal learning experiences based on the Bethune’s life story, Bethune’s leadership life 
starts as autonomous eudaemonic intuition and behaviors early in her childhood expressed 
among family and community members. Sequentially, she discovered and began consciously 
building on her charismatic skills during early adolescence and beyond. Bethune’s authenticity 
as a young teacher and advocate for Negro women’s progress is relatively uncontestable given 
the history of Bethune-Cookman College and her elected leadership in the 20th century Negro 
clubwomen’s movement.Bethune was able to project authentic performance for others through 
her words, her compelling gaze, her projected sense of authority, and her tenacity in 
organizational work.  
She spoke of herself and projected herself as the least likely female (based on pervasive 
European standards of beauty). Nevertheless she ironically projected herself as the most 
successful and sought after female role model of the Negro “race,” despite her Southern agrarian 
pedigree, socially disparaged dark skin color and her African physiognomy. Bethune’s position 
was that, if she could succeed, so could other Negroes with less denigrated social baggage, i.e. 




and achievable as she talked and walked gracefully both with First World and Third World 
dignitaries. Meeting several unplanned “bumps” on her road to success, i.e. disorienting 
dilemmas, starting from childhood and intermittently forward, Bethune learned from adversity 
and learned to use it to develop and transform herself, to transform others, and to create complex 
program ideas out of adversity. She adeptly transformed obstacles into opportunities. 
The following diagram, Bethune’s Leadership Life Re-Situated in Leadership Theory and 
Literature, Figure 5.2, helps illustrate how Dr. Bethune’s leadership developed as she eventually 
evolved at her RBS or Reflected Best Self406. Essentially, Dr. Bethune’s own perception of who 
she was – what she was supposed to do in life – leading her people toward a better general 
experience would be the product of her inferences from other people significant in her life. Their 
perception of Mary Bethune was her self-reflection [mirror] accumulated over a period of time 
and diverse organizational and individual experiences. Bethune’s public speaking skill began in 
her prepubescent experiences at Scotia Institute. By the 1950s when she was sought after from 
coast to coast to “speak” at church events, conventions and radio programs, that Bethune was 
considered a gifted orator was undeniable. Vintage photos shown in this dissertation, among 
others in various archives, support this general assertion. Seen as a spin-off or by-product of the 
revolving facets of her leadership development represented below in Figure 5.1, Dr. Bethune’s 
ability to lead can be represented in a concept of self-reflection, which is characterized as an 
ascending feature. 
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Figure 5.6 is shown in Figure 5.3G (Bethune’s RBS) as springing and growing from a 
centrifugal sort of energy and evolution of her developing skills in leadership. Her reflected best 
self directly informed how that self-image was portrayed in the media. Dr. Bethune’s laudatory 
titles including “The First Lady of Negro America,” “Great Mother,” and most significantly 
“Negro Plenipotentiary” were all products of the reflections or mirrors she saw and reflectively 




Leadership is generally identified and practiced as consciously overt behavior of a person 
who is, or is thought to be, generally in charge of or responsible for the activities and/or behavior 




others in an identified group want performed by the leader. Leadership can be both leader-centric 
and follower-centric in its emphasis. Surely, leadership can only take place where there are 
others who want for various reasons to follow and support the “leader” in various representations 
of leadership displayed. This was the case in Dr. Bethune’s leadership lifetime. Her reflected 
best self as a leader was developed over her lifetime, given the reflections and input from 
lifetime significant others in organizations such as family, church, sorority, social justice 








Given my research interest in Africana women’s leadership, Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune’s 
documented leadership during the 20th century seemed appropriate for a number of reasons. Well 
known in some communities and enigmatically not known at all in others, Dr. Bethune’s 




study is essentially a historiography, i.e. a historiographic essay grounded in my research, others’ 
interpretations, my own re-interpretations and analysis of published works about Dr. Bethune. 
Enhancing and augmenting the extant historiographic essay are documents, records and 
photographs of Dr. Bethune, chronicling her material reality, the ever-changing zeitgeist of the 
late 1800s through the first half of the 1900s, and other historically significant figures: Madame 
C. J. Walker, Dorothy Height, and Eleanor Roosevelt, as well as some lesser known people who 
influenced Dr. Bethune’s leadership. Her role as a leader has largely been discussed by educators 
and historians whose perspectives about leadership are generally not based in the theory and 
scholarship about leadership as a behavioral phenomenon.  
The study has mined historical sources to uncover Bethune’s leadership persona, her 
methods of leading, and her capacity to achieve in the 20th century US social arenas despite her 
experiences of entrenched, socially-constructed barriers such as: racism, sexism/gender, 
classism, skin-color bias, and regional bias. Stated as simply as possible, I wanted to know and 
understand how a 19th - 20th century African American woman who never earned a high school 
diploma was able to manifest her vision for a girls educational institutions, that culminated in a 
four-year accredited college for co-eds. And how did she simultaneously earn the esteem of US 
Presidents and the halls of academia as demonstrated by no fewer than eleven honorary degrees 
received between 1910 and 1950. 
The study looked at the ways Dr. Bethune’s renown has previously been discussed and 
documented, i.e. biographies, newspaper articles, peer-reviewed journal articles, and 
photojournalism. The study also examines and interrogates whether her leadership was emergent 
or emblematic, or a combination of both and others. Whether or not Dr. Bethune’s leadership 




checking research done here has been discussed. Whether Dr. Bethune’s meta-narrative has been 
riddled with myths, [s]hero worship, and hagiography, as asserted by Bethune narrator Audrey 
McCluskey (2001), is also discussed here. Bethune’s seventy-nine years of living and her fifty 
years of leadership in a variety of organizations have provided a fecund source of evidence to 
explore. Reporting those pieces in this study required visiting and re-visiting episodes and 
personal events in Bethune’s life and the lives of others significant to her times. 
Chronicling her life in process has also required acknowledging and weaving into a re-
constructed Bethune narrative the major events and eras such as the Great Awakening, the Great 
Depression, the Great Migration, Prohibition (18th Amendment), World War I and II, Women’s 
Suffrage (19thAmendment), seminal SCOTUS decisions: Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) and Brown 
v. Board of Education (1954). Dr. Bethune and other historically significant persons are being 
observed like inter-related causal processes. These other historic 20th century figures’ roles and 
organization activities help illuminate unreported and under-reported interstitial connections. The 
study’s thesis has embodied not only the macro-events of the 20thcentury as instrumental in 
Bethune’s leadership, but it has also guided an interrogation of the veracity and the voracity of 
apparently micro-events, such as the Scottsboro Boys’ Case, in her leadership story.  
The study has incorporated a post-positivist approach to the biographies, dissertations, 
and the histories, on Bethune, as well as using newly mined archival products to re-assess, re-
evaluate, and to alternatively de-construct while re-constructing Dr. Bethune’s leadership legacy 
for use by 21st century people. And although my review of the literature includes the phenomenal 
work of several Bethune dissertators, it not only builds particularly on the Skorapa study (1989) 
and the Hall study (2009), it also accepts the baton of scholarship to discover and disseminate 




university, her brief but significant federal government employment, and her feminist work in 
women’s social action organizations. Getting to know this woman includes much more than 
listing her organizational titles. Why and how Dr. Bethune did what she did, as well as what she 
did not do, are avenues explored here. They help construct a revised Bethune narrative. This 
information reveals aspects of Bethune’s leadership and her persona, on which others have not 
necessarily focused. This will help answer unanswered question which have the impact of an 
enigmatic rise to and performance of Dr. Bethune’s significant 20th century leadership story. 
Dr. Bethune’s meta-narrative has had her firmly affixed as a model of success impossible 
to replicate. Enigmatic contradictions were found and reported in her natal family history, in her 
formal educational history, in her marital life, and in her history of leadership in a bevy of 
women’s social advocacy organizations. This study has employed historical research methods – 
causal process observations and within case analysis. It has also employed photo-ethnography to 
verify narratives and to create counter narratives. “Visual social researchers both rely on visual, 
real-world data but differ in how they address three key challenges: creating empirically credible 
images of culture and social life, framing empirical observation to highlight new knowledge, and 
challenging existing social theory407.” The study has helped unravel some of the Mary McLeod 
Bethune enigma, thereby making her leadership story one that can be emulated by some 
contemporaries who revere the spirit and intent of organizational work for the edification of 
women in the world. This study also has a practical application for use by professors of 
leadership studies. Where exemplars of Africana women have been marginalized and elided 
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from their pedagogy, Dr. Bethune’s leadership narrative can now be more centered as a part of 
their curricula. 
In this final chapter, the study makes connections that might not have been readily 
evident reading Dr. Bethune’s story chronologically. As such, the findings reported here are not 
necessarily being discussed in chronological order. The cusp of the ending of legalized chattel 
slavery and The Nadir which overlapped and continued into the first decade of the 20th century 
are equally important causal processes necessary to disentangle Bethune’s enigma. Information 
and materials covering Bethune’s fifty-year leadership life in the 20th century, an ever-changing, 
overlapping series of macro-events and social movements, i.e. zeitgeist, are essential to 
disentangling the Bethune enigma. Early 20thcentury legislative and judiciary actions, social 
undercurrents, extra-legal systems of social control such as “Jim Crow” and “Jane Crow” arising 
during The Nadir [inclusive of the US Reconstruction Era], Bethune’s feminism , global events, 
delimiting social barriers (race, class, gender, color, and regional origin) for 19thand 20thcentury 
people of African descent are discussed here in the findings. Bethune’s natal story and 
childhood, told within the backdrop of the Reconstruction Era and The Nadir, help establish a 
foundation for understanding her life in leadership. This information is equally instructive in 
understanding Bethune’s leadership persona as well as understanding just “who” she was as a 
person, another conundrum barely addressed in the literature (Skorapa 1989). 
The principal narrators of Bethune’s family history have been Dr. Bethune herself, her 
grand-daughter Evelyn Bethune, and Dr. Bethune’s authorized biographer, Mrs. Rackham Holt, 
who described herself as a friend of Mary McLeod Bethune. Although more than a dozen 
Bethune biographies have been written and published, all of them allude to Holt’s work as the 




Bethune Foundation include several unpublished copies of Bethune autobiographies and 
biographical sketches, information from which is included in the documents discussed here. 
Eldest granddaughter, Evelyn Bethune, published a book in 2008 containing details of their 
family history which are not included in other publications reviewed. Fortunately, Dr. Bethune’s 
rendition of her birth and early family life reveals valuable context for several major elements of 
her worldview that would be expressed later in life. She shared these early life details not only 
with her official biographer, but also with her granddaughter, Dr. Evelyn Bethune who published 
their family history as well. The oral family history about Dr. Bethune’s mother’s and maternal 
grandmother’s punishments as resistors of sexual assaults, e.g. floggings and other physical 
abuse by White slave-owners, provides a foundation for Dr. Bethune’s inclination toward 
resistance from male authority. Although Dr. Bethune praised both of her parents, whom she 
understood as victims of enslavement, she nevertheless praised her maternal lineage with special 
acumen for organizing and leading peers even in a slave society.  
Dr. Bethune thought she had natural leadership qualities based on her ancestral 
inheritance. During the 1940 formal interview with Fisk University President, Dr. Charles S. 
Johnson, Dr. Bethune continued emphasizing her matrilineal “royal African ancestry,” even 
when Johnson challenged her way of knowing, i.e. family orality. Bethune’s stance on women’s 
independence is quite understandable, even if dissimilar to typical Victorian Era female peers. In 
the interviews with both Dr. Johnson and her official biographer, Rackham Holt, she expressed 
an explicitly negative attitude about women producing large numbers of children even within the 
institution of marriage. Her beloved female role models: Miss Wilson, Miss Crissman, Miss Ida 
Cathcart, and Miss Lucy Laney were not married. Dr. Bethune’s marriage at age 24 [late for 




after their only child’s birth suggest that she was much more comfortable in homo-social 
environments. Canonized in her mind, Bethune’s foremothers’ stories of resisting male authority 
were set in early in life and were reinforced in her educational experiences as she moved from 
childhood through coming-of-age. These were beliefs and experiences underlying her forming 
and governing women’s homo-social organizations such as SCFCWC, NACW, ASWPL, and 
NCNW. 
The principal published document, Rackham Holt’s authorized biography, a 1964 first 
edition, hardback manuscript begun in 1947, has been one of several major objects in my search 
for an authentic and a scholarly Bethune biography. Holt ‘s book is not only (1) a biography, but 
it is also(2) a source of commentary from someone, a Bethune contemporary and “friend,” who, 
like a few other people enjoyed a close Bethune relationships. The original 1st edition hardback 
book jacket lists Holt as a friend of Bethune’s, although there are reasons to disagree about the 
quality of the two women’s friendship. Letters written among Dr. Bethune, Mrs. Holt, and Clara 
Classen, a representative of publisher Doubleday & Company, expose continuing contentions in 
the relationship between Bethune and Holt. The greater issues Bethune expressed to both Holt 
herself and Classen were dissatisfaction with Holt’s too slow production rate and how Holt had, 
or had not, framed certain aspects of Bethune’s life to Bethune’s satisfaction. An October 26, 
1951 letter from Doubleday to Bethune summed up a good deal of the contention, as follows:  
Just before your letter of October 15 arrived, we had decided in conference here to write 
Rackham that the 52 pages thus far received, are not satisfactory and are not publishable 
and indicate to us that after all this time, the biography is still not in a finally acceptable 
form, and that for these reasons we are terminating and rescinding the contract…I was 
going to notify you at the same time that we are terminating the contract because of 
Rackham’s failure to deliver a final satisfactory manuscript. 
 
Commenting to Classen on some advance pages Rackham finally sent, Bethune wrote “I think 




MIGHTY MOTHER? I like this.” Bethune was considering having another person write her 
biography; this person, an unnamed Fisk University scholar, would be a ghost writer while she 
herself would dictate. Holt had written Bethune more than once to report that she was not feeling 
well. However, Bethune wrote that she had already purchased a dictating machine sometime 
before her August 29, 1951 letter to Clara Classen at Doubleday; she also candidly expressed, in 
the same letter of dissatisfaction, her friend’s non-work habits, as follows: 
Poor Rackham – I am so sorry for her. She seems to be physically well, but I think it is 
just what I told you – she is in the habit of drinking excessively. I think that is why she 
has so many broken arms, limbs, back and ankles and the other distressing things that 
have come. Possibly I can go get her and coax the material way from her… We are going 
to get a good book on Mary McLeod someday, but … we have lost so much time and 
money. I pray that I will get some of the material that she has, if she knows where it is. 
Although it took nine years after Bethune’s death to get the biography published, their issues 
were resolved. Rackham Holt was finally able to get her Bethune manuscript published by 
Doubleday & Company in 1964. The next primary source on Dr. Bethune’s life was written by 
one of Dr. Bethune’s granddaughter, Dr. Evelyn Bethune, also published. Other primary source 
materials have been mined from various archives to enhance telling the Bethune story of 
leadership. 
So, Just Who was this Person: Mary McLeod Bethune? 
She was a woman whose 80 years of life was a continual blur of transformational learning 
experiences, relationship building and relational leadership, adaptive charismatic leadership, and 
self-actualizing eudaemonia through organized leadership for women’s advocacy. Mary Jane 
McLeod had come into the world within a woman’s coven of knowledge and power. She was 
indubitably a born into a basic level of feminist behaviors, although she was most likely 
unfamiliar with that term until later in life. With family female models of resistance to White 




acquiesce to male authority of any social group. Bethune had been uniquely imbued with a 
respect for female prowess, and a penchant for homo-social organizations and spaces. Bethune 
was an early 1940s proponent of birth control and family planning on the part of Negro women. 
This position seems anomalous to her devoted stance for Christian ethics which subordinate 
women beneath their husbands authority and requires pre-marital chastity. Nevertheless, Bethune 
understood that women’s ontology was not limited to childbearing and domestic drudgery. 
Inconsistently with other women in her own family who all gave birth to ten or more children, 
Bethune produced only one child. Within a very few years after giving birth, she 
unceremoniously separated from her husband and lived a life unsupervised by men.  
Bethune intently contemplated androcentric organizations, such as the federal 
government, and appropriated whatever she could in her own leadership performance. She 
informally studied how male authority was performed; and she emulated male models of leaders 
she encountered, such as Dwight Moody. She was a person whose ego and self-esteem allowed 
her to resist, ignore, and deflect criticisms that impeded her goals. Bethune’s direct visual and 
spoken social behavior was sometimes considered “masculine,” except that unlike (many) men 
she was not pugnacious. Confidently, she believed that she was compelled, listening to her inner 
self and, re-igniting eudaemonic feelings of flow that were impermeable by outside influences. 
Bethune deeply believed sense that Providence, being the reason for her greatness in life, had 
been invoked immediately upon her at birth in her parents' sharecropper cabin. She had cone into 
the world through the assistance of an intimate homo-social group of African sage–mothers. In 
her estimation, it had all been Providence and Destiny 
Among the Providential talents with which Dr. Bethune had been imbued were qualities 




foibles, a sense of humor, and a sense of refined ruthlessness that enabled her destiny. With a 
capacity to talk herself into and out of most social situations, Dr. Bethune could patronize or 
prejudice friends and foes with flattery, deeply penetrating visual gazes, and repetitions 
pleadings, which were often laced with her humorous version of what God wanted. Her ready 
command of Bible verses was used as an arsenal to fend off enemies and to convince marginal 
friends toward her way of thinking. Dr. Bethune used hyperbolic speech, Southern metaphors, 
superlatives that would color whatever she was discussing, along with that captivating incisive 









All her correspondents were effusively praised for something, even a small something. 
Dr. Bethune wrote the most endearing, authentic letters for donations as little as $2.00 directly 
addressing the donors by name and thanking them repeatedly. And as a rare open expression of 
her discontent, she wrote to the Florida governor during the infamous 1934 Claude Neale 
lynching; she praised him in the same correspondence for doing absolutely nothing except being 
the Governor of the State of Florida. Dr. Bethune had a thorough knack for using indirect 
Southern accommodations especially in potentially contentious discourses between Negroes and 
Whites. She knew exactly when to use these Southern methods and wiles, diffusing hostilities 
and ameliorating irritated relationships. Using the “power” of her appointed government office 
and the power of her NCNW presidency, Dr. Bethune wrote or dictated literally hundreds of 
letters, on official agency letterhead, to whomever she believed could promote her objective; she 
did use a dictating machine. She bombarded Eleanor Roosevelt with letters after Eleanor arrived 
in Washington, D.C. as FLOTUS. Bethune was a supremely relentless supplicant. Her writing 
style: using flattery, hyperbole, and spiritual guidance, cannot be mistaken. Some Bethune 
scholars have hinted that Dr. Bethune used “ghost writers.” Her written correspondence does 
reflect a level of erudition and a vocabulary beyond that which we know she attained. However, 
Dr. Bethune had a capacity for attracting volunteers and employing staff who were quite capable 
and perhaps overqualified for secretary positions. 
Powerful spoken energy would erupt from the mouth of this short, stocky, grey-haired 
Negro woman whose reputation many times had preceded her arrival on the stage or in a church 




during school ceremonies, church congregations for Mother’s Day or Women’s Day, or NCNW 
members. Looking at photos of Dr. Bethune in action at a podium, using her “affected” high-
pitched tonal vocalizations similar to Eleanor Roosevelt’s voice, you can almost hear those 
words pouring from her mouth. Her visual presence exuded power, i.e. a unique Bethune brand 
of authenticity and charisma to make her audiences believe things really could happen. Preparing 
for performing her spoken philosophies about whatever issue at hand, Dr. Bethune was not only 
adeptly aware of the words she used, but she was as importantly aware that her stage presence 
helped convey her messages.  
As an informal “aspirant” to the middle and upper classes since childhood, Bethune 
emulated women from these classes. Inclined since her first meeting with Mrs. Booker T. 
Washington [aka Margaret Murray Washington], Dr. Bethune took an interest in fashionable 
clothing, fancy hats and expensive clothing such as furs and chinchilla coats as her material 
circumstances improved during the 1930s and the 1940s.Bethune considered herself beautiful, a 
treasure like the Night. On occasion she would effusively compliment herself. Despite not being 
particularly “feminine” looking according to her detractors, she was nevertheless inclined toward 
the trappings of “feminine” presentation. She liked jewelry. She particularly preferred white 
pearls, which nearly always adorned her throat and wrists. She also liked pearl broaches 
enhanced with other semi-precious stones which often accessorized the black dresses she was 
known to prefer. The precious white jewelry made a stark contrast to her smooth, dark skin.A 
person so much solicited for public speech-making and celebratory events would have to make 
an appropriate appearance as a representative of the socially- aspiring Negro community.  
Bethune appropriated some habits of Negro upper-class women such as Negro Mme. C.J. 




having her hair coiffed professionally. Later in her life, Bethune admitted acquiring servants who 
maintained her person: her clothing, her hair, and her shoes at her Florida home. She also had a 
collection of adorned walking canes, which she cherished. Some of those who knew Dr. Bethune 
more intimately thought of her as narcissistic. She thoroughly enjoyed being photographed; and 
hundreds of Bethune photographs showing her strong, direct gaze confirm the notion of her 
visual mesmerizing. Bethune’s eyes variously described as light brown or hazel colored always 
engaged the camera lens directly. Those engaging eyes also transfixed people who could not 
refuse her desires once so engaged. Some male observers also thought her visual mannerisms 
were coquettish.  
Dr. Bethune’s positive sense of self was the principal feature of her leadership success. 
She was able to deflect unflattering ideas about negritude while simultaneously absorbing 
positive reflections of self that evolved from intuitive altruism and hard work for her people. She 
exuded a sense of self-righteousness moored in Biblical philosophy that was not offensive to her 
people. This approach and understanding of self in relation to one’s own destiny, as Bethune 
displayed, could be easily appropriated by youthful leaders of current social movements such as 
“Black Lives Matter.” Using Bethune’s model, those whose activism inspires others toward 
social activism need to use all their skills and energy in organization development and 
leadership. Dr. Bethune did her best work through organizations that gave her public stature and 
power inherent to being assigned “the leader.” However, she was masterful about developing and 
maintaining individual relationships, the most impactful ones which were nurtured quietly and 
away from the spotlights of fame. Even though Bethune was definitely not the only significant 
voice of Negro Americans in the early 20th century, a careful management of her voice and 




events, enhanced the appearance of her power and political control over her flock as their Negro 
“plenipotentiary.” This was psychologically useful to a segment of the Negro community, but 
was also as useful to the political machinery of the Democratic Party throughout both the 
Roosevelt and Truman administrations.  
Dr. Bethune avoided publicly staged differences with other leaders. She completely 
avoided bellicose language and pugnacious behaviors, deferring to dialogue and the pursuit of 
common ground as methods to achieve change. Bethune could count on her personal voice and 
her physical affect as tools to make her conversations, even those in contention, productive. The 
record shows that Bethune worked behind the scenes to avoid the necessity for the 1941 March 
on Washington D.C planned by A. Philip Randolph. The 1941 March did not materialize; Dr. 
Bethune intervened quietly with POTUS Franklin D. Roosevelt. Shortly thereafter federal 
legislation (FEPC) regarding fair employment practices affecting Negroes was signed instead 
which essentially nullified the need for a march as Dr. Bethune saw it. Dr. Bethune’s behind-the-
scenes anti-lynching position in ASWPL had been as inversely difficult to see as her 
contemporary Ida B. Wells Barnett’s obviously visible anti-lynching, public demonstration had 
been. 
Dr. Bethune saw little benefit in expressing hostilities either staged or spontaneous as she 
had demonstrated contemporaneously during the infamous two-decade long debacle Scottsboro 
Boys’ case with Alabama and Supreme Courts. We know she would advise against public 
confrontations like the Ferguson, Missouri racial episode, given unarmed Michael Brown’s 
murder by a police officer, which spawned “Black Lives Matter.” Although Dr. Bethune would 
have taken a much more reticent position with law enforcement authorities than contemporary 




Matter” leaders appearing as content experts at conferences, in classrooms, and on national cable 
television, such as MSNBC and CNN. She would unequivocally advise careful, diligent and 
persistent discourse with adversaries or their representatives. 
Dr. Bethune was as “sharp as a tack!” She was intellectually gifted, but also a person who 
had learned as much, if not more, through vicarious incidents and events as she did through 
formal learning experiences. She did not try to re-employ tactics that were not productive; as a 
quick learner of hers and others’ mistakes, Bethune would move onto and use new methods of 
problem solving. Throughout her life beginning in childhood, Bethune was transformed and 
learned by the disorienting words and/or behaviors of others. Experiencing humiliation as a child 
for her illiteracy was transformational: a lifelong thirst for learning. After investing much time in 
training, her transformational learning resulted in thousands of other young people eventually 
being educated at a university that she founded. Denied medical services for a student at her 
Florida school constituted a disorienting, but a transformative learning experience was 
transmuted into a longer ranged benefit not an inevitable deficit. Her abrupt understanding that 
students needed more than classrooms created the transformative learning which produced a little 
clapboard house she re-purposed as a hospital on campus. That little hospital evolved and has 
become a School of Nursing, graduates of which continue to serve countless others. On a chance 
meeting while in New York City, Dr. Bethune learned about collecting women’s archives; she 
quickly dispatched Howard University librarian, Dorothy Porter, to adapt what Bethune had 
learned about documenting Negro women’s stories for the NCNW and for her own personal 
Foundation she envisioned. Bethune’s link to the issues women faced internationally was 




After FDR’s deathin1945, Bethune’s linkage with Eleanor Roosevelt re-focused on the 
needs of women internationally. Their prior “friendship,” had been more a reflection of political 
interest convergence than “bosom buddy intimacy” between women who shared daily joys and 
sorrows. Their joint relationship in shaping the opinions of those they influenced had begun to 
dissipate with President Franklin Roosevelt’s sudden death. Bethune had a history of welcoming 
international women into her home in the Logan Circle district of Washington, D.C. Dr. 
Bethunewho learned wherever and however she could, continued sharing the baton of advocacy 
along with Mrs. Roosevelt and other women for women’s issues globally. Learning as much, if 
not more, through vicarious incidents and events (experience) alongside formal classroom 
training was another hallmark feature of Bethune’s leadership story. 
Dr. Bethune nearly always found a way to enfold the needs of others in the Negro 
community with her own personal needs and benefits. The benefit and the appearance of lesser 
foreign visitors of color to the United States lodging graciously in an auspicious D.C. location 
dovetailed with her need to live fashionably in the DuPont Circle area of Washington, D.C., 
formerly called “Logan Circle.” The NCNW Council House was also the place where Dr. 
Bethune hosted social events and receptions for Negro Washington insiders and Third World 
“dignitaries” whose presence would not be welcomed in Whites-only D.C. venues.  
Her ready hospitality for foreign visitors of color was well-known in the Capital. Bethune 
saw herself as a conduit between Africans dignitaries in emerging democracies and African 
Americans in the United States.Dr. Bethune’s being dispatched to Liberia during the Truman 
Administration, although she had no formal State Department appointment, was somehow a way 
for Negroes in America to feel included in the late 1940s international negotiations for rubber 




Bethune’s friend Dr. Charles Johnson, were “doing the work” in Liberia but got very little, if 












Ceremoniously Dr. Bethune’s voyage, her quasi-official first trip to the Continent of 
Africa, was documented for posterity: photographs of Dr. Bethune with President Truman 
receiving an award. This particular voyage, like a few other events in her life, had been a 
“dream-come-true” for Dr. Bethune who said the trip, the final ‘crossing,’ was forecasted in her 
dream-state many years prior. Whether either the people of Liberia or the Negroes in America 
actually benefitted from Dr. Bethune’s ceremonial trip is arguable and a topic for future research. 
Nevertheless, she gained some cultural insight by reaching the continent of her ancestors. People 
she served later would necessarily benefit, as well, because Dr. Bethune always shared her 
knowledge which she believed emanated from her understanding and internal connection with 
the Divine. She represented herself as the spokesperson for American Negroes and was believed 




Reflections on Dissertating 
Recommendations for further study 
While the objective of this study: a historiography to better understand Dr. Bethune’s enigmatic 
climb to leadership acclaim has been achieved, it does not qualify as a fully researched 
biography of Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune. Complementary primary research needs to be 
attempted to augment the officially sanctioned biography by Rackham Holt that was published in 
1964. Many “facts” need verification. An aspect of Dr. Bethune’s leadership not interrogated in 
the study is her relationship with the US military. Her World War II activism to get Negro 
women assignments in the WANDS needs further research. Photos of Dr. Bethune outfitted in 
military gear need interrogation, representing another chapter in Bethune’s leadership. Both Dr. 
Bethune and Mrs. Roosevelt are recorded in 1940s photographs wearing military attire; their 
ranks and roles in the military, even if perhaps more emblematic than official, is a story waiting 
to be further documented and told. 
Also Dr. Bethune’s struggles with organization sustainability should be further 
researched, relative to successfully running a non-profit organization; the NCNW finally 
addressed its tax status only after Dr. Bethune’s death. How Dr. Bethune co-mingled 
organization and personal resources received in donations and philanthropy would be a separate 
study and a likely lesson for contemporary NPO leaders and administrators. 
Closing reflections on the researcher’s experience(s) with the process 
Based on my research interest in Africana women’s leadership, Dr. Bethune’s leadership during 
the 20th century seemed appropriate because, though well known in some Africana communities, 
her leadership was enigmatically not known at all among Asians, Hispanics and Whites. 




study was done in part to elevate Bethune’s leadership life, thereby moving the Bethune 
discourse closer to mainstream leadership studies and discourse. The study is concerned with, for 
example, how only a few of my Antioch leadership professors ever heard of this acclaimed 
American leader before I began my research; however all of them were able to recognize 
Bethune contemporary and co-advocate for human rights, Eleanor Roosevelt. 
The Bethune canon primarily produced and discussed by educators and historians has 
largely condensed her acclaimed leadership to her history of educating and sheltering children 
and youth. Publications on Bethune’s leadership are concentrated and subsumed in the 
magnitude of the educational institution, Bethune Cookman University, which Dr. Bethune 
envisioned and made manifest. Beyond her original musings Generally speaking, previous works 
have not utilized the theories and scholarship about leadership as a behavioral phenomenon to 
describe Bethune’s accomplishments. When published, results of the study will allow for 
Bethune’s life in leadership to be placed on library shelves alongside other 20th century 
American leaders. 
As significantly delimiting as being relegated simply to stories of higher education, Dr. 
Bethune’s leadership has principally been chronicled and reported outside of the tumultuous 
societal changes in play during her rise to public acclaim, i.e. the zeitgeist which richly 
contextualizes otherwise “isolated” issues or events. Except for her government work in the New 
Deal during the Great Depression, little else is generally known about Bethune’s leadership in 





A post-positivist approach asserted in this study requires another look at the “facts,” and 
the circumstances surrounding the path of Bethune’s leadership development. Retrospection 
about the facts of what happened and why are subjected to a nuanced perspective about the 
“facts” as they were understood seven decades ago. In this study, Bethune’s life has been 
reconstructed under the lenses of leadership and the zeitgeist of the early 20th century. This 21st 
century social reconstruction should help explain the path of Bethune’s leadership acclaim and 
eliminate parts of the myth and hagiography discussed previously by published Bethune 
narrators and scholars.  
Another reason for this study is providing students of leadership and social activism a 
broader spectrum of practical exemplars. This study helps improve on a leadership studies 
insufficiency, which has perhaps inadvertently marginalized women leaders of African descent; 
the study thereby enhances the pedagogical strategy of providing more diverse leadership 
exemplars alongside the more typically Socratic strategies for student learning, and praxis. 
Adding Dr. Bethune’s exemplary 20thcentury African American female leadership storyto the 
leadership studies lexicon broadens the spectrum of leaders and shows how imperfect lives and 
histories can nevertheless augment the elusively more perfect union for which we strive through 
our organizational work. 
Having characterized Dr. Bethune’s leadership life as enigmatic, the study interrogated 
the enigma. What were the elements of the enigma? Had Bethune’s leadership story, like 
women’s leadership in general or like non-profit leadership, been an androcentrically inadvertent 
elision from mainstream academic discourse on leadership? Was there another story, an enigma 
germane to her uniqueness, really awaiting excavation as new knowledge? Did her identity 




Presenting dormant archival data, what and how Dr. Bethune performed based on documentary 
evidence, became part of an explication of a polarized Negro public in the early 1900s. The 
evidence against a Negro political and social monolith in the early decades of the 20th century 
required Bethune’s acclaim as the 20thcentury “Negro Plenipotentiary” to be re-considered and 
again contested with more complete information. “New” information that answers some 
questions not previously asked thereby closes some gaps or lacunas in the Bethune leadership 
narrative. Disentangling and re-arranging information previously constituting an enigmatic story, 
as well as introducing new information excavated from archives and photos, has become the 
“how” I constructed and articulated new knowledge which needed not only excavation, but 
voice. 
Although I expected to do extensive historical research, preparing for and writing this 
dissertation has been a much deeper dive into the past than I knew I could achieve. Looking 
deeper into Dr. Bethune’s past most definitely helped me learn about the early 20th century issues 
and challenges which impacted her life as a Negro woman in America. However, examining the 
issues and concerns of American Negro Great Migration people in general helped give me 
insight into the challenges of my own family members: my great grandparents and grandparents 
who were actually Great Migration émigrés from Mississippi and Arkansas to St. Louis and 
Chicago. This dive into the past was not about statistics and studies; it was about real people who 
mattered in my life and in the lives of millions of other African-descended people. I wrote daily 
while listening to cable broadcast “blues” music from the 1920s to the 1950s which was a wide 
window into the cultural histories of early 20th century Negroes with a Southern agrarian 
pedigree. The lyrics of the Blues from his period speak volumes about Negro gender 




Louis Blues” and “Stagolee Shot Billy408”were rich with information about Negro life in places 
not too distant from the agrarian South like St. Louis, Missouri and Washington, D.C. The 
musical lyrics helped articulate the texts and the photos. 
By watching PBS broadcast documentaries, such as “American Epic” and “The 
Roosevelts,” at least three times each while I was writing, I was better capable of stepping 
backwards into those times which Wilkerson’s The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of 
America’s Great Migration (2011) had already adeptly informed me intellectually. As such, my 
research ended up being research not only into Dr. Bethune’s life and history, not previously told 
fully within the context of her as a Great Migration émigré from Florida north up the East, but it 
was also a look I had long desired into my own family’s agrarian past. My grandmothers would 
not, even if asked nicely, discuss their past experiences in towns such as Meridian and Indianola 
situated in the infamous Mississippi Delta. Stories of color caste that lovingly evolved even in 
family nicknames such as “Cute” for my light-skinned grandmother and “Nig,” for my dark-
skinned great-aunt and their probable painful White men paternities, unexplained and buried, 
were exposed and made meaningful in Dr. Bethune’s management of skin-color bias. 
Remarkably, the dead, but Bethune and her contemporaries in particular, could speak. Their 
stories were exhumed through the research done for this dissertation. 
Given deeper historical research, the story of Bethune’s leadership life is less an enigma, 
more a model, and more a blessing than even I, as one of Dr. Bethune’s devotees, expected. 
Unfortunately and unexpectedly, I also met with the same resistance to share some archival 
materials from the Bethune Foundation, as Olga Skorapa had revealed in her 1989 dissertation. 
The Bethune Foundation’s failure to disclose some documents and artifacts is somehow part of 
																																								 																				




the continuing conundrum in the history of Bethune who was extremely guarded about her 
personal data, was somewhat a public institution. On the other had my electronic and telephonic 
interactions with both the Presbyterian Historical Society and the NPS: National Archives for 
Black Women’s History have exceeded my expectations. The research process has given me a 
much better appreciation for the work of scholars and historians upon whose labors my own 
work could build. 
What was learned from doing this research? 
Historical research can become tedious. It helps very much if the subject of the research is one 
that can keep the researcher’s extended interest. Known archival repositories are definitely not 
the only places where primary source materials can be found. Historical research requires the 
researcher to pay attention to details. Clues for other primary and secondary sources were often 
found tucked among details in another scholar’s work. What I learned is that following leads 
from primary sources, photographs, conversations with others about my research, and 
bibliographies were absolutely essential. I also found that mistaken judgements can be made by 
failing to include information immediately preceding and information following an event or 
episode. While dates can seem very boring, they nevertheless help contextualize whatever else is 
being examined; a date as such becomes the adjective modifying an event. 
How Dr. Bethune achieved public acclaim as a leader has been the principal research 
question in the study. “How” the study question was envisioned has shaped the methodology or 
how the study goals would be achieved. Stated as simply as possible, the study has sought to 
know and understand how a 19th – 20th century African American woman, who never earned a 
high school diploma manifested her vision for educating Negro girls in the South that culminated 




understand how Bethune simultaneously earned the esteem of US Presidents as well as the 
esteem of academia as demonstrated by no fewer than eleven honorary degrees she received 
between 1910 and 1950.  
Significantly, as stated above, I learned that the dead can still speak. The deceased do not 
have to be interviewed contemporaneously with the study itself. Records of their interviews and 
commentaries made can be incorporated after death. Dr. Bethune and some of her significant 
contemporaries speak to us in this study. Very few who knew Bethune intimately were available 
to be interviewed in 2017; but another Bethune scholar had already recently interviewed three 
such persons between2013 and 2014. The scholar had furthermore made these interviews public 
in her book published in 2015. The texts of these interviews were incorporated into my research. 
Other Bethune contemporaries significant to her story, people who would be interviewed except 
that they had died, fortunately had published their memoirs or had published interviews which 
included their recollections and interactions with Dr. Bethune. These commentaries were, in 
addition to un-cited remarks made by Bethune’s official biographer, employed like interviewee 
statements, to fill interstices left blank in other narrations of Bethune’s leadership life. 
This study can also have another practical application for use by professors of leadership 
studies. Where exemplars of Africana women leaders have been unknown to professors and 
marginalized, i.e. not included in their leadership pedagogy, Dr. Bethune’s leadership narrative 
can now be moved and more centered as a part of their pedagogy and curricula. Females of 
African descent, as prospective and practicing leaders, as well as non-African descended leaders 
and students of leadership and change, female and male, are best served in their scholarship and 
practice when exemplars from diverse backgrounds are presented for their emulation, 




expression of European hegemony with only a select few globally acknowledged non-European 
super-hero leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. offered as exemplars. 
How did this research change me as a person, a scholar-practitioner, and as a professional 
working as a leader to encourage positive change? 
As an official leader in a century-old national non-profit, I am more aware that both emergent 
and ascribed positions of leadership carry the burdens and the blessings of other people’s 
confidence in my competence and my ethics. The impact of power relationships between leaders 
and followers, well-documented in leadership literature, “came to life” in my study of Dr. 
Bethune’s leadership rise to national acclaim during the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. I have been 
aware for a number of years that “who” makes a statement often supersedes “what” that person 
has said for some organization members. Some people as followers often respond to the office or 
the title of the person making the statement, especially if they are disinclined to question the 
leader’s ability, authenticity, and integrity. An overdose of self-confidence in one’s own purpose 
and abilities leaves room for a leader’s exploitation of followers’ compliance and confidence. 
Subordinates’ rubber-stamping behavior, while viewed as positive, can result in boomeranged 
negative organization consequences. 
With a better understanding of how Dr. Bethune viewed her own leadership and how she 
perceived the responsibilities of followers in the organizations she led, I am much more aware 
that a leader’s self-confidence, self-awareness, and self-efficacy can be too highly valued in 
some situations. A healthy respect for the opinions and musings of followers, and other leaders, 
is another necessary tool in a successful leader’s arsenal of skills and abilities. While the ability 
to influence or to command followers has its place in leadership, the mutually respectful 




objectives. Organization leaders who de-value followers can, as in some examples found in my 
research, engender organization disintegration and splits in membership. In certain instances as 
discovered in this study, failing to understand their own personal motivations and interests, 
leaders can fail also to achieve their intended objectives altogether. As an elected leader in my 
own NPO (Nor-Profit Organization), the Association for the Study of African American Life and 
History, I hope to avoid some leadership pitfalls illuminated in my study of Dr. Bethune’s 
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i. Chicago Defender (1905- ) 
 
The Chicago Defender was founded in 1905 by Robert Sengstacke Abbott. Abbott published the first issue, a run of 
300 copies, on May 6, 1905. The Defender began as a four-page weekly handbill filled with local news and 
reproductions of clippings from other newspapers. Abbott initially sold both subscriptions and advertising for the 
paper himself by going door-to-door throughout Chicago, Illinois. 
 
Abbott used the Defender as a forum to attack racial injustice from the outset, and included a front-page heading on 
every issue that read, “American Race Justice Must Be Destroyed”. The Defender was a leading advocate in the 
fight against racial, economic, and social discrimination. It championed equal employment and fair housing for 
blacks, and boldly reported on lynchings, rapes, and black disfranchisement. What began as a four-page handbill had 
become by 1915 a popular local newspaper with a weekly circulation of 16,000.  
 
The Defender, however, saw its major growth during the Great Migration and is credited as being a major catalyst 
for that movement of half a million blacks from the South to the North between 1915 and 1920. Abbott used black 
Pullman Porters and entertainers to transport his paper across the Mason-Dixon Line. Often after being smuggled to 
the South, it is estimated that many copies of the Defender were read by four to five African Americans, who passed 
it from person to person and read it aloud wherever blacks congregated. Included in its pages were articles and 
editorials which tried to convince its oppressed southern readers to move north. Abbott even printed copies of train 
schedules and job listings to entice southern blacks to relocate. The black population of Chicago increased 148 
percent from 1910 to 1920 with plenty of support and encouragement from the Defender.  
 
The Defender grew with the migration north. By 1917 it became the first African American paper to reach a 
circulation of 100,000 copies and to achieve national circulation. By 1920 its circulation reached 230,000 copies per 
week. Throughout the years, the Defender had many notable columnists, including Walter White and Langston 
Hughes. It also published early works of poet Gwendolyn Brooks; the first African American to win a Pulitzer Prize 
in any category. As a result of the Defender’s success Robert Abbott became one of the first African American 
millionaires.  
 
Upon Abbott’s death in 1940, John H. Sengstacke, Abbott’s nephew, assumed control of the Defender. Stengstacke 
continued the fight for racial equality. On February 6, 1956, The Defender became a daily and was renamed the 
Chicago Daily Defender. At the time it was the largest black-owned daily newspaper in the world. In 1965, 
Stengstacke purchased long-time rival newspaper The Pittsburgh Courier and added it to his chain of papers which 
includes The Michigan Chronicle in Detroit, Michigan, and The Tri-State Defender in Memphis, Tennessee. 
Sengstacke remained publisher of the Defender until his death in 1997. 
 
Sources: 
Aurora Wallace, Newspapers and the Making of Modern America (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 2005); 




- See more at: http://www.blackpast.org/aah/chicago-defender-1905#sthash.l2ncsHNc.dpuf 
 
ii. http://uwf.edu/dearle/enewsstand/enewsstand_files/Page1019.htm 
The American Mercury audience was not typical in its followers. As the monthly was established to challenge the 
social, political, and religious scenes of the 1920s, those who carried the Mercury did so like it was a badge of 
honor. The magazine was a back-stage pass of sorts that bonded the audience together in the movement against 
maintaining the status quo, the perpetuation of elitism that enabled corruption and social divisions, and the 
American public’s inability to decipher, research, question, or disagree with anything mainstream. Because the 
magazine was a staunch platform for liberty and freedom in all forms, less government, and the end of prohibition, 
among other attributes, the Mercury found itself in the hands of students (particularly undergraduate males), 




niche of the American public, but in fact found itself a national and international success with subscribers of all 
social and economic backgrounds. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_American_MercuryThe American Mercury was an American magazine published 
from 1924[1] to 1981. It was founded as the brainchild of H. L. Mencken and drama critic George Jean Nathan. The 
magazine featured writing by some of the most important writers in the United States through the 1920s and 1930s. 
After a change in ownership in the 1940s, the magazine attracted conservative writers. A second change in 
ownership a decade later turned the magazine into a virulently anti-Semitic publication. It was published monthly in 
New York City.[2] The magazine went out of business in 1981, having spent the last 25 years of its existence in 
decline and controversy. From 1924 through 1933, Mencken provided what he promised: elegantly irreverent 
observations of America, aimed at what he called "Americans realistically", those of sophisticated skepticism of 
enough that was popular and much that threatened to be.  
 
iii. https://www.questia.com/library/journal/1G1-21140186/mary-mcleod-bethune-s-last-will-and-testament-a 
[accessed March 3, 2017] 
 After the impressive 1926 Convention of the National Association of Colored Women (NACW) in Oakland, 
California, an enthusiast referring to the delegates wrote, "Their luggage, consisting of expensive and durable 
suitcases, bags, overnight bags of all forms and sizes, did credit to good taste and common sense."(1) While non-
contemporaries may think such a baggage observation irrelevant, it was tied into NACW members' desire "to furnish 
evidence of the moral, mental, and material progress made by people of color..." In fact, they enshrined this purpose 
into the preamble to their 1897 constitution and reaffirmed it almost thirty years later.(2) In other words, black 
women's most notable secular organization of that period had taken on the task of vindicating the race. Such an 
objective was virtually a reflex response, not only for its members, but especially among educated blacks throughout 
the country. It sprang from white America cursing people of African descent with assumed inferiority and using its 
crushing power to enforce economic, political, social, and educational discrimination and segregation. 
 
iv. http://www.ferris.edu/jimcrow/mammies/ [accessed January 31, 2017] 
 
Abolitionists claimed that one of the many brutal aspects of slavery was that slave owners sexually exploited their 
female slaves, especially light-skinned ones who approximated the mainstream definition of female sexual 
attractiveness. The mammy caricature was deliberately constructed to suggest ugliness. Mammy was portrayed as 
dark-skinned, often pitch black, in a society that regarded black skin as ugly, tainted. She was obese, sometimes 
morbidly overweight. Moreover, she was often portrayed as old, or at least middle-aged. The attempt was to 
desexualize mammy. The implicit assumption was this: No reasonable white man would choose a fat, elderly black 
woman instead of the idealized white woman. The black mammy was portrayed as lacking all sexual and sensual 
qualities. The de-eroticism of mammy meant that the white wife -- and by extension, the white family, was safe. 
 
The sexual exploitation of black women by white men was unfortunately common during the antebellum period, and 
this was true irrespective of the economic relationship involved; in other words, black women were sexually 
exploited by rich whites, middle class whites, and poor whites. Sexual relations between blacks and whites -- 
whether consensual or rapes -- were taboo; yet they occurred often. All black women and girls, regardless of their 
physical appearances, were vulnerable to being sexually assaulted by white men. The mammy caricature tells many 
lies; in this case, the lie is that white men did not find black women sexually desirable. 
 
The mammy caricature implied that black women were only fit to be domestic workers; thus, the stereotype became 
a rationalization for economic discrimination. During the Jim Crow period, approximately 1877 to 1966, America's 
race-based, race-segregated job economy limited most blacks to menial, low paying, low status jobs. Black women 
found themselves forced into one job category, house servant. Jo Ann Gibson Robinson (1987), a biographer of the 
Civil Rights Movement, described the limited opportunities for black women in the 1950s: 
Jobs for clerks in dime stores, cashiers in markets, and telephone operators were numerous, but were not open to 
black women. A fifty-dollar-a-week worker could employ a black domestic to clean her home, cook the food, wash 
and iron clothes, and nurse the baby for as little as twenty dollars per week. (p. 107) 
 
v. http://www.post-gazette.com/news/obituaries/2005/03/31/Obituary-Maida-Springer-Kemp-Labor-activist-




During the Depression, she earned pennies an hour in New York when she joined Local 22 of the International 
Ladies' Garment Workers Union. 
 
Believing organized labor offered a better life, she was a trailblazer in a segregated America, building alliances 
between the black community and labor. In England, in 1945, she became the first black woman to represent 
American labor abroad. Working with the Urban League, she helped forge a bond between the American Federation 
of Labor-Council of Industrial Organizations and the emerging African labor movement in the 1960s. 
 
Mrs. Springer Kemp, a native of Panama who went to Harlem at age 7, had lived in Pittsburgh since the late 1970s. 
She died on Tuesday after a long illness. She was 94. 
 
She moved here from Chicago in the early 1980s to be close to her son, Pittsburgh attorney Eric Springer, who as a 
child was often by his mother's side as she handed out leaflets for union rallies. Once in Pittsburgh, she was active in 
the NAACP and continued her union work through consulting. 
 
The groundwork for her activism was planted in Harlem. There Mrs. Springer Kemp was deeply influenced by her 
mother, Adina Stewart Carrington, who listened to the black nationalist messages of Marcus Garvey and told her 
young daughter to be hopeful and value education. Mrs. Springer Kemp's interest in the union movement was 
sparked by a 1929 radio address by A. Philip Randolph, the leader of the Pullman Porters, an all-black union of 
railroad service workers. 
 
vi. http://hobosofthegd.yolasite.com/ [accessed February 6, 2017]. “To support the family and decrease the financial 
burden, many teenagers left their home and hopped onto freight trains. They were called hoboes and they said they 
“ride the rails”. Sometimes, there were more penniless hoboes than people who paid money in the trains in 1932. 
Unfortunately, many of them were arrested and jailed since they couldn’t pay for the ticket. Dingbats referred to 
experienced hoboes and new hoboes were called gaycats. A lot of these people were crushed under the train wheels 
when they missed a jump. In several cities, they made a camp called jungle near the railroad tracks. They made 
shelters with cardboard boxes, branches, and abandoned stuffs. In the camp, they shared food and slept. People who 
had debts and couldn’t pay had to lose their homes and those were sold at auction. Furthermore, they had no money 
to rend the most rundown houses. People moved with relatives and built houses with shacks made from any 
materials they could find. Usually, the shacks were built near a town dump to make it easier to find food, clothes, 
and trash. They named themselves ‘Hoovervilles’ because many people thought President Herbert Hoover didn’t try 
hard enough to solve the economic difficulties. 
 
During the Great Depression, a lot of unemployed men moved Texas, to the town out West called El Paso. El Paso 
was very famous for the generosity of people to beggars. As a result, El Paso became to be known as “easy mark” 
for them. The hoboes made a variety of signs that they used to communicate with each other. The restaurants in El 
Paso provided left-over food to organizations or homeless people.” 
 
